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* . . .

: the Maſs ſhould have the liberty to go

abroad two Tears together; without meet

I Never expečied, that w Book. againſ

sing oppoſition : nor that two Points ſo dear

and ſo fundamental to Rome, as Maſs Sacri

fice, and Prieſt-hood are, could be left ſo

long in the Dirt, and under the Impeachment

of that Lewdneſs and Impiety, that I have

accuſed, and I hope convićied them of, with

out an Advocate to defend them; and there

fore 47/1 not 4t all ſurpriz'd, that after ſo long

a time, an Anſwer is pretended to be made to

it: But ſuch an Anſwer, ſo emty andimperti

ment, Imuſ confeſs I did not exped, imagin

ing the Cauſe, as bad as it was, tho it could

not findgood Reaſon, would yet have had good

Sophiftry, and Artificial Colour to defend it.

But ſince that Roman Catholics are pleaſed

to take up with theſe moſt trivial Shifts and

Cavils, and in ſpight of both Senſe and Grace

perft in an Abuſe, which neither they nor.

* any

The Preface. . . . . . . . .



The Preface.

any body elſe can in any tolerable manner ju

#ifte: the next thing which I have to do, is to

examine what the ſpecial Attrađives are,

which can draw Men to, and detain them in

fuch a ſtrange and unchriftian kind of Worſhip.

Here I do not propoſe to my ſelf the cure of

fuch as are already prepºſſeſſed, and throughly

fick with wilful Ignorance. He that can

cure the Deaf, and the Dumb, is alone the

immediate and proper Phyſitian for that Diſ

eaſe. But I do what I ought, when I do what

I can, to hinder the Plague from ſpreading,

and them which are deſperatly ill with it

from infecting others. The Roman Church

abounds with prudent and politic Men, who

can infuſe their Myſteries in as plauſible and

Christian Words, as the Aſſyrian Envoy did

his Deſigns, in good and true jewiſh Lan

guage, Iſa. 36. The very Janſeniſts, (a more

reformedkind of Papiffs, whom therefore one

mightleſ ſuffed) exceed ſometimes the Miſſi

onaries, and the Jeſuits, in this black Art of

diſguiſing: and I have had in Conferences,

. . . . ſuch



The Preface.

-:

ſuch Exterience ºffome of the beft of thisſº,

both at the French Court, and the Sorbone,

that tho I may here ſhare their Names, I may

not, with any Charity, ſhare to warn others, to

take heed of their Companies. The proper

Genius, and as it were, the Univerſal Spirit

of that Church, conſiſts much in a Confi

dence to raiſe anything which they have, al

tho that were but a Dung-hill, into a Caſtle;

and by the noiſe of ſtrange Expreſſions, toper

fwade you out of your own knowlege, that you

may believe the Enchantment. Tranſub

ſtantiation, the Maſs Sacrifice, Purgatory,

and their pretended Infallibility, had bin as

ſoon tumbled down, as ſtarted up, had they not

bin kept on foot by this kind of Roman Hetto

riſm; and the better to turn both Mens

Brains and Hearts to that ſide, their pre

tended Catholicneſs, Miracles, Suffrages,

Confraternities, Church Treſury, Indul

gences, &c. (the very Dirt and Dungofthat

Church) are by the ſame Art and Valorere'ied

intoplaſiil. Means ºf Woºi, and salva.
\ . tion,



The Preface.

tion. Therefore my preſent buſineſs is, to re

move theſe, and other-like Snares out of the

way: and to let impartial Men ſee, that the

very Meat and Drink wherewith they are al

lur’d and baited to Popery, are the very Poi

fon and Impoſtume, that ſhould deter them

from it. 70 this end, I fetch out the Soot

and Aſhes which lie hidden in the skin of a

Sodom, when it paſſesſor a Golden Apple:

and, as the Fathers did before me, under the

firſt Chriſtian Emperors, I expoſe to public

.

view the Vermine, the Cats,the Crocodiles,

and otherſuch fooliſh gols, which are adored

by vulgar People, upon the credit and ac

count of pompous and ſtately Temples. In this

umbowelling of Rome, I fear not what Papiſts

fall ſay, and ſome unexperienced Chriſtians

perhaps ſuffett, as if I made the caſe worſe;

for I make it ſuch as I have ſeen it, and, not

to be mine own witneſs, ſuch as I find it in

their Authors. I might have bin as charit

able and as ignorant in theſe Affairs, as thºſe

who know little of Popery, but what they read
- 172



- The Preface.

in Bellarmin,or what they heard of ſubtile Je

ſuits diſcourſing among raw Strangers: had

I not bin made wiſer then ſo, both by the

Times of Rebellion, that kept me 17 Tears

abroad among the Romaniſts themſelves;

and by theffecialfavor of great Perſons, who

during nine whole Tears of that long Baniſh

ment, procured me the advantage of being

pretty well acquainted with all ſºrts and de

grees of their Roman Learned Clergy. And

to ſay this alſo by the way, the undeſerved Con

ceit of ſome of them, and my Friends too, who

were pleaſed to look upon me as aftt Man to

be imploy'd about the great deſign then in . .

hand, of Reconciling the two Religions, gave

me ſuch an Acceſs into every corner of that

Church, that it is much my Fault, if I do not

know as well all that which is within its en

trails, as thoſe Men do, who make it their

great Buſineſs to Diſguiſe and Paint its out

ſide. As to the Safety and Savingneſs.

which it promiſeth (the great Imposiure of the

times.) I doſincerely repreſent here, both what

4. - at



The Preface,

it is, andwhat it can do. The truth is, Igno

rant Sinners run generally for ſhelter to

Rome, as broken Merchants do to the Kings

Bench, with hope of being there ſecured a

gainst the ordinary courſe of Żuffice. So that

as long as God, and the Hings Laws keep Men

in awe, and that there ſhall be ranting and

ſpending, neither that Priſon nor that

Church can want good ſtore of Proſelytes.

in order to make them throng in , when the

Roman Church hath the good luck to meet

with tender Conſciences,ſhe will be ambitious

to exceed all the degrees of Christian Severi

ty; and if ſhe meet with Men of a contrary

temper, ſhe will accommodate them alſo with

all the Condeſentions of the looſºft Indul

gence. So let theſe Fiſhers caſt out their

Nets at which ſide of the Ship they pleaſe,

both the Superiitious & the Profane, if they

have the Grace but to fear Hell, ſhall be ſure

to become their Prey. And upon this one ac

count, it is a very great Wonder to me, and,

as I hope, a great Mercy of God upon a better

Poffe
14.



* The Preface.

Pofferity, that in this both moſt ignorant and

ſinful Age, all, as well as many, do not run

away from us to that promiſing Sančiuary,

And this is the motive wherefore, in oppoſition

to a more general Apoſtacy, I do here endea

vor to break the main ſtrength and courſe of

the preſent 7emtation ; to diſcover and break

the moſt dangerous Snares; and, with the

help of God, to ſecure from the hazard of pe

riſhing, all ſuch Perſons as are not willing to

periſ. If in all theſe Eſſaies, my Diſcourſes

ſeem to be long, as I confeſs they are; this

length, I hope, ſºall be tedious and uſeleſs

to none but to ſuch as read them only, that

they may divertiſe themſelves, which end this

Book is not made for ; my real intention be

ing only this, to give Men a ſolidaccount both

of the true Chriſtian Dočirine; that is, of the

true waies of God to ſave; and of the new Me

thods and Wiles of other Spirits, to ſeduce

Souls. Of theſe l have ſaid as much as at

this time Icouldprove out of their Books; but

much leſs, then I know, by mine own Experi

- (! 2 €7106.
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ence. It is a groſs mistake, to think that

the Roman Religion is made up of nothing

elſe, then what we find in their Councils and

Breviaries. You might fanſfe as well, that

Rome hath all within the Walls of the City,

and little or nothing in the Suburbs; and that

all her unwritten Traditions are deſtitute of

unwritten Waies and Pračiices. The truth

is, in time of War the Romaniſts love to

Camp as cloſe as they can to Lateran,to Trent,

and to ſuch other Council Forts, while they

ſland upon their defence; but they dwell and

ſpreadinjinitly farther about, when in peace

able Times they have a mind either to win, or

conquer others : and 1 may ſafely affirm, that

Rome hath no ground more commodious for

Ambuſhes, nor more dangerous to poor Stran

gers, then what ſhe can either take or leave, as

ſhe ſees cauſe. There is not ſo deadly biting,

- as with thºſe Teeth, that Vipers, as they ſay,

can keep unſeen in their Gums; nor are there

fitter 7cols to do miſchief, then thoſe ſhort

Weapons, which one draws out, or hides under

his
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his Clothes. The Roman Church hath Of.

ficers that can offer you Salvation on any

terms ; if you take them, they are that

which in their Language muſt needs eaſe you

of all your Sins ; and if you happen to per

ceive the Cheat, and the incredible Extrava

gancy, then ſhe hath other graver Doãors

that will tell you (in order to ſave her Cre

dit) that theſe are but the Dreams of ſome

Monks, and no part of their Catholic Do

ãrine. So let that Church mix and temper

whatever kind of ſtuff ſhe pleaſes, to charm

you into her Party; if ſhe find you well di

ſłoſed to devour it, then ſhe gives it you as

good Meat ; but if ſhe ſee that you abhor it,

then to pleaſe you, ſhe will diſown it as rank

Poiſon. By theſe means, Rome both abuſeth

the World, and keeps up her Reputation;

and under this Colluſion, lies, works, and

thrives, the Myſtery of Iniquity, and the

Power of Darkneſs. . . .

If after this ſecond Warning, Men will

fall off to a Religion, which in its moſt Eſſen
- tial
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tial Services (as have already ſkewed) is

plain impiety, and be led to it by Motives

which Iſlew here to be no other then the worſt

kind of impoſures, their Blood ſhall fall on

fheir own Heads. It is not in the power of

human Help in this caſe to ſave Men, who will

deſtroy themſelves. ..., -
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A General Account of the new Waies to Sal

vation, and Services of the Roman

Church.

W W WELL may the Church of Rome look Full

and Rich, ſince what the Church of Chriſt

hath ſingle, ſhe ſtill hath double, and

of different ſorts; keeping in her Boſon as much

of good and bad together, as can both furniſh true

Catholics with the Fundamentals of Chriſtian

Faith, and lend to others, thereon to build whole

heaps of ruinous Superſtitions and Abuſes. Here

you ſhall find under one Roof, the Eternal God

of Iſrael, and a Mortal Woman, ſtanding very

near upon the ſame ground, both for your Worſhip

and Praiers: Two ſorts of Chriſts called upon in

the ſame way; the one born of a Virgin, and the

other madeby a Maſs Prieſt: two neceſſary Sacri

º - A . . . fices
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fices for the Salvation ofMankind; one once offered

up to God on the Croſs, and another which is offer

ed up every day upon an Altar: Two ſorts of Media

tors and Advocates, worſhipped and ſurrounded with

an equal number of Clients; our Bleſſed Savior,and.

Canoniz'd Saints. Suitably to theſe two different

ſorts of Patrons, you ſhall find in the ſame Church

two different waies of obtaining pardon of fins; the

one by the Evangelical Mercy of God upon all men,

whoſoever ſhall repent, and believe on his Son; and

another by the Bulls of the Pope, for them who will

either pray before an Image, or without any men

tion of Praiers, look devoutly towards an Altar;

Two Ladders to get up to Heaven, one white with

the milk of Mary,the other red with the Blood of je

ſus ; both equally puzling poor Worſhippers about

the choice: Two ſorts of ſufferings to be allow'd to

finners for their behoof and benefit, the Paſſion of

the ſame Savior, and the Mortifications and Services

of the Saints: Finally, two ſorts of Spiritual Kin

dred,and Ghoſtly Fraternity; that ofChriſt,by a par

taking in Faith and Holineſs, and that of the Roſary

for inſtance,or S. Francis,and twenty more, by turn

ing Beads, or wearing Frocks or Girdles, and by

ſuch other new Performances. Tojoin and keep all

this together, the Roman Church ſubmits to two

Heads; the Son of God in Heaven, and his Holineſs

in Italy; and Preaches two different, and ſometimes

centrary words of God,which you muſt embrace both

together with the ſame Devotion and Faith, name

ly, the written word cf God, which you may find in

the Holy Scripture, and the unwritten Tradition,

which you muſt ſeek in that Churches Breaſt.

In this unhappy conjuncture of true Catholic Chri

- ſtianity,
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ſtianity, and of mere Roman Popery, that happens.

which you may obſerve, either in unnatural and

beaſtly Copulations, the baſer kind ſpoils the bet

ter; or in the Dreams of Pharaoh, the ugly deſtroies

the well-favor'd.We find by ſad experiences in theſe

laſt times of the Goſpel, what heretofore was typi

fied by Ceremonies,and alſo expreſſed ever after,by

unhappy Examples under the Law ; the Fleſh which

was conſecrated and made holy at Gods Altar, had

not the ſame vertue to ſanctifie the unclean, as the

unclean had to defile that which was Holy. Nor

were the Iſraelites ſo powerful to convert the Idola

trous jebuſites to God (when Married together) as

were the jebuſites,to ſeduce them to their Idols: and

for this conſideration the Law forbad ſuch Societies.

Corrupt Nature, we know, hath of it ſelf both a

ſtrange tendency to frivolous and unlawful, and no

leſs averſneſs from truly good and holy things: ſo,

tho thepower of both were equal, as to ſanétifying,

or corrupting, our inward Inclinations are more

likely to determine us to the worſt ſide. Never were

Women ſo ready to part with their choiceſt Jewels,

as when 'twas to make a Golden Calf: nor could

ever ſo many Fathers have bin perſwaded to be ſo

cruel, as to paſs their Children thro the fire, had it

not bin to ſerve Molock. - * ... "

The Kingdom of Heaven is by our Savior comparºd

to Seed; now one handful of Tare is enough to poi

ſon and over-run a whole Field. Hence it is,that tho

the ten Tribes.cf Iſrael retained the Law of Moſes,as

well as the Papiſts do at this preſent the Goſpel;yet

the holy Prophets mention no other Religion, whe

ther in Dan,or Beerſheba, but the waies of feroboam,

and the Ordinances ofOmry.And tho the Samaritans

- * , A 2 did
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did make profeſſion to ſerve the Lord God of Iſrael,

among the gods of other Nations, 2 Kings 17. 33.

Yet their ſervice to theſe ſo immediatly takes up

their whole Devotion, that in the following Verſe

you find, that they do not fear God at all. -

. It is by this fatal prevalency of evil over good,and

the corrupt readineſs of Men to yield to this pre

valency, that the Roman ſuperſtition hath not only

over-topped, but even over-whelmed the Catholic

Faith, to that degree, as any Chriſtian may both ſee

it, if he have Eies, and muſt deplore it too, if he

have any ſenſe or fear of God. What the Bleſſed

Evangeliſts have ſet down in the four Goſpels, and

what the Bleſſed Apoſtles have Preached upon it

thro the whole World,is yet at Rome as to its being;

but as to its condition,there it is as miſerably buried

under the confuſed heap of other new & unchriſtian

ſervices, as ever was that Book of the Law, 2 Kings

22.8, under the Ruines ofthe Temple.Their Maſſes,

Legends, Auricular Confeſſions, Bulls, Praiers to

Saints, and the Wörſhipping of Images fill up the

Churches, and make the main Bulk of all viſible Re

ligion.There if ſome good Praiers to God Almighty

appearby chance among the Crcud, it is as one Pa

ternoffer among many Ave Maria's, that is, one a

mong ten in their Beads; and if you take the pains

to compare how many Praiers, Proſes, Panegyrics,

and other expreſſions of the deepeſt Devotion, are

beſtowed on the Virgin, with what is left for our Sa

vior ; there you ſhall find ſomewhat the ſame pro

portion between them two, as you may ſee both in

the Images that repreſent them in their Churches,

and in the moſt Authentic Viſions, which are pre

tended to ſhew them together to their Monks, *:::
- le
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ſhe appears ſtill with all the Pomp that can attend a

glorious Queen, whil’ſ Chriſt her Son is ſtill re

preſented but as a Child. Thus Papiſts have the

Common Faith (and I wiſh to God they had no

more) and theirown proper Romaniſm, to the very

ſame or like purpoſe, as the Jews have the Law and

the Prophets, and the Talmud of their Rabbies; and

as the Turks have both much of Moſes, and of the

Goſpel of Jeſus Chriſt, and all the Impieties of

Mahomet,this latter to choak the former,as the Tares

in the Parable did the good Seed; or to diſhonor and

abuſe it, as the Babylonians in Dan. 5. did the holy

Veſſels of Gods houſe. -

To make all theſe ſins more ſinful, and Popery

more dangerous ; theſe unhappy Superſtructures,

which lie as a heavy Encumbrance upon the holy

Foundation of God, are nowadaies uſed as ſo many

Snares and Attrađtives to draw Men to the Church

of Rome. Proteſtants have among themſelves neither'

better, nor other waies ofſaving diſtreſſed Sinners,

then by charging them to forſake ſin, to believe and

to live according to the Goſpel, and with this Faith,

& the uſe of Divine Ordinances,to caſt their burden

and themſelves on the Mercies of God in Chriſt;

whereas over and above all this, the Papiſts have a

great deal more, which others do lay no claim to.

Firſt, they have the Queen of Heaven and the Mother

of Compaſſions, who is unknown on this account to

the beſt Churches. And this Goddeſs is repreſented,

as ſuch a Treſurer of all Graces, and a Favorer of

ſuch Perſons, and upon ſuch good and eaſie terms,as

without her it were abſolutely vain to expedt ad

vantage from the aid even of the whole Trinity.

In the ſecond place, they have millions of Saints,

- - who
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who whenſoever called upon, make it their buſineſs

to help, as much as in them lies, every condition,

ſort, and profeſſion of Men. There is never a ſmall

Pariſh,nor Trade, no nor any exigence,want,or diſ

eaſe, but hath ſome favorable and proper Saint. The

very Images of Wood and Stone are inſtrumental

to great Bleſſings: their Churches and Altars are

conſecrated in ſuch a manner, that the very coming

near them, forgives ſome fins. The ſound and ring

ing of Bells, if Chriſtmed after their way,hath much

vertue. Whoknows not how much devout perſons

arebenefited by Holy Water, and devout Praiers

improved to high Merits by holy Beads? It were in

finite to ſay all that is pretended of the Agnus Dei -

Medals, and a numberleſs ſtore of Relics, andhow

they are working every day up and down the World

for believing Catholics, more Cures then you can

ever imagine. The Milk, the Hairs, the Shift, the

Shoes, but eſpecially the Girdle of the Virgin Mary,

are to this purpoſe tried and well known.What ſhall

we ſay of thoſe ſwelling Streams, which, tho they

do not ſančtifie Sinners, yet overflow them with

Pardons 2 I mean the Bulls and Indulgences, the

Confraternities,the Maſſes upon priviledged Altars,

Praiers before certain Images, Stations and Jubilees

upon viſitingof certain Churches, great and extra

ordinary Powers conferred on certain Prieſts,when

ſoever occaſion requires it, for diſpenſing with ugly

things at eaſie rates : poor Proteſtants, Iſay, want

altogether all theſe Bleſſings, and bleſſed Catholics

abound with them. And if any of theſe waies of

attaining Salvationſeem to ſome Men inconceivable;

this very inconceivableneſs is thought by others a

proper Charaćter to ſet out all for Myſteries. And if

w

that
\
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that do not fully ſatisfie all Mens Conſciences, this

muſt, namely that their Roman is the undoubted Ca

tholic Church, and that the Catholic Church can

Ilot err. w -

Such things as theſe have a great weight with

Ignorant, and ſometimes too with intelligent Sin

ners, who find themſelves both loaden with their

ſins, and unwilling to part with them. And who

could blame poor Creatures for going to Rome for

ſuch Pardons, as it is certain they can never find a

mong us, nor in the Goſpel,nor in Heaven, nor any

where elſe but at Rome 2 Therefore I think it chari

ty to undeceive men in theſe matters; and convince

unhappy Saul, if his obdurate Heart be not altoge

ther incapable of reaſonable Inſtrućtion, that what

he ſees or hears at Endor,tho perhaps ſounding like

the Voice, and locking like the Appearance ofSa

muel in the night time,will be found in the day light,

not to be anything but the Enchantment or Cheat

cf a poorandfilly Witch. I will begin with the Ca

tholic Church, becauſe it is the firſt Varniſh that

they adorn their Errors with, and the general Illu

ſion, whereby they inveigle both themſelves and

others. - -
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CHAP. II.

How far, and in what ſenſe Papiſ's may be

called Catholics, and how the Roman

Church is neither the true Catholic, nor a

truly Catholic Church.

THE Papiſts are much pleaſed with calling

themſelves Catholics, and take it *for the

firſt Mark and Acknowledgment of their Church,

when ſometimes others call them ſo ; not conſider

ing in the mean while, that Titles in all kinds of

Tongues do continue moſt commonly long after the

things ſignified by them are gon; and that we may

call Rome the Catholic, upon the ſame account that

St. Matthew 4.5. calls ſtill jeruſalem the Holy City,

tho this hath loſt her Holineſs,as that hath depraved

her Religion.

Catholic Dočtrine and Service, rightly applied,

and called ſo, is the moſt eſſential jewel, and the ve

ry Soul of true Churches. The firſt Title they ever

had, after Chriſt was gon up to Heaven, was to be

called Chriſtian: the ſecond was, after the bleſſed

Apoſtles had planted them in moſt Countries, to be

called Apoſtolical: the third, if Churches did keep

faithfully that Goſpel, which had bin Preached by

the Apoſtles every where, both ſuch Churches and

ſuch Doğtrines were entitled Catholic. This laſt Ti

tle is the eſſential Seal and Character of the two o

ther: for whatſoever is thus Catholic, that is thus

* Bellarm. de Eccleſ. l. 4. c. 4.

- - - grown
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goºh Univerſal thro-out all Churches, and in all ,

times, ſince the preaching of Chriſt and his Apoſtles,

let it be where it will, at Rome, or at jeruſalem, is

both Apoſtolical and Chriſtian: and therefore S. Paul

Coloſſ.si. 6. and 23. uſes it twice, as an infallible evi.

dené to demonſºre, that the boarine which tie.

Coloſans had heard either from him, or from Epa.

phras, was the true Goſpel of Chriſt, becauſe it was

come to them and all the world, and was preached tº

every Creature under Heaven. Men may ſet up ſmall

Candles, that can fill with light private Rooms;

and if carried about, fead Travellers ſome patt of

theirway: 'bnt none but God alone can make ſuch a

Light as the Sun is, that can in a moment, as the Sun

doth, ſpread a bright day over the whole world. No

Philoſophers that we know, were ever able with all

their wit, to extend their Opinions beyond their

Scholes; nor the greateſt Kings with their might,ſet

tle their Laws beyond their Dominions; nor the

worſt Heretics ſpread their Errors much farther

then their ſeveral Abodes. The true Dečtrine

of Chriſt only, and all ſuch other holy Precepts,

Ordinances, and Traditions, as are proper to his Go

ſpel ; as they went forth with a divine commiſſion,

had ſutable Power to carry them, and to maintain

, them thro-out all parts, and to all Creatures e

very where C whom God would call) in the whole

world. Matth. 26. 13. Mark, 14. 9. Hence come.

ſuch Dočtrines, and the Churches on their account

to be called Catholic. As for all other private Te

nets, Cuſtomes, and Traditions whatſoever, how

/

ever intended by their Authors to follow cloſe af. -

ter them, they could never reach half the way: they

, ſtaied behind ; they wanted breath ; they had .
. . . . . . - - B - - * - I .6
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the Arm of the Lord, nor the power of his Spirit,

which the Goſpel had, to carry and convey them ſo

far. Thus without any exception, whatſoever you

can find has bin made thus general among Chriſti

ans from its very beginning, (and nothing elſe )

is Chriſtian, and Apoſtolical, and truly Catholic,

by this infallible token,and upon this account,becauſe

it had the ſtrength and Almighty Spirit of God to

make it ſo, and without which it could not be ſo.

Thus one may judg of the Catholicneſs,which Ro

maniſts brag of, and challenge on two accounts,

the firſt when they give it to their Church,and them

ſelves the honor of being the Catholic Church; the

ſecond, when they give it to their new Dočtrines,and

Traditions, and obtrude all as Catholic. By the Ca

tholic Church in the firſt ſenſe, nothing elſe can be

underſtood, but an Ulniverſal Collection of all the

Churches in the world, and of all Chriſtians in thoſe

Churches, which by the ſame faith join together

into one Communion of Chriſt their Savior and their

Head; as all the Boughs of a Tree, however ſpread

and ſcattered one from the other, unite into oneſtem;

as all Rivers into one Sea ; and as the twelve

Tribes of Iſrael into one Kingdom. After this rate,

if the Pope be the Univerſal or Catholic Biſhop, you

muſt needs conclude thence againſt him, as Pope

Gregory the great did ſeveral b times againſt the Con

ſtantinopolitan Patriarch: if one, ſaith he,be called the

Univerſal Biſhop, this one hath all, and all the other

& Biſhops have nothing left ; and thus if Rome be.

the Catholic Church, the other Churches are no
-

-

-
-

\

* Gregor. Magn. I.4. Indiff, 13, Ep. 32. item Ep.36, item l. 7.

Ihd. I, Ep. 30, - - -

'. - Churches
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Churches: Rome alone is the whole World, and this

Tiber the whole Ocean. -

-To this ſome are pleaſed to ſay, that the Roman

is the Catholic Church, not collectively or exten

fively, that is not by being in her ſelf the collective

and extended body of all the Churches, but virtu

ally, and as the eminent Cardinal Du Perron expreſ

ſes it, eminently, that is, the Roman hath an eminent

Power Influence and Empire over other Churches.

Thus Rome is all Chriſtendom ; as if one ſhould

ſay London is all Fngland, when the King and the

Parliament fit at Weſtminster; & the Tribe of Levi all

Iſrael, when the High Prieſt and his Sanhedrinkeep

their Courts there: Which is to ſay, not that all

Chriſtendom is contained in the precinét and bo

ſome of Rome, but under its hand and power.

Thus to be the Catholic, is not to be the Univerſal,

but only the Domineering Church, and ſo far Roman

Catholic; which many wiſe men take fora Bull: per

haps it ſounds better then they are aware of, ſince

the Romans love to be Maſters, and ſince the Ma-' -

ſtering Power hath bin a great while under their hand.'

But there is a reply againſt all this, that no Roman.

Power or wit can well ſhift off. Firſt, this notion of

Catholic, to ſignifie commanding or Monarchical,

is altogether unuſual, and unheard of among the Fa

thers; eſpecially St Cyprian and St Auſtin, who are

all for keeping cloſe to the Catholic Church and .

Faith; and all, at the ſame time, for keeping them

ſelves and their Churches free from the Monarchy

of Rome. Secondly, it is, tho it were true, imperti

ment to ſuch purpoſes as the Papiſts applyi

ſuppoſe Rome hath the Power; hath ſhe th; efore the

Hºlineſs, themſahibity, the promiſes of being ied
& - B 2 into

:
-

**, * *

it to. For
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into all truth by the Spirit 2 Hath ſhe all ſuch other

great advantages which are made to the Cathºlicul: ,

niverſal, and not to the Catholic Reigning Church?

Did Aaron never make an Idol, altho he was the

Lords high Prieſt? Were either the Scribes everkept

from inventing idle Traditions, by being Rulers in

Žeruſalem? or St Peter, from cuiſing himſelf, and

denying his own Maſter, by that Juriſdićtion, they

ſay, he had over the reſt of the Apoſtles? Is his Holi

neſs, for inſtance, fohn the twelfth, or Sylveſter the

2", the one leſs effeminate, the other leſs a ſorcerer,

- #. ither of them more holy,for all the. they ſay .

Iſley have both over all the Kings of the Earth, and

over all the Churches of Chriſt P. And may not the

holy City of feruſalem be turned both into a Den of

Thieves, or into a Synagogue of Devils, altho you

believe her to have a very great and eminent ſway.

over all the Tribes of Iſrael: Therefore it is not the

Catholic, that is, the Monarchical, but the Catho

lic in a better ſenſe, that is, the Univerſal Church

of Chriſt, that hath the Promiſes of God, and this,

excellent Privilege, which both Papiſts, and others.

look for, of bringing all its truly Catholic Mem

bers to Eternal Salvation. - i

But admit all what they would have, that their

Church may be ſaid to be the Catholic, becauſe it

hasdominión over all other Churches: whence comes

this Catholic Power, that can make her as really to

be, as to be ſaid ſo It comes, they ſay, by lawful

ſucceſſion from Saint Peter, who had it, and ſobe

queath'd it to their Popes. This is, I confeſs, eaſi

# ſaid, but hardly maintained or underſtood. For

f
ſt, St Paul knew nothing of it, when he reſiſted

this Sovetaign both publicly and to his Face, Galat.
2. II.
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2. I I Nor did the whole College of Apoſtles, when

they ſent him with John as freely, as now the Pope

ſends his Legats, to ſettle the Church at Ceſarea,

4éis 8, 14. Nor the whole Church of Jeruſalem,

when they called him to an account about his beha

vior with the Gentiks, Afis I 1.2. 3. Nor the holieſt

Fathers of the Church, when they did call his Suc

ceſſors, that is, their own Soveraigns, by the fa

miliar name of Brothers: Not the whole Church of

God with them, when, as it appears by the very

Confeſſion of one who afterwards came to be Pope,

they took little notice of this ſort of Catholicneſs,

Ante Nicenam, &c. that is, Before the Nicene Council

they regarded little the Roman Church : and by the

Interpretation of Ruffinus a Roman Prieſt, who lived

but few years after it, its fixth Canon reſtrains this

pretended univerſal Power, within the adjacent

Towns of Rome. I will ſay more, even two hun

dred Years after , Pope Gregory the firſt was ſo

little acquainted with this pretended Prerogative,

that he could not ſuffer the hearing * of it, do not

in a Compliment (altho beſtowed ſometimes on

others) and ſo little as to this point skilled in Scri

pture, that tho he infiſts often on theſe words, Thou

art Peter, &c. Feed my Flock, and I will give the

the Heies, &c. (the preſent great Supporters and Deº .

monſtrations of Univerſal Monarchy ), this blind

Doãor could ſeein them nothing tending to ſuch a

Catholic Latitude. -

If Chriſt had intended any ſuch Power for Saint

Peter, 'twas not a buſineſs to be whiſper’d privatly

• En, ſylv. Epift.l.. Epiff.288.pag. 202 Bafil. ... = .

* Ruffin. Hiſt. l. 1, c. 6. . . . . . . . . . . . . •

* Greg Magn. Regiſt.'. 7. Ind. I.R. 33 ad Eulºg. . . .
in
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in the Ear, as the Treaſon he told fudas of: it was to

be proclamed on the Houſe tops,and in the hearing of

'all the World; according to the practice of Moſes and

Eliſha, when they made choice of their Succeſſors in

the face of all Iſrael. Such a public Declaration might

have preſently both quelled the dangerous and unde

cided Contention among the Diſciples, to wit, Who

/hould be the greateå in the Kingdom of Heaven;& pre

vented all the Diſorders, which have ever ſince trou

bled the Church for want of knowing this ſupreme

and infallible Governor. Then might the Roman

Church have ſpared forging Donations & Decretals

to her own ſhame,to aſſert her Power in Europe: And

the Popes might have reſerved that maſſy weight of

Gold, which they gathered from the Chriſtians un

der the ordinary pretences of Holy War, for holier

uſes, then were either 5 the arming Turks againſt

ſuch Churches, as would not acknowledg his Gran

deur, or driving diſtreſſed Biſhops on this account by

Perſecution h and hard uſage, to ſeek for ſhelter a

mong the Turks. All Nations, without either

fraud or force, might then have learned their duty

towards S. Peters Chair, at the ſame time when they

heard of S. Peters Goſpel: and if this pretended Tra

dition, whether written or not written, had wait

ed but at a diſtance on the firſt Preaching of Chri

ſtian Faith; they would certainly have ſubmitted to

it, that is, to that Ulniverſal Empire, as they did to

&

-

Epiſcopacy. -

Secondly, Suppoſe, againſt all what I have ſaid,

Finius in Donat, & Editi. Conſtant. Conc, Tom. 1. Pag. 313. 9.

314. Edit. Par. ré36. - . - . . . -

* Avent. Annal. Bocor. 1.7. -- -

* Vid guillem, 73rium. l. 15. c. 13.5 c.
f - that

* * * *_--------—rs-–
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*

w that St Peter had, during his life, an Univerſal Mo

narchy; What ſound Reaſon, what clear Text of

the holy Scripture, or what undoubted Tradition, can

any one allege to ſhew he left it to a Succeſſor: Did

heleave him alſo his other Gifts and Privileges, and

among them his Faith of Miracles, his Apoſtolical

Rod to ſtrike men with, ſome to the ground, as

they ſay he did at RomeSimon Magus; and others to

their very Graves, as he did certainly Anania, and

Sophiraº Did he paſs to his Succeſſor his ſpecial

Commiſſion and Apoſtleſhip over the Jews F Did

St Paul leave either at Rome, or in any other Cities

he was in, proper Apoſtles to ſucceed him in all his

Prerogatives among the Gentiles 2 Let any one

ſhew me, wherethe twelve are whom james, £ohn,

and Thomas, and all the reſt of the Apoſtles, left en

dued with equal Power in their rooms; and then let,

if you pleaſe, the Popes, in quality of Peters Suc

ceſſors, reign over them. . . . .", ---

Thirdly, Suppoſe there were any where in the

world ſuch an Apoſtolical Sacred Čollege, what

claim hath Rome, more then another place, to the

Headſhip of this College? Is it not as likely, that

St. Peter would have left his Throne at Antioch,

where he made the firſt Chriſtians, as at Rome, where

no Scripture ſaies he was ever to make any 2 Would

not one think that his firſt Chair, namely that ofAn

tioch, which alwaies hath bin honored with a kind.

of Holy-day thro Chriſtendom, ſhould aſſoon be the

Seat of their Univerſal Empire, as his other ſecond

Chair at Rome; which if it have now the ſame Ho

nor, hath it but ſince the other day: They ſay, that

this was his laſt Throne, wherein he died, and

* Bell. de Rom. Pontif l.2, c.6. * Ibid. c. 12. - . . . .

- - never

-
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never removed any whither elſe; but they ſhould

prove that this was his laſt Will alſo it ſhould ſtand

there. He removed this Seat no whither elſe, be

cauſe there he was put to death. Thus Nero made

it his laſt Throne ; as about fix hundred Years after,

Phocas made 1 it univerſal. This laſt did it to vex

his Biſhop Cyriacus, for having * ſaved out of his
y ... the Empreſs Conſtantina , and her

w

, two -

who were ſo baſe as to flatter him. So theſetwo re-"

ughters; and to gratifie the Biſhops of Rome,

nowned Worthies, the Murderer of his own Mo

ther; and the Murderer of his own King, have firſt

founded that Uaiverſal Eminence, which hath made

Rome thus Catholic. - -

The Foundation being thus laid down, both for

Primacy over other Churches,and for Reverence and

Dignity among moſt Chriſtian Potentates, who ever

ſhewed themſelves exceeding liberal on theſe sac

counts (for as yet the Roman Papacy went but thus

far ; ) the next task was to raiſe it up from this degree

to an abſolute Monarchy. Both the Invaſions of

Turks, and the Broils and Diſſentions that happened

among the Chriſtian Princes, helped the Popes to

ſhakeoffail Subjection; and Gregºry the ſeventh un

derſtood and practiced ſo well the Art of Building

upon Ruins, that he left to his Succeſſors, partly

... in actual Uſurpation, very fair

ground to advance farther by theſe Rules, common

ly called the Popes Dićtates. n 1. That the Pope

alone is the univerſal Biſhop. 2. The Pope alone

* Paul. Diacon. Geſt. Longob.l.4 c.11. Vet. Edit. Platina in Pe

!agio. 3. Anaſtaſ, ibid. - - -

* Theophanes, 5 Graecorum Annal. apudBaron ad An 606. - -

* Didatus Pape Greg. 1.2. Poſt. Ep. 33. -
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can make new Laws. 3. That the Pope alone can

take the Arms of Empire and Soveraignty, 4. That

the Pope alone muſt have his Feet kiſſed by all Prin

ces. 5. Thatthe Pope alone hath the Power to De.

poſe Kings. 6. That the Pope alone can releaſe

Subjećtsfrom Allegiance. 7. That the Pope cannot

be judged by anyº Man. 3. That the Roman

Church never erred hitherto,nor can over err here

after, 9. That he is not a Catholic, that is, a Chri

ftian, whoſoeverdiſſents from Rowe. There are

many more Dićtates of the ſame fort; but theſeare

enough to intimate, how Popes, would maſter the

whole World. After Gregory the Seventh, comes

Pope.Baniface the 8th, to hoiſt this immenſe Power

from this World both up towards Heaven, thence

fetching Angels & by his Bulls for the care of his

dead Pilgrims; and then down to Purgatory,thence

publing P up ſuch tormented Souls (ſome three or

four at one bout) as his Croiſada-men ſhall require.

Hell it ſelf is related to the Popes Dominions: for

if he be pleaſed by negligence,orotherwiſe," to ſend -

whole Nations to Hell, and to deliver them as well

as himſelf to the Prince of the Devils, many are

of an Opinion, that no Man ought to rebuke him

for it. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ." - - -

The Proječt of this vaſtEmpire comes fully either

to the Infernal Pride, that St. Gregory charges

him with, who would be call’d univerſai Biſhop : 1

will, faith he, exalt my Zhrome above the Stars of God,

and I will aſcend unto Heaven, Iſa. I4. 13. or to their

F 1bid. -

* Gratian Dist. 40. Si Papa.

: Regiſtr. 1.4. Ind. #3. Ep. 34.

e ºff. Groning, de Poteſt. Pape. c. 8 ſea. NegusPurum, :

-

-

~ :

bed.
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Bedlam' Diſtemper, who, whatſoever they hear or

ſee, imagine it to be their own. But take the whole

work asyou pleaſe, either as mad, or as impious, it

becomes well its three Builders: The firſt is Phocas,

a Villain, who *Murthered both his own Maſter

and Emperor, & his Maſters Roial Family, hisWife,

his ſix Sons and two Daughters. His Holineſs, I

ſay, ows his firſt Title of univerſal Biſhop to this

abominable Maſſacre. The ſecond is Gregory the

Seventh, before called Hildebrand, who is branded

among many for a Magician of the worſt ſort, and

for a peſtilent Incendiary, bothin armingSubjećtsa

gainſt their Princes, and (which is more unnatural)

the very Children againſt their Fathers: Andat laſt,

being at the point of death, he himſelf confeſſed in

the preſence " of his Cardinals, That by the Devils

perſºvaſon he hadſº the wrath of God againſt

Mankind. The third is Boniface the Eighth, who is

reported in the “Chronicles, To have crept up to the

Popedom like a Fox, and there reigned like a Lyon,

and at the laſt died like a Dog. Theſe are the Men

that have preferred the Church of Rome to the Di

gnity ſhe takes upon her, of being the Catholic

Church. Thus it appears, that the Church of Rome

is the CatholicChurch in no ſenſe, neither formally

or properly, as it fignifies the whole Ulniverſal

Church of Chriſt; nor virtually or eminently, in

their unproper and unuſual notion, by having any

lawful univerſal Dominion and Headſhip overall o

ther Churches. . . . ** - . . - -

-
-

º,

* Theophan. Miſcell. t. 17. . . . . . . . . . . .

* Benno Cardinalis. de Geſù. Hildebr. *

* Matth. Paris, Willelm. 2. Anno io96. - - , a .

* Faſciculus Temporum. In Bonifac. $. - -

* * *

Now
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Nº

... Now Icome to the ſecond part of the matter in

queſtion, to demonſtrate, That the Church of Rome

is no truly Catholic Churchat all (much leſs the

CatholicChurch) further then it agrees with ours:

and that the proper notion of Catholic, excludes as

inconſiſtent with the Apoſtolical and Chriſtian Re

ligion, whatſoever ſhe pretendsas properto the Po

piſh Faith. tº . -

- Firſt, I begin with the Dočtrine concerning St.Pe

terand the Roman Dominion. Ask them that know,

what is properly Catholic, they will tell you after

honeſt Lirinenſis, * 'Tis that which is believed by all

Christians in all ages, and every where. I have de

monſtrated already, that St Peters Roial Power was

not believed by the Apoſtles, nor in any Apoſtolical

times ; and made it good out of Aëts and Evidences

altogether incompatible with, & deſtructive of this

Belief: namely, His being rebuked by St. Paul,

both to the Face and publicly ; his being called to

account by his Brethren ; his being ſent to Ceſarea,

&c. Can you think, that if at his return, they had

found him guilty of ſuch a foul miſcarriage as would

ſend whole Nations to Hell, they had thought it

preſumtion, as the Canon Law ſaies it is, to ask

wherefore he did ſo 2 Was it ever heard among the

twelve, that beſides the general Commiſſion of

Preaching Chriſt, St. Peter had anothermore ſpeci

al and proper Power of degrading all ſuch Princes,

as would not be ruled by his Bulls? And if he had

it not ; Is it likely that the preſent Roman Popes

have more Secular Power from Chriſtthen he, for

compenſation of thº having leſs Holineſs?To come

lower to the holy Fathers; read their Epiſtlesto the

* Vincent. Lirin, c. 3, - . . . . . . .

- C 2 then

s
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then Popes, and judg whether St. Cyprian, St. Baſil,

&c. did believe them to be their Monarchs, when

they call them (as commonly they do) their Bre

thren and Fellow-ſervants. Did St. Augustin and

his Brethren, the worthieſt Prelats of that Age, ſub

mit themſelves very modeſtly to the Roman Papal

Power, of controlling by their Legats and Officers

the African Church Affairs, when they called it a.

gain and again Seculary Pride 2 and do the African

* Canons (the beſt Eccleſiaſtical Rules that the

Church hath) look upon Popes as their lawful ſu

preme Viſitors, when they do forbid all Church

men,underpain of Excommunication,in any Church

buſineſs, to appeal to Rome f During this long miſ

underſtanding,which laſted the lives of three Popes,

did Soxima, Boniface, and Celeſtin, (Learned and

Wiſe Rowan Biſhops) believe, that clear Texts of

Scripture did ſufficiently aſſert the Papacy, when

they were afraid of their Cauſe, unleſs they could

help it up better, by forging falſe Nicene Canons *

And on the other ſide: What meant the honeſt A

frican Fathers in ſending * to Constantinople, to 4

lexandria and Nicea,for true Copies, with profeſſion

of a readineſsof ſubmitting to all the true Niceme

Canons, if they had thought, That feed my flock, and

Thou art Peter, and ſuch other Texts of Scriptures

(better worth then all the Councils) had ſo much as

nodded the Roman way 2 Orif the Papiſts ſay (for I

know not what they can ſay elſe) that theſe places

of Scripture, which they now mainly ſtand-upon,

are not ſoclear to their purpoſe, without the help of

* Conc. Aſric ſub Bonif Ep. ad Bonif (9. Ep. addeleft.

- * CodexCanºn. Afric. Can. 28, ſet. Itemplacuit ut Presbyteri.

* Cancil. Afric, ibid. - *

* : ; -
Tra
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Tradition; Did St. Auguſtin, and all the reſt of A

frica, not yet know what Tradition was or what it

ſaid: Was the ancient Tradition of the Univerſal

Church then quite loſt, among the eighty Nicene Ca

nons,which ſome b fondly ſuppoſeto have bin burnt

by the Arrians ? Books and Papers indeed may

have bin burnt; but Chriſtian Faith, and Tradition

written no where ſo legibly as in Mens hearts,could

ºnct be ſo, unleſs the whole Church had bin burnt

alſo. Beſides, the general Pračtice, whatſoever be

comes of Tradition, muſt remain ſtill for you can

not imagin that the Church of Rome could adual

ly exerciſe an univerſal Juriſdićtion over all the

Churches of the World, without imagining in theſe

an univerſal ſubmiſſion to that Power. To this pur

poſe,tell me I pray,Whether and where S.Chryſoſtom

or St. Baſil, did ſwear Canonical Obedience to his

Holineſs when they were conſecrated: What ſums of

Money did they ſend to Rome, when they had thence

got their Pallium ? And when or where among a

thouſand Prelats in the old Times, do you find one

either ſubſcribing himſelforbeing called by others,

as now they do, andare Arch-Biſhops or Biſhops of

Milan, of Conſtantinople, or any other Dioceſs, by

the Grace of God, and of the Holy Apoffolical See

fairly acknowledging themſelves thereby,little bet.

ter then what they are now,"neer Suffragans,Vicars,

or Curats of that Ulniverſal Biſhop : I am ſure that

Pope Gregory abhorted, as long as he lived, that ve

ry Title (and much more the uſurpation) as “a

Mark of Antichriſt, and as a Deſtruction of the

* Alph. Piſan. 1. 3. inconc. Nic Ep. ad Marcum.

* Greg. Magn. Regiſt. l. 4. Ind. 13. Ep. 33. Item. l. 3. Indić. I4.
Jºpišt. 39.-- A.

Faith.

*

*

*,
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Faith. Now it is cheriſhed at Rome, not only as a

Catholic Dočtrine,but as the very Fundamental that

makes the Catholic Church. Thus Knaves grow

great upon cheating, and Rebelsbecome Kings up

on a Murther, and Mens Crimes prove ſometimes

their Pride and Exaltation.

2. From the Roman Supremacy, go on, and look

upon the Roman Maſs; you know what great Prº

portion that Sacrifice has among them. Whole

Popery depends or tends that way,as on its Center:

and if the Roman Pope is that Churches Head, this

Roman Service is its Body. I ſay then in the ſecond

place, that this vaſt and comprehenſive Bulk is no

thingleſs then Catholic. Catholicis, By all Mens
acknowledgment, that which hath bin alwaies be

liev'd (if a Doctrine) or obſerved and practiced

(if a Service) ſince Chriſtian Antiquity, in all Chri

ſtian Churches and Ages. Gotherefore and ſeek,

whenand where the twelve Apoſtles ever offered in

Preaching their Savior to men, to offer him up, and

to make him a viðime to God. Enquire of all the

Holy Fathers, when and where they ſung any Maſs

publicly without any Communicants except the

Prieſts 2 When and where they ever ſolemnly and

Yºlº the holy Communionunder one

ind: When and where they ever heard one ſingle

ſyllable of thoſe unchriſtian Dočtrines, that now a

daies make the Main Fundamentals of the Romiſh

Religion: to wit, that Chriſt offered up himſelf to

God as an Expiatory Sacrifice any where elſe but on

the Croſs; that the Natural Body of Chriſt is both

in Heaven upon a Throne, and on Earth on a thou

ſand Altars; that here his Body contraćts & ſhrinks

it ſelf into the compaſs of a ſmall Crumb of Bread,

Or
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or any the leaſt drop of Wine; that theſe appear

ing Crumbs and Drops, altho emtied to all Sub

ſtance, and attenuated to meer Accidents, can both

well ſubfiſt by themſelves, and whitherſoever they

be driven, pull along with them the Fleſh of Chriſt.

If theſe and other like Dočtrines, which now are

eſſential to Roman Maſs, had in Ancient time bin

Preach'd and heard as eſſential to Chriſtian Faith;

Where was all the wit of Celſus, or the malice of

julian, and ſuch Enemies of Chriſt Jeſus, when

they fell foul upon the Bleſſed Trinity, the Incar

nation and Reſurreótion of Chriſt, and all ſuch o

ther Articles as ſeemed to them ridiculous, to ſpare

both the Maſs-Sacrifice and the Tranſubſtantiation,

thatboth are, and ſeem to be ſo : Where was either

the wiſdom or the care of Origen, Euſebius, St. Aa

guſtin, and other Chriſtian Champions, whilſt they

were writing large Volumes in defence of Religion;

where it ſeemed ſubject to reproach, to leave this

part alone undefended;whichby all Mens confeſſion

had, if then in being, thegreateſt need of defence?

H the Church of God had in thoſe daies a moſt real

and continual Maſs-Sacrifice ; How came s. Cyrill

of Alexandria to be ſo dull againſt his Cuſtom, as

when julian laughed at Chriſtians for having neither

Altars nor Sacrifices,to ſtop his mouth with nothing

elſe then Metaphorical Oblations? And was thisA

frate ſuch a Sot, as to objećt at every turn ſuch

meer Faſhoods (if Maſs be true) wherein he knew

(havingbin long a Chriſtian) that any Body might

ftop his mouth 2. It ſeems (as ſome of their beſt Au

thors” confeſs) the Myſtery of Tranſubſtantiation

was yet in the Church incognito, and came to ap

* Alpbonſ decafi, 1.8, tit, Indulgentia. . . . . . . . . .

2.1 pear,
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pear, as it doth now, but along while (as they ſay

* too) after Chriſt had inſtituted it: So it is not Ca

tholic at all. - - - -

3. Goyou down to Purgatory, that vaſt and wide.

ſubterranean Rome, as great at leaſt as this above

ground; who alſo in a very great meſure is her Mo

ther and Nurſe: for if this pretends to ſend down

any kind of relief to that, by her Maſſes and Maſs

offices; yet 'tis that which maintains and helps up

this, with Wealth, Honors, Monaſteries, and al

imaginable affluence of Riches. In the meantime,

thiscommerce, how mutual and great ſoever, is no

thing leſs then Catholic, having not followed the

Goſpel through all the Countries, nortimes of the

Church. Whenſoever and whereſoever the Chriſtian

Faith was Preached, there is left an Impreſfion in

the Heart of all Believers, that there is after this

Life a Heaven prepared for Faithful Souls, and an e

verlaſting Hell for thoſe that ſhall be found not to be

ſo. Purgatory, which is a third place, and ſhould

of courſe, if true, have gon in º: ſame company

with theſe two, never followed them half the way:

no Apoſtle, ſo far as we can ſee in their holy Wri

tings, ever Preached it: it was not blown by Gods

Spirit thro-out the whole World, as other Catholic

Dočtrines were; it lodg'd in ſome corners only, and

that late, or upona Heatheniſh account: and where

by chance it was admitted, it found no better enter

tainment then a wavering Opinion : Such athing may

he, ſaies one: It is not unlikely, ſaies another. The

Greek and Armenian Churches, larger then the Ro

man is, do not believe it, f ſaies one of the moſt

* Gabr. Biel. in can. Sett. 41.1 tº . . .

§ Alfon. di Caſtro. l. 12. tit. Purgatorium. ‘. . . . . . "

* . Learned
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learned Papiſts. It was believed but ſomewhat late,

ſaies g one of their Cardinal Biſhops, and tho Bel

Jarmin turns over and over 2'l the Scriptures to ſearch

it out, many of his own Church do confeſs, that

they h cannot find it there.

4. Indulgences, that vaſt revenue, and ſtaple

Merchandize of Rome, is neither more ancient nor

Univerſal then its correſpondent Purgatory. For,

ſaies i a good Roman Author after Cardinal Fiſher,

no body thought of Indulgences, before Pargatory was

/et a fºot; theſe without this being of no value. But

a while after men had bin affrighted with the Purga

tory Torments; them began Indulgences to be of uſe.

If you will know why both came in late, they will

endeavor to k ſatisfie you with two Reaſons; the

firſt is, becauſe Chriſtians in primitive time had few

fins to trouble them after their death; when they

had any, they needed no other flames then their own

Zeal to burn them out, and their great Mortifica

tions beſides, left nothing to do for Indulgences. The

ſecondis, becauſe the Ancient Church did not know

all, however, much leſs, then now we do. The firſt

reaſon ſtands upon mere inconfideration of what men

were for the moſt part in the beſt times. The ſecond

ſtands fair for new lights : and upon this account

you muſt exclude Purgatory, Indulgences, and Fana

ticiſm, from being Catholic Dočtrines. ". . .

5. You may join with thoſe three, all the Roman

* Fiſher, cont. Luther. Art, item.

* Fiſher, ibid. Pet, a Solv. Agert. 8. Mart. Pereſſus de Tra

ditione. -

* Polyd Virgil. de Invent. l. 8. c. t. -

* Gab. Biel. in Can. Leº. 37. M. Alfonſ à Caſtro. i. 8 tit. In

dulgentia. * *

Gregor. de Valent. de Indulg pund, 2. - .

- D Praiers
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Praiers and Devotions to Saints. This recommended

daily, and reputedly devout Emploiment hath not

ſo much as the ſhadow of Catholic; for it crept in a

mong Chriſtians, (as the Baalim did in Iſrael, when

the Holy men that had ſeen Moſes and joſhua, and

the elders of that generation were all departed jud.2.

Io. 11.12.) when our Savior and his Apoſtles and

the firſt Preachers of the Goſpel had left the world.

During above four thouſand years, when God had

undoubted Saints living on Earth among his People,

you ſhall not find one,who ever call’d.praied,or wor

ſhipped any other Saint in Heaven, then the Holy one

of Iſrael. Salmero, one of the learned Diſputants at

Trent, confeſſes, " ſuch Invocations have no expreſs

ground in all the Scriptures, Bellarm in " and others

muſt yelldit, as to the 4ooo, and odd years, that

preceded the Aſcenſion. And as for the years that

followed it, Would to God ſales Stapulenſis” we would

conform our waies of Faith and Devotion to the exam

ple of the Primitive Church, who never lookt but on

one Christ; and never Worſhipped any other then she

Holy Trinity. Eckius P alſo is clear for this. Read

for your better ſatisfaction Origen.contra Celſ. 1.8. Eu

ſeb. Eccleſ. Hiši. l. 4. c. 15. S. Epiphanius his whole

Tračt againſt the worſhippers of the bleſſed Virgin.

S. Ambroſ. 1. Rom. S. Aušin de civit. l. 8. c. 27. l.

22. c. 1 o. item contra Faust. l. 20. c. 21.

The whole buſineſs of Image worſhip (the moſt

viſible part of the Roman Religion) came in later

then the Saints worſhip, and therefore appears to be

", Salmero I. ad Timoth. Diſp. 7. Seá. Necobiter.

* Bell de Beat. Sand l. I, c. 19. Seá. Item ex c. 32. Suar. p. 3.

q. 52. Salm. I. Tim. 2. Diſput. 8. Eckjus. Enchirid. c. 13.

• Faber. Stapul Praefat, in Evang. -

* Eckius in Enchirid. c de Venerat. Ss, . .

- - leſs
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leſs Catholic. If Ancient Authors mention once as it

were by chance, q, a Statue made by the Woman

C and a Heatheniſh Woman was ſhe ) whom Chriſt

had cured of a bloody Flux; or the Pićture of ſome

Apoſtles, which had bin ſeen on private walls; or the

Figure of a Shepherd with a Lamb upon his ſhoul

ders, ingraved in a Cummunion * Cup 3 or a Repre

ſentation of Hiſtories and Martyrdoms in one or

two Oratories; yet where is the Prophet, the Apo

ſtle, or the Holy Father, who ever lookt on ſuch

Figures, otherwiſe then common repreſentations or

Pieces of Antiquity : or ever conſecrated them in

Churches, where they are now * proper means

to ſerve Saints by , and fit Objećts to have for them

ſelves a conſiderable part of this ſervice : That one

Hanging with St. Epiphanius * tore to pieces, be

cauſe it repreſented a Saint, at the entring into a

Church, might well ſerve for a winding ſheet to wrap

up all ſuch Images, and to bury them out of the pre

cinéts ofGods Church. -

7. All other Tools and impliments of Popery,as Ro

ſaries,Beads, holy Medals, Agnus Dei's, Bleſſed Grains, -

Privileged Altars, Chriſtening of Bells, all the three

ſorts, of holy water, and ſuch Furnitures of the Ro

man Church, may very well go the ſame way, as ra

ther the dirt then the Doctrine of any true Catholic

Church. ' ' .

a Euſeb, Eccl Hiſ 17. c. 18. Ibid. \

... • Tertull. de Pudicitia. - º

* Gregor. Nyſſen. Tom. 3. Martyr. Theodor. p. 379, Edit, Pârif.

1628... - s

* Aler. Alenſ. 3. Part. q.3. a, ult. Tho. 3. part, q 24, 4.2. Cº

3. iśiñº.” *** * *
* Epiſt, adjoban. Hieroſol. apud Hieron. Tom, 1, Ep.6.p. 449.

Edit. Pariſ, 1643. . . . . . . . . .

*

~, *

º
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8. Auricular Confeſſion, that is the continual

work of Prieſts and People, is not much better; and,

as it is ſometimes practiſed, is a great deal worſe.

Of all their more ſober and intelligent writers, y ſome

doubt much, whether it be a Catholic Pračice : and

others adventure to ſay, + that it is not. The Eaſtern

Churches, where the Goſpel was firſt preached “ne

ver had it: and it came among the Romans, when

public Confeſſions and other good cuſtomes grew

out of date. -
-

I forbear to bring more inſtances, becauſe theſe,

being the chief materials, which compoſe this

Roman Body, may ſuffice to ſhew what it is. As a

ºy skin filled with ſtraw can never make a true Li

od; nor the hollow bark of an Oak ſtuffed up ne

ver ſo induſtriouſly with moſs and dirt, ever make

a fruitful Tree; ſo neither can now the Church

of Rome, to what bigneſs ſoever it ſwells, or what

face ſoever it may put on, make with theſe pitiful

Ingredients a Catholic, much leſs the true Catholic

Church. Let Papiſts try by theſe undeniable Cha

raēters, namely Chriſtian Antiquity of Beginning,

Continuance of Duration, and Univerſality of recep

tion, what is properly Catholic; and then turn out

of their doors what is not ſo ; you ſhall preſently ſee.

Rome without Popes, Churches without Image

worſhip and Maſs ſervice: all new Dočtrines and old

Idols will fall immediately down to the ground,

* Gratian. de Parmit. Diſt. 1. Se:#. Quib. Authoritatib. Nicol.de

Orbel. 4 Seá. Sent. Dià. 17. Gab. Biel.ibid.

* Panormit. c. Omni, utriuſque Sexus. Beat. Rhenaeus in Ter

tal. de Panit. - -

.." Cloſ. de Prmit Diä. 13. Theod. Gent, apud Gratian, de Panit.

Diff. 1 Seá. Guidam deo. "

f Beat, Rhenan. Sup. | º

* * and

-
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and the manifeſt novelty of what they brag of, and

give out as old, ſhall ſoon betray the Impoſture.

I confeſs that Popery wants not as much Age and

Antiquity, as may deceive ignorant men; their Do

&rine of Purgatory is as old as Homer himſelf, who

lived many years afore Chriſt; and their worſhip

ping of Images, as old among the Chriſtians, as is

Simon the ſorcerer, who both had and adored them,

and therefore * is branded for it in the very A

poſtles times: only ſome difference may be, that Si

mon had his from Pulates Bruſh ; and Romehad theirs,

as they do think from St. Nicodemus, or St. Lukes

hand. There was a worſhipping of Angels, (as bad

it may be, as as the Popiſh is at this day) of noº
date then all the writings of S. Paul. * Coloſ. 2. [.

and condemned f by the Ancient Fathers. Tran

ſubſtantiation is not ſo new as many think: for Mar

cus, an old Enchanter, endeavored ſomewhat like

it by b turning the Wine into Blood, which he cal

led wirsza, ſomthing like Tranſubſtantiation.That the

ſame Body might be, and was at the ſame time in ſe

veral places, was a Dočtrine plainly taught by the

Manichees, * many hundred years before all the

Councils of Lateran or Trent. Thoſe Laws forced

on mens Conſciences, ſince Chriſt and his Apoſtles

had left them to their Liberty, concerning Meats,

and Marrying, are not leſs Ancient then * Cerdon,

Marcion, Tatian, and the Encratites, who werevery

* S. Pren, adv. Hereſ. l. I. c. 24.

* B. Theodoret. Coloſ. 2. ~ *

it Concil. Laodic. Can. 35.

* Iren, cont. Hereſ. l. 1. c. 19.

• Auguſt, cont. Fauſt. l.20. c.6.

* Theodor. Heret. Fabul, l. 3. c. 24.

- Ancient

-
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Ancient Heretics. Extreme unétion beſtowed by

the Maſs Prieſts on dying perſons, was preſcribed

by Heracleon, about anhundred and ten years at

ter Chriſt. Not to multiply inſtances, the very

ſource and fountain, whence all errors were derived

to Rome, namely the magnifying f an unwritten

Tradition, and the vilifying the Holy Scripture 3 for

an uncertain and obſcure Rule, hath no later Au

thors then the Scribes were, long before Chriſt,

and the Gnoſtics, ſoon after him. Thus the Papiſts

are not without Antiquity, ſuch as it is: for I may

ſay in general, and prove too by many Inſtances;

that jews, Gentils, and old Heretics ſcarce ever had

any famous and general Abuſe among them , but

Rome woud have ſomewhat of it. But as for truly

Chriſtian and Apoſtolical Antiquity, ſuch as can be

the only Root, and eſſential Charaćter of Catholic

Dočtrine; I may ſafely defie the beſt of them to name

me any one Alticle proper to their own Roman Faith,

that is ancient in this ſenſe. And as to thoſe Articles

of Chriſtian Faith, which they have in common

with us, and are truly Apoſtolical and Catholic;

it is moſt pitiful to think, how ſhamefully they abuſe

and poiſon them by the mixture of their own pecu

liar Roman ones. Therefore ifyou take this mixt and

confuſed Body together, that is the Roman Church

at the beſt ſide , as it holds yet the fundamental

Ground of Chriſtianity, which we profeſs; thus far

. I grant it is a true Church: and if you take it at the

worſt, as to its proper Roman Dočtrines, wherein it

differs no more from us, then from all true Catholic

* S. Auguſt, cont. Hereſes. c. 16.

* Hieron. ad Dametam.

* Iren. l. 1. c. 24. 5. l. 3. c. 2.

and
-
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and Apoſtolical Antiquity; thus far it is, if a Ghurch

at all,a moſt corrupt,and deſperately infected one.But .

if you come to huddle up theſe two heterogeneous

and incompatible Parts together, in order to an ab

ſolute eſtimate and denomination of the whole (as at

the great day ofthe Lord one ſhall not appear with

out the other ) then it were moſt unreaſonable that

the leſſer and weaker part ſhould give the Title; and

that the Cities of Sodoma, Gomorrha, Admah and

Zeboim ſhould be called holy Cities becauſethey have

one Lot among them. The Mountain that has many

Grains ofGold lying under it, is rock or ſand never

theleſs: &the Ocean is ſtill ſalt water,tho ſomeRivers;

and ſome Shipwracks mix with it other liquors. Thus

Papiſts are riditulouſly vain, who .# as they do of

our acknowledging their Church, to have the Eſſen

tials of Chriſtian Religion. For theſe eſſentials are

not ſaving but where they have the Prevalency; and

they can but aggravate fin and leave it more inexcu

ſable, where they are baffled and oppreſt. Can any

man think that Pilat; Judgment Hall becomes a

Church, for having Chriſt ſtanding there to be con

demned : or that Dagons Temple becomes Gods .

houſe for having the Ark there ſhut up 3 No wife

man looks for any Harveſt from a few handfulls of

Wheat choaked with all manner of weeds : nor takes

it to be good Paſture, which he ſees to be overgrown

with Thorns. No ſincere Iſraelite can ever think of

being ſaved by the Religion of Dan and Bethel, be

cauſe it keeps ſtill Moſes his Law; nor by the Sa

maritan Religion, becauſe they ſerve God as well as

Baal. Mixt and corrupt Religions are not to be valu

ed ſo much in what is trodden under mens feet, as by

what is predominant, and ſet upon their high Altars.
- - T he
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The great Building raiſed at jeruſalem by Adrian,

did not ceaſe to be jupiters Temple, for being raiſ.

edupon holy Foundations; and the beſt Altars of

the Lord can procure no Atonement tho they be kept

in good repair, when they ſerve for burning Swines

Fleſh. Thus what expect you from the whole Bi

ble, while what is in it is but a Pedeſtal to hun

dreds of falſe Superſtitions? or from the Preaching

of Chriſt, and himſelfcrucified, the chiefeſt learn

in of S. Paul, and the Salvation of Jews and Gen

tiles; as long as it is made a Foundation for an abo

minable Maſs Service 3

. . In the mean while, if Papiſts will ſtill bleſs them

ſelves, and think that all is ſafe at home, becauſe

they are called Catholics abroad (and for my part,

I can but wonder to find here. Bellarmin ſo weak)

let them remember, that in the ancient times, Men,

as erroneous as they are, were called Gnoſtics, Apoſto

lics, and Angelics, that is, Sublime and Angelical

Chriſtians : and thus the very Turks may bleſs

themſelves, whenſoever we call them Muſulmans,

that is, Men of true ſaving Faith. The Papiſts may

give to themſelves ſuch Titles as they are beſt pleaſed

with ; but when Proteſtants call them Catholics, it

is either out ofignorance (for many are not acquaint

ed with the true ſignification of that Word ) or a ci

uil Complement, or a meer Jeſt and Mockery. For,

as to the truth it ſelf, the Roman Church is neither

the true, nor a truly Catholic Church. She is not

the true Catholic Church, for this ſhe doth not pre

tend to, but upon the account of an Univerſal Ju

riſdićtion over all the Churches of Chriſt ; which

Pretenſion, where it prevails, is a Sacrilegious En

croachment; and where it doth not, is a meer Fa

- ble.
*
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ble. Nor is ſhe truly Catholic, either by her own

proper Dočtrines, Laws, and Worſhip, which all

are new (as to Chriſtian Antiquity) Local, and un

apoſtolical: or by the common Principles of Chri

ſtianity that ſhe detains, ſinöe ſhe detains then in

Unrighteouſneſs, overwhelmed, oppreſſed, and

groaning under many heavy maſſy Burthens of Su

perſtitions and Abuſes,beneath which ſhe kept them,

and that not like the Oracles of God in a Church,

but as Captives in a Dungeon: There, both God in

his Law, and Jeſus Chriſtin his Goſpel, are in a

manner cloſe Priſoners, under a cruel Band of Sol

diers: not one Commandment among the ten; few,

if any, of the twelve Articles of the Creed, but

there are in the Church of Rome ſome ſpecial Errors

and Impietieswickedly ſet to abuſe them. And this

is both the Sanétuary that Rome opensfor Salvation,

and the firſt fundamental Allurement ſhe ſerves men

with, to entice them to Popery. . 3
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CHAP. III.

concerning the ſecond inducement to Po

pery, The Roman Miracles.

Ext to the pretended Catholic Church, Roman

Miracles are the main Pride of Popery, and

its ſtrange Wonders, ſuch as they be, of Lauretta,

Montſerrat, and other places, give as much coun

tenance to the Roman, as Delphi, Delos, Dodona,

and ſuch other Seats of Heatheniſh Gods, did to

the Heatheniſh Religion. The truth is, Miracles

will carry a great weight, both with the unlearned

and Learned Men, when they are right; and there

fore it much concerns every one that hath no mind

to be cheated, well to know the right from the

wrong. . .

All true Chriſtian Miracles are ſupernatural, or

extraordinary Works wrought for a time, either by

the immediate Hand of God, or by the Mediation

of Men and Angels, when moved or ſtrengthned

theretoby him, for the farther authorizing and con

firming true Catholic and Chriſtian Truth, eſpecial

ly among Infidels. *

Firſt, I ſay, true Chriſtian Miracles ; not only

to oppoſe them to all Cheating and Fabulous, but

alſo to diſtinguiſh them from other more common

ſupernatural Effects, which God is pleaſed ſome

times to ſhew promiſcuouſly among all ſorts of Na

tions for the aſſerting of his Power, Juſtice, Mercy;

or moregenerally, his Divine Being in the cºuiſ;
1S
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his Providence: There is not a Nation in the whole

World, but may find, if they will ſearch, many ſuch

admirable Paſſages in their Chronicles; nor ſcarce

.# private Man, but may obſerve ſomwhat of theſe,

as he calls them, ſtrange Accidents in his own time.

It is moſt certain, that God ſent his Angels, and with

them his great Judgments and Powers among the

Perſians, and Greeks called javan, Dan. Io. as well

as among the Iſraelites : and beſides , what either

the Earth or the Heavens can do by their proper In

fluence, and what Man-kind can add unto it, by

their own good or bad condućt,in the ordinary courſe

of things, the miraculous Hand of God often times

over-rules ſo viſibly, that no ſober man can doubt of

his interpoſition and guidance. Of this kind are the

ſtupendous and unexpected riſes and falls of great

Eſtates: the ſlaughters of many thouſands,mention'd

in divers Hiſtories, by an inconfiderable handful of

men : the raiſing of Princes among Pagans to an ex

traordinary pitch of Moral Vertue, and Heroical

Courage : the terrible Prodigies, Blazing-ſtars, and

Predićtions before great Deſolations and Plagues;

ſomtimes Curſes, ſomtimes Bleſſings faſtned as it

were to ſome Houſes, &c. No judicious Man will

fancy, that Cyrus for example, or Alexander either,

would undertake, or could perform their vaſt De

ſigns amidſt their Diſadvantages, without ſome fin

gular influence and help from above: and whoſoe

ver, will conſider, what Plato was, and what he

makes • Socrates ſay before his death, can hardly

forbear thinking, but that this Heroical Pagan had

commonly the Aſſiſtance of a good Angel. Theſe, -

and other ſuch great Examples taken notice of by

* Plato in Apolog. Socrat. - . * -

- E 2 all
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all ſorts of Hiſtorians, confirm the truth of Gods

ſpecial care;about the conſervation of Societies,and

fignifie nothing at all about their true or untrue Re

ligion in Churches or Temples. If they did, where

is that pitiful Seá or Country,but might allege ſun

dry Miracles to juſtifie its own Pagan or Heretical

Perſwaſion 2 The Emperors Veſpatian and Adrian,

might have authorized, by this means, the Wor

ſhipping of Roman Eagles: for both are ſaid " to

have reſtor'd fight to blind men: the Veſtal in

Valerius, with her holding of Water in a Sieve, or

drawing a Ship with her Girdle, might as well have

aſſerted her Heatheniſh Religion, as her Perſonal

Innocency. There is nothing ſo abſurd with the

Donatiſts, nor ſo impious with the Munichees, which

ſome Miracle or other wrought among them, might

not countenance in ſome meſure.And without look

ing back towards old times, the Kings of England,

and the Kings of France, with that gift which it is

faid they have, of healing an otherwiſe ſcarcely

curable Diſeaſe, might come near to juſtifie at once

(which is both abſurd and impoſſible) both Prote

itancy and Popery: So far do theſe Providential,

differ from Chriſtian Miracles, as to the confirming

of any Chriſtian Truth. - *

- Secondly, Iſay, that theſe true Chriſtian Mira

cles are commonly but for a time, and for the fieff au

thorizing, &c. For the Gift of working Miracles

is, as that of ſpeaking Languages, 1 Cor. 14. 12, in

tended for the Converſion of Umbelievers, and for

aſſiſting the Goſpel, whereſoever it ſhould be firſt

Preach'd. Therefore the firſt Evangeliſts, and C

ther firſt Planters of Churches, as well as the Holy

* Corn. Tacitus, Hiii. l. 4. . . . . . . . . .

- Apoſtles,
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Apoſtles, had as long this help of Miracles, as God

had Nations in the World, to whom he would re.

velehis Will: which, being a work of many Years,

this ſupernatural Hand of God help'd it forward;

both in confounding Pagan Idols, and ſtrengthning

Men againſt Pagan Perſecutions, till God had ſent

Chriſtian Princes, to whoſe care he then committed

the work (both of countenancing the Church thro

out all their Dominions, and of maſtering her Ene.

mies) which till then he did by his own hand. After

this, 'tis certain Miracles ceaſed apace, if not to

be, yet to be common, being thenceforth not ſo ne

ceſſary as before: Thoſe that continued the longeſt,

were about the healing of Sickneſſes, and about the

caſting out of Devils: and the corners where they

continued, were thoſe wilde Deſerts and remote

Places (the refuge of the Primitive Chriſtians from

the Face of their Enemies), where there was more

need of ſuch continued Wonders, becauſe that more

Infidels did lurk there. Andby the way, it may be

imagin'd, that God inclined thoſe laſt Workers of

Miracles, whoſe auſtere Life and Devotion now a

daies ſeems to us ſo ſtrange, * to leave the more

cultivated. World and retreat to Deſerts, in order

to convert barbarous men in their moſt barbarous

Countries. , - *

All this being done, and all known Parts and

Creeks of the World being either moſtly converted,

or ſufficiently called to the Chriſtian Faith, the

Holy Fathers tell us, that Miracles • ceaſed; that

they were "unneceſſary; that to expect “of God any

- - y -
-

"See S. Theodorets Riligioſa Hiſt. • S. Chryſoſº. 2 Theſſ c. 2.

Hom.4. * Idem I Cor.c. 2. Hem. 6. Author Quaft. ex: Nov. Teſt.

*Pud Aug. *, S. Cryſoft. in job, c. 3. v. 25. Hom. 23. . -

-
- - other
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other then the old ones, by which the Goſpel had

bin already moſt ſufficiently confirmed, was no leſs

then temting of him ; that if any were wrought in

their times, they could not be well look'd upon,

but as a ſuſpicious kind of Signs (and not infallible

proofs of Faith) becauſe the true' Servants of Chriſt

haping confirm'd their Preaching by true ſigns, call’d

Men away from their Infidelity,to the Faith: now this

firſt calling being over, the Devil will ſet up himſelf,

, by the means of his own Miracles, in order to draw

Men back again from Faith to Infidelity. *

And as to this, God was pleaſed to take the ſame

courſe in the publiſhing of the Goſpel, as he had bin

pleaſed to take in the publiſhing of the Law. In this

firſt he aſſerted the Glory of Iſrael, the redemtion

out of Egypt, and his own Law under Moſes, by

ſuch Miracles as no Egyptian at laſt could queſtion,

and no falſe God could counterfeit. For altho moſt

of them, as for example, the producing of Lice, the

dividing an Arm of the Sea, the making Thunders

and Earth-quakes, &c. ſeemed not much to exceed

that compaſs, which created Cauſes might have

reach'd to : yet God ſo viſibly confounded both the

skill of all Magicians, and the power of all Devils,

that his Almighty Power and ſtretched-out Arm, did

not appear ſo much in the very working of theſe

Wonders, as in reſtraining the contrary Powers both

of the Air, and of Hell, from attemting to any pur

poſe the like performances. Laſtly, God having ſuf,

ficiently evidenced both the Power of his Laws, and

the Truth of his Promiſes, he thenceforthboth with

draws his Hand from working his former continually

appearing Miracles, and takes off that reſtraint that

* Author operi, Imperſ. Hon. 49. - -

alone

*
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alone kept the Devils from either doing or counter

feiting any like them." And then, the Evil Spirits

being let looſe again to their former Liberty, God

gives his People this fair warning, againſt all Reve

lations and Miracles whatſoever : If there ariſe a

mong you a Prophet, and give thee a Sign or a Won

der, &c. Deut. 13.1. In like manner thoſe Miracles

which uſhered the Holy Goſpel, and ſpread it over

all the World, were in all reſpects unqueſtionable.

Firſt, they were mark'd out before-hand, by clear

infallible Prophecies, both of Iſaiah 35. 5, 6, The

eyes of the blind, &c. And of Joel 3. 28. I will pour

my Spirit,dºc. Secondly, to remove farther out of the

way, both all ſuſpicion and poſſibility of Error in

thoſe firſt times, all the Devils and all their Mini

ſters were tied generally from all falſe and conſider

able Miracles: I beheld, ſaies our Savior very much

to this purpoſe, Satan falling as Lightning from

Heaven. His Oracles were over the World all upon

a ſudden “ ſuppreſſed, Magicians and Seducers, if

they attemted anything, were either ſtruck blind, as

Elymas in the Aùs; or filenced, as ſo many Demo

niacs were in the Goſpel 3 or confounded, and even

beaten down,when they thought to exalt themſelves,

as Simon Magus was by St. Peter, as we find both in -

the Aās, and in the Eccleſia#ical Hiſtory. Then,after

a long courſe of true and infallible Miracles, ſuffici

ent in all reſpects both to perſwade men through all

the World, and to ſeal the Holineſs and Importance

of the Goſpel to all Ages; Satan is permitted touſe

his ancient Power again, both for the trial of the

Believers, and the puniſhment of the Rebels. Then

all ſorts of Sedućtions, falſe Revelations, and falſe

* Plutarch. de Orac. defea, , , , . M
. - ls
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Miracles, could not but return back again by an in

#. Conſequence, and with greater Violence

then ever, becauſe after a longer reſtraint. Here

upon come the often repeted and ſerious and merci

ful warnings of Chriſt : There ſhall ariſe falſe Chriſts,

&c. Matth. 24. Thus both in the Law and theGo

ſpel, the firſt times and ſorts of Miracles do carry al

waies along with them, and as it were in their Fore

heads, ſuch expreſs Characters of Gods haud, as is

moſt proper and moſt ſufficient to put the Truth a

bove all doubt: Therefore Chriſt often doth make

uſe of them, john 5. 36, and 9.37. And ſo do the

Holy Prophets moſt celebrate and inſiſt upon thoſe

Principal and Primitive ones, that had bin wrought

by Moſes, by Joſhua, and by the firſt Judges. Where

as the ſecond ſort of Miracles are all branded with

ſuch black Marks, and diſcredited in all reſpects with

ſuch heavy Charges and Warnings, as muſt needs

affright all Chriſtians from being miſ-led, but

thoſe who are pleaſed, or given over to be ſeduced

by them. Maricon $, and Donatash, and other worſe

i . of Heretics, ſeldom wanted theſe laſt Mi

i3Clé5, - - * -

Thirdly, I ſay, True Chriſtian Miracles are in

tended for the confirming of Chriſtian Truth. This

is their chief and ultimate end, tho in order to it

they may and do ſerve commonly for other more im

mediate accounts. Thus, when Chriſt cured the

Sick, and caſt out Devils, theſe Miracles were

to be lookt onboth as extraordinary effects of his

Divine Power, and moſt ſignal Exºtions of his

* Tertull cont. Marcion. l. 3. c. 3. -

* Auguſt. devmitate Eccl. c. 16. -

* Hieron, Ep. ad Galat. c. 3, v.3. Tertull. de Preſcript, c. 44.

- Mercy
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Mercy to thoſe perſons whom he did cure. Yet the

main thing Chriſt aimed at, was this,that both thoſe

who were cured, and thoſe who ſaw that they were

ſo, might be perſwaded by ſuch wonders, that the

expected Meſias was come, that it was He; and that

whatſoever he ſaid and commanded, was to be be

lieved and obeied. So Miracles were both to Chriſt

& Chriſts Miniſters, what Credential letters, badges

and robes are to all Public Officers: and alſo were to

the Goſpel, which they preached, what Signs and

Seals are to the Articles, Patents, and other Com

miſſions, which are brought by thoſe Officers; that

is to ſay, ſuch Confirmations and Evidences, that if

all thoſe, to whom they were expreſly ſent would

not believe them upon their word,or upon the hear

ing of their Dočtrine, ( which many did without

more ado ) they might do it by ſeeing their works.

Hence it is that both our Savior, and his Apoſtles

ever preached the Goſpel in the firſt place, and con

firmed it by the words taken from the Law or the

Prophets; and in the ſecond place, if what they

ſaid, required in the hearers any farther Confirma

tion, then in that caſe they ſhewed Miracles. They

went forth, faies St. Mark 16. 20. and preached e

very where, the Lord working with them, (inward

ly by his ſpirit, ) and confirming the word with the

Signs that followed. Therefore the following Signs

having ſuch a ſpecial dependence and proper aſpect .

on the Goſpel, which went before ; if no Goſpel,

nor any thing eſſential to it is preached or delivered

ſome other way, theſe Miracles are juſt like Seals

and Signs, that are merely put to a Blank; and, as to

Chriſtian Dočtrine can ſignifie nothing at all. And

ſo theſe Signs, if true, are merely Providential. If

they be put to any true and real Deed, but “...i
- F lined
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lined afterwards with Clauſes, that cannot well a

gree with it; you may be ſure thoſeSeals relate not

to any one of the forged Additions. And if all was

blank before,& all afterwards be filled with a whole

falſe Commiſſion, the Seals and Miracles pretended

for it, muſt needs be utterly falſe, and if real, utter

ly Deviliſh; it being utterly impoſſible, that God

the God of Truth, wouldput either his own hand,

or the hand of his good Angels to the countenan

cing of an untruth, and to the contradićting any

Truth which he hath confirmed before.

So, to prevent Deluſion, ſome care and skill muſt

be uſed in underſtanding and conſtruing the voice

and Signification of Miracles. For inſtance when

God ſent Lions among thoſe Heatheniſh Colonies,

who uſed no other Religion in Iſrael, then what

they had learned in Babel or in Ava. 2 Kings 17.25.

this extraordinary Judgment ſaid nothing at all to

countenance what jeroboam and the ten Tribes had

adulterated in Gods Service; for ſuch language in a

Miracle ſhould contradićt,and not confirm the clear

Voice ofGod in his Law : it declared nothing but

this truth, to wit, that Cod would have alway the

Memorial of his Name kept in that Land; and that

in order to this will of his, he would rather bear

with any Corruption, then with the utter Abolition

of his Service in that Country, till his Son ſhould

come to reform it. Thus the Angel moving the

water once every year at Betheſda. S. john 5, or the

other Angel that at one time dried up or removed

twice the water, which a Novatian K Biſhop had

conſecrated for the Chriſtening of a jew, who had

bin Chriſtened already, & who thcught of nothing

* Socrat. Hiſſ. Eccleſ, l. I, c. 17, - -

- - elſe
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elſe then of ſurprizing by this means the Liberality of

Chriſtians, which then was very great upon ſuchoc

caſions; neither of theſe true Miracles I ſay are un

derſtood, if you draw them, either to favor the Tra

ditions which the Scribes then taught in the Tem

ple; or to countenance the long Schiſm, which this

Novatian Biſhop with others did keep and foment

in the Church. Theſe two Miracles muſt be appli

ed to their own proper and fit ends, or to ſuch things

as Chriſtian Truth can allow of That of Betheſda

to declare the continuance of ſome temporal Mercies

upon a corrupted then, but before an elected Peo

ple: and to ſignifie to all men the Bleſfing of holy

Baptiſm , and the admittance into the Chriſtian

Church, which was, fitly repreſented by the ſaid

Pool of Betheſda, that is the Laver of Regeneration in

the Houſe of Gods Mercies. And the other, to vindi

cate the Honor of this ſame holy Baptiſm, which the

Novatians kept entire,and which this wandering jew

thought to abuſe. By this means the true Miracles

done in Chriſts Name ( and power too) ſometimes

by falſe men Matth. 7. 22. ſhall recommend only

Chriſts Goſpel, not their Iniquity who work them.

No ſimple Ignorants ſhall turn the wonderful Aćts of

God as S. Peter ſaies, ſome do the Scriptures to their

own Deſtrućtion. 2 Pet. 3.6. nor the fouleſt Here

tics, as otherwiſe they may ) toward their fouleſt

Blaſphemies, and whatever be donor reported to be

ſo, among men of mixt and corrupted Religions,

ſhall give them no ground of bragging in their Error,

or Herefie. Thus ſuppoſe (which for my part I

might very well wiſh it were true ) that the great

Cures done anciently at the Graves of the holy Mar

tyrs, were yet to be ſeen every day; theſe Acts of
- F 2 God,
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God, how great ſoever, wrought at the touching the

Relics of St. Stephen in Africa, or of St. Andrew at

Conſtantinople, or of Gervaſius and Protaſius at Milan,

would juſtifie neither Turciſm, nor any other Im

piety now believed or praśtiſed in thoſe Countries;

they could atteſt nothing but this, that thoſe Mar

tyrs howſoever killed, and caſt out like Dogs, were

holy men: and that what they taught and died for,

when they were taken for Seducers, is proved by

theſe great works, to be moſt true. Thereupon en

quire what they taught, what they did, and what

they believed; for this certainly ( and this only )

is atteſted by thoſe Miracles: and if the Hads of

Peter or Paul ſhewed yet yearly upon great holy

daies at Rome, did really the greateſt Cures; theſe

would aſſert S. Peter and S. Pauls Epistles which the

Papiſts now contradićt in many Points; and not the

Popes Roial Power,nor the Roman Purgatory,nor the

works of congruity,condignity,or ſupererogation,nor

any other like Doctrines which are contradićted by

theſe Epiſtles. But if you meet, as oft you may, with

another ſort of Miracles, which, what way ſoever

you turn them, do not look towards any Doctrine

delivered by Chriſt or his Apoſtles; theſe can be

none of thoſe, we may be ſure, which S. Mark calls

following Miracles, ſuch as are properly the Chriſti

an ones. They may be from God nevertheleſs, and

true, and good, and thankfully to be accepted, as

the Providential Miracles are. But if they look or

go plainly a quite croſs or contrary way; be ſure they

are 4ntichriſtian, and are deſigned either to ſow, or

to improve ſome other Seed, then was at the firſt

Sown by Chriſts. Preaching, and cultivated by his

Miracles.And ſuch were thoſe true Prophecies,which

- - Moſes
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Moſes bids us to take heed of, Deuter. 13. I. to

draw Iſrael after ſtrange Gods: ſuch were the many

Signs and wonders, which fanſenius Biſhop of Gant

affirms 1 to have bin don in his time, to ſeduce

men after a falſe Chriſt. Normatters it that theſe

Miracles ſeem not much leſs, then thoſe firſt were,

wherewith the Goſpel was confirmed; For the Beaſt

can perform great wonders. Revel. 13. 13. Devils

by Gods permiſſion come very neer that which good

Angels attain unto, by Gods Command ; and tho

there are many Miracles beyond the reach of good

andbad Angels, as for inſtance the Reviving of dead

Bodies, &c. Yet there are none, but by ſome illu

ſion or other, may be ſo exactly counterfeited,

that tho they have no Reality, yet will they have

as much appearance to confirm Lies, as the other

have to confirm the Truth. Hence comes in theſe

laſt times (when the Devil hath no reſtraint to keep

him from making the utmoſt uſe ofhis Power) the

abſolute impoſſibility of diſcerning thoſe from theſe

any other way, then by the end, which they aim at,

to wit the reveled will of God, and the manifeſta

tion of his Truth. There are ſome of the Devils Mi

racles, * ſaies S. Austin, that as to the work it ſelf

ſeem not to be leſſer then Gods are, but their End muff

diffinguiſh them. And therefore, he will have the

Miracles of later times to be tried by the true

Church f as we find it in the Scriptures: and not

the Church, by theſe Miracles. -

Bring Roman Miracles to this Rule, you may di

vide them into three Ranks; for ſome of them are

cornel, janſen, conc, Evang. c. 123.

* Auguſt. de Civit. l. Io. c. 16.

# 14em de vnitat. Eccleſ, c. 19. b

- - Ult
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but mere Tales; ſome are counterfeit Impoſtures,

and artificial tricks of Juglers: others have a real

Being; but the queſtion is, Whence they have

1t, -

... As for the firſt ſort of Miracles: the Papiſts have

by little and little, heaped them to ſuch an Extra

vagancy, that divers oftheir communion, who have

ſome modeſty left them, can ſcarce forbear bluſhing

" at their relation. Gregory of Tours, and Gregory

the firſt Biſhop of Rome (if the four Books of Dia

logues be truly his ) did begin pretty well to tell ſto

ries: But it is nothing to the advances made by ſome

other Prelats and great Roman Dočtors, in the fol

lowing Ages : And I may ſay confidently, that theſe

Romaniſts are not much ſhort of the moſt extrava

gant Romancers. There you ſhall read of Conſtan

time the great being a Leper, and transferring his Ro

man Empire upcn that Pope that made him clean;of

Wolves and Lions bringing back Lambs, and re

ſtoring them out of their Entrails, after they had

torn them to pieces; of Birds flocking about to hear

Sermons; and of Aſſes becoming Roman Catholics,

at leaſt kneeling to adore the Maſs-Sacrament, &c.

They cannot conceive any great Man to be a Saint,

unleſs he hath an extraordinary Gift for the work

ing of ſuch Miracles. How true they be, you may

beſt learn of the very Saints, who deny them: as for

Example, " Bernard, ° St. Chryſoſtom, and P St.

Gregory, and yet they are forced upon them : and

you can hardly paſs for a true Catholic, unleſs you

* Melch. Camus. Loc. ſ. 1 I. c. 6.

* Bernard. Serm, de Benedićt.

• S. Chryſoſt, paſſim.

* S. Gregory, Hom. 29, in Evang.

be
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believe; that St. Beinard 4 was ſaluted and ſuckled

ſeveral times by our Lady in her Image; that “ St.

Chryſoſtom did raiſe the dead, did cure all ſorts of

incurable Diſeaſes; and had every night St. Paul

himſelf whiſpering continually in his Ears, what he

did write on his Epiſtles. And as to St. Gregory

the Great, he had no meaner Whiſperer then the

Holy Ghoſt in Perſon, under the ſhape of a Pigeon

ſitting quietly upon his Head, and ſometimes ſtretch

ing down her Bill * into his Mouth, when he was

Preaching. And we know that the grand Impoſtor

Mahomet pretended ſomwhat the alike about the ſame

time. Now you may be ſure all this is merely Fa

bulous, ſince it is diſown'd by the very Men who are

pretended to have had it, & whotherefore knew beſt

the truth of all theſe Works and Aſſiſtances. Much

like to theſe are the Miracles and Revelations of 1.

gnatius Loyola, when he cures Women in their Tra

vel, if you but ſet his Seal or Signet on their Belly;

when he makes "the Houſe where he happens to be,

horribly ſhake; and when himſelf grows as hot and

as terrible as Mount AEtna, by the fierce motion of

that Spirit, which from a debauch'd soldier madehim

a Holy Jeſuit : or when he ſees the Soul of his

deereſt Friend Hoſius *º; up into the sky, far

moregorgeous then the Soul of any other: or when

heworks greater Miracles, with his own name in a

* chronic. Deip. an: 1132.

* Simeon Metaph. in vita Chryſoſº. Sigeb.an. 606. * -

... • Petrus apud Voſium de Hiſtoric. Lat. 1, 2, c. 23.

* Valderama Serm. de Canon. Ignat.

* Ibid. Pag. Iq. - - * . . * *

* Ribadaneira invita Ignat, -

3 Walderama, Mt ſup, p. 51.
-
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pto, then Moſes and the Apoſtles did in Gods Name.

We cannot deny (ſaies the Biſhop of Canaries)but ſom

times very grave Men write and leave to poſterity ſuch

reparts about Saints Miracles, humoring hereby both

themſelves and the People, whom they perceive both

prone to believe, andimportunate to have them doſo.

There is a ſecond ſort of Roman Miracles, which

are ſomewhat, but have it all from Artifice and Im

oſture. Pope Boniface in this matter once behaved

iii. a Man, when thro a Pipe or Sarbatane

he conveied ſo dexterouſly this Oracle, Celeſtinget

thee away, if thou haſ a mind to be ſaved; that Pope

Celeſtin took it, it ſeems, notwithſtanding his Infal

libility, for an Angelical Warning, and ſo left his

Popedom to the Cheat. Pope Hildebrand had once

another as good intention of Cheating, but as it was

much more cruel, it had not ſo happy, a ſucceſs;

when he had ready a huge Stone *, which ſhould

have faln from a high Vault, like a Judgment out of

Heaven, upon the Emperor Henry the Third's Head;

but the poor wretch, who was emploied in that good

affair, made too much haſt, for he fell down with

his great Stone,wherewith he was cruſht all to pieces,

before the Emperor came under that place where he

uſed to kneel at Praier. It was a prettier trick of the

Country Curate,” who getting Crabs,with little can

dles faſtned to their backs, ſet them a crawling up and

down his Church-yard at night; and perſwaded his

People in the morning,after he had taken them again,

that they were poor diſtreſſed Souls which wanted

z Melch. Canus, Loc. Com. l. 1 1. c. 6;

* Platina Bonifac. 3. Bergom. Supplem, l, 13, invita Bonif.

b Card Benno de Geſtis Hildebr.

* Eraſm, in Epiſt, - •
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Maſſes. Images and Crucifixes are very commodi

ous for working this kind of Miracles, eſpecially

when they are ſer up cloſe to thick Walls, as the

great Serapis of Alexandria was once ; for then *rīs

an eaſie matter to get up behind, by ſecret waies, to

anoint the Face of the Saint, and to put in a Chae

fing diſh, that ſhall make him both ſweat and weep,

by heating and melting that Liquor. Springs, and

Wheels. and ſuch like Engines, are of great uſe to

move and bow, and make them ſpeak. By ſuch a

Miracle, the married Clergy unhappily loſt once

theirgood Cauſe at Wincheſter; for when they were

upon the point of winning it, "a Crucifix ſtarted at

ir,and declared againſt the Priéſts. This Voice in the

Synod being well ſeconded by the Monks,went pre

ſently for an Oracle: So either ſimple were the men,

or ſtrong the Impoſtures of thoſe daies;nor are they

now much leſs in many places. Altho Lyranus tells

all the World, That great “ Deluſions are often put

upon the People by Maſs-Priests, and their counter.

feited Wonders andSigns. -

Beſides theſe two, I will not deny, but the Ro

manChurch may be granted to have another third

kind of Miracles, which neither are fancied by Hi

ſtorians, nor counterfeited by Juglers, but really

wrought by higher Cauſes. For my part, when I do

read in grave & famous Roman Writers, that a Con

ſecrated Hoſt will flie and flutter in the Air ſome

times, till a Maſs-Prieſt holds up his Pix to receive

it; that ſhapes of Fleſh, and young Children, have

appear'd on their Altars, at the Elevation of the

ſaid Hoſt; that by many good Experiences, Horſes,

• Polya Virgil Hiii. 16 ſub fin. …
* Lyramus c 14, in Daniel, - - .
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and Mules, and Cows, have bin cured of their Diſ

eaſes, when ſome Maſſes were ſung for them, to the

honor of St. Barbara; that St. Dominic did write

Books, which, upon ſeveral Trials, no fire could

ever Burn ; that once he was ſeen perfeótly in the

ſhape of a Crucifix *, with the five Wounds in his

Body, and a Crown of Thorns on his Head; that

at the Conſecration at Maſs, ſomthing like Chriſt

was ſeen hard by him, with the ſame ſigns of his

cruel Paſſion, dropping out of his own Wounds,

ſome of his dear Blood on this dear Saint; that the

Bleſſed Virgin beheld all this, & of her own accord

plaied the Maſs-Prieſt, and adminiſtred the very

Body of her Son in one moiety of a Conſecrated

Wafer to this ſame Saint,in token of ſpecial Friend

ſhip: and all this averred and ſworn as true, by a

formal Oath in the Name of the Bleſſed Trinity,and

under pain of all kinds of Gods Curſes, in caſe ofa

lie or a miſtake, with five hundred ſuch, and greater

Marvels: I think it a kinder and ſafer part in me,

to take them for ſomething, then för mere Tale

But for my pains of believing ſo, let me, who by

Godsgrace am a Proteſtant, have the liberty which

the Papiſts allow themſelves, when they controle

what is done by Pagans; to ſay,as perhaps it is true,

that 5 when the Emperor%. once cured a

blind and a lamic man, it was the Devil, who hin

dring the fight of the one, and the motion of the

other, ſeemed really to heal both, when really he

did but ceaſe from hurting and annoying them.

Somtimes Papiſts will comeſo far, as to ſuſpect their

* Boet. Alan. Rediv.part. 2. c. 60.

* Bell, de Eccl. l. 4. c. 14, feti, ad quartum.
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own Miracles, and to take them but for ſportings of

unhappy and wicked Spirits. Thoſe extrordinary

ſhows of a young Child, or of a Man of complete ſta

ture,that appear ſomtimes, as they ſay, among their

holieſt Myſteries, and upon the Fiſts of their beſt

Prieſts. They might as well, if theit Intereſt would

ſuffer it, find the like flaws in all the reſt : And you

may eaſily do it, if you compare their own Roman,

with all averred Chriſtian Miracles. For, -

The Miracles of Chriſtand of his Apoſtles, had

in then three prime Charaćters, which ſet them paſt

all doubt. I. In themſelves all were very ſubſtan

tial and ſerious Works, and of a ſuitable nature

beſides, both to promote the Glory of God, and to

procure ſome very conſiderable good to men.2.They

did tend, and were alſo proper, to rouſe the dul

leſt Infidels to the belief of ſome Fundamental Ar

ticle of Chriſtian Religion, as the Reſurreótion, or

coming of Chriſt; the accompliſhment of Prophe

cies, and the eſtabliſhment of the Goſpel. 3. And

for this end, God had them wrought moſtly in ſuch

remarkable times, as were ſet out by moſt expreſs

Predićtions, and freed by Gods reſtraining hand,

from all mixture and poſſibility of Lying Wonders.

The Roman Miracles, contrary-wiſe carry with

them three ſuch ſad marks (or at the leaſt ſome of

the three) as both viſibly diſtinguiſh them from the

Chriſtian ones, and muſt needs render them ſuſpi

cious to all Chriſtians. . Firſt, By their own intrin

ſecal Impertinency and Frivolouſneſs. Secondly,

By their general Aptneſs and Tendency to confirm

ratherany piece of trifling Superſtition, then any

ſundamental Point of Chriſtian Faith, Thirdly, By

* Biel. in Canon. Left. 31. º . .
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being done late,after the Goſpel of Jeſus Chriſt had

bin thus abundantly confirmed over all the world by

the former true Miracles, that the farther continu

ance of them had bin uſeleſs; which times were

reſerved for falſe Miracles, andarebranded accord

ingly by Chriſt himſelf and his Apoſtles, with this

woful Predićtions that Antichriſt ſhould then come,

and enchant men with ſtrong Deluſions, and lying

Wonders, 2 Theſ. 2. Revel. 3. 13. - -

As to the firſt black Charaćter, whereas the An

cient Miracles of Godare grave and ſerious works,

and do carry along with them both ſome Image of

Gods Wiſdom, and ſome holy Impreſſion of the Di

vine hand that cauſes them; the modern and Roman

Miracles are commonly ſuch Sports and Pranks, as

can become but Fairies or Hobgoblins.What is there

in the whole world more impertinent, then to make

the moſt bleſſed and holy Wirgin Mary come pur

poſely out of Heaven, whence it was not heard ſhe

came before, to drudg here and there about Monks,

about fick Wives, about Images & ſuch like things

Who could take for a holy Soul, or a good Angel

(much leſs for that ever Bleſſed Saint) that which

appears under her Name like a Woman ſhewing

her Breaſt,” embracing men, giving them ſuck, en

ticing them with her Favors, Hoods,Veſts, and ſom

times fine Rings, which ſhe makes for them of her

own hairs? for whenſoever ſhe is pleaſed to come

down, and to bring her Heavenly Train about her,

it is commonly for ſuch purpoſes. Once St. Ilde

phonſe met her at Church ſitting gravely in his

own Throne, with thouſands of other Virgins,that

.* Alan. Rediv. part 2. c. 4.

ful. Pomer, invita Ildepb, ap. Sur, 23%an. . . . .
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ſtood finging round about her, and about the read

ing Pulpit. This great Appearance was for nothing

elſe then for complimenting that Biſhop ; and for

preſenting him with a white Robe. Come to me, ſaies

ſhe, thou Servant of God, and accept of my hand this

ſmall Preſent, which I have taken out of my Sons

Ward-robe. Thou maieff wear it upon my day (that is,

her Aſſumtion, or Conception, &c.) and not at any o

ther time; and becauſe thou holdeſt the eies of thy

Faith continually bent to my Service; (for this is the -

beſt Eie of Roman Faith) thou ſhalt uſe it here in

this Church, and hereafter in my Cleſets, in Promtuae

riis meis, thou ſhalt have joy. They ſhew yet this

Gown at Toledo. At Magdeburg another time ſhe

came to Churchupon a more ſerious affair.Shek had

the goodneſs before, it ſeems, often to chide Zdo,

(the then Biſhop) for lying ſo often, as he did, with

her Virgins the Nuns. Thou hast had, ſaies ſhe, ſport

enough, do ſo no more. Notwithſtanding this fair

warning, ſhe found him afterwards a Bed with no

meaner Miſs, then the Mother Abbeſs her ſelf: then

indeed was ſhe ſore vexed; ſo ſhe calls down her Son

to her (you may be ſure it was not Chriſt) and they

both by their Angels pulled him off out of the Bed

from his Abbeſs, and foundly beat him for his pains,

At every blow Z/d, vomited out one of thoſe Hoſts,

which he had conſecrated,beingin that ſin ; and be,

cauſe cf her Sons dirty lying (if Tranſubſtantiation

be true) in that ſtinking, ſhe held the Chalice to

w

rake both the wafers & her Son in it. Then the 24en

and laies them up reverently on the Altar. It would

* Chronic. Deipar an. 985. * : . . . . .

never

of Heaven, ſaies the Hiſtorian, takes up theſe vomit

ed Wafers, and waſhes-them clean with great care,
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neverbe don to tell you of all her other ſtrange paſ

ſages; as, when ſhe goes to Orleans' with a Box of

precious Ointment, there to anoint the back of a

Dean; when ſhe "gives ſpecial Pills to a Monk, to

purge his choler: when ſhe feeds S. Albert n with a

kind of Bread, after which he reſolved ever after to

feed upon nothing but Roots and Herbs: when ſhe

comesdown out of Heaven (that is, I think from the

Powers ofthe Air) purpoſely rouncover her Breaſt)

and to put her Paps into mens mouths; as for exam

ple to o S. Fulberts, but more effectually P to S. Ber

mards; for ſince this Virgins milk went down his

Throat, his Words and Eloquence, ſaies the ſame

Author, were much ſweeter: when after theſe fami

liar viſits, this obliging Lady comes to woe Sweet

hearts, and to deſire their Marriage. Thus when

once ſhe had made a Ring 4 of her own Hair, and

given it to S.Alain, a moſt filthy companion before,

and in the préſence of her Saints and Angels(alſ Spi

rits of the like nature) ſhe then took him after for

her Husband. But before him ſhe had another, who

deſerves to be remembred; it was the pretty S.Har

man. This Gentleman was from his youth much de-,

voted to her Service, and ſhe to his. At laſt, after

many ſweet Converſations and Viſits, under the no

tion of our Lady, and her Chaplain (for ſhe uſed to

call him ſo) once ſhe appears to him (being at his

Devotions) led by two Angels; who being come

Leander. invita Reginald.

" Chronic. Deip.’an. 398. -

* Robert. Archid. in vita S. Albert. ap. Sur. 7 Apr.

°. Histor. Eccl. Carnot. an. 1020.

º, Chronic. Deipyan. 1132.

w -
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** Ibid, an 1476,

Chronic. Deip, an. 1233. - - --
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within the diſtance, where S. Harman did well hear

them; one of them cries out, Tomhom ſhall we give

and marry this Virgin f the other anſwered quite

asloud; To whom ſhould we, rather them to this young

, man 2 meaning Harman. Then the Angel took him

by the hand, and joined it with the ſaid Virgin,with

theſe ſolemn Expreſſions, O Harman, I give thee this

Wirgin to be thy Spouſe, in the ſame manner as once ſhe

was to Joſeph ; and hereafter be thou her Husband,

andupon theſe terms be called Joſeph. Then at night

when he was aſleep, this Queen of Heaven comes to

his Bed ſide, and laying her Child, whom ſhe car

ried on her left Arm, into this new Bridegrooms

hands, Take you charge of him, ſaies ſhe, hereafter,

as once my other Joſeph did, when we three fled into E

gypt: but after all theſe good Kindneſſes, there (as

'tis uſual among Lovers) happened an unlucky

diſtaſte: for this joſeph being intruſted with the

Guardianſhip of a Convent, ſhe grew Jealous of her

new joſeph (which ſhe never was of the old) as if º -

he had taken greater care of his Convent, then of .

- her ſelf: and being in that muſty humor,ſheappears

to him under ſuch an old ugly Face, thatpoor Har

man thought (as well he might) it was the ſame

Devil, who informer times uſed to haunt him ; and

cryed out frightfully, Who art thou ? I am, ſaies the

Apparation, I am the Keeper of this place, as you know,

Imas ſo before ; then joſeph Harman knowing who

ſhe was by her ſweet Voice, tho much troubled

at her ſowre Face. O my Roſe,quoth he, for he was

uſed to call her ſo; art thou the ſame, andhow cameft

thou by this old Face. I had a mind, replied ſhe, to

appear in your Eies,ſuch as Ifear I am in your heart; .

where Iperceive Jam accounted no better then if I were

- £72
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an oldWoman: Where are now the frequent Praiers,

which I uſed to receive of thee, and which did hereto

fore render us young one to the other ? With theſe,

and many more reproches, ſhe ſo mortified her pc.or

$oſeph, that he quite laid aſide all the care he had

of his Convent ; and ſince that time had no other

thonght, then of makinghis Queen younger by re

* hearfing her Ave Maries, snd other-like Angelical

Prizes, till poor Harman got a miſchance: ſor when

he was running too faſt, he fell down flat upon his

Face, and ſtruck out two of his beſt Fore-teeth by

that fall ; but his Lady put them in again, both, ſo

faſt, and ſo dexterouſly, where they had bin, that

he was well of them ever after. At another time ſhe

came to his Bed, and finding him lying on that ſide,

where he had bin let Blood in the Arm, ſhe turned

him upon the other, and ſhew’d him how to lie and

ſleep without fear of farther danger. If theſe evil

Spirits dare thus appear, under the name ofChriſts

bleſſed Mother, whereofScripture gives no warning,

it is no wonder if they do it under the name ofChriſt

himſelf, after ſo many Prophecies. It is not the

true Chriſt certainly,thatbeing Immortalin Heaven,

comes down either at every Maſs, there to lie as if

he were dead, under the hand of any Prieſt; or to

ihew tricks of Aétivity under the ſhape of a young

Child, and adt among Nuns and Novices twenty fil

w ly, Pranks in their Churches. We are not bound to

- believe all ; but it were hard to believe nothing,

... " when ſo many and great Dočtors, and among them

ſome great Saints too, aver for truth one and the

ſame thing. One, ſaies he, hath ſeen this little .

Child creeping out * at the mouth of a Crucifix ('tis

* Matth. Paris, invita S. Godric. . . - l
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all that a Sparrow could do, but the Devil can do

much more) and thence jumping into the Lap of an

Image, and thence flying up again the way that he

came. Another ſaies, That St Ida had him, and

kiſſed him, and embraced him, ut ſponſa ſponſº,

that is, as you may think, as a young Wife Kiſſes.

and embraces her young Husband. The worſt is,

that once when being to fing, and by her order to

ſtretch out her arm;ſhe was put to a great diſtreſs left

he ſhould fall, Cogitate, &c. Look to it my Lord,

ſaies theyoung Nun to the Baby, for I muſt obey my

Order: but the Baby was a ſtrong Child, and ſo

twiſted himſelf about her neck, that he had no need

ofher holding him, till ſhe had don with her An

themn, and ſo ſhe took him in her Lap, St Agnes

had him too, witneſs the little Croſs which in a lo

ving way ſhe ſtole at the ſame time out ofhis boſom.

And ſo had St Catharine, of the Order of St Clara -, -

being brought to her by his own Mother to kiſs up.

on a Christmas Eve. St Boniface y had him likewiſe

brought to his Bed in Swadling-clothes, by the ſame

Dame. As for St. Lucia, of the Order of St Do

minic *, ſhe had him three daies and three nights 3

~

during which time, it is remarkable, that the Virgin

Maries Image had no Baby on its left Arm. At laſt,

Dominus jeſus, the Lord Jeſus, (God have mercy

on the Blaſphemer) took her to Wife, (when he

look’d as if he had bin but ſeven years old) in the

preſence of all his Saints. What ſhall I ſay of St.

* Menol. Ciſterſ. 29, Ottob.

* Bov. 14. Annal. an. 1317, n. 2:

* Flamin. in vita S. Cathar.

y Henriquez. Faſcicul. SS, *

* Chronic. Ord. Praedic. - sº

H Hośīra
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Hoffradus and others, who miſtook theſe enchant

ing Devils for real Appearances of the Infant Chriſt:

and upon this Illuſion, “ ſome did offer him, as we

do to Children, ſomething to eat; ſome did take

him bupon their knees; others did play with him,

and with St. John who was his Companion at it.

Theſe few Inſtances may ſerve the turn, to let pious

Souls ſee with grief, that as according to the Pro

pheſies, jeruſalem was troden and danced upon by

ugly Owles and wild Satyrs, Iſa. 13. 21. So the Ro

man Church is made a Stage for vile Spirits to act

upon. If ſomeº theſe were Viſions, I grant they

were, and Diveliſh ones too: For where are the good

Saints or Angels that will repreſent, much leſt act

Chriſt and the Bleſſed Virgin, under ſuch ſhameful

Perſonages: - -

If you are for ſounder Miracles (tho good Ca

tholics muſt take theſe for very real and true ones,

or moſt of their Saints are but Cheats) go to the

Founders of their Orders, you ſhall find about St.

Francis, " Sheep and Aſſes running to hear his Ser

mon; Swine failing dead under his Curſe, for ha

ving hurt a poor Lamb ; all forts of Cattel recover

ing, with the Water he waſht his feet in ; Women

preſently eas'd of the hardeſt Travel, by applying

to them ſome of the Hay which his Mule was uſed

to eat. This don, go to St. Dominic, you ſhall

find him either at Maſs, “ hanging in the Air like a

Bird; or at the Bed-ſide of a ſick Woman, tranſub

* Henriquez. 3. 7am.

* Chronic. Deſp. an 1283.

* Ibid. on. 1235.

* S. Bonavent. In vita S. Franciſci. -

* job. Gargo, in vita S, Dominic, at Litom.

*
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ſtantiating Worms into Pearls; or by the Water-ſide,

raiſing the River into a Flood 3 or at his Devotions,

forcing the Devil to hold a light, and to burn his

Fingers in that Service; or it may be, changing the

Sex of a young Girl into a Boy. -

Laſtly, if you will know what Feats Women alſo

can do ſometimes; read me but the Life fof Saint

Christina: to ſay nothingof St. Brigitta, St. julia

na, St. Clara, Saint Z/rſula, with hundreds more,

known and famous in the Roman Church. This

great Saint aroſe from the dead twice, before ſhe died

for good and all, and ſo died thrice. All her Life

long ſhe had a very extraordinary gift of Miracles;for

having taken upon her to ſave Souls from Purgato

ry, by ſuffering here what they did there; ſhe loved

to throw her ſelf into all the hot Ovens or burning

Fires ſhe could find, & yet met with none that could

burn her; ſhe would attone for Gluttons, by reſol

ving to ſtarve her ſelf; and while ſhe felt the great

pains ofa ſharp hunger, this Virgin got Milk in her

Paps, and ſo found eaſe by ſucking her ſelf; ſhe did

ſatisfiefor proud Souls, by applying her ſelf to the

worſt way of common Begging; and herein ſhe had

this comfort, that when honeſt Men did give her

Bread, it taſted in her mouth like Bread; otherwiſe,

it taſted, like Toads fleſh. To expiate all ſorts of

Sins contračted by much company, this Saint reſol

ved to forſake Man-kind, and to come near none, but

Beaſts; and at laſt, that ſhe might be the ſafer from

all Contagion of Fleſh and Blood, ſhe parch'd her

ſelf on the tops of Trees: There her thin Body

being made thinner, both by continual Faſting, and

* Tho. Cantapr. in vita S. chriſtine ap Sur.jun, an. 1160. item~

7acob. de Vitriaco, in vita S. Marie Oeigniar.
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reat fervency of Spirit, ſhe did at her Praier con

tract her ſelf into around form, that was ſomwhat

like a Hedg-hog, She could climb up the higheſt

Trees like a Squirrel, and ſwim in Rivers like a Fiſh,

till her Friends barbarous, it ſeems, and not believing

all theſe Miracles, put her in Chains as a mad Wo

man; and there ſhe tore ſadly her poor Body with .

ſtrugling hard to free her ſelf: and this ſtrugling in

her Priſon, gave occaſion to more Miracles, for the

Milk ſhe had in her Breaſt, turned into Oil, where

with ſhe did anoint her ſores; and ſomtimes alſo ſhe

uſed it as Butter to ſweeten her Bread. Cardinals,

and whole Towns beſides, can aver theſe Extrava

gancies, and make therewith the firſt kind of Ro

man Miracles. - - -

A ſecond Evidence againſt Roman Miracles, is

their looking quite another way, and their beingde

ſign'd for the confirmation of quite different Do

Čtines, then ancient Miracles were. The laſt Pri

mitive Chriſtian Miracles, being wrought for the

moſt part at the Graves of Holy Martyrs, never con

firmed more then this Truth, That the Death, the

Souls, and the very Aſhes of thoſe Saints were pre

cious before the Lord ; and therefore, that the Chri

ſtian Faith which they had believed, taught, and died

for, was very true. So it remained only to enquire,

what this Faith was, and what kind of Dočtrine St.

Stephen and other Martyrs believed and Preach'd; for

nothing elſe but this can be aſſerted by their Mira

cles: What is it, faith St. Auguſtin, & that theſe Mi

racles mill atteşi but the Reſurrečtion and Aftemſon

of Chriſt £. The Holy Apoſtles being alive, never

confirmed by their Miracles, but what they taught 3

* Aug de Civit. l. 22. c 9. . . - - -

* , , and
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and what they taught, St.Paul tells you is concluded

within the Law and the Prophets. You may be ſure,

it went no farther then what you find in Chriſts Go

ſpel. This is that Faith, which once (and but once) -

being delivered to the Saints, was carried thro all Na

tions, ( and thus made Catholic) by the Almighty

Breath of God, and there ſetled by his Almighty

Hand, and the Miracles that followed it, Mark 16.

20. So at this very day, tho all ſorts of Operations

were continually ſeen at the Sepulcher of S. Paul at

Rome, they would rather confirm his Epiſtles, then

the Popes Bulls. As for Roman Miracles, they do

follow likewiſe Roman Dočtrines, which ſometimes

are quite contrary to,and alwaies quite different from

the true Christian Goſpel. They would be huge books,

that could contain all the Revelations and ſtrange

Wonders that encourage Men in general to the wor

ſhip of the Virgin Mary. As many more are beſtow.

ed upon the doing it by ſpecial waies, and at ſpecial

Feaſts : for what elſe mean thoſe ſwarmsof AMonks,

who lie hid h under her Coat ; or thoſe Ladders whi

ted with her Milki, from which no body taking that

way to goup to Heaven, can tumble down: or thoſe

Quires of k Angels heard in the bottom of a deep

Well to fing her Praiſes: What canyou make of

thoſe Images, that bleed, or "ſpeak, or, fly as

light" as Feathers, unleſs they ſerve to bring Man

kind to the worſhipping ofWood and Stone? What

aile thoſe thouſands of ſad Souls to ramble up and

* S. Anton. 3. part Hiff. t. 23. c. 3. ſe?. 1. - . . . .

Chronic. Deip, an. 1231. . . . - º º

* Hišſor. Carmat. an 1116. -

* Archiv. Buburg. in Frand.an. 1383. . -

* Menol. Ciſlerc. 28. Abril. a

"Leand, in vita Hyacinthi, ap. Sur. 16. Auguſt. -

down
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down the whole World, ſince the times of Pope Gre

gory, but to revele Purgatory, and to recommend

Maſſes for the dead? How many ſtrange Feats have

bin wrought by the hands of S. Dominic, and S.

Francis, to no better end, then to confirm the new

Orders and waies of theſe Saints: All thoſe heaps

of Excommunicated P Flies, and that ‘ poor Raven

pining to death under the ſame Fate, for having fled

away with a Biſhops Ring; What elſe can they ſi

gnifie, but the terror of the Roman Keies : What

ſhall Iſay of thoſe both ſmall, and huge great Toads,

crawling * out and into Mens mouths, when the

do obſerve ill or well the Rules of Auricular Con

feſſion ? or of the many little Children ſtanding

upon Conſecrated Wafers, there purpoſely to juſti

fie the real Tranſubſtantiation at Maſs 2 or of the

many Cures wrought every where, partly in the be

half of the five Wounds, which St. Francis had

in his Body, or of the Rope he did wear about his

Loins: And ſince we are about this great Saint, tell

me what you think of this Miracle, f A Biſhop

moved with Paſſion againſt a Convent of Franciſ.

cans, had reſolved to turn them out of his City, and

was to do it the next day: the Night before, behold

their sacrift ſees in a Viſion the Image of St. Paul,

and the Image of St. Francis, both painted in the

; Church Window, talking earneſtly one with the o

ther. He hears st. Paulexiremely blaming St. Fran

* Gregor. in Dialog. paſſim,

* Specul. Exemp. Tit. Excommunicatio. Exemp. 3.

* Ibid. Exemp. 4. - -

*-Jbid. Tit, Confeſſo. Exempl. 22.

* Ibid Tit. Euchariſtia.

* S. Bonav. in vit. Franc. -

t Hieron. Platus de Bono ſtatu Relig. l. 3. c. 33.

* * … (1ſ
*
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cis for no better defending his own Order; and St.

Francis anſwering to him, Whatſhall I do, ſaies he,

I have but a Croſs, and that is no defenſive Weapon 3

but had I a Sword as you have (for commonly they re

preſent them ſo ) perhaps I might doſomewhat more.

The man being awak'd, ſtarts off his Bed, and his

Imagination being full of this, runs to the Church,

finds the two Pićtures had exchang'd their Arms:,

Paul in the Window had the Croſs, and St. Francis

had the Sword. This amaz'd the whole Convent;

but that which is more then all the reſt, St. Francis

had not St. Pauls Sword in vain, for that ſame night.

the Biſhop had his Throat cut. What Evangelical

Dočtrine can be confirm'd by theſe three Wonders;

Pictures, that can ſpeak and move; St. Paul, that

exhorts to revenge; and a Saint, who during his

Life made conſcience, as they ſay, to kill a Louſe,

now can cut his Biſhops, Throat: What, I ſay,

can you make of this, unleſs it be this, wholeſome

Doctrine, That Biſhops are not jure Divino, but

Fryers are 2 All theſe, and whole Millions of other

ſuch Roman Miracles, are not fit for Chriſts Kalen

der, becauſe they never were fitted for perſwading

Men of the truth of Chriſts Goſpel, and therefore

upon that account muſt needs proceed from any

other then Chriſts Spirit. . . .

. The third foul ºf Roman Miracles, is, that

beſides their unchriſtian ends, they happen in ſuch

ſuſpicious times, as may diſcredit the beſt that are.

The Gift of Miracles being to Teachers, what both

Credential Letters and Roial Colors are to public.

Officers, which ſignific much with good Subjects,

whilſt they know them granted to none but ſuch as

the Kingdoth really ſend; but very little, after they

_* *
ſee
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ſee thoſe in the hands, theſe on the backs of every

dirty Carrier, who hath a mind for his ownends to

counterfeit them, and rant with them. No wiſe

man takes for good painent, whatſoever hath Ce

ſars Image, after he hears of falſe Coiners who have

diſperſed vaſt ſums abroad, and marked them with

the ſame Stamp. We are not now in the privileged

daies either of Moſes, or Elias, or £eſus Chriſt, or

his Apoſtles, when neither all the Magicians could

make one Louſe; nor all the Baalims could light

Fireon one Altar; nor all the Workers of falſe won

ders opentheir Mouth againſt Jeſus Chriſt. We live

in times, when the Devils, in all Mens account, are

let looſe from ſuch a reſtraint, and the Church left

unguarded of ſuch a Protećtion: when falſe Pro

phets may ariſe with ſuch Propheſies, Deut. 13. and

falſe Chriſts with ſuch Miracles, as, if it were poſ

ſible,might deceive the very Elect,Mark 13.22. Now

the Mirabilarians",as S.Auguſt.calls them,are abroad,

againſt whom Chriſt, ſaies he, already (and we much

more, that are 1200 years after him ) cautum me#
Deminus,the Lord himſelf (& his Apoſtles after him)

have given us all ſufficient warning: And ſo it were

a great folly to take notice of a Painted Cloth, when

we are told of ſº many that * run away with Chrisis

Colours, (that is, with a permitted power of coun

terfeiting true Miracles) and therewith amaze poor

Country People; but whoſoever hath no mind to be ei

ther affrighted or cheated with this, may look to it.

The glorious Works of Chriſt, of Chriſts Diſciples,

and other Apoſtolical Fathers, were don in ſuch clear

daies, as ſcattered and diffipated all ſuſpicions and

* Aug. in job. Traft. 13. ſub fin. .

* Ibidem, - - -
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imaginable Clouds of Impoſture; the Devils had

*.

the higheſt rank, did but offer to play their old.

*

hot ſo much as the liberty to preach the Truth, Mark

, , i. 25. If either Simon, or ºlymas, tho Sorcerers of

game, yog read in the Aéfs, how they were kept in.

Thus this mighty reſtraining hand, rather then the

intrinſecal greatneſs of the work was an infallible El

vidence, which in thoſe daies ſhined about all true

Miracles; whereas the Revelations and Feats of

Rome muſt needs be full of ſuſpition, and noted for

ſuch by all Chriſtians, ſince they came forth, when

all falſe Chriſts and falſe Prophets have the liberty

to work them. In this horrible Confuſion either of

Miracles, or Aćtors, none but God or a good An

gel can well diſcern by the workitſelf, which is the

Impoſtors, and with the Saints. If the reſtoring

life to a dead man, or giving fight to one born blind,

be thought to be proper to God; this may be with

out much ado counterfeited by any Devil; and as

Braſs ſometimes out ſhines Gold, lying wonders may

dazle our Eies as ſtrongly, as moſt true Miracles.

This dark and dubious conjunéture is the ſeaſon

and the very point of time, when Roman Miracles

ſwarm abroad. Then the Apparitions of ſad

Souls firſt begin by thouſands to come up, and to

acquaint their friends with their condition under

neath ; and what neither Moſes, nor the Prophets,

nor Jeſus Chriſt, nor his Apoſtles ever thought to

mind us of, ſad groaning Spirits make it their prin

cipal buſineſs to expreſs,and throng about, craving for

help, for Pilgrimages, and for Maſſes. Then come

Images after them, to bleed, or fing, or mourn as

occaſion requires ; and the conſecrated Elements,

the better to juſtifie what they are not, appear with

- I blood,
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blood, with fleſh, and even ſometimes with whole

children. It paſſes allunderſtanding, how the Vir

gin Mary, who kept her ſelf ſo long above, would

notcome down among us men, both ſooner and in

fitter times. She paſſed all her daies on Earth, al

waies keeping cloſe and quiet at home; and ſince her

happy departure, I can account five hundred years,

when all good Authors will juſtifie,that ſhe continued

as quiet above. Here then are two hugegreat Mar

vels, the firſt, how the bleſſed Virgin, after ſo ma

ny years of reſt, comes to have new Inclinations to

beſtir her ſelf among men: and the ſecond, that ſhe

ſhould conſent to take this ſuſpicious unlucky time

of ſhewing her Aétivity, when the Devil and all his

Spirits are permitted toº their Pranks. ,How

is this Change imaginable, that ſhe, who never did

appear to any one of the primitive holy Fathers

(when ſhe could do it , without any ſuſpicion)

would in theſe laſt and branded times ſhew her ſelf

to a dirty Monk P Did notS,Auguſtin, before he di

ed, being beſieged by Barbarians, deſerve as well

her Protection, and aguard of her armed Angels, as

S. Dominic did , whileſt he held with his Roſa

ry” about the neck one poor pitiful Heretic: where

fore never had theſe holy men, S. Athanaſius, S. Hi

lary, S. Cyprian as well the comfort of a kiſs, or an

Embrace, as y Loyola, as * Stephen the Minime,

and thouſand more, leſs deſerving it? And how comes

ſhe who never was known to take notice of any

trouble, diſeaſe, or Impriſonment of true Saints, as

the Head-ach of s. Chryſoſtom, the ſicklineſs of S.

* Specul, Exemp. Tit. Roſar. Exem. 1.7 Ribaden. in vita Ignat. z -

* 4ttich. Chron. Ord, Minim, an 1612.

- raft,
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Baſil, the infirm Body of S. Gregory Nazianzen; the

Priſons and Tortures of all the Martyrs; now to be

runningup and down, to relieve all ſorts of perſons:

to cure a jeſuite with her Child, whom ſhe put

by him in his bed; to cure whole Countries of

purple feavers; and to free ſeveral Rogues, that had

well deſerved “ hanging. from the Gallows, from

Dungeons, and from all Imaginable ſorts of Dan

gers? How comes this fancy to take her ſo late, of

bringing down out of Heaven, Croſſes, Hoods,

Books, Robes, Holy water and ſuch other utenſils,

which the Fathers in former times never had, nor

expected from her ? the truth is, this kind of Appa

ritions, and Miracles were moſt adviſedly reſerved

till ſuch times, as theſe later are, dark and confu

ſed, and more propitious to Impoſture, and theſe

ſtrange new doings have another reaſon beſides,

which I wiſh Roman Catholics would ſeriouſly take

notice of, and it is this.
-

As long as the bleſſed Virgin, had no more ho

nor in the Ghurch, then what became a Creature,

and was allowed to her by the Fathers, to be d ho

mored, not adored; no ancient Author will tell you,

that ſhe ever appeared among men. But aſſoon as

the later times brought in Public Services to pray

with to her, and new Images to pray to her by ; then

ſhe ( or rather ſome other Spirit under her Name)

began firſt to beſtir her ſelf: then ſhe and all other

Saints with her, ſeemed to come down and appear at

the voice of theſe new Praiers, juſt as the Soul of

* Chronic. Deip, an 1561.

b Oliver. L. Mirac. Mar. Montis.

* Albert. De Viris Illuſt. Ord. Predic.

* Epiphan, contr. Hereſ. l. 3. adv.collyrid.

*
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Samuel did, (or rather ſeemed) to come up at the

Myſteries of Indor. Sam. 28. Ever after, the pre

tended Queen was ſeen in the Roman Church, as in

her Heavenly Palace; and ſhe had more Angels, to

wait on her in the leaſt of her ordinary progreſſes,

then Chriſt himſelf ever had in any one of his moſt

Solemn Appearings. But as the Circumſtance of a

baſe witch, who did order Saulsbuſineſs, was a ſuf

ficient Evidence, that the Appearance of Samuel,

had not the Soul of Samuel : and, as when Devils

will look like Angels; you may ſtill, they ſay, ei

ther perceive a Cloven Foot, or ſmell a ſtinking va

por, that betraies the pretending glorious appear

ance ; Roman Miracles and Viſions have moſt com

monly ſome black Mark, which may convince any

ſober man, that they are not what they ſeem to be.

Conſider in the holy Scriptures what all the true

Saints of God both holy Angels and Apoſtles, ſay or

do whenſoever they meet with more honor, then is

their due; and ask S. Auſtin, what Spirits thoſe are,

who take it whenſoever given, or call for it, when

it is not. No. Saints or Angels, ſaies this holy Fa

ther will take of others what they know to be due

only to God; as it appears by Fall and Barnaba, who

tore their clothes to ſhew they were mere men. Aá. .

14, “and by that Angel, who reječted adoration 3

“Unclean Spirits are for Worſhip; and tho they care

“little for Fleſh, yet they pride themſelves with

“Sacrifices, only becauſe they are due to God. And

in another Place, * “Good Angels are for this one

“thing, namely that with them we may ſerve God,

“in whoſe contemplation they are happy; but thoſe,

* Auguſt. cont Fauſt. l. 20. c. 21. 9, 22, - -

* Iden: Devera Relig. c. 35.

- - * whe
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“who invite us to ſerve themſelves, are like proud

“men, &c. only the ſerving of proud Devils, is

“more hurtful. And in another place, “Cele
“ſtial and happy h Spirits will have us' Sacrifice

“ ( not to themſelves but ) unto Godwhoſe Oblati

“on they are, as well as we; and therefore all Re

“velations and Miracles that inviteus to ſerve more

“then one God, are ſuch Sedućtions of Devils, as

“any pious and prudent men muſt needs throw off;

“ for this is their proud malice, who by that to en.

“are noted to be neither good Angels in themſelves,

“nor the Angels of a good God. For the good

“Angels love us ſo well, that they will not have us

“ſerve them, but ſerve the true God.

... Bring now to theſe Chriſtian Rules, moſt of the

Roman Apparitions and Miracles. Shew me where

this humble Spirit, whom they worſhip, did the like

good Angel, ever rejećt one worſhipping or devout

Adoration: ſhew me where ſhe tore once her clothes

at the hearing the Te Deum, and the whole Pſalter

of David ſung and applied moſt blaſphemouſly from

God, to her. I am ſure I find in her waies, for ſeveral

centuries of years, the ſteps of another Spirit, ſeek

ing continually for more honor. We ſhall behold one

who ſtrokes * and kiſſes pious men, becauſe they

both I begin and end i: beſt Devotions with

her Praiſes : who teaches in what godly form they

muſt " pray to her for all Bleſſing, ; who calls them

into brakes" of Thornes and Nettles, and ſometimes

* Idem de Civit. l. Io. c.7. h. Ibid. c. 16.

* Ibid c. 7 item l. 9. c. 23. . . . .

* Caeſarius l.7. Hiſt. c. 35.

'I candr devi is illuſtrib. chron. Deip. an 1372.

* Chronic. Deip.an. 1178 - * -

" Franc. Hieraſe, in Vit. Henr. Sylvice.
into
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into holes under ground, to find and adore her Ima

ges: one who can put on the ſhape either of a 9 Stag

or P a Pigeon, or a great Queen, purpoſely to

ſhew the place and ſtone, where ſhe muſt needs have

an Altar, or a Chappel, or a great Church, that there

ſhe f may be ſerved and worſhipped to the worlds

end; and there walk and delight her ſelf: one I

ſay who in all theſe Churches brags among men, as

if ſhe were the "Mother of Campaſſions, the La

dy * of the Houſe of Praier, and the fountainy of

all Bleſſings: laſtly one who ſpreads forth about her a

great Mantle, therewith to betoken the great” large

neſs of her mercies and favors, which, ſhe ſaies, ſhe

denies to none that will come to her with faith.Here

upon let S. Austin judg what kind of Creatures theſe

Spirits are; and what great difference there is, be

tween thoſe which among Pagans did perpetually

labor for Sacrifices, and tº:

Papiſts are all for Maſſes, and the greateſt Oblations

that can be ſet on Romes Altars. Meanwhile we may

be confident, that none but God alone can own Sa

crifices, Altars, and Churches to be ſerved with 3

and that none but Devils ever owned Images to

ſpeak, move, or in any wiſe to work in. Such Spi

rits as theſe may be the Authors of all the Roman

Apparitions and Miracles; and ſuch Apparitions and

Miracles are very fit for ſuch Spirits; and both fore

* Odo Giffaeus Hiſtor. Virg. Anicienſis.

* Invita Manaverlap. ſur. 3. fun.

Arch. Gian. Cent. 3. Annal.l. 4. c. 9.

* Od. Giſseus. ſupra. -

* Niceph Eccl. Hiſt. l. 13. c. 25.

* Bloftus in Monili.

* Menol Ciſlerc. 22. Dec.
* Chronic. Deip, an 1467. - w

* Tho. Malvenda Tom, I. Annal. Ord. Predic, an 1221.

told

which now among
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told and reſerved for the laſt times. And ſo you

may gueſs what that Church is, that hath her pro

per eſtabliſhment both from ſuch Wonders and ſuch

Saints. - -

C H A P. I v.

Concerning the Proteåion, and Aſſance of

Roman Saints,

- • *. __” -- *

HIS pretended help of menand women, who

after their departure out of this world, and

their being Canonized by ſome Pope , are called

Saints; are another great Enchantment to keep and

draw People to Rome. Their Souls are conceived

to be ſtill ready to go about any buſineſs, which their

worſhippers have in Heaven; and their Bodies, e

ven to the leaſt of their Bones, their Clothes and

their Shoes withal, can at every good occaſion work

great Cures and Feats on Earth. Thus one Sänt

is upon this account worth as much or more then

any two Angels. What ſober man therefore would

not be temted, to turn a Roman Catholic 3 and

who would turn from being ſo; tho there were no

other reaſon for either, then the getting, and loſing

ſuch Friends: The perſwaſion of Romaniſts is, that

all ſuch Souls as deſerve their Canonization at Rome,

go up directly to Heaven as to a place, where, their

happy Reſt from all their Labors, and an happy Poſ

ſeſſion of an eternal Glory with God, is not all what

they expect: they muſt have alſo Government, and

Regen

J.
(
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º,

who look to them. Some others are put to equally

Salmero, 1,447im, c. 2. Diſp.7,

Regencies over the whole world; wherefore they

fancy them ſometimes like ſo many great Captains

marſhalling all the Natione under Chriſt, with an

Iron Rod: ſometimes like great Pillars above, hold

ing all Churches under them. And becauſe ſo much

were too much for any one Saint, to manage it well;

and that no Creature is capable of ſuch an Llniverſal

Burden, except the Virgin Mary above, and the

Pope of Rome, here below ; to facilitate the buſi

neſs, they divide the whole among themſelves; that

every one may be troubled with no more, then his

proper ſhare. - -

Firſt by this imaginary Diſtribution, they divide

their Saints into Countries. • S. James is to take care

of spain: S. Sebaſtian of Portugall : S. Denys of

France: S. Mark of the Wenetians: S. Nicolas of the

Moſtovites: S. Ambroſe of Milan: the three Kings

of the Elettorat of Cologne : S. Barbara of Germany,

&c. and before the happy Reformation, S. George,

S. Andrew, and S. Patrick had the reſpective charges

of England, Scotland, and Ireland. - -

Secondly, they ſubdivide their Emploiments in

theſe and other Countries, after the ſeveral ſorts of

Profeſſions and Trades extant therein. For S. Nico

las, and S. Christopher are thought to look to the

Seamen ; S. Catharine to the Scholars ; S. AušHin

to the Divines ; S. Lake to the Painters: S. Zvo to

the Lawiers ; S. Euſtachius to the Hunters; 3. Chriſ

pin to the shoemakers. The very Whores have their

proper Saints, and they are S. Magdalen and S.Afra

* Bell. de Saná. Beati tºl. 1. c. 18. . . . . . . .

b Gab. Biel. in Can. Leff 32. N. -

*
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:

vile Services; asSt. Anthony about Swine; St. Pela

gius about Cows: St. Eulogius about Horſes; Saint

Wendeline and S. Gallus, have the care both of Sheep

and Geeſe. Judgyou how gladly theſe happy Souls

leave the Boſom of Abraham, to drudgabout theſe

ſorts of Cattel. * - -

Thirdly, In theſe diſtinét Provinces, aid. about

theſe ranks of Men and Beaſts, the Roman Saints

are for the moſt part appointed to diſtinét Works,

and Helps, Non omnia poſſumus omnes, that is, Every

one cannot do all, ſaies one of the t Learned Ca

tholics; and therefore will they ſometimes direét

Clients to other, altho poſſibly inferior Saints; as

once St. Peter ſent a 4 Woman to a Sacriſt he had

at Rome, for the cure of her Palfie ; and it is upon

this ground, that devout Perſons are directed to ſe

veral Saints, for their ſeveral Exigencies, to the end

that both every Saint may have his ſhare in the Wor

ſhip, and every Client in the Relief. This is it which

they “call the diſcreet Variety, ſo honorable to their

Church, and ſo advantageous to her poor Members;

when you ſhall ſee one pray to St. Peter, for the Gift

of Submiſſion: to St. Agnes, for Continency; to our

Lady S.Anna for Wealth: to S. Margarite for Child

bearing : to St. Rochus againſt the Plague: to St. Pe

tronilla againſt an Ague: to Saint Apellonia againſt

the Tooth-ach: to St. Liberius againſt the Stone; and .

ſo to every Saint for that help that is in his way,

Let no Batchellors go to St. Peter, becauſe a married

Man : nor no married Man to St. John, becauſe he

was a Batchellor : but flet every one go to a Saint

f Biel. ſup. Gregor. Dialog. l. 3. c. 25.

* Idem. in Can. I eff. 32. N. * -

i Salazár. Proverb. c. 8, v. 18. n. 172. -

. . . .K of
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of his on Tribe ; a Widow to a Widow-Saint, and

a Soldier to one of his Trade, for this is the humor

of Roman Saints, to favor better their own Compa

nions. -

According to this Oeconomy, there is not one Ro

maniſt but may pretend to march under the colors of

ſeverdºints. For example, a French Catholic born

at Paris, hath as fair title as Rome can give, to the s

protećtion of St. Michael, St. Denis, and our Lady,

who generally rule that Kingdom: of St. Genevefa,

that more ſpecially looks to Paris ; of St. Germain or

St. Thomas, or St. Sulpice, if he either be born, or re

ſide in thoſe Pariſhes: of St. Coſmus, and St. Damian,

in caſe he do practice Phyſic: of St. ottilia and St.

Lucia, when his Ears and Eies trouble him, and of

St. Mathurin alſo, if he be troubled with folly. Over

and above theſe, he may be ſure of other Saints, St.

Dominic, S. Celeſtin, S. Francis, and twenty more,by

matriculating his Name into their Confraternities;

which he may do for a ſmall matter. -

It is great pitty that this fancy of diſtributing Pre

fidencies and Powers thus among Roman Saints, hath

no better ground then that had which julian * the

Apoſtat alleges,and S. Augustin obſerves * to have bin

conſtantly practiced among the ancient Pagan Gods.

What ſignifies, ſaies the holy Father elſewhere, g that

triflingº: of Offices among your Gods, wherefore

muff they be ſeverally praied to, but to make it rather

a Play fit for a Stage, then any thing which may be

come the worth and gravity of a true God? This new

Comedy is ſtill the ſame, only the Aétors wear better

.* 7ulian ap Cyrill. Alexand. 1. 4. ſub init.

f Auguſtin de Civitate l. 6,7,8.

& Idem de Civit. l. 6, c. 9. - -

- clothes,
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Clothes, or rather borrow better Names ; and the

Roman People that ſtand about it, adore the Virgin

for £uno, and S. George inſtead of Mars; and as a

Learned Romanišf h ſaies, another kind of he and

ſhe Saints, inſtead of the old Gods and Goddeſſes. But

as to any honeſt ground and precedent for ſuch pra

, Čtices, theſe two things may, and muſt beſaid, to the

everlaſting ſhame of the Roman Church; The firſt

is, That whereas, as long as either the Patriarchs, or

the Prophets, or the Apoſtles, or any Holy and Apo

ſtolical Men ordered the Church, there never appear

ed one ſoul that offered to ſpeak to Men, unleſs the

ſoul of Samuel, 1 Sam. 28. (and in the judgment

both of the Fathers, and of many Roman Dočtors,

that appearing ſoul was a Devil;) the Church of

Rome brags in her time of above ten thouſand ſouls,

all coming down to talk with Men,which ſouls ſhe be

lieves to be Saints. The ſecond is, That whereas

neither Patriarchs, nor Prophets, nor any Apoſtles,

or any Apoſtolical Holy Men,in all their dangers and

diſtreſſes ever Praied to, or Worſhipped any Creature

whatſoever, whether holy Angel, or holy Soul; the

Church of Rome in a great meſure praies to, and

worſhips nothing elſe. -

And the truth is, this unuſual praying to departed

Saints, and this new appearing of Mens ſouls, may

very well meet together. It is the conſtant pra

Čtice of evil ſpirits, tho neither called nor thought

on, to meet Men in unlawful waies. When the Pa.

gans did conſult Fowls of the Air about their good -

or bad ſucceſs, and ſo did bird for Propheſies; the

Devils moved Ravens and Eagles to ſignifie ſome.

what, by either flying or croaking; the ſame did ačku.

* Lud. Vives, de Civ. l. $, c. 27, -

- * * 3'ſº
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ate ſtocks & ſtones, when they did call upon Images:

they made the Votaries often to ſee Viſions, when

they watched for them about Tombs. And it is both

very juſt with the true God to ſuffer, and pleaſing to

falſe gods to do,that they, who run after dead Saints,

ſhould find the ſame thing that Saul and the Witch

did, when they ſought after dead Prophets.

Firſt, It is a great preſumtion to pretend to more

Wiſdom, in point of ſerving God and ſaving our

ſelves, then either God hath appointed, or all the

holy Prophets and Apoſtles have known and taught:

and it is moſt juſt and likely, that Men ſhould meet

with ſtrong Deluſions, and with the Devils them

ſelves, whenthey venture upon ſlippery, & unknown,

and dark by-paths, where not one of Gods Saints

ever durſt walk. -

Secondly, Admit what we know not, that the

Souls of Holy Men are not confined to Heaven, and

fixt there to their happy reſt; but (which any di

ſcreet Man, tho he ſuſpected it, would not affirm D

that they may come down now and then, and take

ſome care of our Affairs. Admit that theſe few Ap

paritions, which I find recorded by good Authors,

i. OfPotamienak to Baſilides. 2. Of a Father, who

after his death, brings the true Acquittance of a

Debt, that his poor Son was troubled for. 3. Of

ſomething like Felix the Confeſſor in appearing to

relieve Nola. 4. Of ſomething like Spiridians daugh

ter, that " offered to the good Biſhop her Father, to

* Origen. ad Rom. c. 2. l. 2.

* Euſeb. Eccl. Hiſt. l. 6. c. 3.

August de Curapro Mort. c. 11.

* Ibid. c. 16. .

* Socrat. Hiſt. Eccl. 1. 1. c. 12. . . .
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ſhew him where ſhe had laid the Jewels, which a

Friend had entruſted her with. 5. Of ſomthing

like john Monachus, (a Holy Man) that o appeared

to a really pious Woman, when once ſhe longed to

ſee him. 6. And of ſomething like St. Auguſtin,

that once appeared to his P Diſciple Eulogius, and

another time 4 to one Curma about Hippo, when

both this john and St. Auguſtin were yet alive, and

knew nothing of this appearing (at the leaſt St. Au

£uffin did not ) but what he heard other Men ſay;

Suppoſe, I ſay, both againſt all probability, and the

* poſitive judgment of St. Auguſtin himſelf, that

theſe were not Angels, but real Souls; What are

ſome few extraordinary Apparitions, to ground an u

niverſal and perpetual way of Worſhip? And ſup

poſe that not few, but whole thouſands of Souls

ſhould ſwarm down amongſt us, as we know the

Angels do; the Angels we alſo know, were never

called upon, nor praied to, by any true Servant of

God, as long as the Church was ordered by any Pro

Phet, Apoſtle, or Apoſtolical Men: and after their

departure, it is well known, how the Fathers who

next ſucceeded them, alwaies voted both againſt

Worſhipping and Praying to any one created Angel.

Z%e Diſciples of Chriſi, ſaies St. Ireneus, do nothing

éſ praying to Angels, but by direčing holy and un

dºfiled Praiers to the Lord, who hath created all

*śings. . Praiers directed to others, it ſeems, are de

filed with ſomething. And tho the bleſſed Angels ".

(ſaies Origen, a moſt authentic Authorinthis Point).

* 4tº, ſup. c. 17. Ibid. c. 11. 3 Idem c. 12.

* /bid. c. 16. &c. - º

Iren, cont. Hereſ. l. 2. c. 37, ſubfin.

* Orig. Cont. Celſum, l. 3 p. 233. Édit. Cantabr. -

- - - - - - - - --- * * * . are
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areſometimes called Gods, and convey down to us the

favors of God, yet we do not ſerve them as God; ; for

all our Praiers, Supplications, Addreſſes, and givings

of Thanks ("which he makes to be all one with the

true Service of God ) muſt be direčed to God, who is

the Maſter of all things, thro our High Prieß the li

ving Wordand God,who is greater then all the Angels.

And as for the Angels themſelves, we have no reaſon

to pray to them, becauſe we do not underſtand them

well; and tho we did, this very knowing of both their

Nature, and Offices, would not afford us the confidence

of offering our Pows and Praiers to any other then to

the All-ſufficient and Supreme God, by his Son our Sa

vior. Not to trouble my ſelf, or others, with any

more clear and direct Citations to this purpoſe, I

will only add the Verdićt of two and thirty Fathers,

who find” in a full Council, that the praying to An- .

gels ( for ſo St. Theodoret y interprets the Word,

***, *.ſºss ) to be both a hidden Idolatry, and a for

faking of Chriſt and his Church.

The true reaſon which makes theſe and other Fa

thers ſo ſharp againſt Praying to Angels (much more

againſt Praying to Saints) as to call it Idolatry, is not

becauſe the Angels cannot hear alwaies, the Saints -

never; for this would make praying to them no more

then an idle and uſeleſs ačt : but mainly and princi

pally, becauſe Praier, Vows, and giving of Thanks,

is a main part of Gods ſervice; and therefore Saint

* Ireneus, and Origen, take Praier and Worſhip pro

miſcuouſly for the ſame thing. And 'tis upon this

ſame account, that both º Scripture, and the Ancient

* Concil. Laodic can. 34. ,

Theodor. Coloſſenſ c. 2. v. 18. Iren, Sup.

* Orig ſup, * Pſalm. 30. 14.1%. -

- c Fa
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• Fathers, ſtill reckon Praier and Thankſgiving a

mong the trueſt Sacrifices, and which can belong to

none but God. Now Praier is part of Gods ſervice,

becauſe, if ſerious and devout ( and I am ſure Ro

man praying to Saints is no jeſt)it preſuppoſes and ac

knowleges in the Saint which is praied to, ſuch an

infinite knowledg of Menshearts, ſuch an Univerſal

and extenſive Capacity, or rather Being, in hearing

them all, alwaies, every where, and ſuch an immenſe

ſufficiency and power of helping them accordingly,

that to make, or to preſuppoſe, created either Saints

or Angels fit perſons for to be praied to, is to make

or to preſuppoſe them to be Gods. And this is the

true account, wherefore calling upon God, is repu

ted an Honor given to God, Call upon me, and thou

/halt glorifie me, Pſal, 5o. 15. 23. becauſe it implies,

and in very deed acknowledgeth the Immenſity, the

Rnowlege, the Mercy and Power of God: not cal

ling upon, him, is Atheiſm, Pſalm, 79.6. And ſo

calling on them, who are not Gods, is down-right

Idolatry. . . . -

The truthi is, you may call upon a Saint, without

any danger of Idolatry, if he be in ſuch a diſtance

whence intelligent Creatures may without Miracle

hear one another; thus the Prophets were not afraid

to ſpeak to Angels, Dan. Ch. Io, and Ch. 22. Zachar.

1. 9. If you did pray a Holy Man whil'ſt he is with

you, to pray for you, and to recommend you to God

after he is dead, perhaps this exceeds not much the

ordinary power of a Saint. Thus St. Cyprian d in

treated his Friend Cornelius, then Biſhop of Rome,

* Tertullian. Apol. c. 30. Euſeb Demonſ. Evang. c. ult, ſub fin. . .

Orig. in Rom. c. 10.0. 14. p. 382. Edit. Paris, 1619.

* Cyprian, l. 1. Ep. 1. ſub.fm,

that
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that he of them two who ſhould, by ſuffering Mar

tyrdom, ſtep the formoſt to Jeſus Chriſt, would

being with him there, continue his wonted Praiers

for his poor Brother, whom he knew to be left be

Hind. And, as I take it, the ſame Father asks the

ſame favor of his Holy and Devout Virgins, againſt

the time when their Virgin Zeal and Piety “ ſhould

be crowned with its due Honor. Thus far I ſee no

thing at all, that an humble Chriſtian may not wiſh,

and a created Saint may not perform ; and if ſuch

Praiers have any defeót , it is not Idolatry, nor

Superſtition perhaps, ’tis only they want an Exam

ple. Noris it any Idolatry to pray to your Friends

by letters at any diſtant whatſoever, for St. Paul in

his Epiſtles doth often ſo :and therefore I would not

blame our learned Papiſts for dedicatingtheir Books,

and writing Dedicatory Letters to the moſt Bleſſed

Virgin Mary, if they had Expreſſes to carry them.

But if you can fancy a Saint of ſuch an unlimitted

and univerſal Intelligence, as, tho he be but in one

place, yet to be able to ſee, and hear what all Man

kind can ſay or do, or think, or write, or ſuffer, all

the World over; and that St. Nicholas for example,

hearkens and provides where he is(in Heaven I hope)

to what one Sea-man praies in a Shipwrack at the

Streets of Magellan; to what another wiſhes for ,

when he is becalmed in the South-ſea; to the cries of

another,who ſees a Hurrican by the Barbado's;to the

private deſires of another,who fiſhes for Pearls by the

Guyney ſhore,or Herringsby our EngliſhCoaſt,or for

Whales hard by Green-land, or for Trouts in our

ſmall Rivers; and whole thouſands of Paſſengers,

who cry to him being Catholics, and periſhing in as

e Iden. de Habitu Virg. Traš.2. ſub fin.

many
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many places both at oncº, and alwaies, as he is cal

led upon in all theſe places, and in all theſe times,

and by allat once ; and if you do fancy withal, that

he underſtands beſides all this, in theſe both number

leſs places and exigencies, what they do both think

and deſerve, in order to the returning of ſuitable

reliefs and helps; I ſay, you fancy in St. Nicolas an

infinite Omniſcience: wherefore they that pray to

him on this account, do give him what belongs to

God, and make him a complete Idol. -

Here Roman and ſacred Authors are at a great di

ſłańce the one from the other. Thoſe will have the

Saints being departed, to know whatſoever is ſaid,

thought and done under the Sun; and theſe nothing;

or if ſomething, beſides that which they muſt needs

remember, both of the Church and of themſelves,

in order to their Holineſs and Thankfulneſs to God

Almighty; St. Auguſtin thinks that they have it,

either of thoſe Angels who of courſe converſe here

and there among Men, or from the ſouls of the Righ

teous whom God takes up to them; or immediatly

from God himſelf, reveling to his Saints above as he

doth to his Saints below, that which is neceſſary they

ſhould know. But alas! all this comes far ſhort of

what is required in this caſe : For the Papiſts them

ſelves confeſs, that § neither the Angels, nor ſepa

rated Souls, can be preſent every where, to know

and report the Praiers ſent up to every Saint, and by

every Worſhipper at one time, and from all Coun

tries; and tho they were, yet could they not tell

what , or whether Men pray when they pray to

them fincetely and in their hearts: Therefore they

* Aug. de Curapro Mort, c. 15

* Bell. de Santi, Beatif, l, 1. c. 20.
- -
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muſt make uſe of God, and turn, as much as in them

*

-
-

reveles to St. Nicolas ( to inſiſt in the ſame example) - **

all the Rocks, the Billows and Storms, which may

lies, his Eſſence into a Looking-glaſs, where with

out any more ado, Angels and Saints may ſee what

they pleaſe. And when they have thus taught the

ſimple People, and amuſed them with their Grego

rian h Motto, that, Whoſoeverſees him that ſees all,

ſees all himſelf: they laugh at it among themſelves,

and ſay plainly (as well they may) i. That created

things have not a Being, which may be ſeen in God, as

an Objećt that ſhines in a Glaſs; witneſs the Angels that

ſee God, and yet are ignorant of many things, but as

Effetts in the * virtue of their own cauſes, which indeed

could be ſeen in God, by him who could know him per

feetly, which no Man can: and ſo it is not true, that

whoſoever looks in a Glaſs, ſees all in the Glaſs. And

it is fair, if the Saints ſee in Godthe things that are

proper to their Happineſs: And ſuch certainly are not

the cries of Men periſhing in a ſtorm. In a Word,

they all come to this, that when they ſay that the

Saints ſee all things in God, it muſt be underſtood,

" as far only as God is pleaſed to repreſent it tothem. a - -:

Now let the Roman Catholics ſhew us, either out

of Scripture, or ſome infallible Author, that God

put his Sea-men to pray; and that the hearing of

their Clies, and the fight of all their Ship-wracks, is

to this ſecond Neptune a great addition of Hap

pineſs. - * *

º

º

* Greg, Magn. Dialog l. 4, p. 33. Occam. 4 Sent. 4, 13.

" Thom. part. I q. 12. a 8. Idem p. 3 q. 10. a, 2. -

* Greg. de Valent. De modo quo Peus cognoſcit. Diſp. 1. 4, 12.

Pun:#.6, ſe&#. Conceſ?o igitur. -

- - This
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**

- . This looking-glaſs being thus broken, they ruń

as to their beſt Refuge, to new Revelations, which,

if ſufficient to the purpoſe which they are invented

for, muſt ſwarm up in Heaven, as thick and as con

tinually as there are Praiers made to Saints under the

Dominion of Rome. At this rate, whenſoever one

ſaies Ave Maria, or another St. Ægidi, or another

ſome other Praier, God muſt inform the Saint who it

is that praies to him, to what purpoſe, and with what

Heart, or elſe it is a hundred to one if the Saint hears

a word of it. And as the whole Trinity muſt be rea

dy for a million of Miracles to do the buſineſs at

Maſs, ſo muſt it be for as many, or rather more Re

velations Night and Day, Morning and Evening, to

wait on the Roman Litanies: Only there is this

difference, that at the Maſs the Prieſts are ſo civil,

as to pray to God for his Miracles; and ſo rude at the

Litany, as never once in their whole life to ask for a

Revelation, wherewith he may be pleaſed to inform

them all, whom it may concern. A very great rude

neſs indeed, and ſuch a prodigious over-fight, that

whole Rome, as well as great Bellarmin ", may moſt

juſtly be puzled at; that a Pious and Infallible Church

ſhould not remember, that ſo many, ſo continual, and

ſo abſolutely neceſſary Revelations, if true, are

true continual Favors; and that God,once in an Age,

might be as well ſupplicated to ſhew and expoſe their

Praiers, as continually as every petty Saint is impor

tun’d to recommend them.

But here is a far worſe, and I doubt not, a more

impious Abſurdity. I cannot tell whether it be more

lawful for Papiſts to ſet up new Mediators (without

any warrant) in Heaven, then it was for jeroboam

* Bell. de Santi. Beatit. l. 1. c 26, ſett atque exhis. -:

* * *
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to make hew Prieſts in Iſrael: nor whether the ma

king Mediatores ad Mediaturem , Grandees, whé

thro their own Merits, and not by their Praiers only,

ſhall promote our Concerns with Chriſt, be a leſſer ,

temerity then it had bin, if Abraham had obtruded

all his ſervants as Officers and Levites to ſerve under

Melchiſedee. Bnt ſee how Babel can ſet and unſet,

and over-turn all things up-ſide down; Chriſt the

only Mediator, the Advocate, and the Interceſſor

above to God the Father, muſt lay this his Office a

fide, and become a kind of Mediator and Interceſ.

ſor for Men with the Saints. All the ſupplications

and addreſſes which the Papiſts ſend up to theſe

Souls, ſignifie to them nothing at all, unleſs Chriſt

be there in the ſtead of either a Prophet to revele,

or of a Meſſenger to bring, or of a kiad of Clerk, to

read to them all theſe Praiers. Here to make uſe of

thoſe Examples, wherewith both Papiſts and P Pa

gans will perſwade Men to call upon their Saints;

the King alone muſt be the Maſter of Requeſts to

his Courtiers, and the Speaker to his Commons, to

inform them of every great, and every petty trifling

thing that their reſpective Relations, Countries and

Towns will have them put in a Bill, and then prew

ſentit to his own ſelf. Whenſoever the Pope calls

on S. Peter, or a Cardinal on S. jerom, or a Moak

on St. Cutbert, or any Catholic Man or Woman upon

the Virgin; nothing is done, till God himſelf calls

for theſe Saints, and tells them, Hear you Peter, Je

rome, and you Cuthert, ſuch and ſuch People now.

pray to you, that you would pray to me, and per

ſwade me, thro your Merits, to giant them ſuch and

* Bell. de Beatit Sanā.1. 1. c. 20.ſei. Reſpondeo,4uemadmodum.

* S. Ambroſ. ad Rom. c. 1. . . .

* ſuch
- *
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ſuch things: And to diſpoſeyou the better to be for.

ward in this Office, I muſt tell you, the Pope is old,

the Cardinal wants an Eſtate ſuitable to his Emi

fience, and unleſs you make haſt to ſolicit me for

more Grace, ſuch Monks or Maideas, your humble

Suiters, are at this very nick of time in great danger

of Iacontinency. Then (and not amoffient before)

comeup the saints with theſe Praiers, to preſs and

ſolicit with God, the very ſame things and circum

ſtances which God hath reveled to his Saints before.

such wheelings and Impertinencies as theſe, were

fidiculous upon a Stage, much more are they ſo in a

Church; and how much more with God in Heaven?

And what can you think of the Comedians, who

dare bring both God and his Saints as chief Actors in

ſuch a Play? Well, Praier to Saints includes theſe

fins in its moſt plauſible Practice, when 'tis no more

then calling on the bleſſed Saints, that they be plea

ſed to mediate, and to intercede in their Praiers for

us to God, which is the cheating notion under which

Mea, aſhamed of what they do, would fain diſguiſe

their Praying to Souls and Angelswith the colour of

doing 4 no more, then when we pray here our Friends

and Paſtors to pray to God Almighty for us. But,

when they pray and begat their hands, not only for

Prăiers, but (as it is apparent by their real practice,

and the ſtories of their beſt Saints) for effectual Deli.

verances, ſuch praying is without excuſet for inſtead

of the former Drudgery, which the other puts upon

God, this attributes Übiquity, Omnipotency, and ,

other infinite and Divine Powers to Saints; that is,

the Church of Rome cannot expect, and upon that

expectation cannot Pray, as they do, everywhere at

* Bell. de Sanff. Beat.l. 1. c. 17. (Sºc. zo, . he -

- * t -
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the ſame time to the Virgin Mary, for example to

bleſs and help them, unleſs ſhe be conceived as bein

both preſent every where, and potent to bleſs them

and help them every where. And this is a double

Immenſity, that of being preſent where they pray,

eſpecially where they pray more devoutly, and ofbe

ing preſent where ſhe helps. For without this ubi

quity, how could ſhe beſeen at Harveſt, wiping the

Faces of of reaping Monks; or in a Chamber, rub

bing the Head of the good honeſt Father Adam,

whileſt ſhe is elſewhere tº burning Villages, or in a

rich Abby " Mid-wiving an Abbeſs , whom her

Steward had unfortunatly gotten with Child? Is it

not unimaginable, that, during either of the two

daies, when ſhe was under a Gallows " holding up a

-Thief under the Feet, for fear his own weight ſhould

ſtrangle him, ſhe could be then in a River. X riding

Prince Pocoldas his Horſe, or upon the Walls of .

Poićfiers beating the Engliſh off from that Town 2

Or if ſhe ba; ſo, nimble as to beat the ſame time un

der a Gallows, upon a Wall, and in the middle of a

River, becauſe all theſe places are in Europe? Can

ſhe run both the Eaſt and West Indies at the ſame mo

ment of time, there to * make a Jeſuit more chaſt,

and here togomfort º a poor Captain & Thus far what

Bellarmin ſaies, s may very well paſs for certain

truth, that, to help Men in the point of need, at

; r. Vincent. Sferat. Hiſt, l:8. c. 17. . . . . . . . -

a • Menol.cifiers. 22. Decemb, , , , , , ;

Chronicon. Ord. Min. Tom, 2. l. 3.; - .

ºn DeMirac. B. M. 2 Tom. Serm. Diſcipuli, Moguntie, 1612.

... * Chronic. Deip...an. 1358.” . . . . * - ". . .

y 1b.an. I 134. . * Ibid. am. I2CO. :

* * Beretar. in vita Anachorete, l. I. C. I. , - º

b Bal nghem. I. Apr. -* - - - - -- -

* Bell. de Beat. Saná. l. l.c. 20.ſei. Alii dicunt,

"a
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the ſame time, and in ſo many diſtant Çountries, no
, nimbleneſs can ſerve the turn,nor any thing leſs, ſaies

he, then a true Omnipreſence, which is an Attri

bute proper to God. Every Saturday in the Week

requires in a ſpecial manner this univerſal Preſence,

for then the Virgin Mary is in her own Perſon un

doubtedly, and by their moſt ſolemn Devotions up

on that day, exalted beſides others above the high

eſt Heavens. She is at the ſame time conceived to

be moſt preſent, and beneficial by her Miracles and

other waies, to her Worſhippers upon Earth; and

according to the promiſes which ſhe hath 4 paſſed

to Pope fohn the 22°, ſhe goesdown to Purgatory

upon that day , and therefore ſhe is then under

ground. . - * * -

This ſame Univerſal Preſence, the cleareſt Cha

raćter of God, is in a very great meſure required in

all other Saints, for ſhe goes ſeldom without them;

& then they are praied to nevertheleſs from all parts,

not only to intercede in Heaven (which there they

might being in one place) but to aſſiſt them by Sea

and Land, in Spain, and in Armenia, which no man

believes they can do, without believing them every

where. For no created Cauſes whatſoever, can work

any thing but where they are. If our Savior did

help ſome ſick, at a diſtance from him ; as Matth.

8. 12. He did it with that Divine immenſe Nature,

that his human was united to. And Holy Souls are

not likely to have more power then the Angels, who

. ; perſonally preſent, whereſoever they work any

thing. . . . . tº , º,

If any one ſay, that the Saints may out of Hea

vendo on Earth whatever they pleaſe, not by their

* Bull, Sabbath, - . . . . . . . ~~ :: * ~ *-* - sº

---> - coming
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coming down themſelves, but by their ſending down

ſome Angels, Firſt, let him ſhew, That the Saints

are not only equal to, but ſuperiors to the Angels,

and then that they have the diſpoſal of this Celeſtial

Hierarchy. Secondly, the they, or at the leaſt the

Virgin had it, yet this ſending of Angels could not

be applied but to ſome few private Services; as when

, ſome ſay, 'twas not her ſelf but ſome Angel, whom .

ſhe had ſent for her, but to counterfeit the Devo

tions, and to ſave the credit of a Nun for the ſpace of

nine whole Years, when ſhe was all the while ram

bling up anddown in Bawdy-houſes; that it was not

her ſelf, but an Angel who ran Races, and fought

Battels in the ſhape of her Worſhippers being then

at Maſs. Some are alſo pleaſed to ſay, that ever

Saturday ſhe goes down to Purgatory,not by her ſelf,

but by her Proxy, for the reſcuing thence of ſome

Souls. Butnone of her Hiſtorians will aver,that it was

a Deputy, or any other but her ſelf who did hug and

kiſs St. Bernard, St. Dominic, and St. Alain, upon

ſeveral occaſions; who did onceride behind a Knight,

in the ſhape of a Woman, in order to ſurprize the

Devils or whoin a dark tempeſtuous night wasº

met by two wandering Travellersin a Forreſt, wit

St. Michael, and St. Peter. It is ſhe, and not ano

ther, if you will believe what ſhe ſaies, who now

and then will call her ſelf the Mother of Grace and

Mercies ; who comes often to viſit Churches with

ſweet Perfumes, or Holy Waters, or whole Baskets

of Holy Roſes, or white and black Hoods for her

Chaplains. And accordingly it is ſhe her ſelf, and

not her Angel, that is adored in all the places where

.. No man praies either to her, or to

any other Saint or Angel, upon any conſiderable oc: 2 w - caſion,

-
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caſion, but thinks to have her and them preſent,

and ſo the very ſame conceit of an Univerſal Power

and Preſence (eſſential Attributes of God) which

makes them willing to pray to Saints, muſt needs

make them Idolaters in praying thus. -

This impious worſhip is an Abuſe of what was don

ſometimes to God, in the primitive times, at the

Graves of his own Martyrs; and no wonder, if igno

rant men could turn the Miracles and Mercies ofGod,

as they can all other good things, to their own de

ſtruction. It is well known, how many wonders

were wrought at the Sepulchers of holy Martyrs, as

one at the ſhadow of S. Peter Aët. 13. and at the

Bones of the holy Prophet Eliſha 2 Kin. 13.21. Theſe

Miracles were to thoſe Saints in ſome meſure, what

the glorious Reſurreštion, and Aſcenſion had bin be

fore to their Savior, to wit, high Declarations from

above, that their Souls and Bodies, however they

had appeared vile in the Eies of their Murderers,

were pretious in the fight of God; and that what they

had believed, taught and ſigned as it were with their

own Blood, wereboth true Dočtrines,& good Exam

ples in order to Salvation. And theſe extraordinary

Marks of Gods favor on their Perſons, and Seals of

truth to their belief, as they were principally in

tended in behalfs of Infidels, ſo they moſtly and long

eſt continued in thoſe parts of the world, as Afri

ca • for example where more Pagans remained not

called , or not converted to the Faith. It is well

known alſo, how at the ſame time, which was a

time of generall and cruel perſecutions, the holy Zeal

and Death of the Martyrs, as it was marked out, as

it were, by the finger of God in his Miracles 3 ſoit

“zge Aug. de Civit. 1, 22. - - - -

- - M. was
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was exalted both to their own praiſe and to the en

couragement of others, by the Chriſtians in all

Churches. The higheſt ſtrains of Eloquence, which

the Fathers had, were ſpent in the magnifying of.

Martyrs. They ſet down their Names in their beſt

Church Records; and rehearſed them duly in their

ſolemn Euchariſts and public praiſes to their Savior:

They gave the moſt honorable Burial they could in

thoſe ſad times to their bodies: and having no

Churches then, they made their graves their moſt

ordinary Places of Meeting, to declare before all the

world, that by this reſorting to their Sepulchers,

they prepared themſelves to their Death. In a word

they did what they could to bring both themſelves

and their Flocks to love and admire thoſe holy Souls,

that ſo both themſelves and others might be encou

raged to follow them. Bleſs and eſſeem moſt ſincerely,

ſaies S. Baſil, ‘the holy Martyrs, that you may in

your courſe do as they did; in the mean while in your

real intention be accounted as good as real Martyrs al

ready:that you may without the blows & cruelties,which

they ſuffered, attain to the rewards which they enjoy.

Theſe zealous exhortations in times of Perſecution,

and the viſible hand of God confirming whatever

they ſaid, as to this point, prevailed ſo far upon the

People, that * at every particulat occaſion, as well

as upon ſolemn daies, they did go and pray hard by

their Graves, and did take for a great honor to be

buried, where they had praied: till at laſt their Pa

gan Foes began to take notice of it, and to believe,

at leaſt to ſay, 5 that Chriſtians did adore dead men,

f Bafil. in 40. Martyr. * S. Baſil, ibid.

* Cyril. Alexand, cont. 7ul. l. 6... p. 202. Ed. Paris. 1638.

Maximus Madaur. aP. Auguá. Ep. 43, *

aS
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as themſelves did adore their Gods. This gave an

Occaſion to the holy Fathers to wipe off all ſuſpi

cions of this kind from Chriſtian Religion; and to

declare to all the world (I wiſh that Roman Catho

lics would take better notice of it ) firſt that they did

not worſhip “ Martyrs at all, neither as Gods, nor

as Preſidents and Vice Roys" of any Town or Coun

try. Secondly, that the bleſſed Sints have neither

particular notice, * nor care of the Affairs of this

world; and if by chancethey medled with it, it was as

extraordinary to them to do ſo, as as to the Water

to become Wine, or to a dead Body to riſe up. Third

ly, that the Veneration and Reverence which they

did bear to holy Martyrs, exceeded not that degree

of honor,which informer times was deferred to * va

liant men , after they had ſpent their lives for the

defence of their Country: or that is due to all the

Friends 5 and true Diſciples of Jeſus Chriſt; and is

of no other h ſort, then is that which in this life

we give to other holy men, whom we think to be

endued with the ſame piety that Martyrs were: on

ly our Devotion for the Dead Saints is more confi

dent then it can be for living 5 becauſe theſe are

yet fighting, and thoſe have got the vićtory. Fourth

ly that when they builded i Monuments, and Hou

ſes of Praier where theſe Martyrs were buried; the

Monuments were for the Dead Saints, and the Hou

* Hieron contr. Vigilant.

* Cyrill. Alex, contr. julian. 16.

* Auguſt. de cura pro Mort. c. 13.

* Auguſt, ibid. c 16.

* Cyrill. ſuppag. 204. - -

* Smyrnenſis ap. Euſeb. Hiſt. Eccl. ſ. 4. c. 13.

* Auguſt, cont. Fauſt. 1, 20. c. 21. -*

* Idem, De Civitat, l. 22, c. 10.

z
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ſis of Praier were only for the living God. Fifthly,

that when the names of the Martyrs were there

menticned, it was neither to pray for them, nor to

them : but to keep up after k their death an Authen

tic Declaration of their continual being with God;

and (ſpecially in theſe great Myſteries, where Chriſt

is both ſignified, and received) of their continuing

Sacred communion with Chriſt. Sixthly, that theſe,

Honors were all beſtowed on them, both for the

more ſolemn celebrating of their faith thro-out all

Churches,and for the encouraging of all Chriſtians,

to their Example.
- - -

This was enough to vindicate the Truth of God,

and the true meaning of his Church, as to the Ho

mor due to his Saints. It might have bin enough alſo

to ſmother in the very birth the growing ſuperſtiti

ons of ſomeprivate men in this caſe, (that St. Auſtin

doth complain of ) or at the leaſt to reftrain them

from growing worſe,and endangering the after Ages;

if the Pagans being confuted, ſome partly ſeduced ,

partly ſeducing Chriſtians had not revived their quar

rel, and gon about to juſtify as much as in them

did lie, their old Reproches,by propping their pray

ing to Saints upon the two main Points, whereon

the Pagans worſhipt their Gods.

The firſt is taken from the prudence, that humble

or wiſeSutorsmuſt uſe at Court. You ſhall hardly

find one Papiſt, but will tell you, that it is raſhneſs

to go bluntly and direétly to great Perſons, unleſs

you be preſented to them by their Officers and fa

vorites; and why ſhould any man pretend any eaſier

* Diony). Areop. de Eccl. Hierar. c. 3.

| Striptum Smyrn, ap. Euſ. Eccl. Hiſt, 1.4 c. 5, a chriſſº. in

S. Płºn toº. 5 p.505. Edit. Eton.
- . . . . . . .
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admittance to God, without their interceſſion and

favor, who as the Saints and the Angels do ſtand

continually about him : This is the very ſelf ſame

Argument, which the heatheniſh Philoſophers

mainly objećted to the Fathers: and to which the

Fathers gave two ſuch Anſwers as at once may ſtop

equally both the Pagan and Roman Mouths ; the

one is that " of 3. Ambroſe. We are forced to go

to the King, ſaies he, by the mediation of his No

bles, becauſe great Kings are men, as we are ; and

have this Infirmity along with their condition, that

they muſt hear, and underſtand with the help of o

thers beſides themſelves; whereas God underſtands

every thing, which every ſupplicantasks, and de

ſerves : and as for the obtaining of his favor, we

can employ no better friend, then an honest and pi

ous Soul. The other is moſt fingular, and I have it

from Origen. “But ifyou have a mind alſo to have

“the concurrence of the Angels," ſaies he, we have

“ir, when by pious lives and praiers, we do addreſs

“ourſelves to God. For as the motion of the ſha

“dow muſt needs follow that of the Bodies, what

“way ſoever theſe will turn; let us know this, that

“if we move God towards us, we ſhall get by the

“ ſame means all the good Angels, Souls, and Spi

“ rits to be our Friends; and which is more, actual

“helpers,both by praiers and other waies; for theſe

“bleſſed Spirits take moſt eſpecial notice of men

“qualified for Gods favor, And I dare ſay confi

‘‘dently, that whoſoever praies to God devoutly,

“ hath whole Legions of holy Angels at the ſame

“ time praying for him, without his deſiring them

* Ambroſ ad Rom. e. 1.V. Dicentes ſe eſſe ſapientes, -

- * Origen con: Celſ, l.8 p. 420. Edit. Cantah. “ to
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to do ſo. This antient Author is the firſt who ven

tured to ſay, That the Saints might perhaps pray and

aćt for us ; and yet he is as expreſs as any other, to

direét men to Godby Chriſt alone,and to keep them

from Praying to Angels and Saints.

The other main Ground common to Pagans and

Papiſts, for Praying, thoſe to their Gods, theſe to

their Saints,is either the falſe Allegation,or the falſe

Conſtruction of Miracles. This every one knows,

who knows them both. Whereas when the Mira

cles of the Saints were at the beſt, that is , during

the three Primitive hundred years, they never tem

ted Chriſtians any farther, then to go and to pray

to God in thoſe places where they were wrought ,

and where Praiers had ſomtimes very extraordinary

returns; there they might perhaps wiſh to God,

that he would hear in their behalf, the general Prai

ers which theſe Souls moſt probably offer to Gcd,

for the afflićted members of his Church. But where

is the worthy Prelate or Christian (ſaith.” St. Augu

#in) who being by the Grave of a Martyr, ever ſaid,

Peter, or Paul, or Cyprian, I offer to you this Sacri

fice, whether of Praier, or Praiſe, or Vow, 'tis

all one. The Miracles don by Holy Men did ſet,

as it were, the Seal cf God upon the Goſpel which

they believed, and upon the Worſhip which they

both promoted and died for,therefore we muſt believe

and worſhip as they did. If they did ſet alſo, as cer

tainly they did, ſome Marks of Reverence on their

Perſons, and their Memory, 'twas not to this pur

poſe, that they ſhould be either adored or praied to.

We do not read that true Iſraelites ever praied to

the dead Prophet, for the great Miracle wrought at

°5. Atgºff. contra Fauſt.l. 21.6.21, 1d. De Civit.!, 8.6.27. hi

- - illS
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his Tomb : nor that Chriſtians ever worſhip'd the

living Apoſtles, for all the ſigns wrought by their

hands, and ſometimes at their very ſhadow.S. Chry

fºom p aſſures me, that §od kept them moſt com

monly under ſome ſenſible Infirmity, which th

could not eaſe themſelves of, as the ill Stomach of

Timothy, and the troubleſom Angel about St. Paul,

that the Glory of their Miracles might wholly re.

flºton Chriſts Power, and that nothing of it might

be abuſed to the admiration of their Perſons. Éut

all is in vain to ſave thoſe Men, who have a mind to

loſe themſelves. Pagans in ſpight of all will wor

ſhip the living Apoſtles, Aëts 14, and Papiſts will

pray to dead Saints. The Miracles of God muſt be

wreſted, to countenance theſe Mens folly; and to

uſe the words of an ancient Father 4 to this pur

poſe, here obſerve the Wiles of Satan; Chriſt'em-,

ploies both at once, his Apoſtles, and his Miracles to

deſtroy all Idolatry from among Men; and Pagansand

Papiſts make uſe of both to bring it in.

This manner of calling on Saints, is both unchri

ſtian and unjuſt, on all the fides that you can take it.

Firſt, It transfers on Creatures that Prerogative of

Gods glory, and that ſpecial part of his Worſhip,

which in Holy Scriptures doth comprehend his whole

Service. Secondly, It makes Saints to be whatthe

Holy Ghoſt alone is , ſearchers of Mens Hearts and

Thoughts, and preſent over all the World; if not,

How can they perceive mental Praiers ? Thirdly, if .

you ſuppoſe, that night and day God is reveling to

them what Mendo, and what they would have, it

forges another Impiety, and make God a perpetual -

* s. chryſºſ. ad Pop Antioch. Hom. 1.

* S. Chryſ. Ibid. - . . . .

- Clerk
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Clerk, Mediator, and Drudg to his own Saints.

Fourthly, It intrudes into Chriſts Office, as many

Mediatórs to intercede with God for Men, both by

their Sufferings and their Merits, as there are with

him Saints and Angels, whereas the Church knows

, nº nebut one. Fifthly. It quite diſables the Church

from all poſſibility of aſſerting Chriſt, and the Holy

Ghoſts DivineNature, by their uſual Demonſtrati

ons, to wit, That God is in Scripture praied to, and,

that the Holy Ghost is every where; or it proves Saints

to have it aſſo. Sixthly, As it is pračticed by the

devouteſt Perſons of Rome, it complements the

Saints with ſuch Praiers, ſuch Expreſſions,and ſuch

services, as you may ſafely challenge Melchiſedec 2

Moſes, David, and all the Prophets and Apoſtles,

to magnifie God Almighty with any better. . . . .

'You maybe ſure that the Papiſts will diſown this,

becauſe their own diſcretion ſuffers them not to a

vow more among ſtrangers then they think them
ſelves able to make good. But where Maſs is the

reigning Service, there Books, and Mouths, and if

thºſe ſhould hold their peace,the very ſtones of their

Altars, Churches, and Images do ſpeakit out; and

judg what Religious Worſhip that is, which modeſt

Men muſt flatly deny, or palliate and excuſe. Some
will tell you," that all their Praiers to the Saints are

but ſuch Apoſtrophes, or Rhetorical Figurº, as was

that of David to Heaven aud Angels, Pſalm 193.

and that their Litanies, Peter, Paul, &c. Pray for

me, come but to this wiſhing, Would to God, or how

74, wiſh, that all theſe Saints ſhould pray fºr me.

others who ſee, what either blindneſs or impudence

r Georg caſſand. Hym. Eccleſ in Figil. Pontec, Schol. Fäg. 242.

Edit. Paris. 1016, - g - - -
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it is to ſay ſo, plainly confeſs, that they directly

*pray to Saints, but mince it as it were but as to

Friends, only to deſire them to pray (which yet at

that diſtance were bad enough) & not as to principal

Benefactors: and it is upon this ground, i. ſay,

that praying to Saints in Heaven, and praying to

Friends in my Houſe topray for me, comes both to

one.1.1"I'heſe Men are ſo confident at Rome, and do

think us to be ſo blind to all ends and purpoſes here

in England, that they ſhall perſwäde us theſe two

things. The firſt, Thät all their Breviaries and

Pſalters ſignifie nothing, but what they pleaſe: The

other, That they make Saints * to be Rulers and

Priñces over Nations, with an Iron Rod in their

Hands, only to pray. gº tº º ".

: This deſperate Cauſe forces Bellarmin at every

turn (the honeſteſt and wiſeſt Papiſt of his time) to

forſake upon this account both all Knowledg and

Conſcience: For here you ſhall find him ſometimes

offering tº proofs out ofſome Books, under the name

of St. Athanaſius, which, when he needs them not,

* he acknowledgeth to be falſe: ſometimes moſt wil

lingly and grofly, ſatisfying * Euſebius : ſometimes

inſiſting y upon ſuch Canons and Decrees (aſcribed

to the fixth Council) as in his Heart he knows to be.

* meer Forgeries: ſomtimes fiding with the * Ari
... : : - . l *- : - - - 2. - -

* * Bell desang, Beat. l. i. c. 19.ſtd. Preterea in utroque.

...” Ibid. c. 18. ſe?. Nosautem facile.

* Bell, ibid. c. 19. Athanaſius Sermone. -

.*. Id. DeScriptdrib. Ecel. obſervat, in Tom.3.Athanaſis. .

--

* Bell, de Beatit. Santi.l. I. c. 19. ſeat. Euſebius, lib. 13. "

& Ibidem. ſeq. Deinde in ſexta Synodo. -

* Binius infin, 6. Synod. pag. 360. Edit. Paris, 1636. , 's

.-: Cyrill, Alexand. Theſaurºp. 113. Edit. Paris. 1638.
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so Of the Prote:tion and Aſſiſtance

ans, and leaving the * Fathers, thereby to get ſome

little thing, that may favor the Praying to Angels:

ſometimes he ſaies, that the Roman Church pray

ing to Saints, makes “ them no more then Holy

Men; and in the point of Vows, and ſuch other Di

vine Honors, that mere Men are in no wiſe fit for,

he himſelf a makes them to be by participation no

thingleſs then Gods. And thus the Papiſts muſt own

at laſt, what they did diſſemble at the firſt. And

what can you make of ſuch ſhifts, turnings, and con

tradićtions, but that there is moſt plain untruth, as

well as jugling in the caſe? Either let them ſhew out

of Scripture, or outof any true Record written in

true Primitive Times, that any Prophet, any Apo

ſtle, or any Martyr, have in any one of their many

and great Diſtreſſes called upon any other Saint, but

God alone: or elſe let them ſhew, they have found

ſome new Lights, and ſome better waies, then all

theſe Saints ever did. St. Chryſostom * takes for

mere Devils, thoſe Spirits who even in his time did

appear under human Shapes, and did go under ſuch

and ſuch Mens names. And St. Epiphaniu, adds more

to this, that theſe Devils will, under Religious and

plauſible pretences, both make Men to appear like

Gods, and induce People to believe it. And who can

warrant, that all thoſe Souls that come creeping in

Bellarmin, firſt, under the notion of Gods Friends,

and afterwards as Gods themſelves, are none of theſe:

However, in point of ſerving them, let the preten

* Ibid. pag. 116. Athanaſ, cont. Arian. orat. 4.pag.260. - it.

Commel. 1600. Chryſoſt. in Geneſ. Hom. 66. - s/

* Bell, ſup. c. 19, '9, 20. -

* Id. De Cultu Saná. c. 9, ſeat Tertio, quia Sanāi. . . .

§ Chryſoſt, in Lazar, Orat. 2. S. Epiph, cºntr. Collyrid.pag. 447.

Edit. Baſil,
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cesbe never ſo fair, it is not ſafe to venture on waies

which none of Gods ancient Servants have trac'd

before. But the following Chapter ſhall tell us more:

for certainly the name of the Bleſſed Virgin, is un

worthilyãº now adaies, to complete in all re

ſpects the full meſure of Idolatry.
-

cH A P. V.

Of the Worſhip deferred to the Virgin : and

all the Bleſſings expedied from this

W.orſhipe
-

Hat which Rome adores under this name, de

ſerves a Chapter by itſelf. It is both the great

Allurement to, and the great Diana of that Ghurch.

It is with them the Head of all the Saints, the very

+ Crown and Accompliſhment of the ever Bleſſed

Trinity, and therefore ſuch a Divinity in the Eies of

thorough Catholics, that ſome that had denied both

their Baptiſm and God himſelf, could never * be

temted ſo far as to deny, and leave this Goddeſs.

Between the two contrary Extremes, to wit, the

looking with ſome indiſcreet Arabians on the Bleſ

ſed Virgin, as an ordinary Woman; and the Wor

ſhipping her, as a Goddeſs: the Holy Fathers keep

the middle way. Let the Virgin Mary be honored,

faies St. Epiphanius, but let God alone be worſhip

t Vid. infra. * Scala Cali.

* Epiphan, contra Collyrid.

N 2
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190 Of the Adoration of the Pirgin Mary,

ped. The Holy Scripture doth the ſame, calling

her in oppoſition to all profane Perſons,Bleſſed; & a.

gainſtall Superſtitious Adorers, leaving her among

theWomen, Bleſſed art thou among Women, Luke I.

28. Elizabeth likewiſe calls her, The Mother of the

Lord; as the Fathers do upon another account, The

Mother of God; that is, Mother of that Savior, (as

to the fleſh) who by the Hypoſtatical Union is alſo

God. And leſt this Title ſhould ſeem to exalt her,

as it doth commonly other Mothers, to the ſame di

gnity with her Son, the Holy Scripture ſets her al

waies by Chriſt (ſince the time of his public appear

ing to Iſrael) rather like a Diſciple, then like a Mo

ther; witneſs the manner he uſes her, or anſwers

her, at all the times when they appear both to

gether; as yhen ſhe ſeeks him in the Temple, Luke

2.49. or when ſhe put him in mind of what they

wanted in Cana, john 2. 13. or when ſhe ſtood

without and ſent for him, Mark3. 34...or laſtly (for

I do not find them any more meeting and ſpeaking

together) when he ſaw her ſtanding by his Croſs,

john 19.26. for there you cannot chuſe but obſerve,

how little this great God and Savior was moved with

all thoſe Concerns, even during the daies of his fleſh,

that had their ground in fleſh and blood; and that,

if this Bleſſed Woman deſerved any b Bleſſedneſs,

and had a gracious acceſs to her Son, it wasby being

a Believer,rather then by being a Mother. Theſefour

Paſſages cannot well bear any other ſenſe; and the

ſeverity, which ſome of them expreſs beſides, as

ſome Fathers do well obſerve it, ſtands upon Re

cord.ſor a warning tokeep the Church from thinking

* Chryſoſ. in Matth. c. 12. Hom. 44.

* Epiph, cont. Hereſ. l. 3. p. 447. *it ºf .

* * *
---
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better of Mary, then her being a Bleſſed Virgin,

and perhaps a Holy Martyr. Chriſt by this ſhort

Reply, Woman, what have I to do with thee 3. John

2. 3. having branded that great Impiety, which he

foreſaw in after Ages, and which we ſee to our great

grief ſcandalouſly reigning in our daies.

For now, at the head of ten thouſand Saints, of

whom ſome were never in being (as far as any true

Authors can tell) as St. Chriſtopher, St. Catharine,

St. Longis; ſome were no better then Villains, as

Thomas Becket, james Clement, and ſuch like, which

the Pope pleaſes to Canonize; ſome are very true

and bleſſed Saints, but were never praied for ,

nor praied to, as long as Iſrael had a Prophet, or

the Church of Chriſt an Apoſtle : at the Head, I

ſay, of all theſe, appears now in the Church of

Rome (what all both Prophets and Apoſtles mayjuſt

# rend their Garments at) the Virgin Mary under

the Pomp and the very name of Goddeſs. Not to

mention the Worſhippers, how many and famous ſo

ever, who in their Devotions * call her ſo, one Pope

or two may ſerve for all. Leo the tenth, in an E

piſtle that was publiſhed, and therefore confirmed

by the Command of Paul the third, demands ſome

better Timber for the repair of one of her Churches,

Me tumnos, tum Deam ipſam, &c. "Left by ſending

ſome uſeleſs ſticks, you ſeem, ſaies he, to delude both

his Holineſs, and the Goddeſs her ſelf. -

This pretended God-head, Deification, “ and Di

* Ambroſ. Cathar. de Conſummata Gloria, pag. I 12. and 113.

Bernarden. Meriale 3. p. s. 3. de Nominatione Marie. Lugdun.

Franciſc. Mendoſ. Virid. l. 2. Probl. 2., -

* Petr. Bemb. Epiá. 1.8. Epiſt. 17.

• Petr. Damian. Serm. I. in Nativ. Virg. .

-
- . .” vine
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vine Majeſty, which under ſeveral Titles is attri

buted to this Goddeſs, is not a thin Participation,

ſuch as they allow to other Saints, whom upon this

ſcore they call Gods: but g a kind of Equality with

God, and an Infinity of Perfeótions, which no Crea

ture ever had. Some do call it h identity; others

more plainly i Effe Dei, that is the very ſame thing,

or the very Being of God, beſides her other three

Beings, I. of Grace, 2. of Glory, 3. and of the Mo

ther of God. Hereuponthe jeſuites infer (as well

they may ) 1. that k there is an infinite diſtancebe

tWeen #: Mother, and the Servants. 2. That the

greatneſs of this Goddeſs is a Meſure in a manner

ofGods own Immenſity. 3. And that therefore 'tis

impoſſible to know well Gods Immenſity without

underſtanding the Virgins greatneſs. -

... Now, if you will know, how the bleſſed Virgin,

who was and is confeſſedly a finite Creature, hath

attained to this real Godhead, and to the Infinity,

that attends it; they will tell you, that this great

Miracle of being made Goddeſs, was wrought in her,

1. By a Singular Glorification and mutation in

her, proceeding from the whole Trinity. For when

once " ſhe preſented her ſelf to the Bleſſed Trinity

in behalf both of her ſelf, and her devout ſervants;

God Almighty, they ſay, ſpoke to her thus. F#io, &c.

Be thou the noble and threefold Room, where the

Trinity ſhall inhabit. I will be thoroughly changedinto

f Mart. Delrius de Divin. Milit. p. 886. Lipſ, de Virgine Hall,

P4ſſim. Gononus Chronic. an. 1356.

* S. Bernardin. Serm. 61.

* Argentenſis. De Sept. Excellentiis.

* B. Alanus. part. 2. c. 6. -

* Mendoſa de Florib. l. 2. Problem. 2. n. 11.
l Wiegas Apocal. 12. Comm. I. Seál. 4, n. 3.

* " Alan, ſupré. c. 8.pag. 130. i thees
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thee; and thou ſhalt be thoroughly changed into me, by

/pecial and ſingular Glorification.

2. More eſpecially, by an entire and eſſential Com

munication from the ſecond Perſon 3 for thus they

make Chriſt ſpeaking " to her ; Thou hałł given me to

be man ; I will alſo give thee my being God. - -

3. Moſt ſpecially, by ſuch a large Effuſion of al

Divine Excellencies, as may 9, hold up proportion

with the infinite Goodneſs and Appetency, which

the holy Ghoſt hath to be diffuſed to others. So, that

as the Father did ſatisfie his own deſire, in beſtow

ing his whole Divine Being on his Son: and the Son

with the Father, in beſtowing all what they have

upon the Holy Ghoſt; ſo likewiſe the Holy Ghoſt

hath the ſame ſatisfaction, for want of a fourth Per

ſon, to ſpend and to pour himſelf in gifts and Gra

ces, upon Mary, whom upon this account they dare

all ( and God forgive them for calling her ſo) To

tius Trinitatis Complementum, that is, the Perfeółion

and Accompliſhment of the whole Trinity; and to this

purpoſe belongs what they ſay, that in Heaven ſhe

hath her Throneby the Father, as his only Daugh

ter and Mignion ; or as others ſay, P in quality of

Gods Lady, above the Son, 4 as being his Mother;

and cloſe to the Holy Ghoſt, in quality of his dear

Spouſe. - - - - - - - - ..

I have no mind to trouble my Reader and my ſelf

with rehearſing what here they babble, or rather

moſt ridiculouſly blaſpheme concerning the Jea

louſiebetween the Holy Ghoſt and joſeph upon the

f

* Guerricus ap. Mendoſ. Virid. l. 2. Probl. 2.n, 11.

* Quir. Salazar in Prov, c. 8. v. 23. m. 302.

* Argentens. De Septem Excell. 7. Ibid.

A salar, in Prov, c. 31. n. 33, 36, 57. .
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point of ſerving and pleaſing her beſt. It is enough,

which they will tell you and inſiſt upon twenty

times, that this Virgin was the chief Allurement,

which in the beginning moved God Almighty, * to

make the world ; * and that Heaven and Earth

were created, and all the holy Scriptures written ob

hanc & propter hanc, for her ſake, and upon her

account. That when in the eternal Decree and Pre

viſion u of God, all other things did appear but as

Molehills, the great worth of this Virgin ſtood be

fore him as a Mountain. That when he put his

hand to the making of Creatures , Heaven, and

Earth, Stars, Angels and Thrones, * he had ſtill

this woman in his thought, to pick and chuſe out

of every Creature, as it came out, the very beſt of

it for this true Pandora and true Abbreviate of all his

works. That then ſhe was the very y Perſpective thro

which from all Eternity God both foreſaw and pre

deſtinated all Chriſtians, S. Peter, S. Paul and all

the reſt; becauſe they were not predeſtinated to any

Grace, but ſuch as ſhould be conveied to them thro

her hands. That when God did order the Springs,

and courſe of Water, then he but ſtudied, what.

way it were poſſible, to make Mary an Aquedućt of

all Bleſſings upon Mankind. That God had not ſet

up ſo many Princes in the world, nor ſo many • Kings

in Iſrael, had it not bin to procure her a more Roi

al Extraction. And finally that he made Eve, b the

. . ." Idem, c. 8, v. 23, n. 317. Bernard, Serm, i. in Salv.

" Salazar. Prov... c. 8. v. 23. n. 269. -

* Ibid. v. 22. n. 269. - - - -

* Ard. Hieroſolymit. Serm. de Annunc.

* Salazar. c. 8. v. 27, n. 263, .

* Rupert, ap. Salaz, p. 24%. . .

* Salaz. Prov, c. 31, n. 418. . . . . . . .
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Ark, the Tabernacle, and other Ceremonial Figures,

to paſs his time in thoſe Images and Repreſentations

of Mary ; and ſo to amuſe as well as he could the ex

tremelonging that he had, to poſſeſs the Original.

At laſt this bleſſed Creature being come forth, ſhe

appears at her very • Birth, when ſhe was lying in

her Cradle, above all both Angels and Saints, like

a Mountain above ſmall Hills, far holier, as they

ſay, then Mount Sina, but ſomwhat like e the

Mount Sion, in which God was pleaſed to dwell; all

the Angells that are in Heaven, all the Souls that

are in Hell, all the Saints and Prophets that ever .

were, and all men that are or ſhall be, muſt by all

means look towards Her, as the Center and Support

of the whole world; as the very Ark of God, as the

Cauſe of all Creatures, as the 5 founder of all Bleſ.

fings, as the Fountain h and Vein of life, and the

Author of Salvation.Now leſt you ſhould think,that

theſe great Titles (as great as God himſelf and our

Savior can ever have) are given her chiefly upon the

account of Chriſt, whoſe Mother ſhe was, after the

Fleſh; thorough Catholics will tell you, that be

fore ſhe was the Mother of Chriſt, ſhe k had deſer

ved to be ſo: that by her own Goodneſs 1 and Grace,

ſhehad drawn God down towards her, and induced

him " to take her Fleſh : and that being as comi

. . . Idem c. 8. v. 23. n. 321.

* job. Damaſcen.

-- * Bernard. Serm. de Annunc.

* Gabr. Biel. in can, left. 80.

* Bonavent. in Pſalter.

* Bernard. apud Salaz, c. 8. v. 33. n. 450.

* Petr. Dam. Serm.: 1. de Annunciat.

* Anſelm. de Excell. Virg. c. 12. -

* Ozor. Tom. 3. Conc. t. in Annunc. S. Conc. i. in Nativ. . .

... • Bernardin de Buft, a part.serm, 2. de coronat. Marie. ...

- - monly
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106 of the Adoration of the Virgin Mary,

monly they do term her, Negotium omnium Seculo

rum, the work of four thouſand years; and poſſeſ.

fing eminently within her ſelf all the Perfeótions that

lie ſcattered up and down in all Celeſtial and ſubcele

ſtial Creatures;ſuch a complete Hoſteſs could not but

procure, or o at leaſt haſten the coming in of the beſt

Gueſt. The Founder of the jeſuites did common

ly P bleſs himſelf, whenſoever it came to his mind,

that ſwallowing down Chriſt at Maſs, he had alſo

by the ſame means ſome of the Fleſh of this Goddeſs,

And they ſay, that on this ſame account Chriſt takes

delight 4 to lie hidden under tranſubſtantiated wa

fers, and to fall down into mens ſtomacs; becauſe

it repreſents and reminds him of his Ancient being in

her womb : and that therefore ſhe would not miſs

a day, without taking the Sacrament after her Son

was in Heaven, that he might have that ſweet ſatis

faction every day. But when at the Salutation of

Gabriel, ſhe opened her Heart and her Breaſt to take

him in, and therein to make him her Son; that one

Aćt of humble Obedience expreſſed in nine Latin

words, Ecce Ancilla, &c. Behold the Handmaid of

the Lord, &c. that one Aét of hers they ſay, is more

Meritorious,then God himſelf in a manner can recom

penſe. Chriſtians may think 'twas no Merit of hers,

but rather a favor of God; and that all which ſhe

could do towards it,was her Duty; but Roman Catho

lic Authors, and Saints too, teach otherwiſe. 1. That

by that one Aët, ſhe had fully * repaied to God, for

* Bernard. Serm. 2. de Pentecoſt.

• Salaz Proverb. c. 8. v. 16. n. 106.

* Salaz. Prov c. 9. v. 4. '9' 5. n. 144.

* judoc. Cliãov. Serm. de Viſitat.

* Anºnymus apud Metaphraſt.

* Stellarum Corona B. V. l. 11, part, 2, c. 1 #

- º - . all
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.

all the things, that he ever beſtowed upon men ; and

this they call Retribution, and take it for the eleventh

of thoſe twelve Stars, which ſhine continually about

her Head. 2. That by that Aét, ſhe repaied more

then ſhe ever received her ſelf: and ſo that t God

is in her debt. 3. That by that Aét, ſhe hath done

more " for God, (or as much at the leaſt ) then God

for her, and all Mankind; and that men may ſay to

their comfort (rather blaſpheme to their confuſion)

that upon the Pirgins account God is more obliged to

them, then they to God. This is the moſt ſtupend

ous Merit, which they ſay, “ Chriſt inſiſted upon, to

ſhelter himſelf againſt the wrath of his own Father ;

when, after their interpretation, he praied thus up

on the Groſs. “O turn thee unto me, and have

“mercy on me: give the Kingdom to thy Servant,

“and ſave the Son of thy Handmaid; that is, if

“thou wilt not ſave mefrom off this Croſs for thy

“ſake, or for my ſake; ſave me for her great Mé

“rits ſake, who ſaid Behold the Handmaid of the

* Lord: and give mealſo that Kingdom, the Mo

“narchy of the whole World, which ſhe hath y de

“ ſerved by that A&t, and which devolves to me, as

“being her Son. So let all men here conſider both

how admirable thoſe Merits, muſt be which Chriſt

makes his own ſhelter of: and how uſeful to a poor

finner,ſince they are thus needful to Chriſt. We have

not yet don.The Virgin Mary appears as great at her

Sons Death, as at his Conception; and if ſome talks

of her ſaving men,only becauſe ſhe hath brought forth

• * Methodius Conſtantin, Serm, de Purificat. -

* S. Bernardin. Serm. 61. Bernardin. de Buſt. Marial, part.

6. Serm. 2. de Viſitatione Mar. . -

* Salazar. Prov. 4. v. 13. m. 33.

3 Ildelph. Serm. de Aſsumt, T
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their Savior; thorough Catholics will inform you;

that * Conceiving and Bringing forth, are two Aéts,

which of themſelves being Natural, and not Volun

tary, cannot be much Meritorious ; and therefore

beſides all what ſhe contributes, either by her Inter

ceding, or by her having brought forth a Savior,

towards the Salvation of mankind ; ſhe hath a

good and proper ſhare with Chriſt himſelf, in the

very Aćt of ſaving them ; for firſt, as Godſo loved the

world, that he gave them his only Son, &c. joh. 3. 16.

So, if you believe theſe Roman * Dočtors and Saints

too, the Virgin Mary can ſay as much : for Chriſt

was hers and under her Dominion, as * well as under

that of his Father: therefore when ſhe gave him, ſhe

gave what was properly her own. Secondly, ſhe

herein did more then God himſelf; ſince ſhe not on

ly gave him to the world, as God did, by conſenting,

but by offering him her ſelf moſt really; for there,

they ſay, ſhe ſtood by the Croſs, not as a Mother to

pitty her Son, or as a Diſciple to believe on him;

but as a Prieſt to offer him in Sacrifice 3 to help

him in his Sacerdotal Funètion: and (mark how far

this folly goes ) if the Murtherers had failed, * to

Sacrifice him with her own hands, O Pirgin ſaies the

ſuppoſititious Epiphanius, if the Stupendous Treſure of

the Church She is both the Prieſt and the Altar.

She brings both the Table, and the Bread, &c. Third

ly, they ſay, that ſhe ſtood there to Sacrifice her

ſelf with him. Her very ſtanding up with her ſtretcht

* Quir. Salazar. c. 8. v. 19, n. 207.

* S. Bonaventur. in verb. Sic Deus, &c.

.* Anſelm. de Excell. Virg. c. 3.

* Salazar. ſupr. n. 211,212, 213.

* Aloyſ. Novarin Sacrorum Eleft. l. 4. Excurſu 49

# Sermome de Laudib, Mariae. ...' ... -- . . . . . .

a - & -2 - Aimes
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Armes was a her Croſs: and the Anguiſh of her

heart, ‘greater, as they ſay, or at the leaſt more

ſenſibly felt, then any pain which her Son did ſuffer

then in his Body, was her Paſſion. Thus both Chriſt

and his Mother (ſaies another famous Dočtor) had

one deſign; and both offered to God one and the

ſame Burnt-Sacrifice, He the Blood of his Fleſh,

and ſhe the Blood of her Heart. Now believe them

who ſay that Saints, and ſhe eſpecially, are Media

tors and Saviors only by Praying, and not by giving

and working by their very ſuffering the Grace and

Salvation which we pray for. She was (ſaies Salme

ron, a main Supporter of the Roman Churchamong

the Tridentine Fathers)cooperatrix g, that is, Chri$fs'

Fellow-laborer in the very Paſſion to the end, that as

a Man and aWoman did work out the utter ruine of

Man-kind, ſo a Man and a Woman might perfett their

Salvation 3 and as well here as there, the Womanſhould

be the Inſtigatrix, or the first Sollicitreſs, Eve to

temſ, and Mary to ſet the Man to work. Thus ſhe is,

ſaies another," the Mother of Redemtion, by ſhedding

her Soul into compaſſion under, as Chriſt did his in

Paſſion upon the Croſs. And if Chriſt ſeem to baffle

away this Partnerſhip, and vindicate the whole work

to himſelf alone, in the Propheſie of Iſaiah, 63. 3.

I have troden the Wine-preſs alone, and of the People

there was no Man with me. They have a ready An

ſwer for him ; It is true f, faith one, O Lord, there

* Guillelm. in cant. 7. Statura tua, 9 c. n. 7.

* Bonavent. de Compaſs. Virg. Leół. 1. -

* Arnold. Carnotems. De laud. Virg Biblioth. Patr. Tom. t. “

* Salm. Tom. 6. Trači.6. ſett.ſecundus.ſenſus, p.39. Edit. Col.
I 3. - - * - * - - ... ---ł * Gabr. Biel. in Feſto Viſitat serm. 1. . . . - -

f Ricard. de laudib. Marie V.1.2.part. 2: … . . . . .
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-

is no Man with thee, but there is a Woman with thee,

mhoſuffers in her very Heart,all the blows and wounds

which thou receiveſ in thy Body. Theſe great Suffer

ings and Satisfactions being her own, ſhe may ap

ply them to whom ſhe pleaſes, without troubling her

Son about it, even ſo far ſometimes as the Salvation,

and the very reſcuiug damned Men from t Hell can

come to 3 beſides what ſome other Divines think ſhe

may do, by offering ſtill (in Heaven) both her ſelf

and her Son for k the Redemtion of all Men. How

ever, if upon this foundation, that ſhe is by the Ro

man Catholics called and conceived to be (which

otherwiſe they "think ſhe could not) the very Re

deemer, the Cauſe and Author of Eternal Salvati

on ; the Reſtorer of Mankind; the "Mercy-ſeat 3

the Queen,” the Prieſt and the Prophet; the Hope of

the whole World; the Gate of Heaven; the P Altar

of Burnt-ſacrifices; the Cherubs ofequallight with

the other that repreſented Chriſt; in a word, any

thing that Blaſphemers can think of, to make her,

upon her proper account, quite parallel unto Chriſt ; ,

and as well in the aët of Salvation, as in their own or

dinary Praiers, to huddle up both the Hand-maid,

and the Savior, into one jeſu Maria together, -

Laſt of all, the Virgin Mary having ſo well plai

ed her Prieſtly part in Sacrificing both her ſelf and

her Son hereupon Earth, ſhe was in all reaſon, after

the manner of Oblations, to have aſcended along

i Mendoſa Virid.l.2. Problem. 5. n. 3C.

+ Petr. Dam. Serm. 2. de Nativ. Virginis.

* Manual. Sodalitat. B. M. c. 2. part. 4. pag.91. -

Salazar. Prov, c. 8. v. 19. n. 213, 5, 222. *

m Ibid, n. 222. * Albertus Magnus, Bibl.pag. 88.

• Antonin, in Sum. part. 4. T. 15. c. 3. ſe&#. 3. -

P Bibl. Mar. p. 89, 3 Mendoſa. Virid. l.2. Probl, 2, n. 13. h
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with Chriſt into Heaven ; and it is much wonder'd

by ſome, f as at a kind of unkindneſs, wherefore

Chriſt would, when he went up, leave his afflićted

Mother behind. But they preſently ſatisfie this ſcru

ple, by attributing it to a kind of State Policy: For

if both had made their public entry into Heaven at

the ſame time *, it had puzled the Angels, whether

of the two to adore firſt: So it was conceived more

prudent, that he ſhould go up before, both to pre

vent all Jealoufie, and to prepare for her coming the

whole Celeſtial Court (which had bindivided other

wiſe) to a more noble Reception. -

Now ſhe is there, Gods.Throne is not too good for

her, and her glory is not ſo much equal to, as the .

very ſame with that of Chriſt : for (if you can hear

a Blaſphemy) becauſe ſhe, as well as Chriſt, humbled

her ſelf to the death of the Croſs, * therefore hath

God highly exalted her, andgiven her the Name of

Mary, (that is,as they ſay, Lady and Miſtreſs) which

is above all Names,that at this Name every knee ſhould

bow, &c. There ſhe ſits, as it becomes both the

* Empreſs of Heaven, and the Conquereſs of Hell.

There both the Angelical, and the human Nature”

wait on her, " as the two Maids did on Queen E

ſher. There Saints, and Angels, and Arch-angels,

are all in their ſeveral Capacities her Courtiers, or

her Nobles, her Officers, or her Soldiers, and ge

nerally all one with another * her Servants and her

Slaves.

The beſt is, that this large andwide Empire is no

+ Anſelm. de Excell. B. V. c.7. " Ibid. -

* Arnold. Carnotems, ſupra. • Idiota de Laud. Mar. c. 3. .

* Miſſal. Paris, in Purificatione. . " Fºuavent, inſpecul. c.3.

* Salazer, Prºv, c.8, w, 13 m, 136.

- - -- - - - - ſetled
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ſetled on her by God, as a mere Donation y and Fa

vor ; it is, they ſay, a juſt and proper. of her

own, grounded upon natural “Equity, both as being

the Spouſe of the Holy Ghoſt; (on which account

they ſay, 9 ſhe had Spiritual Gifts, upon the Title of

the Wedding preſent, and afterwards ſhe was to have

whatſhe hath now, Heaven and Earth for her Join

ture:) and as having s by her own Merits ſaved and

reſtored all things; or” as being the Mother of Chriſt,

and therefore Queen * upon as good a Title as he is

King, and even as God himſelf. For, ſales another

Blaſphemer, As Godthe * Father is Lord of all, be

cauſe he hath created all thro his Power; ſo is theMo

ther Mary the Lady of all, becauſe ſhe hath repared

andre-establiſh'd all things by her Mirits. Theſe

things being ſo, as no true Roman Catholic muſt

doubt but they are ; it concerns us all next to en

quire, Firſt, What uſe this Queen of the World is

pleaſed to make of her Power. Secondly, What

kind of Homage Men muſt return to that high and

Soveraign Majeſty, for the great Favors and Bleſſings

... that flow continually from that uſe. -

- As to the uſe of her Grandeur, both old and new

Papiſts will tell you, That ſince all Power is given

to *her, as to Chriſt, it is to this Bleſſed purpoſe,

that all Men may receive, as well of £ her, as his

Fulneſs, Grace for Grace; and that everyone may

3 Ibid. n. 121. Mendoſa Virid. l. 2. Problem. 1. n 1.

. .” Ibid. n. 131. * Anſelm. de Excell. Virg. c. 4.

* b. Pſeudepiphan, de Laud. Mar. . " Anſelm. ibid. c. 11.

* Damaſcen, de Fide Orthod. l. 4. c. 15. -

* Salazar. ſupra n. 132.

* Ludolpbus de Saxonia, de vita Christi, part, 2, c.86.

* Petr. Damian. Serm. 1. de Nativ. Virg.

* Antonin. 4. Part, T. 15, c. 6, ſºči. 3. -

take
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take out of her Boſome," all ſuch Bleſfings as he moſt

deſires. Here the Sinner ſhall find Mercy; the

Righteous, all increaſe of Grace; the Angels, hap.

pineſs and Joy; and the whole Trinity, Glory. Å.

mong all others, Kings and Warriers are much con

cern'd on this account. She hatha Temporal Pow

er, both of taking and giving away of Eſtates. Thus,

by her help, both the Spaniards and the Portugeſes

diſcovered and got a good part of the Eaſt In
dies. She turns Armies and Vićtories to what ſide

ſhe pleaſes. Read what they ſay ſhe did for Philip

King of France,againſt Otho the Emperor; for Phi.

lip de Valois, and " Philip le Bell againſt the Fle.

mings; and for the Cities of "Tournay," ſpres, for

leans, and P Poićtiers, againſt the Engliſh. This laſt

is conſiderable; for there, they ſay, ſhe ſtood like a

great Queen, and the Keys were conveied away by

night (no Body can tell how) from under the Gover.

hors Pillow, and found hanging in the morningby

her Image. Her very Shift being once ſet up as a

Banner upon a Wall, 4 routed a great Army; and if

any ones Shirtchance but to touch that Bleſſed Shift,º,

it may go near to make the whole Body (as once it *

* did) invulnerable. Her very Images will inſpire

ftrength ; for when King Arthurus was tired, ° ſome

ſay, that he had one of her Images, which was paint

* Bernard.serm. de Aquae dući.

* Petr. Maff.eus. Hiſł. Indic, l.2.

* Nicol. Ægidius, Annal. Franc. in Philippo Aug.

* Histor. Carnot. An. 1328. * Ibid. Am. 1304:

* Annal. Flandr, l, 12. • Meyer. Annal. Fland, An, 1386.

+ Nic. AEgidius, Annal. Franc. incarol. 7,

* Chronic. Deip. An i zoo. -

* Antonin. 2 part. Hiſ tit. 16. c. 2. ſea, 3,

* Anton. Solerius de Venerat.ss.

* Robert. Hole. Sapient Sea. 33. c. 3.

P ed
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edupon his Shield, that when he look'd on it, did

recover him from fainting Fits. You may gueſs by

theſe Shifts and Images, what the Lady her ſelf

can do. - -

By virtue of this ſame Power about Temporal

Affairs, ſhe ſends, or removes all Temporal Bleſſings

and Curſes ; Honors, Riches, and all manner of

Earthly Proſperities are in her hand; and what Gods

Eternal and uncreated Wiſdom is in Scripture, Prov.

8. 18. the ſame by a fooliſh Impiety now is the Vir

gin Mary in Popery. Read their Sermons, and ſee

what good uſe they make of all the Power given to

Chriſt: f See the eighth Chapter of the Proverbs,

ſhe is nowmade blaſphemouſly what Chriſt was then,

the Treſureſs of all Gods Graces, and the very

Treſure * of the Church. It is out of this new

Store houſe, that the greateſt Scholars of Rome, if

you will believe them, had their Learning. Albert

the Great was a "dull Fellow, and Duns Scotus a ve

ry • Dunce, till the Virgin Mary gave them more

wit. Zdo Arch-biſhop of y Magdeburg, and St. Ru

pert* Abbot of Tuits had it theſame way. But St.

Thomas Aquinas,and S. Tharlevaré are in this Point

moſt admirable, that one “became an Angelical Do

Čtor, by ſwallowing down his Throat a Paper that

Ave Maria was written upon ; and this other got the

full underſtanding of the whole Bible, by drinking

+ Vid. Quirin. Salazar. in Proverb, Solom.

* Idiota de Contempl. Virg. in Prolegom.

* Ricard, a S. Laurentio, de Laudib. Virg, l, 19,

* Leander de viris Illušírib, -

Wadd, Tom 1. Annal Minor. An. 1304.

Camiſus de B. V. l. 3. c. 20.

Bradenbach.Sacr. Colleå. l.2, c. 7,

Sur ills, F. Mart, -

:
Out
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Out of a Silver Cup, a ſweet Liquor" which ſhe gave

him,Not to trouble you with more Inſtances,what can

youadd to what they ſay,that She is the very ‘Abyſſe

and Ocean, “from whence all Bleſſings flow, like ſo

many ſtreams into the Church; that ſhe is the true

Mother, whokeeps us alwaies like Embrions in her

* Bowels, and makes us live with her own Breath:

that ſhe is both the Neck and the Hand *, that is,

both the paſſage and only means thro which our cries

may go up to God, and his Bleſſings come down to

us. They who will ſpeak at a ſoberer rate, compare

theVirgin to the Moon, which both qualifies and

tranſmits all the Influences that come to us from the

Sun and other Planets, that is,from Chriſt and all his

Saints. . But here to ſpeak the plain Truth, without

terms of Aſtrology, they do find an abſolute Decree,

made by all the three Perſons together (and God

knows where they can find it) whereby g God the

Father hath obliged himſelf to his Daughter; and

theSon, to his Mother; and the Holy Ghoſt, to his

Spouſe, to ſhew no favor to Man-kind, but what ſhe

/hall pleaſe to beſtow on them. Through her, they ſay,

* with her, and in her, all must be don; and as nothing

was ever made without her Son, ſo nothing is made now

without her ſelf.

The better to perform this vaſt Work,and to ſcat

ter up and down farand near her Graces upon all ſorts

of Creatures, they fancy in her four Laps or Bo

ſoms, which, like four great Magazins, furniſh the

Balangbem. 25 Dec. * * Bonavent. in #ecul. c. 3.

Salazar. Prov.8. v. 27 n. 364. Ibid. v. 18. n. 190.

Idem, c. 31. n. 118. f Georg. Venet. Hav. Cant.I.T.4 c.38.

Salazar. Prov, c. 8. v. 18. n.193.

Pet. Dam. Serm. de Annunc.
-

jacobus Epiſcop. Genuenſis. De nativ.glorioſiſ. Virg, Serm, 3.

- - P 2 Church
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Church with all Bleſfings. 1. A Lap, or Boſom of

Favor for the Righteous. 2. That of Meekneſs, for

the Oppreſſed. 3. That of Mercy, for the deſperate

Sinners. 4. And that of Glory, for them who die

in her Service. The Boſom of Favor is reſerved for

few Perſons; ſuch as are Prophets, orderly Monks,

and all other devout Men and Women, who may

without any ſcandal be hidden k under her Mantle.

The Boſom of Glory belongs to another Life : But

the other two, namely of Meekneſs and Mercy, are

of a marvelous uſe for this.

Her Boſom of Meekneſs is open to all ſuch Per

ſons, as either groan under Opprefion, or are in

eminent danger. As when ſhe was pleaſed to come

down her ſelf to break the Goal to Priſoners; to

few, and to put up again the torn " Bowels of Wax

!entin ; to refit and ſet on again Heads n cut off, and

hanging only by a very ſmall skin; or to ſet new

• Eies, and new P Tongues, inſtead of thoſe that

were bored out or pulled off; or to break the Hang

mans Halters, 4 to ſave her Servants from being

hang'd. So when you take her to be above, ſhe is a

bout ſome work of Meekneſs,either in a deep Well,

to ſave a Boy; in a River, to lead a * Horſe; or on

a dark pair of ſtairs, to keep St. Martin from tum

bling down, where the Devil had ſcatter'd Peaſe.

To this Meekneſs, you may refer ſome other cha

ritable Works, not indeed ſo neceſſary, as the ſaving

* Idemut ſup. " Odo Giſeus, Hiſtor. Virginis Anic. l. 3. c. 38.

" Aſtolf. de Miraculis B. M.l. 1. " Vincent. in ſpecul, l.29.c.4:

Bzºvius, Tom. I 3. Annal, an. 122,121o. m.9. -

Caeſarius, l 7. c. 24. * Hiſt. B. V. Montiſerrati.

Chronic. Deip, an. I 11%. - -- . -

Miracus. Chronic. Ord. Premonſtrat.

Cb, whic. Leip, an 400,
:

Men
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Men from the Gallows, and the healing of burſt En

trails; but yet very uſeful and comfortable in the

way of Roman Piety; and in this way thus far that

may be true, which otherwiſe were blaſphemous;

that, " as they ſay, the Virgin, (ſuch as they con

ceive her to be), ſhews to the world greater Exam

ples of kindneſs, and Humility, then Chriſt our Savi

or ever did; that is, whereas Chriſt is not known to

have come down out of Heaven, in any viſible man

ner, (ſuch as is neceſſary to give Example) ever

ſince his Aſcenſion; their Virgin Mary doth nothing

elſe. For ever fince the time, that Popery was ſpread

in the World, every day is bleſſed with ſome Exam

ples of her great Condeſcention, when ſhe or ſome

thing elſe under her Name, is as often ſeen in their

Convents, as if Heaven was not her Abode: when

ſhe comes down from the height of all her Glory, to

preſent * S. Alberic with a white Hood, inſtead of

the black one that he had before : to mortifie the

wanton Reins of Conradin, or " Reginald: to help

Women in a * hard travel; to give ſuck to aged

Perſons: to mend clothes x under a Bed: to treat

Travellers in y a wood : to ſerve faſting Monks

with ‘Sweet-Meats: to hug - and kiſs, and marry

ſometimes f one, ſometimes another. And brutiſh

men cannot perceive, that theſe kindneſſeſs are much

below the mean Condition of an ordinary civil Wo
*:

* Anſelm. de Excell. Virg. chronic. Deip, an 119.

* Leander. de Viris Illuſt. Ord. Predic.

* Idem in vita Reginaldi.

* Chronicon. Deip: an 1529. . Id. an. 1170.

* Bower. Tom. I. Annal. Capuc.

* Cºſarius Hiſtor. 1.7, c. 33.

+ Chronic. Deip, an 1233. ‘’

* Henriquez Faſciculºs.cifierc.l. 1. dia. 3. c. 12. . . .

- - man, .

i
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man, much more below the high Eſtate of the bleſ.

ſed Virgin Mary.

The Boſom, or Lap of Mercy carries them far

ther. It is upon a quite other account, then the

having born the Savior, that they call her a the

Queen of Heaven ; the Fountain of Compaſſion: the

ſpring and Diſpenſer of Mercy;the Gate • of Heaven:

the fivein of Pardon; the Hope g of the World:

and the h Mother of Mercy. For it is believed a

mongſt them, that juſt as King Ahaſuerus did pro

miſe i once the half of his Kingdom to Queen Eșiher,

when ſheappeared for the jews; Fäh. c.5. v. 6. God

the Father hath really ſettled the diſpoſal of his Mer

cy, (the better half of his Kingdom here in the

Church) upon the Virgin Mary now appearing for

Catholics. And as they are pleaſed to imagine

Chriſt and his Mother, to be repreſented in Geneſ. 1.

by the two great k Lights in Heaven, they do leave

Chriſt the Sun to rule the Day, that is the Chil

dren of Light:but the Virgin Mary muſt be the Moon,

to rule the Night, and to provide for the poor Chil

dren of Darkneſs. And therefore Innocent the 3d,

the beſt Scholar of all the Popes, may be thought

the wiſeſt alſo, when he adviſes, I ſinners lying in

the Night of their ſins, well to lookup toward the Moon.

For the Light of the Sun is too piercing; and tho,

ſay " they, Chriſt be the Savior; yet is he the Judg

alſo : and ſo enquires after mens Deſerts; ſcorning

Miſſal. Rom. Miſſ de B. V.
Miſſal. Paris. in Vigil. Purific.

Miſſ de B. v. & Miſſ in Oñav. Nativ.

* Offaw. Aſſumt. Gabr. Biel. in Can. Seá.80. E.

* Wiegas in Apocal. e. 12.

* Innoc. 3 Féft. Aſſumt. Serm. 2.

* Anſelm, de Excell. V. c. 6,

-
to
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to "be the Father of any other, but juſt men; where

as the Mother " ſcruples at nothing; but like the

Sun, which ſhe is clothed with, Apoc. 12. 1. ſhines

equally on good and bad; and what's moſt wanting

to theſe, ſhe ſupplies it with her Merits.

This unchriſtian Mercifulneſs, and damnable En

couragement to go for Salvation to a Creature ra

ther then to God and his Chriſt, is grounded by

theſe Catholics upon this threefold account. 1. The

Virgin Mary is a Woman, and therefore P is by her

Sex, more kind, and tender hearted : Whereas

one may fear in jeſus the Severity both of his God

head, and Manhood. 2. She is a real Mother, not to

Chriſt alone, but to us all; and ſo more * indul

gent to all her poor ſinful Children; and theſe more

familiar and bold with her. 3. But there is a third

reaſon beyond all this, which in good equity makes

her to be good and kind to them all, and eſpecially

to the worſt of them; becauſe their Sins have

made Her Mother, have made her Queen, and have

made all what ſhe is above the ſimple Daughter, as

ſhe was once, of Eliakim, and of Anna. If there

fore, ſaies * their S. Anſelm, She hath bin made Mo

ther becauſe of me, why ſhould ſhe not be Mother to

me, and other worſe ſinners, then I? And with what

Equity could ſhe forbear to ſuccor us in all our ſins ;

ſince it is forus, and for our fins that ſhe hath bin ele

wated to her Greatneſs & Upon this moſt filthy ſug

geſtion, they build this moſt impious Doctrine; that

" Salazar. Prov, c. 8. v 30. n. 394.

* Bernard, in Verba. Signum magnum.

* Richard. de Laud. Marie. l. 1. c. 2.

* Antonin. in ſum. maj. p. 4. titu. 150. 2.

& Salaz, ſuprā, *#: Excell, Virg. c. 1. & 12,

it
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it * is a much ſafer way for ſinners to go to the Vir.

gin, then to Chriſt 3 witneſs her white Ladder,

that could preſently help up to Heaven thoſe whom

his red one did ſhake offand tumble down: witneſs

the heavy Plagues, which, as they " ſay, ſhe often

ſtops if you do but carry about her dear Image,

when all Devotionsand Praiers to God did but prove

vain: witneſs whole Hundreds of looſe Examples

ſcattered up and down in her Chronicles, which

Chriſt being about to puniſh, this indulgent Mother

did diſpenſe with. Mater mea, &c. She is the * Sove

raign in ſuch Matters, and can diſpenſe with the

Lams of Chriſt, when ſhe ſees Cauſe ; And if ſhe be

ſevere, and even almoſt cruel ſometimes, it is com

monly but in ſome light matters, that Crucifie nei

ther Fleſh nor Blood, and where it is eaſy to pleaſe

her. For example, ſhe uſed to plague Alexander

Alenſis, y an honeſt and learned Schoolman, with

a great pain in his head, yearly upon her Conception

day, becauſe he did not obſerve it. Once ſhe ſtruck

down dead a Preacher, at the very + end of his Ser

mon; and ſhe would have damned eternally Fran

cis Milet upon ſomwhat the like account; both were

very fools for their pains ; for what needed the one,

to preach, and the otherto hear Diſcourſes, and keep

Papers againſt her immaculate Conception ? Thus

when ſhe killed bone once, and ſcratcht out the Eie

of another; what pleſure temted them to abuſe her

* Mendoſa Virid. l. 2. Probl. 2. n. 14. -

* Chronic. Deip.an. 1231. " Mendoſa ibid n. 16.

* Chronic. Deip, an: 1360. y Buſt. Marial. I. p. Serm. 7:

* Henr., de Haſia ap. Gonon, an. 1477.

* Chronic. Deip. am. 1430.

Bz99. 15. Annal. an. 1383. m. m.

Chronic, Deip, an 781.

poor

:
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poor Image : , I pitty more a the honeſt Painter

whom ſhe ſtruck blind, for having once but touched

it: or the e maid, and f poor Labourer; when I

read, how the ones Thred did intangle it ſelf about,

and ſtick pittifully to her tongue, for moiſtening and

ſpinning it upon the Annunciation: and the other

fell down flat in his Field for cutting Corn upon

the Aſſumtion day : as alſo the rich Citizen's

Wife, and Child, whom ſhe deſtroied one after ano.

ther; and damned the Husband beſides, for having

hanged 5 about his Wives Bed (then lying in ) a

kind of Tapiſtry, that belonged once to her Church.

Theſe few Perſons, Iſay may give warning to thou

ſands not to diſpleaſe this Goddeſs in trifling things,

where it is ſo eaſy to humor her. . But in all other

great matters more difficult to fleſh and Blood, and

more eſſential to Holineſs, let all Catholics be ſure

of this to their encouragement to ſerve her, that

there is no Sin againſt the Goſpel, nor no Abomi

nation againſt Nature, that this Indulgent Mother

cannot overcome and pardon with her great Merci

fulneſs. Let a Robber but hold his hand, and faſt.

upon a Saturday 3 and fall again to killing and plun

dering all the whole week; if he chance to ſuffer

for it, ſhe will force Nature h to make him live

with his head off, till he confeſs, and be ſaved; it

may be ſhe will go alſo to his Burial, as once ſhe

did at Trent, to have it honorably don. Upon the

like or eaſier terms ſhe will reſcu aBlaſphemerk from

* 1bid an 1538. * Vincent. Specul. Hiſł. f.7. c.89.

* Vita S. Ottom. ap. Sur. 2. ful.

* Sigebert. Chronic. p. 154. Edit. Paris. 1312.

* Tb, Cantiprat, de Atib. i. 2. c. 29.

Ceſarius Hiſtºr. Memorab. 17. c.39.

* fobannes Bareleta, Serm. Ter, 4 Hebdom. 2. Quadr.

Q. periſhing
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fº by the fall of a Houſe, and leave others more

oneſt, but not ſo devout towards her , cruſht

thereby. She will be ſo merciful, as to undertake

any Drudgery even during fifteen whole years, to

£ave a whore, l not from ſin, but Infamy. The

worſt ſort of Inceſt, and Murder " cannot overtop

her Compaſſion: nor make her Modeſty aſhamed

of appearing at the Bar, in behalf of her guilty, but

otherwiſe devout Client. She will go herſelfto the

Gallows,and there hold up the feet "ofa Thief,being

a humble Servant of hers, for fear the Halter may

hurt his neck, when he is hanging at the Gallows.

At laſt, when ſuch worſhippers as theſe come to

die ; ſhe will take ſuch care of their Souls, as either

to keep them ſafe, whole o years, in their dead,

drowned, and torn Bodies, till ſome Prieſt come to

abſolve them: or if Divine Vengeance prevent the

Prieſt; ſhe will apply to them p her own Merits,

and command her Son to do the like, (for ſhe praies

him as " a Miſtreſs not a Servant) and keep them

from going to Hell. However ſome good way or

other (and let Ruffians be ſure of this, having the

grace of being Catholics) it is morally impoſſible, I

have a good Author for what I ſay, it is morally

impoſſible, that any one, who hath any true devotion

for thisgood Lady, can be damned. For if ſhe do not

come down purpoſely tomake them Chaſt, whether

by laying her ºf hand on their Breſt; or rubbing

* Menolol. Ciſterc.6. Nov. ." Vincent. Specul. Hiſt. l. 7, c. 93,

" Chronic. Deip. an. 1338. - -

* Bonfinius Rerum Hungar. Decad. 3. l. 3. -

* Mendoſa. Virid. l. 2. Probl. 3. n. 20. -

* Petr. Damian. Serm. 1. de Nativ. Wing,

Mendoſa, Virid, l. 2. Probl.9.

: Chrºnic, Ordin, Min, part, 4 lia, •

their
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their backs with ſomthing, (as Iſaid before, ſhe

doth ſometimes ); ſhe will ſave them with that Al

mighty Power which ſhe hathin Hell, as well as in

their Church, of being, as ſhe is called, " the Hope,

and Advocate of damned Perſons. Do not trouble

your ſelf with this queſtion that your beſt Dočtors

are puzledat, * with what Juſticetis poſſible for her

to ſave damned or damnable men ; and to ſave them

after they are dead without Repentance? It is enough

for you to know y ſhe doth it. And what might ſhe

not do for theſe Villains, ſince ſhe can with her two

Angels be a Midwife + to very whores; your main

Intereſt is to ſee, in return of theſe great Mercies,

Kindneſſes, and Protećtions, what Services now ſhe

will have.

C H A P. VI.

Concerning the Adoration and new Waies of

Jerving the Virgin Mary.

W W 7 HEN the Roman Doctors are among them

-
ſelves, either worſhipping at their Altars,

or diſcourſing in their Pulpits, or teaching in their

public Scholes, they freely talk of adoring * the

bleſſed Saints; they think them to be Canonized
N -

* Leander. de Viris illuſt, ord. Predic, invita Conradi.

* Pſeudon. Epbrem. Syr, in Threno Virg.

* Richard. de Laudib. Virg. 1. 4. y Rich. ibid.

Piſcipulus. De Miracul. Mar. Tom. 2, Serm. Exempl. 23.

Palbart. l. 21. c. 13.

* Vid. Concil. Nicenum. 2, . .

Q_2 - moſt

sº
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moſt principally for this end, that they may public

ly * be adored andpraied to; andthey highly com

mend the Greek, who at his firſt Converſion pro

feſſed that he did adore from his heart our Lady

the Queen of the world. And their S. Damaſcen is

herein their great Goliah driving before him all the

Fathers with this weapon. Decet enim, &c. It mus;

be ſo, for tis fitting that this Mother of God ſhould

enjoy that which belongs to her Son; and therefore the

Glory of being adored by all men.

But when the Papiſts are amongſt us, tho they

keep ſtill their hearty thoughts, they do quite re

form their Language; they are aſhamed to ſay in

England, what they are proud to do at Rome. If you

believe what they ſay here, it was never heard in

their Church, that they muſt adore any Saint, g un

leſs by chance it be in that ſenſe, in which jacob a

dored his Brother, and Abigail, King David; which

is no Divine honor at all; but only ſuch a reverence,

as is deferred h to Kings, or Fathers, or ſuch ho

norable Perſons; and therefore, (and juſtly too)

why not to Saints: And if you be inquiſitive, and

preſs them farther about this Point, then they will

run out into ſo many Diſtinétions and terms of Art

as will puzle any Lay-man:Dulia, Latria,hyperdulia;

Abſolute and Relative Worſhip ; Divine Adoration
and bordering upon Divine; Godhead eſſential, and

Godhead participated: ſo that it will go very hard

with them, if they do not leave him whom they

pretend to ſatisfie, as ignorant, and more confound

* Antonin. Sum. part. 3. l. 22. c. 8.

* Salazar. Prov, c. 8. v., 15. m. I 14.

f Damaſc. 1. De Nativ. 9. 2. de Aſſumt.

5 Cenſura Colon. p. 223. * Coſter, in Enchirid. - d

- C J
--
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ed, then he was before. They will tell you, that

they intend not, either to adore the Virgin, or to

adore her otherwiſe then reſpectively; that it is in a

mere relation to her Son: and thoſe Intentions be.

ing in their hearts, it is impoſſible there to ſearch

out,either the Truth,or the untruth ofwhatthey ſay.

But if you look to what they do, inſtead of heark

ning to what they ſay; their moſt ſolemn and pra

Čtical Devotions have ſuch a plain and real language,

as muſt declare to all the world, both what their Re

ligion is in it ſelf, and what you may beſt think
of it.

- *

1. Firſt they beſtow and accumulate upon the Vir-"

gin all the beſt Titles, which both in the Church,

and in the Scripture are proper to God. For in their

moſt ſolemn Devotions, ſhe is a She God, a She Sa

wior; the Queen of Queens, the Fountain of Salva

tion, the Ladder, and Gate of Heaven, &c. And it

were great folly in us, to think that they do not wor

ſhip her, according to what they call her; fince it is

not in ſuch Rencounters, that men uſe to play the

Hypocrites. -

2. Secondly, in their ordinary Praiers, and Praiſes

and Giving of Thanks, they do moſt commonly join

her with God: jeſu Maria comes in one word out

of their Mouths; and Glory be to God, and to the

bleſſed Pirgin; is but one compleat Doxologie, at

the end of moſt of their Books. Now ſuch an Aſſo-,

ciation as this, is in the judgment of the Fathers, a

clear Evidence of being God. Thus they prove i a

gainſt the Arians, that the Angel, whom jacob

praied to, when he bleſſed his Grand-children, Gen.

48. I6. is the Lord Chriſ; ; becauſe in that praier

* 4thanaf Orat. 4, contr. Arian.pag. 260. Edit. Come! - | -

le
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he is joined with the God of his Fathers; and that

this Chriſt is very God, k becauſe the Apoſtles join

him with God, both in their Praiers and their Prai

ſes. Grace be to you, and Peace from God the Fa

ther, and the Lord jeſus Christ. Rom. I. 7. &c.

Theſtrength of their Demonſtration conſiſts in this,

that in all thoſe daies, both when the Prophets and

Apoſtles did write the Holy Scriptures; and when

the holy Fathers did maintain the Faith which is

contained in them; no man was ſeen or heard pray

ing 1 for any thing both to the Father, and to an

Angel, or to any other Creature : C for Popery was

not yet abroad) nor wiſhing, that God, or his Angel,

or any greater Creature whatſoever, would grant or

#. Aim any thing. And they take it for an inſuf

erable piece of " Sawcineſs, when the Arians

dare couple, (as upon their Principles they do ) any

Creature, with the Lord God. Such was the known

Catholic Faith , and Profeſſion of the Primitive

times ; for otherwiſe judicious and learned Men

would not have produced it in that manner, as an

undoubted Evidence againſt ſuch ſubtil and dange

rous adverſaries. Now both the Roman Faith and

practice taking a quite contrary way; we, I hope,

are more bound to think, that the Papiſts, who fol

low this, are Idolaters; then that the holy Fathers,

who went on in that, were very Fools. -

3. Thirdly, The Papiſts apply to the Virgin

the moſt illuſtrious Places of Scripture, that belong

directly to Chriſt: and by this means, either diſable

all true Chriſtians, from the poſſibility of proving

* Ibid.p. 139. Athanaſ ſupré. Cyrill. Alexand, 70m. 3.

inTheſaur.pag. I 15. Ed. Paris. 1638.

* Cyrill. Alex, ibid, ºr ºričire, ris, &c, 8x arzºrra.

by
t
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by the Scriptures, that He is God; or prove as well,

that She is ſo too. I will mention out of many, but

few Inſtances.Every word almoſt of the eighth Chap

ter ofthe Proverbs, which doth deſcribe the Eternal

Wiſdom of God, which by the Fathers is applied

to Chriſt alone; and which is none ofthe leaſt cogent

Mediums they ſtand upon, to demonſtrate him to be

that true eſſential and uncreated Wiſdom, is now

turned another way, " to deifie their Virgin. It

is by her, namely the Virgin, if you believe thoſe A

buſers of Holy Scripture, “that Kings reign, and that

“Princes decree Juſtice. v. 15. By her Princes rule,

“and Nobles, and all Judges of the Earth. 16.

“Riches and honor are with her, true durable Riches

“and Righteouſneſs. 18. She leads in the way of

“Righteouſneſs,ſhe cauſes them wholoveher to have

“ſubſtance. The Lord, (ſaies ſhe, out oftheſe Blaſ

phemers mouths) “poſſeſſed me in the beginning

“ of his waies; I was ſet upfrom everlaſting; when

* he prepared the Heavens, I was there, &c. and ſo

all along. They ſcruple not to ſay of her, what

God Almighty ſaies of himſelf, Malach. 1.11, “From

“therifing up of the Sun, unto the going down of

“the ſame, my Name ſhall be great among the Gen

tily. And that of Chriſt, Matth. 28. 18. * “All

“power is given unto me in Heaven and in Earth;

and what £ohn the Baptiſt ſaies, P “of her Fulneſs

“ have all received, &c. namely, 4 the Sinner Par

don: the Righteous, Grace; the Angels, joy; and the

* Vid. Salazar. in Prov. -

• Buſt. Marial. Serm. de Nomin. Marie.

* Novarin. Umbra Virgin. l. 4. excurſ. 122, n. 1149."

* Antonin, 4. part. tit. 13. c. 6. ſeat. 3.

* Salazar, Prov, c. 3. v. 29, n. 209.

whole
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whole Trinity, Glory. And therefore, * ſay they as

blaſphemouſly, God hath highly exalted her, andgi

zen her a name above all names, that in her name all

knees ſhould bow, &c. Phil. 2. 9, 10. And after

theſame rate, what God ſaies of his only begotten

Son, Heb. 1.6. Let all the Angels of God worſhip

her; and let Men boldly come unto the Throne of

Grace (from him to her) that we may obtain Mercy;

and find Grace to help us in time of need, Hebr. 4. 16.

It were endleſs to rehearſe all.

4. Fourthly, They allow her a whole Pſalter;

* as the Church doth to God Almighty : And what

ever David could ſay in the Higheſt ſtrein of his

Zeal, towards the magnifying of Gods Glory, or the

imploring of his Mercy, or the expreſſing his Faith

in him (Gods name being out, and that of the Vir

gin in ) they both transfer and improve it towards the

magnifying of this Lady. For Example, in the firſt

Pſalm, inſtead of Bleſſed be the Man, dºc. it begins

thus, Bleſſed be the Man that loves thy name, o Pir

gin Mary: Thy merey ſhall comfort his Soul, &c. The

ſecond, Why do the Heathem, &c & hathit thus, Why

do our Enemies imagine vain things againſt us f Thy

right hand, o ºſother of God, ſhall proteć us :

Come ye to her, all ye that Travel, and are heavy la

den, and you ſhall find reſt for your Souls, &c. The

fourth thus, When I did call, thou o Lady heardeſt

me . Thou wert pleaſed to remember me, out of thy

high Throne; for thy mercy is on all them that call up

on thy holy Name, and thy Majeſty be bleſſed thro. out

* Idiot. Contempl. 1.

* Vitis Florig. Lea. 27.

* Vid. Pſalter. S. Bonavent.

all
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al Generations. Gloriffe her, o all ye Nations, &c.

The 16, thus, save me, o Lady, for I have put my

truſt in thee, &c. The 19, thus, The Heavens do dº.

clare thy glory, o Virgin, &c. The 29, thus, Bring

to our Lady, oye Sons of God, bring praiſe and wor:

ſhip to our Lady. Give ſtrength to thy servants, o holy

Mother, and bleſs them that magnific thee. Let Hea.

ven and Earth bleſ thee, the Sea, and all the corners of

the World, &c. The 42, thus, Like a the Hart dé.

ſires the water Brooks, ſo longs my Soul after thy love,

o holy Virgin: for thou art the Mother of my life, the

Nurſe and reſtauration of my fleſh, and both the begin

ning and end of my salvation, &c. The 44, thus, we

have heard with our ears, o Lady, and our Fathers

have told us, that thy Merits are ineffable, and thy Mi

racles wonderful, Thy Wirtues are innumerable, and

thy Mercies ineffimable. Rejoice in her, o my ſoul,

for many good things are laid up for them that praiſe

her. Bleſſed be thou, o Queen of Angels, &c. The

51. thus, Have mercy on me, Lady, who art call'd the

Mother ºf Mercies, and according to the Bowels of thy

Compaſſions, make me clean from all mine Imiquities.

Pour thy Grace upon me, and withdraw not thy uſual

lfercies from me, dºc. The 68. thus, Let Mary ariſe,

and let all her Enemies be cruſh d under her feet, &c.

The 72, thus, Give the King thy judgments, o Lord,

and thy Mercy to the Queen his Mother : Salvation and

*fe, o Lady, are in thy hand, perpetual joy and glo

rious Eternity, &c. The 73. thus, Truly God is lo

ving unto Iſrael, even to ſuch as worſhip his Mother,

&c. The94, o how amiable are thy prelings, o La
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dy of Hoſts, &c. The 92. It is a good thing to give

thanks, and confeſs to the Virgin Mary, and to ſing

Praiſes to her Glory : to tell of her Merits that rejoice

the heart, and to imitate her Works, which rejoice the

Angels,ó’c.The 94. It is the Lord God,to whom Venge

ance belongs, but thou art the Mother of Mercy, who

turneſt him to compaſſion. The 95, thus, o come, let

us ſing to our Lady, let us heartily rejoice in the Virgin

our ſhe savior. The 103. Praiſe the Virgin Mary, o

my Soul, and all that is in me, praiſe and glorifie her

name, &c. The 110. thus, The Lord ſaid unto my

Iady, Mother, ſit thou at my right hand. Be thou

reigning with me. Have mercy upon me, o Lady, Mo

ther of ſplendor enlighten me othou Mother of Truth

and Wirtue, &c. The 117. o praiſe the Lady, allye

Heathen, glorifie her, allye Nations, for her Merciful

kindneſs remains upon us for ever, whoſoever will ſerve

her, ſhall be juſtified: but whoſoever neglects her, ſhall

die in his ſins, &c. The 144, begins thus, Bleſſed be

our Lady, who teaches her servants to fight, &c. The

148, thus, o praiſe our Lady of Heaven, praiſe her in

the height. Praiſe her Sunand Moon. And ſo all along

to the very laſt, o praiſe the Lady in her Hoſineſ -

praiſe her in her Virtues and Miracles. Let every Spi

rit, or every thing that hath breath, praiſe our Lady.

ThisService goes under the name of a Superangelical

and Seraphical Dočtor, a Roman Saint, and a Cardi

nal beſides, whom they call St. Bonaventura... Give

this Worſhip what name you pleaſe, it is all that Da

vid, and Moſes, and other Prophets, could beſtow

on the Lord God of Iſrael. Now when the ſame is

beſtowed upon a holy Creature, how great and holy
ſoever,

w

*
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ſoever, yet a Creature, judge what it is. -

5. Fifthly, Leſt the Lord God of Iſrael ſhould re

ceive any kind of honor from Men, where the Lady

had not her ſhare: what ever more eminent pieces

of Divine Service they can find ſcattered in Holy Scri

pture, they will be ſure to give it her. For example,

that of Moſes, Deut. 32. Give ear, o ye Mºavens, to

what I will ſpeak of the Virgin Mary. Magniffe her

with me, &c. operverſe and crooked Generation 1 ac

knowledg our Lady for thy ſhe Savior : Is ſhe not thy

Mother, that hath begotten thee in Faith ? If thou for

ſakeſt her, thou art no friend unto our Soveraign Ce

ſar. o that thou wert wiſe, and wouldeſt conſider thy laſt .

end. As an Infant cannot live without his Nurſe, no

more canſ; thou be ſaved without this our Lady. There

fore let thy Soul thirſt after her, and do not leave her

till ſhe hath bleſſed thee. Let thy mouth be filled with

her praiſe, and ſing of her greatneſs all the day long.

That of the ſame Moſes at the red Sea, Exod. 15.

Let us ſing to our glorious Lady the Virgin Mary: our

Lady is C4lmighty : Her name is next to God: She

hath thrown into the Sea the Chariots of Pharaoh & his

Hoſt, dºc. o Lady, thou haſt delivered my soul from

the Lion, o my deareſt Lady, cover thou me, as a

Hendoth, &c. I am all thine, and all I have is thine :

I will put thee as a ſignet upon my heart, &c. That of

Iſaiah 12. I will ſing to thee, o Lady, &c. for thou

haſ comforted me: my Lady is my Savior, I will

truſt in thee, and will not fear. Thou art my ſtrength

in the Lord, and art become my Salvation : with joy

will I dran Waters out of thy brook, and I will call upon

- thy name alwaies, &c. That of King Hezekias, in .

- R 2 the
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the ſame Prophet,38.9. when he was recovered from

his mortal Diſeaſe. I ſaid, in the midſt of my daies

I will go to Mary, &c. Father, Mother, and Friends

didforſake me, but Mary hath holden me up. I will put

my truſt in her, in the morning, in the evening, and at

moon-day.º. (God) had, as it were a Lion, broken my

bones: but thou, our Lady, haſ delivered my Soul

from periſhing; my Darling, from the hand of the Dog,

dºt. That of the three Children, commonly ſo cal

led, All the works of the Lord, bleſ our Lady : praiſe

and magniffe her for ever : Oye Angels, bleſs our La

dy, &c. Bleſſed be thou, acrown of Kings : Let eve

ry knee in Heaven, in Earth, and in Hell, bow unto thy

Name, &c. That of Zachary, Luke 1.38. Bleſſed be

thou, Lady Mother, &c. Save us from all our Enemies,

&c. and perform the Mercy promiſed to our Fathers and

*, that we being delivered out of the hands of our E

memies, may ſerve thee without fear, &c. And thou

Mary ſhall be called the Propheteſ of the Higheſt, by

whom he hath given the knowledg of salvation, &c. By

the Bowels of thy Mercy, o Morning star, do thou vi

fit us from on high. To complete Idolatry with ab

ſurdity, that very Hymn,wherewith ſhe adored once

her God, is with ſome parcels of the Song of An

zah, 1 Sam. 2. now turned into an Office to adore

her: My soul deth magnific the Lord, and my ſpirit

bath rejoiced in my Lady, &c. There is no saint like

ºur Lady, &c. Let Sion and £eruſalem rejoice and

praiſe Mary, for ſhe is the greateſt among the Ladies of

Iſrael. She makes poor, and ſhe makes rich : shebrings

dow, and ſhe lifts ºf on high. This Lady of ours is

higher then the Heavens, broader then the Earth, and

‘purer then the very stars, Sixthly,
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6. Sixthly, She is adored with the moſt ſolemn

and elevated Office, that the ancient Church could

worſhip God with, namely, Te Deum. We praiſe thee,

o Mary, we a acknowledg thee to be the Lady. All

the Earth doth worſhip thee, as the spouſe of the ever

laſting Father. To thee all Angels, &c. continually do

cry, Holy, holy, holy, Mary the Mother of God. The

holy Church thro-out all the world doth acknowledg thee,

Mother of an Infinite Majeſty : Thou art the Queen of

Glory, o Mary, the Ark of Grace, and the Ladder of

Heaven: Thou art the hope of all the world; the sal

vation of them that call on thee; the Teachereſs of the

Apoſtles ; the ſtrength of the Martyrs, dºc. o Lady,

ſave thy People, &c. Vouchſafe, o Lady, to keep us

this day and for ever, o Lady, have mercy upon us,

bave mercy upon us. o Lady, let thy mercy lighten upon

as,as our truſt in thee,&c. Laſtly,there is added to her

Honor, that Praier which belongs to the Holy Ghoſt,

Peni Creator; and which, ſome ſay, the Council of

Confiance at their meeting, were pleaſed to preſent

the Virgin with. Come Mother of Grace, spring of

Mercy, Light of the Church, Queen, star, &c. come

to defend the church, to deſtroy Herefte, and to make

peace, &c. And in a word, to do anything that an

honeſt and pious Council may better expect of the ho

ly Ghoſt.
-

7. Seventhly, There is a whole Bible made and

Printed to her Honor, Biblia Marie. Albertus Ma

gnus, both a great Scholar, and a great Biſhop, and

a kind of Roman Saint, is the Prophet who, as it is

thought, compoſed it. This Holy Book gives the

* Melch. Inclofern. EP. B.M. adfinem.

- - . - - Virgin
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Virgin all or b moſt part of what was in the true Bi

bleeither ſaid or intended for God and Chriſt. As for

Example, in Geneſs, She is the truth both of the Al

tar, which Noah built, and of the Sacrifice which he

offered: and the sweet ſavor which there was ſmel

led, is nothing elſe then her Praier. She is the Lad

der which jacob ſaw, Gen. 28. wherewith Chriſt is

to come down to us, and we are to come up to him,

In Exodus, ſhe is ſaid to be both the true Mercy-ſeat,

and the great Altar of Burnt-offerings. In Leviticus

and Numbers, ſhe is the Ark of the Covenant, the

Rock whence flow the Waters of Grace; aud the

Star, which Balaam ſaw, &c. In joſhuah, ſhe is the

Border of our Heavenly Inheritance ; the Window,

through which we muſt eſcape and be ſaved from je

richo, that is, from periſhing in and with the World;

the Ark, which marches before us to Canaan, that is,

Heaven, there to prepare us a reſting place; the Ci

ty of Refuge, where thoſe muſt ſeek ſhelter whoſoe

ver flee from the Wrath of God, &c. In the Book

of judges, ſhe is the true and greatº in

whoſe hand our Celeſtial Father puts the whole

Land, Heaven, all Power, and Himſelf. Therefore

take heed, ſaies this Godly Bible, from going to war

without her. In Ruth, ſhe is the true Ruth (with

more probability then the Captain) who goes to the

Field, that is the Church, there to glean ears of corn

left in the Field by the Reapers, that is, ſome few

which ſhe reſcues from Devils: Thus ſhe gleans

whomſoever ſhe pleaſes, for Boaz hath charged the

reaping Angels not to to touch her,Ruth 2. 9. 15, 16.

When ſhe hath gleaned them, ſhe takes them up into

the Boſom of her Mercy, and carries them into the

Biblia Marie, Tit. Pag. Omnia ſere. -

. . - City,

~
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City, v. 8. that is, into the Celeſtial £eruſalem. In

the 1. Kings I. 2, 3. She is the fair andyoung Pir

gin, who is to lie in the Kings or Gods Boſom ; and

inflames him to love and compaſſion towards his

People. Thus this Bible running all along to the

Revelation after this rate; at laſt ends with this

Praier, inſtead of, the Grace of our Lord, &c. OQueen

of Mercy, Grace and Glory; Empereſs of all the Crea

tures, blot out all my Tranſgreſſions, andlead me to

the life everlašing.

8. The Virgin having Bibles, and Pſalmes and o

ther Inſtruments of Devotion, wherewith Chriſti

ans ſerve God and Chriſt; there is no reaſon ſhe

ſhould want Churches. And ſhe hath them in ſo

great a number, conſecrated to her Service, and Viſi

ted to her honor; and all in ſuch a ſpecial manner,

that as they impiouſly are uſed to ſay, ‘ that the

Holy Ghoſt is jealous of joſeph on her account, be

cauſe they both are her Husbands; God Almighty

the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghoſt, may

juſtly be Jealous of that Idol, which appearing un

der her Name, gets more Churches to its Service,

then God to his.

Thoſe men cover this Shame but with Figleaves,

who give out theſe Churches, to be but a Palaces:

and herein as well their own Church Books, as their

very Goddeſs gives them the lie. Their own Church

Books; For they have not one Church conſecrated

to God, ſince Poperie, that is not with the ſame

words and order conſecrated to the Virgin. e San

&tificetur, &c. Let this Church be Santified and con

* Salazar. Prov, c. 31. v. 11. n. 33.

* Bell. de Cult, Saná.T.3 c.4: ſett. Altera ſolutiº.

5 Pontifical, Rom, Tit, de Dedication, Eccleſ.

ſecrated,
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fºcrated, in the Name of the Father, the Son, and

the Holy Ghoſt to the Honor of God and of the Glorious

Pirgin; and to the memory of ſuch a Saint. By which

words it appears, that, tho the Palace be pretended

to be but a Memorial, to ſuch a Saint, talis Samiti;

it muſt be a Church to the Virgin; or not to God.

Since He an She have the ſame Rank and Intereſt, in

that main End, that the Church is conſecrated to.

I ſay that their very Goddeſs alſo confutes their di

ſtinction between a Palace and a Church, whenſo.

ever ſhe appears abroad for the building either of

them. Witneſs the Celeſtial Ladder, and the a

ſcending Angels, and her ſelf above them all, to

mark the very Ground, where ſhe would have a

Church built to her Honor. Witneſs S. Balduin the

Ermite ; whom this evil Spirit (for the 5 good

Spirits abhor ſuch things) chid ſeverely h for not

building a Church ſo faſt, as ſhe did wiſh, in a place

that She had choſen, for them that would ſerve her.

Witneſs that large and ſquare Stone of Amis, where

ſhe declared, what ſhe intended for her ſelf, both in

that and all other places. k This is the Place, ſaies

ſhe, which I have choſen to this purpoſe, that here,

and hereafter mortal men may worſhip me and ſerve me

throughout all Generations. Now, I hope, ſuch

houſes for Devotion, Praier and Worſhip, by what

name ſoever you call them, are juſt that which we

uſe to call Churches: by making them ſtately and

Roial, you may make them Palaces alſo: but this

Magnificency cannot unchurch them. The £eſuite

f Chronic. Deip. an. 1274.

& S. Auguſt, contra Faust. l.2d. c.21. item de Civit, l.20 paſſim.

* Chronic. Deip. an. I 112. -

* Odo Giſseus. Hiſtor, Virg, Amic. . . . . .

Caniſius

2
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taniſu is plain and downright, (and herein more

fincere then his good Brother Bellarmin ), for he

calls them Templa Mariana the Temples, or the

Churches of Mary.

In thoſe Churches they ſay that ſhe will appear

ſometimes in a created capacity only, either to fing

her part among the Nuns like a Choriſter : or to

burn Incenſe to Perfume " the Church, like a Dea

ton: or to give the Sacrament 9 like a Prieſt. Viſhe,

&c. that is, My Son Sylveſter, wilt thou take the Body

of my Son 3 or to Confirm her worſhippers, and croſs

them P all with her Sons hand : or to fit in an E.

piſcopal Throne, like a Biſhop. But at laſt her main

purpoſe is to appear there more like her ſelf; to pro

clame before all the world that ſhe is the * Mother

of God, and the Queen both of men and Angels:

(and upon this account Bellarmins Palace well be

to promiſe them * protection, and all ſpiritual Bleſ

fings, upon condition, they ſhall pray to her hearti

ly, and at the Service of God both begin a and end

with her Praiſes. Sometimes ſhe will take this trou

ble upon her, of teaching then how to do it. And

this is the Model ſhe gave and ſung once to S. Go

drick, S. Maria, &c. * Holy Mary Mother of Chriff,

blot out mySims, reign in my heart; and bring me up

to Happineſs with God alone. God himſelf cannot

have more, and Churches by their uſual Conſecra

* Caniffus. De B. V. l. 3. c. 23.

* Bover. Tom. 1. Annal, capucin. . . . . . . . . . º

* Chronic. Deip, an. 1248. * Leand. Albert, invita jordan.

* Bloſſus in Monili. 3 Henriquez, in Guntelin. 13, Sept.

* Nicephor. Eccleſ. Hiſt. l. 13. c. 23. N

* Chronic. Deip. 22i... . . . . . -

5 Māith, Paris. ifi tita Gºdžić. * -

tion

comes her ) to ſwear y Catholics to her Service:

-
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tion promiſe no leſs. And to render this Conſecra

tion yet more ſolemn, as the Ground where theſe

Churches ſtand is commonly markt outby the Vir

gin: ſo the Conſecrating of them to her Service is

now and then * performed by her Angels.

9. Ninthly, Theſe Churches of hers have Altars,

which are no part of a Palace; and which are dedi

cated to her Service. Every Altar, even in Chriſts

own Church, is conſecrated to this double uſe, to

wit a to the Honor of God; and to that of the Glorious

Pirgin and this on ſeveral reſpects, either e as a

Stone, or a Table, or a Sepulcher, or a complete

Altar, twenty times. But beſides this, She hath

as many other Altars, which are proper to her alone;

where if God have any ſhare, it is as it were, butby

theby. Such as the Roſary Altars ; Mariana Alta

ria, the Altars of the good Mary; and ſometimes

under ſeveral Titles ; ; five ſuch in one and theſame

Church. The Holy God of Iſraelnever had ſo ma-.

ny in his own Temple. It is both a great diſinge

nuity to diſguiſe, and as great an impudence to face

out this groſs and open Idolatry, with ſaying as they

will, ſometimes, that theſe belong to God alone, as

Altars : and to the bleſſed Saints, as Sepulchers. For,

firſt the Virgin Mary left no Bones; if that be true,

which they ſay, that her whole Body was taken

up, and carried by the Angels into Heaven. And

1f you be ſo fimple to believe, what they talk of

that great Abundance of milk, which they have got

of her, ſince ſhe is above, to wit when ſhe is pleaſ

ed to come down , and give ſuck (for having a

* Odo Giºus Hiſtor. B. V. Anic.

* Pontificat. Roman, ſupra. Ibid.* Chronic. Deip, an. 1287. y

‘… Child
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Child on her Arm; ſhe muſt needs have milk to

give him)theſe Altars are not ſepulchers, for they do

not bury this milk under them, but keep it among the

other Relicks they have of her, Combes, Gloves,

Hairs, Shifts and Slippers, very ſafe as in wardrobes.

2. It is not a Grave, it is an Altar which ſhe (or rather

a quite other Spirit under her Name) calls for. Go,

ſaies that Ambitious Spirit, and get me g an Altar

built by ſuch an Image, that it may be a ſpring of

all Graces to them, who ſhall call on my Naze. Never

Saint in the whole Bible ſpake near this rate.

Io. All Altars being made by their general

inſtitution, both to receive, and to ſanétifie the Sa

crifices and Offerings which are daily laid upon them;

the Virgin hath theſe alſo , and in an immenſe

abundance. Gods Temple at jeruſalem was ſcarce

richer then Lauretta is on this account. Neither

Gold, nor pretious Stones are too good for her Ma

jeſty. If his Holineſs fear the French, as Alexander

the third once did, he will ſecure himſelf from that

danger, by h offering her a Silver ſtatue: or as In

nocent the 8th. by offering Golden i Medals, and

Clothes embroidered with Pearls: or, as the Reci

neti did for ſecuring themſelves from the plague, by

offering her a Maſſy Crown k of Gold, and preti

ous Stones. They that have not ſo much, may of.

fer leſs, tho it were but a wax-candle, as common

an Offering under this new Religion, as was a pair of

Turtle Doves under Moſes. They that have nothing at

all, muſt make a vow of viſiting ſome of her Church

* Chronic. Deip, an. 1467.

* Gianius Chronic. Servitor. Mar, an 1493. -

7ob. Burch. in Diario., 1492.

* Turſel, Lauret. Hiſt, l.2, c. 8.

S 2. --> - - CŞ. t
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es. Such vows they ſay have ſaved many from the

Gallows, from Shipwracks, Falls, Fires, and all

imaginable Dangers ; tho vows before Popery

came up, were never heard to have bin made to any

Saint, but God alone. But which is more Sacrile

gious then all either Vows and Sacrifices, that which

they call the Holy Maſs muſtbe celebrated on her

Altars; that is, the Son ofGod and God himſelf, as

they take it, muſt be ſacrificed to her honor: and

in that impious ſervice, as I have demonſtrated i elſe

where, ſuffer more ſhame and Infamy to pleaſe

her, then he ever ſuffered on the Croſs, to ſave the

wholeworld beſides.

11. They allow her in every year eight holy daies.

Chriſt hath no more of his Chriſtians; nºr are they

ſo religiouſly obſerved. Nothing but death, or ſome

other Judgment as bad, threatens the Profaner of

them. Witneſs the Hill, in which they ſay fell

on the Villain, who offered to dig upon her Aſ

ſumtion day: and the terrible pain," which ever

troubled honeſt Alemſºs as long as he read his Schole

Divinity upon the day of her Conception. Con

trarywiſe, great Miracles and great Bleſfings, will

attend the holy keeping of theſe Daies ; for wax

candles and Tapers will burn then a whole night

without waſting. And Biſhop Bernard may fall down

with his horſe thro a broken Bridge without

harm, ifhe do but vow, while he tumbles, that “he

will obſerve the Immaculate Conception day.

12. And laſtly, The Papiſts beſtow upon the Vir

* Myſtery and Depth of the Roman Maſs. - - -

* Bancius Annal. an. 1580.

* Buff. Marial. 1. part Serm. 7, p 2. w

* Petr. Abbas Cluniac. Miracul. l. 2. c. 33.

* Chronic. Deip. am. 1436.

gin
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gin Mary , Proper Maſles, Litanies, Canonical

Hours , and both great and ſmall Offices, in all

* on all Altars, and upon proper Holy

31&S. -

Thus the Virgin, or that Goddeſs, which they

take for the bleſſed Virgin, hath all the Religious

Services, (and more) from the Papiſts, that God

and Chriſt have or ever hadfrom the beſt ſort of Iſ:

raelites, and Chriſtians. If God and Chriſt have not

enough, then Moſes and the Prophets, the Apoſtles,

and the Holy Fathers are much to blame, who gave

homore; and if they did and gave as much as could

make up all the ſervice, which God then required

at their hands; and which now another Spirit, be

ing certainly a Creature, requires at the hands of

Papiſts; let the Iſrael of God be the Judge, both

what that proud Creature is that craves as much as

God ever had : and what theſe Catholics are, that

will give it. For what they plead, is ſoon wiped off.

Here a Woman ſtands accuſed of lying every

night with her Neighbor: She cannot at all deny

the Faët; but ſhe maintains, that the Faët is not

Adultery; becauſe ſhe never lies with him, as with

her Husband,but alwaies as her dear Husbands Cozen

and dear Relation. There ſtands a jew, publicly

impeached of Idol-worſhip by the Prophet, becauſe

he burns Incenſe to the Queen of Heaven. Jerem, 44.

25. The few for his Juſtification avows this ; but

utterly denies that: becauſe he burns not his Incenſe

to the Queen, as to the King: and underſtands very

well, that this Queen is a Creature. Between theſe

two guilty Perſons ſtands alſo the Roman Catholic

charged with the ſame 5 he cannot deny but he hath.

churches, Altars, Pows, Bibles, Pſalters, oº:: -

* . . . . . . - - . . . ; : . . . an -
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and Holy daies, and univerſally all thoſe kinds of

Worſhip, which Chriſtians can beſtow on God ;

which for his part he beſtows alſo on the Virgin. But

this moves him not at all; he ſtoutly clears himſelf

(he thinks ) of all, by once ſaying, that he neither

honors nor adores with all theſe things the Bleſſed

Virgin, as he doth God, whom he knows to be her

Creator, but as a holy Woman, whom he knows to

be his Creature. By this Reckoning none of the

three, let them do whatever they will in the way

of either Carnal or Spiritual whoredom, can be con

vinced of being guilty; as long as they have but ſo

much wit, as to diſtinguiſh, the firſt, a Cozen from a

Husband: the ſecond, a Moon, from a Sun: and the

third ; a Woman, from God Almighty. Whereas, by

their very pleading and excuſing of themſelves, they

are found to be twice Idolaters. 1. By their Aét,

which they confeſs; for they transfer on the Crea

ture, what is due to God alone. 2. Secondly by their

ownknowledg; for all what can be don to God (in

point of viſible worſhip, which is all that men can

take notice of ) they willingly and voluntarily im

part to others, whom they know to be Greatures.

By what they do, they ſtand guilty; and by whatthey know, unexcuſable. r

Never ſimple men were more groſsly drawn and

inveigled into ſuch fins then Papiſts are. To begin

firſt, where I ended laſt; of theſe eight Holy Daies

kept and ſet out for the Marian Worſhip, not one can

be called Catholic, nor bear any primitive Date.

The very Papiſts P cannotdeny it; and among them

the two greateſt, namely the pretended Concepti

on, and Aſſumtion, as they were the fitteſt to crown

* Bell. De cultisanffor. l. 3. c. 16.ſºſ. Ad tertium dico duº.

* - . . - a moſt
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a moſt compleat Idolatry, ſo they came in the lateſt

of all. -
-

That glorious Feaſt of the Immaculate Concepti

on, now ſo bliſsfull to them that obſerve it, and ſo

terrible to them that do not, was never thought on

by their Virgin, nor by themſelves, to any conſide

rable purpoſe, ſooner then above twelve hundred

years, after the Virgin her ſelf was conceived. It

was about the year 13 oo, when this Marian God

deſsappeared like a Queen, both of Heaven and all

the Angels, both to revele it to S.Peter the Ciſtercian,

who knew nothing of it before; and to take him

for her Husband, upon condition he ſhould keep it:

which he gladly undertaking, her Son came down

to the wedding; and in facie Eccleſe being in a

Prieſtly Habit, and in the faceof thewhole Church

joined this holy Monk and his Mother in a Roman

Wedlock together.

Her other Solemn and great Feaſt, which they

call the Aſſumtion, and which in the Roman account

makes the Virgin as much a Goddeſs, as the bleſ

ſed Aſcenſion, among the Socinians, can makeChriſt

God, is ſcarce older. One of the moſt skilful of all the

Fathers, in Sacred Antiquity, I mean St. Epi

phanius had not yet in his time heard of it: nor had,

a great many years after, pious and learned Pulche

ria; when ſhe ſought the Virgins Corps in the

Holy Land, not dreaming it was in Heaven. Nei

ther could Venerable Bede, or Arch-Biſhop * Ado,

(men the beſt verſed both in all true and untrue ſto

* Gononus Chronic, an. 1292. - -

• Nicephor. Eccleſ. Hiſſ. 1. 5. c. 14. .

* Beda de Locis Sacr. c. 6. ----- * > . .

* Martyrol. Adon. 18. Cal. Sept. . . .” -- . . . . "
• - ries)
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ries) tell much more; nor had Ludulphus de Saxonia

tho a great Adorer of the Virgin, f yet heard of that

Legend. Nicéphorus, is the firſt Romancer, that

can diſtinétly tell with what Triumph of men

and Angels She went up, twelve hundred years after
e

it was don. The Bleſſed Virgin Mary kept her ſelf

during that interval cloſe and happy , like other

Souls in the Boſom of Abraham, and under the

wings of her Savior. She never thought yet of com

ing forth, either to throw * Gold or Medals into.

their hand, who kept this Feaſt; or to bury y them

under ground, who kept it not. Neither mortal

Ears had heard till then in the blindeſt times of the

Church, the Angels - ſinging their Mattinsto cele

brate that Feſtival:nor mortal Eies ſeen Trees * both

to bloſſom and bear Fruit againſt nature;nor Hoods

and * Frocks becoming as good as ſtrong Boats, to

ferry Monks over a great River, when they would

preach the Glory of that day. In good earneſt, can

an infallible Church, can a true Church be drawn

away to new Services, upon the account of ſuch

Tales? Or if theſe Tales and hundred other, as bad

or worſe, be true ſtories, (as they may be, and I

am not he that will diſpute it ) what muſt we think

of that Spirit, which is pleaſed to entice us to his

Service upon ſuch Grounds? - - - -

This matter proves as bad again, in the Point of

Altars and Churches. Firſt it cannot be a good

Spirit, if created, that calls for either Altars, or

Churches. Secondly, it is not a good Spirit neither,

+ Devita Chriſt, part. c. 136. " Niceph. ibid.

* Mag. Speculum. Tit. Fešium. Exemp. 2.

* Bencius ſupra. ...? Cantiprat. l. 2. c. 4. m. 7.

* Gonon. ex: Annalib. Colmar, an. 1276.* Cantiprat. l. 2, c. 29. n. 26. • f. ,

- that
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that calls for them, by unbecoming, ridiculous, and

jugling waies. Thirdly, 'Tis not a true Religion, or

a true Church that yields to that Spirit what he calls

for, both on thoſe accounts, and by thoſe waies.

Firſt, Such Spirits, what name ſoever they take,

are to be ſhrewdly ſuſpected, who call for Churches,

Vows, Altars, Offerings, and all ſuch other ſacred

ſervices, as clearly belong to God alone. And in

expreſs terms, Saint Augustin, makes no doubt

* but that they are Devils. Good Angels, ſaies this ho

ly Father, do then love us, and for our ſakes do re

joice, when we worſhip the only God; but if we do the

dike to them, they are not pleaſed with it at all, buto

penly caſt it from them. And when ſome have thought of

deferring alſo to them that honor, they forbad them,

and commanded them to do it to him, to whom alone

they know that it can be lawfully done. Herein the Ha

ly Men of Godd, imitate the Holy Angels. &c. Theres

fore, ſaies and concludes the * ſame Father, (as well

he may) whenſome (of thoſe Spirits or Saints) have

amind to be ſerved with holy Rites and Sacrifices 3 and

others avert itſrom themſelves, and order it for Goda

lone ; the very ſenſe of true Piety may teach any Man,

how to diſcern between that which proceeds from true

Religion,andwhat from a Spirit of pride: for proud

Spirits are neither good Angels, nor the Angels of a

goodGod. And let 4 them do what Miracles they will,

even beyond the courſe of Nature, theſe are but ſedu

cing Tricks of wicked Devils, which true Piety muff

take heed of Here the Papiſts cannot anſwer St.

Auguſtin, nor ſatisfie him at all, by ſaying, That no

Roman Saint or Spirit was ever found calling for any
*

* Auguſt. de Civit. l. 10, c. 19. * Itillem.

Ibid. c. 1 # - - - -
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Sacrifices, that is, for the Blood of Bulls, or Goats,

which here St. Auguſtin underſtands; for then the

Father will reply (and out of Porphyrius, an au

thentic Pagan Author) that theſe proud º Devils

never cared for the Blood or ſmell of ſlain Beaſts,

upon any other account, then becauſe ſuch Sacrifices

were in thoſe daies the Expreſſions of Divine Wor

ſhip; as now ſurely Churches and Maſſes are deſti

ned to the ſame end, and therefore as much at the

leaſt, if not more deſirable and pleaſing to them.

Who doubts, but all the Gold and Silver Ultenſils,

which you ſhall find at Lauretta, may be as rich Ob

lations, as all that was once at Delphi 3 And let any

Jeweller tell me, whether one of thoſe many preci

ous Stones, which are daily by formal Vows ſent

and preſented to that Goddeſs, would not buy the

beſt Bull or Ram, that ever was at any time Sacrifi

ced at jeruſalem f To follow the Roman accounts,

one Maſsis better then all what both Delphi and je.

ruſalem had togethers and if the Devils anciently

craved for the ſlaughter of ſilly Beaſts, becauſe ſuch

was the ſolemn worſhip of Iſrael; how proud may

they be now, to ſee upon their Altars the Fleſh and

Blood of Jeſus Chriſt, which tho in very deed but

a Wafer, yet in the Opinion of Papiſts, is the moſt

ſolemn Worſhip of Rome f You will ſay, that this

Fleſh or Wafer is not ſacrificed to the Virgin Mary:

true indeed, but it is worſe; for it is ſacrificed to God

for her ſake, in honorem Marie. Thus, when I

make much of a Stranger for my Friends ſake, the

Stranger hath the entertainment; and God, upon the

Roman Principles,hath the Sacrifice or the Maſs; but

the Friend, and the good Lady, are the main end,and

Ibid. c. 19. - * -
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the main Perſons I look upon, he in the Entertain

ment, and ſhe in the Sacrifice. *Thus this ſhe Ghoſt

underſtands it: Thou art my ſervant, faies ſhe to a

Prieſt, offering the Firſt-fruits of his Maſs Prieſt

hood, when he was finging his firſt Maſs: Thou are

my ſervant, for I have choſen thee (God uſes to ſpeak

ſo to his Prophets) and I will be glorified in thee: I

dearly love them of your b Order (ſaies ſhe to her St.

jordanes that ſucceeded St. Dominic) becauſe in all

their Divine Services, they both begin andend with my

Praiſes. So, “Go and ſay to that Biſhop, becauſe he

begins his Sermons alwaies with my Praiſes,that I will

be a Mother to him. I could bring to the ſame pur

poſe a hundred like, or worſe Examples. Let the

Roman Catholics ſhew me but one, where any good

Angel ever ſaid as much, or where any Devil ever

ſpoke for more : If they cannot, who may not fear,

what their beſt Monks “oftentimes do, leſt the Spi

rits of former times, which ſeduced Men under the

name of God, of Chriſt, of Angels, and Apoſtles,

now may do worſe underthe name and the apparition

of the ever Bleſſed and Holy Virgin? -

Secondly, This fear and ſuſpicion is ſufficiently e

videnced to be plain truth, by the undecent and fool

iſh waies which this pretended Goddeſs takes, to al

lure Men to theſe Services. Commonly, to compaſs

her ends, ſhe comes down from Heaven it ſeems, but

however from above the Clouds, either with new

Hoods for Friars; or Miters and Gowns for Biſhops;

or Roſes and Garlands for Maids; or Pots of Holy

Water to ſprinkle them all. When ſhe hath over-,

* * Gonon. Chronic. an. 1372, -

* * Leand. Albert, in vita jordan.de viris Illuſtr,

*. Gomon. ib. * Chronic, Deip, an. 1476. . . . . . .
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joied them with theſe Favors, that they may not

want what to ſing, nor what to preach and do in her

ſervice, ſhe tells them ſhe is the Queen of Heaven,

and the very Mother of Grace ; and that they ſhall

find her to be ſo, if they go but to ſuch an Image,

and there build for her an Altar, or ſing to her honor

Sanéia Maria, &c. or ſome other-like Godly An

them. Often times before ſhe leaves them, ſhe will

kiſs them, or ſhew them her fine Breaſts; ſomtimes

give a taſt of her Milk, or acknowledg them for her

Husbands; at the leaſt, before her parting,ſhe is ſure

to perfume the Room, and ſtroak them on their

Heads, and leave them ſome good Books that will

teach them to ſing her Praiſes. The ordinary con

cluſion of all, is this: after ſhe hath well bewitched

them, what with favor, what with perfumes, they

muſt pray to her both day and night; and, if they

can, build her a Church or a Chappel, or do ſome

thing to her honor. To promote this, Devout Peo

ple i. meet with Images lying here and there a

mong Brambles, under Trees, and under Ground,

either crying, or laughing, or doing ſome other won

der that needs muſt be taken notice of ; and when

Men think, that theſe Images call on them merely

for ſuccor, to help them out of thoſe obſcure places

into ſome neighboring Church, it proves commonly

a miſtake; for either the little Imagegrows ſo heavy.

that it is impoſſible to remove it ; or if you remove it

twenty times, you ſhall find it the next Morning in

the ſame place where it was before; and this is the

ordinary token, that there is the place where a Con

vent, or a great Church, or at the leaſt an Altar,

muſt needs be builded. This good Lady hath in the

World hundreds of Churches and Chappels,:
. . ſºládé
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made and ſerved by this device. I need not tell you

where I learn this, for no wiſe Catholic will deny it,

or he ſhall do it to his ſhame. When the Building

muſt be a work of greater charge and importance

then will ſhe take the trouble of beſtirring her fº -

more vigorouſly about it; for in that caſe, either ſhe

will ſet up ſome great Ladder, reaching from the

ground up to Heaven, and there beſpeak a • Church

to herworſhip, or ſhe will come down to ſome Wall,

and there fit like a Shepherdeſs, ſtroaking with her

hand * a flock of Sheep, which ſhall, turn ſpeckled

with black and white under her hand, thereby to give

a fair intimation, that there ſhe muſt have a Con

vent of Monks wearing theſe two colours. Or ſhe

will make Snow in ‘Summer, and tell the Pope of

Rome in a Dream, that John the opulent Citizen

muſt there bury his whole Eſtate, for the building of

St. Maria major, the ſeventh great Church now at

Rome. She will ſometimes alſo ſhew the compaſs

her Church muſt have, either by the means of a

ſtrange Stag, which ſhe will inſpire s to run about,

or ſhe will ſhew it her ſelf with a thred h, which at

this very day is kept for a very great Relic. She

counts it no diſparagement to befound rooſting on the

ground i, under the figure of a Dove; or fitting

down by ak poor Girls ſcrip, whileſt ſhe goes from

her to tell the People where ſhe would have a new

Church ſtand. Her Churches of Montſerrati and

*

Lauretta, ſtand upon harder accounts: for that is

* Gonon, chronic, an 1274.

* Menolog. Ciſterc.7 Odob. * Ideman. 363.

* Odo Giſſeus, Hiš. Virg. Amic.

* Balinghem. in Calend. B. M. 1 April.

Vita S. Menuverci, ap. Sur. 3.}an.,

* Pyreus. Coron, B. V. Trail. 1, c. 12;

built
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built upon a Hill, where ſhe had taken the 1 pains to

keep a Maid alive in her Grave ſix whole Months,

when her Throatwas cut ; and this which ſtands at

Lauretta, was at firſt a private Room in Nazareth;

but the Goddeſs being ſomewhat grieved m for not

being ſo well worſhipped in that Country, as ſhe de

ſerved, tranſported it thence to " Dalmatia, that is

farther then from London to Rome, all in one night;

thence ſhe made it jump over the Sea to Recineti ;

thence back upon a little Hill; whence upon a fourth

jump, it got and ſetled in that place where now all

Catholic Pilgrims do reſort, to be cured of all

Diſeaſes. This admirable Houſe had bin hidden hun

dreds of Years out of Mens ſight (otherwiſe “Vene

rable Bede and Arculphusmight have found it) at laſt,

after more then 1200 Years burial, it ſtarted up a-,

gain into that part of Italy, where now it is. Moſt

of the Marian Churches, as they call them, ſtand all

upon ſuch Fabulous Foundations: and Men muſt not

be taken for Catholics, unleſs they will ſerve the

Spirits, who will play ſuch Pranks to get them

Churches. -

Thirdly, I ſaid that it is a ſtrange Religion, that

ſteers itſelf, and is guided by ſuch abſurd Imperti

nencies. The very ridiculouſneſseſſential and inhe

rent to theſe Paſſages, might ſerve better then the

Cloven foot, to diſcover theſe kinds of Spirits. Men

whowould hearken to their own Reaſon, and lay

Prepoſſeſſion aſide, could not take her for a moſt ho

ly, and a moſt vertuous Virgin, that could at any

* Hiſ;. Miracul. B. V. Montis Serrat. - - -

* Gonon chronic.an. 1292, pag. 179, Edit. Lugd. 1637.

* Turſelin Laretan. Hiſt. l. 1. . . .

• Beda de Locis Sanét. c. 16. - "...

. . . . . . . . . time
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time brag amongſt Men of what ſhe is, and allure

them with Smiles and Kiſſes, to Worſhip her as a

Goddeſs. Or in caſe their Reaſon were ſo weak,

and ſo inveigled with Cuſtom, as not to be able to

ſee ſo much; if inſtead of Conſecrated Wafers, Ho

ly Water, and Signs of the Croſs, which they try

Evil Spirits with, and which thoſe Devils do not

care for, they would but conſult the Example of the

former Ages, and the praćtice of all Faithful People,

much above four thouſand Years; there they might

ſee that the Church of God ever had Angels, É.

Saints, had Deliverers, and ſometimes Workers of

great Miracles, and yet never had one Altar, nor

one Chappel, nor one Image to ſerve them with :

And that if the very beſt of all their either Saints or

Angels, had called for any ſuch Service, they would

have thought him qualified rather for Execration,

then for Worſhip. The Women of Arabia did

come far ſhort of the Papiſts in their Devotions to the

Virgin, yet St. Epiphanius calls what they did P Di

abolical ; and plainly tells them, That the Devil had

put them upon the conferring of ſuch Honors. What

manner of Spirit muſt it be then, that falls himſelf,

and puts the others upon ſeeking and craving them.

If the Bleſſed Pirgin, ſales the Pious and Learned

* Father, have had a naturaldeath and burial, let her

fleep and reſt in peace: If ſhe have bin ſlain by the

fword, let her be celebrated among the Martyrs: (for in

thoſe daies, it ſeems, her end was not known) If ſhe

hath ſeen no death at all (for no man, ſaies he, knows

her end) then let her be as Elias, who alſo was a Vir

gin, and was taken up into Heaven. None of thºſe

* Epiphanius conſ. 4ntidicomar, pag. 443. Edit, Baſil.
A lbidem. . . . . Z - - - - - - - - - -
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Saints was ever adored; and if Godwill not have the

Angels, much leſs Anna's Daughter, that is, the Vir

gin to be ſo. Churches, Altars, public Praiers,Vows

and Sacrifices, do betoken by their own nature, and

ſet out a ſupreme Adoration, to the higheſt degree

that it can reach to. For if Adoration, or Bowingand

Worſhipping in general, may ſometimes ſignifie no

more then a kind of Civil Honor, as when 'tis ſaid,

Abraham adored or bowed himſelf before the People,

Gen. 23. Powing, Sacrificing, and eretting of Altars

or Churches, denotes alwaies Soveraign Worſhip :

theſe Aćts, as the Jeſuits themſelves confeſs *, ha

ving in themſelves this inherent and proper ſenſe,

which no private Intention can make lower,as ſome

times it doth Bowing and Kneeling. Therefore they

take it for a goed evidence,to prove our Savior Chriſt

to be God, becauſe the Church honors him with Tem

ples, Altars, and Oblations: and ſo, ſaies Bellarmin,

if Chriſt were not truly God, never ſuch an Idol were

in the world. And by the ſame reaſon, if the Vir

gin be not a Goddeſs with all her Churches & Obla

tions, in good earneſt what ſhall ſhe be? Here no

Grove, nor hardly the ſhade of a green Leaf, covers

their ſin. The Whore may kiſs hard her Neighbor,

and ſay, ſhe kiſſes him as a dear Friend; but ſhe can

not lie with him, and put it off in the ſame way,

ſaying, ſhe doth it meerly upon her dear Hus

bands account, becauſe the other was his Kinſ

man: this ſaying proclames her to be a moſt bold im

pudent Woman, as the very Aét proclames her light

* Id, contr. Collyrid, pag. 448. . . - -

* Bellarm. de Santt. Beatitud. l. I. c. 12. ſett. Tertia jecies Co

fler. in Enchirid. ‘. -

* Bell. de Christo. l. i. e.8, ſea. Denique amnes.

-> r and
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and guilty in all the reſt. For my part, I like them

better, who tell ingenuouſly what they do, and

following the Trade of Idolaters, think they may uſe

as well their Language. Sacrificemus, &c, ſay ſome of

them ", that is, Let us Sacrifice to the Queen of Hea

zen, and pour out to her Drink-offerings, Jerem. 44.

17. Hereboth Jews and Romans hit juſt upon the

fame Idol: the Moon for thoſe ; the Virgin Mary

(whom they repreſent by the Moon) for theſe ; and

the Queenof Heaven for both. - -

* Abbas Livriacenſis in Roſet. Exercit.Spiritual. Tit.4, c.6.

Concerning the daily Services beſtowedup

on the Virgin Mary. . * * * -

HE Virgin Mary, that is, the Ghoſt that

walks and appears under her name, doth not

poſſeſs theſeChurches in vain: For firſt, They muſt

ſerve for keeping eight great and univerſal Holy

daies, which ſhe is allowed every Year; the Annun

ciation, Conception, &c. God the Father, under the

Law, had but three ſuch ; and God and Chriſt at

Rome havebut eight. So ſhe and her Son, are as to

this, both of them pretty equal ſharers. ; 2. So are

they too inevery Week; for if Chriſt hath the Sun

day, ſhe hath the Saturday before it, and therein that

... Weekly Office, ſo famous among them for Miracles,

qnd ſo plentiful of Bleſſings; which Service is i.
- * - LI - £d,
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led, Officium Sabbatinum, that is the Office of the

saturday. But do not think that there is one day,

in which you may excuſe your ſelf from ſome other

more private daily Praiers and daily Praiſes to her

‘Honor.

1. Not from Praiers; For the beſt Maſters of

Popery ſay, that as you cannot live any one day

in the week, without the Influences of ſome of the

Planets: ſo can you neither, without the ſpecial

Aſſiſtance of the Saints; and that the Virgin Mary

being the true, or the Original and ſuper-celeſtial

Moon, Luna archetypa & Supramundana, that both

qualifies, and immediatly pours down all the Bleſ

ſings, which you can expect from other Saints, as

the other Moon doth the good Influences, which

you receive from the other Planets; tis, more then

fit you ſhould pray to her every Day, and order your

I)evotions ſuitably to the Temper and ſtrength of

the Star, that rules the ſame day. For example,

they ſay that upon Munday the Moon hath a pro

per faculty of tempering the Heat of the Blood ; then

come with an office ſhort or long, that is proper to

that and every Munday; and pray to the Virgin for

Modeſty and Chaſtity. Upon Tueſday, wherein

Mars reigns, you muſt pray to the Virgin again, but

not ſo much for Modeſty, as for Zealand Strength

and Courage. Upon Wedneſday, which is the day

of Mercury, the Merchants muſt pray to her for

good Trade; and the Lawiers, for Eloquence. Up

on Thurſday, which is the day of jupiter, call on

the Virgin for high Deſigns. Upon the Friday, be

cauſe of Venus, for loving kindneſs, and Charity.

Upon the Saturday, becauſe of Saturn , for Pru

* Salazar. Proverb, c,8. v. 34, n. 435. . . . .
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dence. And finally upon Sunday, becauſe the Sun is

conceived to rule that day; you are directed to pray

to her, for clear and bright underſtanding about Su

pernatural Myſteries. You may likewiſe upon any

of the ſeven daies pray for one ofthe ſeven Gifts; for

tho they proceed originally from the Holy Ghoſt,

they do not think they come toyou otherwiſe then

through the Virgin. In doing this, they warrant

you, * that you ſhall find both the Virgin May

propitious, and the Scripture true,which ſaies (when

moſt impiouſly miſapplied from Chriſt to a Crea

ture ) Bleſſed is the man, or, all ſorts of Bleſſings will

light upon the man, who hears the Virgin Mary, and

watches every day at Her Gates. Prov. 8.34.

2. This Goddeſs expects alſo after your Praiers,

your daily Praiſes; and herein this is the Method,

which great men of the Papal Communion b mind

you to obſerve : Meditate ſay they upon the Mun

day, thoſe Things, that preceded Her Birth; how

ſhe was conceived without original Sin: how ſhe was

adored by Angels : and how “ ſhe had ſublimer

thoughts, and a better uſe of her Reaſon, being yet

in her Mothers womb, then men and women uſe

to have, when they are come to a full age. Upon

Tueſday, you muſt mind her Education and Courſe

of life; how ſhe was at three years of age brought to

the Temple: how there ſhe was ſhut up like a Nun;

how there in the Sanétuary, where by Gods Law the

very High Prieſt is not ſuffered to come in oftener,

then once in a year , She was fed by the Cherubims,

till ſhe was fit for a Husband: then how much the

* Salazar, ibid.

* 7ob. Mauburnes in Roſeto Exerc, spirit. Tit. 4. c.6.

* S. Bernardin. Serm. De Nativ. B.M. a. 1. c. 2. .
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Prieſts were perplexed about either keeping her there

any longer againſt the Law, or marrying her againſt

her Wow; and how being raviſhingly fair, ſuch a

bright Light ſparkled about her Face, that with

out ſomehelp from above, no mans Eies durſt look

upon her. On the Wedneſday 3 your task is her

Fulneſs of Grace, and how ſhe is an unfathomable

Abyſſe, whence all Angels, and Saints, and ſinners

muſt draw whatever they want. On Thurſday, you

muſt admire her ſingular Priviledges; her Immacu

late Conception; her Impoſſibility of ſinning: her

Dominion over all the world, Men and Angels;

Saints and Devils, &c. On Friday, make it your

buſineſs to meditate on her Paſſion, and on her con

curring with our Savior, while he was upon the

Croſs, towards the Redemtion of Mankind. On

Saturday ; admire all her Joies upon Earth ;

when the Archangel fell on his knees, and ſung to

her Ave Maria, &c. but remember that this joiful

Devotion muſt not excuſe you from one Syllable of

her weekly Sabbatin Office. On Sunday, you have

a fit time to admire her Aſſumtion, and all her glori

ous Joies in Heaven. What theſe are ſhe may beſt

tell you them her ſelf. Firſt, ſaies e ſhe to S. Arnal:

phu, a huge great mignion of this Ghoſt, my firſt

joy is, that at my Aſſumtion there, I found a greater

Glory then can be uttered or thought of ; and that

my Glorious fulneſs goes beyond that of both Saints

and Angels. My ſecond Joy is, when I do ſee the

whole Celeſtial Hierarchy irradiated about by me,

juſt as the day is by the Sun. My third Joy is, to

ſee both the Hoſts of Heaven to obey me; and the

• Dionyſ. Cartbus l. 1. de Laud. Marie. c. 32. -

5 Henriquez Menol. Ceſtero. 3:?un. hol
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whole Trinity to agree kindly with me... My fift

Joy is (for my Author hath not the fourth ) to ſee

my devout worſhippers thriving both in this and the

other life, according to my hearts deſire. My fixt

Joy is, to find my ſelf highly exalted above all An

gels, and by a fingular Priviledg, ſet cloſe to the

Trinity. My ſeventh Joy is, to be ſure, that this

great Glory of mine ſhall never fail. . She confirmed

the ſelfſame thing, * to S. Thomas of Canturbury. So

upon the credit of two diſtinčt Apparitions, all this

is as true as the reſt; and you have workenough for

a whole week. -

... 3. But here is more; when you have ſufficiently

diſcharged all the Duties, which belong to the Year,

to the Week, and to the Day; you muſt think of

the Seven Hours. In former times, of twelve hours

in the day, the Church had appointed Seven, called

the ſeven Canonical hours for the public Service of

God; and now ſince Mary is come abroad, and the

Monks g are in requeſt; The Roman Church thinks it

norobbery to make her Lady as to this, (tho with

leſſer obligation ) equal to God. Pope Zºrban the

ſecond is the firſt, that, as their h beſt Hiſtorians

ſay, inſtituted a proper Office to her honor upon

theſe hours: and if you believe their beſt Divines

in theſe matters; it were great pity we ſhould do

leſs. For fince the Pſalmiff, ſaies i Gazeus, did

bleſs himſelf for praiſing the Lord ſeven times a day,

becauſe of his Righteous judgments. Pſal. 119. why

ſhould not Roman Catholics do as much for their

f Chronic. Deip. an 1228.

* Dominic, d Soto. l. Io. de juſtit. a jure. q.3.a. 4.
* Barcm. Tom. I 1. an. Io93. - - -

# 4l. Gazeus de Offic.B. M. pag. 69. (970.
W. Lady,
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Lady, their good Mother, and Protećtrix, becauſe

of her loving Mercies 3 knowing this that the Eter

nal God, as well as the King Ahaſverus, Eſther 6.

will have her whom he honors, thus honored, that

is at his ſeven Canonical hours. And plain Catho

lic Reaſon, ſay their great k Maſters of Myſteries,

will have it ſo. I. At Night, that is very early in

the Morning; becauſe then appears in Heaven a

certain Star, which they do call Tranſmontana,

which guides Sea-men in the Right way: and ſo

doth the Virgin, Roman Sailers, the true Sea Star,

Stella Maris, who, if they praiſe her devoutly, will

fteer them ſafe out of this World into the Haven

where they wouldbe. 2. At prime, when there ap

pears another called Diana, that goes before the

Sun : and ſo doth alſo the Virgin Mary. 3. At

Tierce, adTertiam, that is in our account about nine

of the Clock; becauſe we then begin to be hungry :

and tis ſhe, as they ſay, that provides for us the

Bread of life. 4. At the ſixth, that is at Noon, be

cauſe then the Sun is very hot ; and therefore we

muſt then praiſe her, and pray to her (but why not

him: ) that ſhe be pleaſed to inflame us with Cha

rity. 5. At Nine, that is at three in the Afternoon ;

becauſe the Sun declines then towards ſetting: and

tis ſhe that takes care of us, when we decay. 6. At

Peſpers, after Sun-ſet ; becauſe curlife being at an

end, they ſay ſhe then mainly ſuccors her Worſhip

pers at the dangerous time of death. 7. Laſtly

at Completory, when tis quite dark; becauſe when

our life is quite gon, then ſhe intercedes for her

dead Servants, and procures them good admittance

into her heavenly Manſions.

* Quell. Durand. Ration.l.3 c.1.ſub fin. 'Miſſal Paris. An.*:: -

O.
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So by this (which they call officium parvum )

hourly Office, the Marian and the Christian Ser

vice, like ſo many Veins and Arteries, run both to

gether through all the Parts of theRoman life. Night

and day, and at every hour, the Praiers and Prai

ſes of the Virgin Mary never muſt depart from

their hearts, nor if it be poſſible from their Mouths

too. And in the Monaſteries, the great Scholes of

Piety, there is no Service for God Almighty, nor

any time left for his worſhip, but the Lady hath a

ſhare in it. And here learn from a Saint, and a

Cardinal beſides, how far this Marianiſm, (for it

is no Chriſtianity) might well go farther... " His

Brother Marinus being full of this Roman Spirit,

when yet he was but a young man, puts off his Clo

thes, and inſtead of a halterabout his Neck, with

a lethern Girdle, which before he had about his

loines: he ties himſelf to the Altar: Vowes and

gives himſelf up to the Virgin Mary upon the ac

count of being her flave: then whips himſelfin ſuch

a manner, as one would hardly whip a wicked

wretch and in theſe words reſigns himſelf into her

hands. My glorious Mišíreſs and Lady, and the true

Model of all Pertues, whom I have offended by the rot

tenneſs of my Fleſh ; All I have more mºerewith to

help myſelf, I give it up to thee to ſerve thee with. I

fubmit the neck of my heart to the Dominion of thy

Ilignity. Order thou my rebellious ſelf: undertake

the #ubborn: and let not thy Mercy rejećt the ſinner.

By this ſmallOffering ( 'twas a ſum of mony which

he laid down at her Altar) I do now give over to thee

whole Eſtate; andfrom this time ever hereafter, I will

pay to thee the yearly Rent, or Tribute, of the ſame, as

* Damian. Epiſt. 1, 2, E, 14. . . - :

- * * * long
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tong as I ſhall live. Papiſts may call this as they

pleaſe; the beſt Iſraelites in their moſt ſolemn A.

dorations never did and ſaid half ſo much before the

Lord. Deuter. 26. I2. and the beſt Chriſtians, can

doand ſay nothing to God the Savior, that expreſ.
ſes more. - - -

This height of palpable Idolatry procured at ſe

veral occaſions, remorſe and ſhame to its Authors,

in the very darkeſt Ignorance before it could be

well ſettled. For few years after ſome had brought

in this Office, * Gozo, an eloquent and acute Monk,

prevailed ſofar with his reaſon upon the whole Mo.

naſtery, that theſe ſolemn Praiers and Praiſes of the

Virgin were quite voted out of Gods Service. But

alas ! preſently after this voting, it fared juſt with

theſe poor Monks, as it had don once with the jews,

when they had left worſhipping the Moon. £erem,

44. 18. Since we, ſay they, left off to burn Incenſe to

the Queen of Heaven, we have wanted all things: a mal

have been conſumed by the Sword,89 by the Famine.For

then it ſeems,there fell upon the Country,where the

Convent was ſituated, ſuch a complication ofwars,

and troubles (which Cardinal Damian, moved with

a quite other Spirit then jeremy was, in the like

caſe, interpreted to be Judgmentsinflićted on them

by the ſame Queen ), that they were perſwaded to

worſhip heragain: and then preſently all was well.

Whoſoever (then preached S. Damian ) hath turn

-ed 9 out of this monastery the bleſſed Mother of true

‘Piety, it is fit be ſhould be turned out, and whirled

about with tribulations, and Stormes. But turn ye

unto me again ſaies the Lord by the Prophet, and I

will return unto you ſaies the Lord; he ſhould have

* Ganon, chronic, an 1056. ." chronicon, ibid. ---

ſaid,*-
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ſaid, ſaies the Lady; and then the Impertinency

had beenº The likebut more ſhelliſh Il

luſion, (if their ſtory be true) happened to the

Carthuſian P Order. For when they were as poor,

as they are now rich ; ſome of them lookt on this -

new Marian Worſhip, as nothing leſs then perni

cious: and the others were ſo much perplexed,

what with it, what with the horror of the wild

place wherein they were, that they thought of

leaving both the Place, and the Miracle of the ſe

ºven Stars. But then comes to them an old man,

with long white and curled Hair , who aſſured

them from God, (as he pretended) that the Vir

gin Mary would protećt them, if they would but

read every day Preces ejus Horarias, that is herſmall

Office at the due hours. So without any more ado

they tookher for their Patroneſs,and conſequently

for their ſhe God; and ſince that time her Praiers

went on. A while after the old man, came an An

gel, q who adviſed them to put in between the firſt

andthe thirdhour, Ave ſanita Parens, and one Maſs

more to her Glory; and if you pleaſe to believe

all, Chriſt himſelf dićtated a Rule to S. Briget,

where he commands them ofthat Order, to repete

everyday the ſaid Service. -

No mortal tongue can expreſs, how much

that ambitious Spirit, who aſſum the Virgin Maries

Name, is delighted with-the-hearing of thoſe Prai

ers. She now and then will come to ſay *-them her

ſelf, when tired or fick Friers, as Herman was once,

* Surius in vita Brunon. 6.0&lpb.

* chronic. Cartbus. l. 3. c. 3. -

* Anton. Caracciol, ap. Al. Gaz, pag. IoS.

* Al. Gazeus. de Offic. B. M. pag. 94, Edit. Atrebar. 1622.

call notX.
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cannot do it. She will come down alſo and leave

Heaven and all to hear them, and in a Majeſtic

Apparel will ſmile upon, and kiſs the Choriſters, if

they happen to ſing them well 5 and if this be not

encouragement enough, She will make her Son (a

..Baby whom ſhe commonly carries about ), run a

bout them, and exhort them * to be fervent in her

Service: and tell them that nothing can ever be more

acceptable to God Almighty,then is the honorwhich

they ſhall beſtow on his Mother: eſpecially when

they fall upon ſome verſes, as is in ſinging the Te

Deum, When thou tookeši, &c. thou did:# not abhor

the Pirgins Womb, Y her heart jumps and leaps with

joy, and ſo St. Ludgard adviſes his friend then to

bow down to the very ground. At the words Eja

Advocata, * ſhe promiſes to ſpeak to her Son. At

theſe words of the Antiphone, Pultra es, & deco

ra, " that is, thou artfair and gracious, She preſent

ly came with two Angels, and proud with hearing

her Beauty praiſed, ſhe tock a young man from the

Altar, and perſwaded him to take her for his Wife,

ſince ſhe was ſo beautiful. Hence her Roman

Chaplains argue well , " that if ſhe be ſo taken

with ſome Parcels of her Office, how much muſt

ſhe be with the whole. It is upon this account,

and her being charmed with theſe Careſſes, that ſhe

hath nothing about her too dear for her Spiritual

Courtiers. She leaves all her Nobles above, to

converſe veiled and * hooded, and ſing like a de

* Chronic. Deip, an 1230.

* Wadd Annal Min. Tom. 3. an. 1338.

* Gaz. Ibid.p. 99. " Stell. B. V. l. 12, c. 10, Gazeus. p. 91.

* Al Gazeus de Offic. B. V. Pag 8. -

* Gomon, Chronic, an. 234.

WOut
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voutNun, among her white and black Friers; ſhe

feigns to admire them, when they ſing ; ſhe kiſſes

them when they have ſung; and whilſt ſhe is hot

and buſy with an exceſſive Paſſion to divert, by all

means poſſible, theſe ſupreme and Divine Services

from God to a mere Creature, nothing diſco

vers the Devil more, then this fooliſh overdoing.

But to lay aſide theſe fond kindneſſes of kiſſing,

ſuckling, and marrying men, and hiding them un

der her Coat, which a Faireſs, or a white witch

could better do; the Magnificency of her Promi

ſes, backt as they are by the Roman Church, muſt

be a greaterTemtation. For what would you have

more temting then this? By this ſaving Office; ſay

they, h “ifyou uſe it now, eſpecially when his

“Holineſs hath improved it with Apoſtolical Indul

“gences; I. You may lay claim to Heaven, not

* merely upon the title ofmercy from God, but by

“ that of Juſtice and Condignity, as your own

“Right. 2 You may ſatisfy Divine Juſtice, both

“for your ſins and the ſins of others. 3. What

“would you have more? by theſe Praiers what

“ſoever you can ask in the Name of the Savior, and

“in the name of the Savioreſs Mary too, you ſhall

“receive it. For who can be ſo incredulous, as

“not to be ſure to have all; in order to his real

“Good and Salvation, by this form of Praier, thus

“approved of by the Church; recommended by

“God himſelf: ( they mean the little Baby, who

bids men to pray to his Mother ) and in an eſpecial

manner conſecrated to the Virgin Maries Service 3

What a hot friend ſhe proves to be, and how Zea

lous to undertake for the fillieſt Fellow, that is her

* Al. Gazeus ſupra, pag. 69. . . . .

- X 2 - Client,
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Client, s. Damian can beſt tell you i. A pitiful.

ſottiſh Man, who had fio ſpark of Grace in him,

but that he could ſingAve Maria, and bow, paſſing,

by her Altar, had bin deprived of his Penfion by a

Biſhop, who thought himſelf bound in Conſcience

to free the Church from ſuch a Wretch. But then

the Goddeſs comes by night, and fills foul upon the

Prelat; and being ſeconded by an Angel, who had

a burning Taper in one hand, and a luſty whip in the

orher: What, ſlies he, wrongſt thou my Chaplain, and

takešf thou from him what thou did? not give : Atlaſt,

after many ſound ſtripes, the Biſhop being taught

good manners, was glad to cry out peccavi, and to

reſtore to that worthy Man, the ſtipends which he

had kept from him, * > .

This is but a temporal Concern; but here is one

which is Eternal. It is ſomewhat long, but it con

cerns all Men to know it, and I have it from the

ſame Saint k. An ugly Fellow named Baſis, who

died a ſudden death, had the good luck to die ſo

in coming from Cne of our Ladies Churches.

He havingbin in his Coffin the greateſt part of the

night after his death, roſe up out of it ſuddenly,both

affrighted,and affrighting others: for with a terrible

tone he cried for Praiers & Litanies, to ſcareaway.

thoſe ugly Spirits who watch'd for him about the

Room: and at laſt being come to himſelf (for 4ve

Maria, and Holy Water, had ſoon frighted the De

vils away) when my poor Soul, ſaies he, parted from

me, preſently came on ſome black Troopers; this

Fellow, ſaid they, is, our prize, for he hath ever

lived after the Fleſh, and never knew what the Spi

- Cardin. Bamian. I ?. Ep. 14) -

* Card. Damian. ſupra. - - .

2 - I1;
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rit was. His good Angel could ſay nothing, but

that he was dead in the ſervice of their Miſtreſs the

Queen of Heaven, and that whoſoever hath her fa

vor, cannot periſh by the power of any Judg. To

this they make bold to reply, that God being Juſt,

would do nothing for a Sinner to their prejudice;

and thereupon the Devils grew ſo earneſt after their

Prey, and the Angels, on the other ſide, ſo remiſs

in keeping their charge, that the Wretch was upon

the point of being given up, as he deſerved; when, ,

behold the Queen of Heaven came among them, and

an Army of Celeſtial Soldiers with her, and with

ſuch a ſplendor beſides, that the Devils durſt not

lookup. Nevertheleſs, with reverence they pro

teſted againſt the wrong which the former Angels,

had done them, in detaining from them theirjuſt

Prey ; and that if God and ſhe were juſt, they could

not reſcue ſuch a ſinner out of their hands. The

Queen confeſſed he had bin ſo, but yether Son and

Lord would never ſuffer, that one, who had ended .

his daies in her ſervice, as this Fellow had done in

going to viſit her Church, ſhould ever ſuffer their

Cruelty; and withal he had confeſſed, tho hehad

not the time to do Penance. Hence the Devil took

a fit time to tell her what a Villain he was, and what

ugly Abomination he had never confeſſed (and that

is true, flies the revived Man of himſelf) at which

the Mother ofMercy ſtarted: but at laſt,after a kind.

of modeſt ſilence in reverence to this plain truth,

having ſomewhat recovered her ſelf; It is as}.

ſay, ſaies ſhe, but yet of courſe Mercy goes before

Judgment. Go back again to thy Body, ſaies ſhe

to him, and then confeſs to ſuch a Prieſt (whom ſhe

named) what theſe Spirits lay to thy chargeà
- " * - all C. :
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and in my name charge ſuch Friars, (whom ſhe na-.

med alſo) to take upon them thy Penance. Then

come again without delay, for I will not ſtir hence

till thou come. The Raſcal being confeſſed, ſaies

the Cardinal Damian, and the Holy Friars having

taken upon themſelves the ſatisfaction enjoined

him by the Confeſſor, died again, but as ſweetly,

as if he had but fallen aſleep. A happy Sinner in

deed,who can find ſuch a Savioreſs, as will give way

to all his Crimes, and ſecure him from puniſhment.

iMen troubled in their Conſciences, and unwilling

to leave their fins, do not conſider the Abſurdity,

tho viſible, in all ſuch Stories,but ſee their own con

veniency; and what could pleaſe and fit then bet

ter, then ſuch a protećting Goddeſs? -

Add to this Enchantment of daily Praiers to the

Virgin, the Devotion of Faſting and Hearing one

Maſs to her Honor every Saturday; the Temtation

will be ended, and your Soul ſafe. This weekly

piece of Devotion on Saturday, Officium Sabbati

num, is grounded, as they ſay, upon three Rea

ſons. 1. Becauſe the Saturday and the Sunday, or

the Ladies day and the Lords day, as do the Lord

and the Lady, go together. 2. Becauſe as God the

Father reſted upon that day, andkept it holy under

the Law, ſo muſt the Goddeſs his Daughter and

Wife do the like under the Goſpel. 3. Becauſe ſhe

is an entrance to Eternal Life, as Saturday is to the

Sunday. But if you will be ſo refračtory as not to

acquieſce in theſe Reaſons, be you ſatisfied with a

Miracle. They ſay, m that in the Year 770. (it is

pity it did not happen, ſooner, that the Holy Apo

' Durand. Rational. l. 4. c. 1, - . . . "

* Gonon. Chron, an. 770.

ſtles
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ſtles and the Fathers might have obſerv'd it) a great

Cortin, that hanged before our Ladies Image all the

Week long, was miraculouſly drawn up, as they

ſuppoſe, into Heaven, from Friday at Veſpers, to

Sunday Night; ſo that the People could ſee her

Face for the ſpace of 24 hours, and adore her ac

cordingly. This Miracle conſtantly veiling and un

veiling the Virgin Mary on Saturday, as well

as the other, that the Night of her Aſſumtion made

all ſorts of Lights burn without waſting, is quite

aboliſh'd : But the Benefit, and the Charm to in

duce you to hear her Maſs, Miſſa de S. Maria in

Sabbato, is ſtill the ſame if you believe them, and,

by what Men find ſince, far greater. It may be now

they will not be ſoplain withyou, as the poorWid

dow * was with the Robber one day, to tell you;

Sir, do what you pleaſe all the Week long,§
abſtain from doing ſo on Saturday; this one daies

Abſtinence will ſo far expiate all, that either dead

or alive, you ſhall have time both to confeſs and to

eſcape: but they will induce you to faſt then, and

to hear Maſs to the Honor of their Goddeſs, b.

ſuch miraculous Paſſages, as muſt oblige you #
hearkened to, to believe more. Witneſs the Heald

of that Villain, which being * cut off, tumbled

down a Hill to the very door of a Maſs Prieſt, aſ

there both cried for, and obtained accordingl:

Confeſſion and Salvation together. Witneſs al

the Roſe o growing in ſign of Salvation out of the

Mouth, and appearing upon the Tomb of that o

ther debauched Fellow, who eſcaped Hell merely

* Thom. Cantiprat. de Abib. l.2, c. 29, n. 24, | -

* Ibidem

* Vincent. Bellaar, i. 7, c. 102. S. 103, . . . ºn fy

- - upc
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upon the account of not having raviſheda Maid,

both becauſe her name was Mary, and that it was on

a Saturday. So thankful and ſenſible is this God

deſs for mean Services; and ſo either blind and in

dulgent to great Abominations. I forbear the pro

ducing of more inſtances to this purpoſe, becauſe

they may be both too well known, and too great

ſhares toour Catholic Proſelytes. Here the Car

nal and the SpiritualWhoredom, ſufficiently help

one another. -

*

M G HAP. VIII.

Of anotherſecial Inducement to Popery, by

a more eaſe way of ſerving the Virgin by

Beads, which they call the Roſary.

f_ _ good Ladies hourly Service. For they “hold,

that theſe two are the Wings in Ezek. 1. that carry

up the Cherubims, that is, the Devotions of Pious

Souls into Heaven: and the two golden ſtaves, Ex

wd. 25. wherewith the Ark of the Lord, or rather

“our Ladies Covenant is carried over the whole

World. And if they ſeem to carnal-Eies but con

itemtible, thereby the better they reſemble the two

º:elebrated Goſpel Mites, which being devoutly of.

fered to the merciful Queen of Heaven, and caſt in:

ſº I "HE Roſary muſt needs come in, after the

* Al. Gazews.de offic.B. V. Pagéz. & 68. -

- * * - - £O
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to her Treſury, Luk. 21. go far beyond| figh

eſt Gifts. The Roſary, otherwiſe called the Virgins

Pſalter, is a new manner of praying, which, ſaies

Navarrus," never was, nor can ever be valued at

what it is worth : for it is made up of 150 Ave Ma.

ries, and 15 Pater, tacked together with little but

tons upon a ſtring. There was before in the Rºman

Church a leſſer ſet of 50 4ves and 5 Paters, which

they call Beads; and a middle one of 63, in memory

of all the years which, they ſay, the Virgin lived

hereupon Earth; which is called the Virgins Crown,

Corona Marie. Theſe had bin " intended by an

Fremite for the uſe of Soldiers, who had no better

Books, nor could conveniently carry them to the

. Holy war. But this of 150 Aves, and 15 Paters, both

run over devoutly, and medicated on together, is a

quite other kind of thing, as wellinworth, as Ex

tent. They ſay that the Goddeſs her ſelf inſpired

it to St. Dominic about the year 1200, and blazed

it abroad into the world in the fight of 12009 men,

with both the ſound and the ſplendor of ſuch won

derful Miracles, as, if true, muſt needs make it moſt

Authentic. I am as unwiling as any man to trou

ble my ſelf with Romances. But let us not beloth

§: hear, what men turning Papiſts are given over to

elieve.
- . -

When firſt St. Dominic began to preach this Ro

ſary, there fell a Demoniac * at his feet, and cra

yed his aid againſt the Devils, who did then make

him roar and blaſpheme. Wherefore the Saint be

* Mart. Navar. PeFoſar. Miſcell. i. p. 1.

* Guilielm. Tyrius de Bello ſacro. - -

d**-*-i-º-o-º-º-ºw.&c.
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ing well pleaſed with this occaſion of confirming

by ſome ſtrange Feats, what he had Preached, leaves

his Sermon; and in the Name, ſaies he, both of the

Virgin Mary, and of her Service, which Iſtand for,

O Helliſh Spirits I command you, to anſwer me to

theſe Queſticns. 1. You muſt tell me, wherefore

you torment this poorMan, and how many you are

in him. Wo unto us, ſay the Spirits, it is not in our

power to reſiſt this Adjuration: We have taken hold

of him, both becauſe of his Irreverence to the

Virgin Mother of God, (tho we hate her as much as

he doth)3 becauſe of his unbelief for ever ſince this

Month and more, that thou art Preaching the Ro

fary, this Heretic hath continued as incredulous as

before. Now we are fifteen thouſand Devils in .

him, becauſe he did blaſpheme againſt the Roſary,

whereof the Ave contains five words, and the whole

Pſalter fifteen Paters, that this Raſcal offered to

laughat. 2. Saies St. Dominic, by this Roſaryyou

muſt tell me, Whether all that I have Preached con

cerning it, be true or not. Then all the Devils be

gan to fall to fearful Curſings and Howlings, why

did we not choak this baſe Fellow when we took

him 2 Now it is too late, for this Holy Man holds

usin fiery Chains, ignitia Catenis, and forces us to

ſpeak the truth. So hear ye all Men and Women,

Whatever this our bitter enemy hath ſpoken, either of .

Mary, or of her Roſary, is very true; and unle/3 ye

believe it, you ſhallperiſh. 3. Thirdly, ſaies S. Do

minic, you muſt tell me, Who is the Man whom you

hate moſt. Thee, ſay the Devils, for with thySer

mons and Praiers, thou ſheweſt every one the way of

getting to Paradiſe, and eſcaping out of our Hands.

Then the Saint being modeſt at this, and confeſſing

himſelf

|
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himſelf a great ſinner: Curſed be, ſay they, this ci

wility, which puts us all to this torture. 4. Fourth

ly, S. Dominic throwing his Mantle about this De

moniacs Neck, which made him ſpue ugly matter;

I muſt, ſaies he, know of you, who is the greateſt

Saint in Heaven, whom you fear moſt, and whom

Men ought to love and ſerve beſt. At this Query,

the Devils roared ſo horribly, that all the People

fell to the ground: O Dominic, Dominic, ſaid they,

have ſome compaſſion; be content with what Hell makes

as ſuffer, and do not put us to new Torments. At the

Jeaſt, we beſeech thee, do not force us to anſwer to this

publicly. (it ſeems they would have condeſcended

to an Auricular Confeſſion.) Nay, ſaies Dominic,

but you ſhall give a clear and public anſwer. But

they being a little ſtubborn, St. Dominic falls on his

knees, and thus praies to the Virgin Mary: O moſt

excellent Virgin, by the Power of this thy Pſalter, 1

Aeſeech the make# Enemies of Mankind to ſatisfy

my Queſtion. At this Praier, preſently Flames of

Fire burſt out at the Mouth of the poor Wretch:

and all the Devils cried out,by the Paſſion cf Chriſt,

the Merits of the Virgin Mary, and the Suffrages

of the Holy Church, we beſeech thee, O Dominic,

do not keep ushere any longer. The Holy Angels

can revele to theeat any time what thou wilt know;

and as for us, we are ſuch Liars, as no Chriſtian

can believe us. But the Saint fell to another

Praier, o worthieſt Mother of Wiſdom, for the Sal

vation of this good People, who have learned in this

Roſary to ſalute thee, force thou theſe Enemies to de

clare to us the plain truth. He had ſcarce made an

end of Praying, when behold, ſhe comes with a

Troop of above an hundred Angels armed with gol
-" - Y 2 den
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deh weapons; and in the midſt of them the Vir

gin with a golden Rod fell foul on the Devils Backs.

hen fell all the Devils to new howlings; O Dam.

hing foe, who emtieſt Hell, and makeſt the beſt

way to Heaven; theu doſt force usagainſt our will

i. out truth, and our own Confuſion. Hear

ye therefore, O Chriſtians; This Mother of chrift

is toº potent to preſerte her devout Servants from ever

falling into our hands. It is ſhe, who breaks all our

Tlots; and we confeſs, that whoſoever keeps to her

Adoration and Service, can never be damned with

as 5 we never can prevail againſtº one of her Peo

ple. She ſaves many againſt our Rights; at the ves

#y moment of Death ; and were it not that ſhe fru

#rates all our Deſigns, we might have long ago made

all her Church %; from the Faith. To ſay all in a

word; no man who makes uſe of her Roſary, can be

damned. S. Dominic having by this time what he

lookt for, bids the People to ſay the Roſary; then

O Miracle never to be forgotten at every Ave Ma

ria, a Troop of Devils under the figure of burning.

Coals, breaks out of that Heretics Body; and be:

ing all out, The Virgin gives them her Bleſſing,

and goes her way. The Concluſion and deſign of

all this is, all ſorts of People from that time applied

themſelves ini. 'earneſt to the uſe of the Roſary,

and to the worſhip of Mary. Chriſtandall his Apo

ſiles never thought of making thus the Devils to

preach his Goſpel; no more did Moſes, or Elias

employ them ſo, to confirm the Law. It ſeems the

Roſary, as to its end, hath neither Chriſt, nor Eli

as, nor Moſes, nor any true Saint to favor it; and

therefore tisfio wonder, if it was helped by other

Wales. - * - - - - - -

-
Never
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Nevertheleſs all the World was not ſo generally

blind and ſottiſh, as not to ſee, that the Devil could

tell a ly, and juggle then with S. Dominic; and ſo

this new ſort of ſervice having no better ground to

ſtand upon, then the warranty of the Devil, made ſo

little Progreſs in the world, that the ſame ſprite

under the Name of the Virgin Mary 4oo years af.

ter was fain to appear * to another Saint, and

with extraordinary Favors, C as Rings made of

her own hair; and milk which ſhe Drew qut of

her own Breſt) to enchant him to the ſame Ser
WiCC,

-

At the firſt it was called our Ladies f Pſalter: be

cauſe the Lady hath there 15o Salutations, as in the

Bible the Lord hath 150 Pſalmes. Now it is called

the Roſary, either becauſe of the Sweet Comforts,

that, g as they ſay, it perfumes Devout Hearts

with: or more probably, becauſe of a ſweet odour,

fweeter then that of any Roſes, which devout wor

ſhippers pretend to ſmell, at ſuch Praiers. Herman,

this Ladies great Mignion, did ſmell it ſo per

fectly, that at each naming of Mary, h he ſtooped his

noſe to the very ground, that ſo he might have it

the freſher; and they tellus of an old man of the

£ame Confraternity, that at any time or place ſo

£ver, when and where he ſaid his Roſary, he was

revived with this Aromatical Fragrancy. Nay the

very hand of Saint Caecilia, k even after ſhe was

* Gonon. chronic, an. 1476. ,
f Bulla Sext. 4. - w -

& Martin. Navar. De Roſar. Miſcell, 1. .

* chronic. Deip. an. 1233. -

! Ibid. an. 1594. - -,

* Ibid. an. 1597.
-
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quite dead, did ſmell, they ſay, better then any Roſe,

by often touching her Roſary.

This ſmellis invented to perſwade men of the Ex

cellency of the matter; which Excellency is quite

other, as they take it, then could be hid, either

from the breath of an Arch-angel, or the mouth of a

Prophet. For the Roman Church hath improved it

to ſuch a form, to ſuch an end, and to ſuch a ſignifi

cation, that, now it hath a hundred Myſteries in the

mouth of a Catholic, which it never had in that of

the Angel, tho you ſhould grant as they will have

it, that he ſung it upon his knees. For as they

take it Ave, that is, ſine va, that is without any

thing that hath any ſmell of Curſe, is ſuch " a Sa

lutation, as proclams the Virgin Mary to have bin

free from all kind of fin whatſoever, from the Origi

ºnal in her paſſive Conception; from all Aétual, whe

ther mortal or venial in her life time, and from any

decay or corruption, in her Body either at, or after

her death. Maria, in their Roman Conſtruction,

raiſes the heart of a Worſhipper to adore her both

Soverain and univerſal Monarchy over all men and

Angels, ſometimes " over God himſelf too. They

take and conſtrue " Maria alſo, for that ſpecial Star,

that guides poor Travellers upon the Sea. Stella

Maris, the ſureſt defenſe againſt all ſtorms ; the

beſt Leader into Heaven, both by her Example and

Merits; the Light of them that fit in darkneſs: and

the great Star, that Balaam ſaw. Gratia plene, makes

her in the ſame Grammar, “ a whole Sea and Ocean,

* Gonon. Chronicon. pag. Ic.

m Martin Navar. de Oratione Dom, c. 19. n. 131.

* Miſſil. Paris. in Sab. Miſe de S. Maria.

." Navar. De Orat. Domin. c. 19. " Navar, ibid.

‘. . . . whence
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whence the Sinners have their Pardon, the juſt men all

Increaſe of Grace, the Angels joy, and the whole Tri

mity Glory; here they find in particular the ſeven

Gifts of the Holy Ghoſt, the nine Miraculous Pow

ers, and the twelve P ſpecial Privileges ofbeing the

Mother of us all, the Gate of Heaven, &c.

Therefore this Ave Maria, when ſpecially thus

underſtood, makes the ſweeteſt Melody, by * her

own confeſſion, that ever you can ſing in her Ears.

Chriſt himſelf, as they think, or at the leaſt ſay,

ſings it ſometimes upon the Altar: and the Virgin

hath it written in letters of Gold, upon her breſt.

Many People, who knew nothing but the three or

four firſt words of this Angelical Salutation, *, have

bin, as they ſay, as well ſaved therewith, as if they

had known the whole Goſpel. And all the t Ro

ſes, and white Lilies, nay f Trees ſometimes with

theſe letters upon their leaves, which the Virgin Ma

ry, or rather ſome other Spirit makes often grow

upon their Graves, and out of their very Mouths,

Noſes, and Ears, who did make it their buſineſs and

their whole Religion to ſing it, are among Roman

Catholics, a moſt ſufficient Evidence both 6f the

Excellency of thoſe words, and of the eſteem ſhe

makes of them. Beſides all this Depth and pregnan

cy, which theſe words bear in their ſignification 3

they think them to carry often alſo ſuch a miracu

* Antonin. 4 part. Tit. 13. c. 20. /

* Chronic. Deip. an 1303. -

* Vita S. Margarite. chronic.S. Franc. c. 3.

* Gonon, Chron. an. 294. -

* Chronic. Deip. an. 1149. Ren. Benediºl. de Vit, SS. I. Now.

Tb, Cantiprat. l. 2. c. 29, ſeat. 9. º

* Molan. Indic. SS. Belg. " Rem, Bened, ibid.

f Chronic. Deip, am. I 149: - -

lous
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lous ſtrength in the ſound, they are ſpoken with,

and in the very Ink and Paper, they are written in,

that no Charm can be ſtronger. What do you think

of that * Infant, which, being yet not above fix

months old, did ſing it out in a full Church, when

there was neither Clerk, nor other Choriſters to do

it? Was it not a clear inſpiration, that moved your

Angelical S. Thomas, being yet an Infant, as the o

ther was, to take up 7 a looſe Paper, where this Sa

lutation was written; and to hold it in ſpight of his

Mother, till he had ſwallowed it down?' But what

do you ſay to the little Bird, that * having bin

taught by a Nun, to prate Ave Maria, and being

ſnatcht away by a Hawk; aſſoon as the Bird cried

the two words (with what underſtanding or devo

tion you may think) preſently the Hawk fell down

dead; and the poor Bird fledback again to her, Mi
ſtreſs.

Now, if theſe few words, an inconſiderable part

of the Roſary, can do ſuch Feats; what may not one

hope of the whole: when S. Dominic had put it all

in a Packthred, and caſt it about * ones Neck, he

could overmaſter any Devil. One of his Captains

named Antony C for S. Dominic was a Warrior)

could b cauſe the Clouds to rain hot burning Bul

lets upon his Heretical Foes, by hanging it to his

Banner. And it is confidently reported, that Brave

Montford * once routed an hundred thouſand of

them, with this Weapon. - - -

Now you muſt know, (otherwiſe you do not de

* Ibid. an. 1398, y Vita S. Thom.ap. Sur, 7. Mart,
. * BušH. in Marial. 12. Serm. I.

* Magn. Specul. Tit. Roſarium Exemp. 1. -

* Alamus de Inſulis in Roſa B.M. “Chronic, Deip-an. 1213.

- ſerve
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ſerve the Name of a true Roman Catholic) that the

Roſary with the hundred and fifty Angelical Saluta

tions, well rehearſed and minded together, beſides

the ſenſe of every word, (which reaches high) con

tains in its whole Contexture the fifteen great My-.

Aſteries, which are celebrated by ſpecial Maſſés.

What theſe Myſteries are, is a Myſtery to Prote.

ſtants, as it was to the holy Fathers; but of late

times the Roman Catholics have got them all by ſpe

cial Revelations from the Virgin. -

Oftheſe 15 Myſteries,the firſt 5 e are called Gaudio

ſh;the 5 next Dolºroſa;& the laſt 5 Glorioſa Gaudio/ā;

that is, the firſt five joiful Myſteries,are the five great .

Joies,that, the Virgin had upon earth, as they ſay ſhe

hath reveled to ſome ofher friends; the firſt was,when

the Archangel Gabriel got into the Sanctuary, the

doors being ſhut,to ſalute her with an Ave. 2. The ſe

coad, when Elizabeth ſaluted her by the title of Mo

ther of the Lord. 3. The third, when ſhe was deli-.'

vered of her Travel. 4. The fourth, when ſhe pre

ſented both her and Gods child in the Temple, 5.And

the fift, when ſhe found him twelve years after, di

ſputing among the Doctors. What the remembring

of theſe Joiesis worth,you may learn by the Experi

ence of that holy Monk, who whilſt he was mutter

ing them by an Altar, heard an Oracle from Hea

ven, f in theſe words, Gaudium, &c. thou basi cele:

brated my joies on Earth: Thou ſhalt have great

joies hereafter.

The ſecond 5 Doloroſa, or full of Grief, are about

the Páſſion, as at the laſt farwell, when Chriſt went

* Miſal. Rom. in Miſa Roſar.

* Navar. de Roſar. Miſcell. 20. n, 1.

f Card, Damian, am. 1360. . - - - .g. * *

- - Z. - to
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to jeruſalem: At the ſight of the Crown of Thorns: ,

At the hearing of the Hammer beating the Nails up

on the Croſs, &c. They ſay that a very lew'd Ras

kal, and a Magician beſides, was ſaved from Hell

upon this one account, that tho he cared neither

for God, nor for his Mother, 5 yet he had the grace,

to think of theſe Griefs, whenſoever he paſſed by

her Image.

The laſt five Myſteries, which are called Glorio

ſa, or glorious Joies are 1. When ſhe ſaw her Son

ariſing out of his Grave. 2. Going to Heaven. 3.

When ſhe at the Tentecoſt received the Holy Ghoſt,

4. When ſhe ſaw her ſelf above waited upon and

courted by Chriſt, &c. Now if any third part of theſe

fifteen Myſteries, can, as you have Examples for

it, ſometimes reſcue a Soul out of Hell; ſometimes

bring down the Virgin Mary from heaven; and ſome

times make Altars ſpeak out ; how ſtrong are the

fifteen together:

Nor is this all. The Roſary one way or other in

volves within its proper Extent, beſides the 15 My

ſteries, 165 Contemplations : h about what both

Chriſt, and his Mother did together ; and every one

of theſe Contemplations muſt be applied to every

Pater or 4ve. So no man living can ſay how far the

holy Roſary can reach. It is but a ſmall trial of it, to

ſee it ſheltering i Monks againſt a ſtorm, as well as

the Roof of a ſtrong houſe could; or to ſee Angels

gathering * Lilies at every Pater, and a Roſe at eve

ry Ave that is ſaid; and making Garlands and Po

fies for them, I who are careful to pray that way.

* Chronic Deip, an 1360. . . Chronic. S. Franc. l. I. c. 36.

Autor Method. Admiral. fol. 2 ic. -

' chronic. Ord. Minor. Far, 3. . - - 4

. . . . -- It
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It is ſomewhat more to ſee horrible Blaſphemers

carried in away by ſtupid Aſſes from the Gallows

into Holy Churches, for once undertaking the Ro

/ary: or to ſee the Virgin her ſelf breaking on this

account " all the Halters that ſhould ſtrangle con

demned perſons; or keeping them of ſo ſlack and

looſe that they could never ſtop their breath. But

what can a Villain wiſh for better, or a holy man

find more horrible, then is what they ſay of dead

Whores, P ariſing out of their Graves by the power

of their Roſary, an hundred and fifty daies (anſwe

rable to the 15o Aves) after their heads had bin cut

off? The Woman lived but two daies after ; for ſhe

came merely to confeſs her fins, and to have Abſo

lution, then being dead: after 15 daies more (an

ſwerable to the 15 Myſteries, and to the 15 Paters )

being in the form 4 of a bright Star, (you ſee what

wanton Ladies may come to ) ſhe appeared to St.

Dominic, to tell him what he knew before, (but

ſuch Things cannot be too well known) that there

was nothing in the world comparable to the Roſary,

both to ſave all ſorts of ſinners, and to pleaſe the
~

Holy Virgin. I ſay St. Dominic knew it before ;

for when he praied againſt the Albigenſes, the

24een of Mercy appeared to him, and bad him to ſet

up the Roſary, and to teach all men that form of Prai

er as moff acceptable Service both to her ſelf and to

her Son. And beſides this Inſtrument, ſaies ſhe, ſhall

be a ſingular weapon to destroy Hereſſes and Vices: to

advance all ſorts of Pertue; and to obtain both the

Divine Mercy, and my help.

* Lipez de Roſar. l. 1. c. 10. chronic. Deip, an 1493.

• Pat, Archang Gian. de Roſar. . . Alan 3.part.c. 62.

* Ibid. Bovius Tom. 13.an. 1213. -
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** All this was farther repreſented by two notable

Viſions, which a Biſhop ſaw in a Dream. In one he

faw S. Dominic, * making a Bridg with 150 Towers

upon it, to bringfinners into a Garden, where the

Queen of mercy was giving Crowns to others, but

to himſelf a ſharp Cenſure, for his being not ſound

in the Faith, concerning that Article of Catholic

Religion. But in the other, this prelat being grown

very little better, by what he had ſeen in the for

mer; he found himſelfand many more in a moſt ſtink

ing Lake, and Puddle, where certainly they had

bin choakt, but that both the Goddeſs, and the A

poſſile of the Roſary let down from above a long

Chain made of 1.5o ſmall Rings, and ſome few others

bigger among them, by means whereof all were

drawn out. Thus far you ſee, what the Holy Roſary

can do; now you muſt learn how to uſe it.

1. It is needful to begin it deliberately, " that

is, ſaies the beſt and ſureſt Author you can find in

that Church, not to do it like men in a dream, who

may walk, and kneel and ſay their praiers, altho

they ſleep; but to begin it with a ſet purpoſe of do

ing what the Church enjoines. For tho there are

ſeveral Examples of men that were ſaved out of Hell

for either wearing a Roſary, or for giving it to y a

friend, without uſing it otherwiſe; ifieſ are extra

. Bleſfings rather granted to ſome, to regom

mend the Excellency of Roſaries, then to encourage

holy men to that abuſe.

2. Tho of courſe, as it appears by the ordinary

* Gonen. Chronic: an 1313. Ibid.

* Mart. Navar. de Horis Canon, c. 13, n. 13.

* Alam. Rediv, part. 5, c. 43.

* Id, part. I. c. 21.
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Gloſs upon the Council of Pienna, Roſaries might

be uſed as well as other forms of Praiers are, with

Out ačtual attention, which manner of Praying

without the mind, is called by them the fruit f of the

Lips : and thus the Lips may do the work in reading

the hourly Praiers, whilſt the beart runs another

way; yet beſides the firſt Deliberation and ſet pur

poſe in the Beginning, my more ſober and ſevere di

rector requires a kind of General attention in the

Progreſs of this Service; that is to ſay, you are not

bound to attend what words you ſay, nor to care

much what ſenſe they bear; ſince neither of theſe

two, can be well done, without ſome help of the

Latin tongue, which you have not. But whileſt

you diſpatch your Aves, and tumble over and over

your Brades,you muſt have what they call the Third,

or the * Spiritual Attention, that is a to remem

ber for example, that you are at Maſs: there to fan

cy the Real Preſence, and to pray heartily that what

the Maſs Prieſt doth or ſaies for you (tho you do

not know what it is J may be granted. My good God,

- a

or my ſweet Lady (ſaies the Catholic worſhipper,

as b this ſevere Divine adviſes him) I do not under

- fland what Ihear: and I as little underſtand what Y

fay; yet I believe, that I both hear andſay thy Prai

Jes: and that I prayfor myſelf, and all other Christi

ans, after the intention of the Holy Church. Grant me

O Dear Lord, or Lady, what I deſire, not knowing

what... This being done, and the men, being thus

well diſpoſed 3 let Maſs, hourly Praiers, and Roſa

rics be what they will, Greek, or Latin, Pater noſfer,

* Clement in Concil. Wien. de celebrat. Miſerum. Tit. 13. # 1bid.

* Paul. Layman Theol. Moral. l 4. Traff. I. c. 3. n. 9

* Navarrus. De Hor. Can, c. 13, n. 4, 5 Navar, Ibidem.
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or la, ſol, fa ; all is one to Roman Worſhippers. And

as to the 15 Myſteries,and 165 Contemplations, all

this muſt not trouble his head, as it might moſt re

ally do, and it may be, ‘turn his Brain too, if he

were oblig'd to care for it: for it ſeems theſe Con

templations and Myſteries are involved in the Ro

ſary, as a great Treſure under Walls, to make it

vaſtly rich and powerful, altho the owner perceive

it not. Thus their conſecrating Words, Hoc eff

emim corpus meum, can work Miracles from the

mouth of an Ignorant ; and ſo do moſtly Spells,

and Chara&ters in the mouth of a Conjurer. Origen .

obſerves ſomewhere, that the words of Abraham,

Iſaac, and Sabaoth , that Magicians did enchant

with, did work far better in that Tongue which

was unknown to them, then in their own. You

may hear of ſtrange Featsalſo don by words taken

out of the Latin Pſalms, which the Witches do not

underſtand. And ſo muſt at this rate A. e Maria,

Pater nośfer, good and holy words otherwiſe, if

they do ſuch Miracles as they ſay, contračt likewiſe

a ſtrange Virtue from ſome Extrinſecal Principle,

which is neither underſtood nor thought of Mean

while, what Church is this, and where can the Pa

piſts find ſuch another, that diſpatches the Di

vine Service, as Conjurers do their miſchief, in a

ftrange Tongue 2 -

3. To ſay the Roſary after the beſt way without

diſtraćting your ſelf about Contemplations and

Myſteries; take me the Virgin " by her ſelf, that

ſo the whole ſtrength of your Soul may the better

mind her alone. And fancy her the beſt you can in

ſome of thoſe Conditions, which her Images can

* Navar, de Roſar. Miſcell, 26. n. 2,

help
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help you to ; either as hearing with reverence the

Meſſage of the Angel Gabriel, Ave Maria, &c. or

lookingſtedfaſtly on her Baby, whom ſhe hath com

monly on her left Arm; or elſe ſitting like a great

Queen cloſe to God upon a high Throne, and there

hearkening to what we ſay. To uſe your fancy to

this way, you muſt ſalute her thrice a day, at Morn

ing, Ncon, and Sun-ſetting, when you hear the Bell

Salve Regina; and at each time “adore one of thoſe

three Members or parts of her, which were the

ſeats of the greateſt Wonders. 1. Her Belly, in

theſe or ſuch Words: O moſt glorious Queen of Mer

cy, I do ſalute the venerable Temple of thy Womb,

Ave Maria. 2. Her Heart: O mośf glorious 28ten

of Mercy, I ſalute thy Virgin Heart, which meter had

any tinëture of ſin, Ave Maria. 3. Her Soul: o

mośf glorious Mother of Mercy, I ſalute your moſt

noble Soul, deckt as it is with all the pretious Orna

I'13,

4. Thus having got your ſelf into ſome fami

liarity with the Virgin, and thereby learned to look

her full in the face ; now fall to the firſt g Decad, or

the firſt ten Ave Maria's of your Roſary, Ave Ma

ria Gratia plena, Dominus &c. And at the end of

each Decad, faſtening alwaies your Eies on her in

one of the three poſtures aforeſaid, adore her with

this Doxology (inſtead of Glory be to the Father)

P'irgin Mother, Glorio's Mary, let all the Angels and

Arch-angels, all Principalities, Dominations and Pow

ers, the Thrones, the Cherubims and Seraphins, now

glorifie you a thouſand times, And we hope to ſee you

* Ibi /. f Ibid. -

* Ibid. Miſcell. 24, n. 3.

- - and

ments of Gifts, of Wertues, and of Graces, Ave Ma
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and adore you once in Heaven, as well as they. Amen.

Then take your breath, and at the end of the ſe

cond Decad, or ten other Ave Maria's, tell her this:

O glorious Virgin Mother, let Adam and Eve, Elias

and Enoch, the Patriarchs and the Prophets, St. John

Baptist, the Innocents, and all the Saints of the Old

Teſtament, with whom we hope one of theſe daies

to ſee and adore you, now bleſs you twenty thou

ſand times. Amen. At the end of the third Decad,

that is as far as to 3o. Aves: Oglorious Queen, &c.

Let Peter, and Paul, and john, and all the Apoſtles

and Evangeliſts; let Stephen, and all the Lords Di

ſciples; Sebaſtian, and all the Martyrs with whom,

&c. now praiſe and bleſs you thirty thouſand times.

At the end of the fourth Decad, that reaches to 40

Aves: Let all the Confeſſors, Sylveiter, Gregory,

Jerome, Iſidor, Martin and Nicolas, Benedići and

Bernard, Dominic and Francis, all the Biſhops,

Monks and Eremits, &c. bleſs you now forty thou

ſand times. Ave Maria. And at the end of the fifth

Decad, O moſt glorious Virgin Mother, let your

Mother Anna, and your two ſiſters, Maries ; let

Magdalen, and your deareſt Martha, and Marcella ;

let your dear waiting Maids, Agnes, Catharina, and

Agatha; let all holy Maids, Wives and Widows,

with whom we hope, &c, now bleſs you fifty thou

ſand times. Am, n. By this time you have done the

third part of your Roſary, and now you may take

breath a while. - - -

5. When you ſhall come to it again, (for the firſt

rt is enough to ſome for a day, and to others for 2

whole Week) that you may both recreate and im

prove Devotidh with ſome variety: A wiſe and;
- d Il
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Man adviſes you h to ſay but 5 Aves, and to put a

Pater to each, and apply all to the five Wounds

which Chriſt ſuffered in his Body (for it is ordinary

with theſe Men to ſay Our Father to the Virgin, and

Ave Maria to God) with this Preface: Go too, let

us fing five Pater noſters, and five Aves, to the ho

nor of the five Wounds; and firſt, in memory of

the right Hand, Ave Maria gratia, &c. next, in me.

mory of the right Foot wounded, Ave Maria, &c.

then of the left Hand and Foot in the ſame way:

finally of his ſide, concluding all the five Pate's at

every wounded Member, with an Ave Maria by all

means,that being as pertinent to his Body, as a Pater

can be to her Image. -

6. Whenyou havedone with applying your Ave

Maria's to Chriſt, apply them now, which is more

proper, to her ſelf. And by all means ſtick cloſe to

the direction of St. Herman (not Herman the ſecond

}oſeph and Husband of the Virgin Mary, but the

Dominican, and therefore the beſt acquainted with

Roſaries.) His advice is, that having the Virgins

Image before you, you k take her whole Body piece

by piece, and apply to each an Ave, beginning firſt

with her Bowels; then proceed to her Heart; then

her Paps; after her Arms; then her Hands; then

her Mouth: in a Word, every Member that you can

civilly name and look upon in a Woman, that ſo all

your Aves may get more Merit and Holineſs, by be

ing applied to every part of her Body 3 as the Beads

or little Buttons of your Roſary do, you know, by

being touched at her Image. For this piece of De

votion, ſhe once on a Saturday gave a gracious viſit

n Navar. De Orat. c. 10. n. 36. - º

* Chronic. Deip...an. 1243. -

A a - * to
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to this 1 Harman, and enriched him then with Elo

quence, the gift of Tongues, and all other Graces

imaginable. -

7. Another thing you may do more, which for

dan " the Dominican, and a great Saint, gave in

Counſil to Bertholdus. . Whenyou are pouring your

Praiers before the Mother of Mercies, take notice of

how many Letters the name Maria is made ofit con

fiſts offive; the firſt is M.therefore ſeek for ſome holy

Song of Pſalm, of which the firſt Letter is an M.

ſuch is for example Magnificat, &c. The ſecond

Letter is an A. then ſay, Ad televavi,6°c, The third

is R. therefore have at Retribue, &c. and ſo to the

very laſt. After which, you muſt diſpatch your Aves,

provided (which you may omit by no means) that

before any one of the five Pſalms, you ſing or ſay,

Ave Maris fiella; I ſalute you, Oſtar of the Sea, &c.

And at the end of every ſuch Song, you make a Leg,

or a Courteſie, and then end with Ave Maria. This

parcel of ſpecial Worſhip once pleaſed ſo well this

Spirit (for God forbid I ſhould think it to be the bleſ

ſed Virgin) that leaving all work in Heaven, ſhe

came down with a Pot full of Holy Water,to ſprinkle

it on theſe Worſhippers with her own" hand, and to

bid one of them tell all the others as from her, that

ſhe was the Mother of God; that ſhe loved dearly

their Order for thus beginning and ending the Ser

vice of God with her Praiſes; and that for herdo

ing ſo, ſhe obtained of her Son, that no Tominican

Friar ſhall ever defile that holy Order, by lying long

in mortal Sins. A very great Privilege indeed, and

given to Monks from a good hand. You might al

1bidem. " Gonon, Chronic, an 1222,

* Gonon, ibid. . . . . . . . . . . .
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fo do what St. Joane the Carmelite uſed to do *, but

not to that prodigious number; for ſhe did diſpatch

(I hope it was not at one time) fifteen thouſand

Aves; (fifteen ſcore is enough for you) and at the

end of each hundred, ſhe ſaid, a Salve Regina, and

ſeven times Ave Stella, or, Oglorioſa Domina, all

prime Songs to adore her with; and ſhe called this,

Our Ladies Shift; this being her Ladiſhips good

neſs to account it, as ſo many Crowns, or Orna

ments, and rich Garments beſtowed on her, when

fhe is adored in this manner. It is by the ſtrength

of ſuch Hymns, and well ordered Repetitions and

Roſaries, that S. Dominic 2 and S. Francis werepre

deſtinated, as they ſay, both to reſtore Piety, and to

keep the World from periſhing; that in all proba

bility, ſo many black Friars were admitted under .

the P Robe of their Goddeſs; that with continual

repeting the Roſary Salutation, Euſtachius “ the

Ciſtercian had it miraculouſly written in plain Cha

raēters on his Tcngue; that with continual uſing

and kiſſing holy Beads, * Alamus the Captain had a

brightneſs like that of Cryſtal about his Mouth, and

in his Hands; and that many Monks of all Orders,

had Roſes and Lilies, with Ave Maria's in Golden

Letters growing on them, or their Graves. S. * joſ.

/ion, and S. josbert,are upon this laſt account great

examples of her kindneſs. -

But and if your thoughts will not ſlie higher then

* Benedići. Mattus, invita johanne Carmel.

° Flaminius in vita S. Dominic.

* Antonin. 3. part. Hiſt, tit.23. c. 3.

* Menol. Ciſter. 27 Mar. * Chronic. Deip, an. 1212,

* Mayer. Annal. Fland. l. 3. ad an 1138.

Cantiprat, de Ap. l. 2. c. 29. ſeat. 13. -

A a 2 {Q}
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to the common Glory of Heaven, the ordinary uſe

of the Roſary needs not put you to half this trou

ble. It is certain, that St. Dominic, the firſt Pa

triarch of this Device, and St. Alamus de Rupe the

worthy Reſtorer of it, both inſpired by the ſame

Spirit, intended it " for the common People, Men,

Women and Children together, whom they knew

unable to reach ſo far. And therefore theſe in

dulgent Fathers are likely to diſpenſe with them,

who will uſe it at eaſier rates. Read it but once in

a whole Week,and at ſeveral times and parcels,that

will abundantly ſerve your turn. Read it with no

more attention, then ſuch as you are capable of

when you º go to the Market, or walk in a Proceſ

ſion, or ride abroad, or prune your Vine *, or put

on or off your clothes, &c. provided thatyou nei

ther read nor write. If furthermore by chance you

have loſt your Beads, either you may take y your

Fingers, that will preſently make a Decad; or ob

ſerve by how many ſteps you go up to ſuch a Chap

pel, and run your Paters and Aves after that num

ber 5 ſuch curſory Devotions will be enough for

to ſave you.' Sr. Alanus * alone, the great Mignion

of this Virgin, can give you a whole ſet of Blaſphe

mers, and Rogues, and Whores, who did not the

half of all this, yet were all ſaved one way or c

ther. Now who is the habitual Sinner, who being

conſcious of his waies, and of his unwillingneſs to

amend then, would not part with anything rather

then with ſuch an Indulgent Mother, Roſary and

Religion ? But here is yet more, ifmore can be.

• Navar. de Roſar. Miſcell, 22. m. 1. Ibid. Miſcell. 32.

* Paul. Layman de Hºr. Canon c3, n. 11, is 12. Nºvar, de

Pſalter. Miſcell 28.m. 1. : Alan. Rediv.par. 3. c.31. c.39;&c. c.62.
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C H A P. IX.

Of the vaſt Treſure of the Roman Church,

and her Power to dispoſe of it. -

Efides the Virgin Mary, whom the Papiſts do

look upon as their ſure Treſure in Heaven,

and the moſt immediate Store-houſe whence they

get one way or other all both extraordinary and

eaſie means in order to Salvation ; they alſo en

rich themſelves and others with another as great

Treſure, which their Church diſpenſes on Earth.

In Heaven, as they take it, Mary is the great Ocean,

into which all the Heavenly Bleſſings and Vertues,

like ſo many Rivers do flow: Omnia Flumina, &c.

ſaies a one of their moſt Learned Saints, that is,

All Rivers and Floods run into the Sea, when all Gifts :

and Graces meet in Mary, to wit, the Streams of

Graces that the Angels are watered with ; the Rivers

of all the other Bleſſings, which all the Saints of God

ever had, &c. And as another of their Saints ex

preſſes it, God hath placed in the Virgin º Mary, the

fulneſs of all that is good, ſo that if we have any hope,

any Bleſſing and Salvation, we may be ſure it comes

from her. If this fulneſs be not enough with what

~ ſhe hath on her account, ſhe can fill it up, andmake

it run over with what all the Saints may add to it.

For the Saints, they ſay, are to the Virgin, what

* S. Bonavent, inspecul.

b S. Bernard. Serm. de Aquedu:#.

: give rºw,” six race vs. º. º.-- - - t e
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the Stars are to the Moon 5 and thoſe load her with

all the Fruits of their Interceſſions, as theſe do this

with their Influences, before either of them come

down to us.

In Earth, they have the uſe and diſpoſal of an

other ſtock, as rich and as neceſſary to Sinners,

which they call the churches Treſury. And if you

compare it as the other, to a Sea, four great Rivers

continually do fill it up, or keep it full. The firſt

is, "the ſatisfadions of all the Saints from Adam

and Abel, to Chriſt. For as the Roman Dočtors

teach us, they ſuffered more then need was ; and

no uſe was made of their ſufferings, becauſe during

the 4ooo years to Chriſts Aſcenſion, Heaven, they

think, was not open; nor had Chriſt impowered

any Man to take ought of this Treſure, in order

to any Pardons. The ſecond is, the Paſſion ofJe

ſus Chriſt, whoſe Blood they ſay, had it bin but

one drop, was enough to ſave all Mankind: there

fore all the ſurpluſage, either before or at his Paſ

'ſion, is reſerved (unleſs loſt) in this vaſt Treſury.

. The third, all the meritorious Sufferings and Paſ

ſions of the Virgin Mary, which, as they think",

ſhe needed not for her ſelf; and ſo the Church ap

plies to others. This one River may make a Sea.

The fourth is, the Sufferings, the Martydoms, and

the Penances of all the Saints, ſince the Goſpel, Pe

'ter, Paul, S. Dominic, and S. Francis, and all holy

Monks and Eremits, who, tho perhaps not quite

ſinleſs, yet hadno need to do ſo much (as for them

ſelves) to ſatisfie Divine Juſtice.

* Mart. Bonacin. De Indulg.g. 1. punā, I., n. 6.

* Clem 6. Extravag. Unigemitus.

* Bellarin, de Indulg. l. 1, c. 2, ſºft. Quarta Propºſitio.

- Here
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Here thenyou have to make uſe of, firſt, all the

Blood which the Martyrs from Abel to Barachias,

under the Old, and from him to the laſt Sufferer un

der the New Teſtament could ſhed, in above five

thouſand years. Secondly, We have of Chriſts

Blood, all he ever ſhed upon the Croſs, ſaving one

drop; all that whole Flood, I ſay, that from his

Head down to his Feet guſhed from his Wounds,

and the opening of all his Veins, even fince his Cir

cumciſion: and by this gueſs, how many thouſands

of Roman Churches may be redeemed with this

Treſure, if well applied. Thirdly, You have in

the ſame ſtore, the hard Penances, the cruel Perſe

cutions, and the voluntary Whippings, whether

bloody or unbloody of all other Saints, Monks and

Eremits: whatever either S. Anthony, or S. Hila

rion, or S. Paulus, ſo much celebrated by S. Jerome:

whatever S. Zebinas, S. julian, S. Simeon, S. Maris,

or S. Maſymas, and others, celebrated by S. Theo

doret, Palladius, &c. could gain by their hard uſages

and Iron Chains : whatever the great St. Francis

could deſerve of God Almighty, by leavings all .

he had in the World, even to his very drawers and

breeches, by rambling naked like a Mad-man, or by

quenching his Luſt upon Maids and Women of

Snow ; all this I ſay, and a great deal more, is to

be diſpoſed of at Rome for the uſe of good Catho

lics: and yet all this is but one half of this Treſure.

For beſides all theſe ſufferings, all the meritorious

Works of pious men from the very firſt to the laſt

Saint are gathered in ; and the Roman Church hath

found the Way of parting a good work in two, name

Lippom, in vita Franciſc. . . . . . . . . . . . ... •

s' •. * : * ... - - - ly,
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ly, h the meritorious deſerving fide, which makes

Supererogations, and gains extraordinary Re

wards: and another laborious and painful ſide (for

the Saints could not Preach or Pray, on do any

manner ofgood, without taking ſome trouble about

it) which is put up and kept very ſafe for expiating

other mens ſins. Hereupon Rome may ſafely ſwear,

that no other Church in the whole World enjoies

the like (if real and true) privilege with her; and

that ſhe is the only that pretends to be able to eaſe

poor ſinners from the neceſſity of repenting, or at

the leaſt from doing works meet for Repent

allCé.

This great Treſure and Privilege, hath bin loſt

and buried out of the notice cf Chriſts Church, a

bove thirteen hundred Years. No Chriſtian ever

thought of it, till Pope Clement found it out. For

tho there were Indulgences before, yet they

were a quite other thing, as in the time of the La

tin Fathers; or they were not taken out of this Tre

ſure, but either out of the pretended ſtrength of

their Bleſſings, or out * of the Keys, which then

Popes turned backward and forward, to ſhut in or

let out whom they pleaſed. Such were the Indui

gences wherewith Innocent the third for example did

encourage the Chriſtians againſt the Turks 3 and

Gregory the ſeventh, his k Soldiers againſt the Em

perors of Germany, which were but Letters of Fa

* Navar. de jubil. Bellarm. de Indulg. l. 1. c. 2, ſett. Poſłreme

poteſt. Bonacina de Indulg. q. i. pun&#. 1. n. 3.

* Bell. de Penitent, l. 4. c. 14. ſeat. Rejondeo Indulgentia.

* Cajetan. 9. Medina.ap. Suarem de Theſaur. ſett. 3. Parag. his

ergo reječiis.

* Baron. Tc. m. An. Io94, n. 15.

Wor;”
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vor, and Teſtimonialsand Paſſes as it were to God

Almighty, which (however much ſought after, and

ſometimes dearly paid for, even in thoſe daies) coſt

nothing but the Popes bleſſing or credit; whereas

in theſe later times, Indulgences are Bills of Ex

change for hundreds and thouſands of Years, real

ly, as it is ſuppoſed, paied out of this Treſury;

that is, either out of that vaſt abundance of Blood,

which Papiſts ſay, Chriſt might have ſpar'd; or out

of the Blood and Penances of other Saints, which

are reſerved in this Treſury, and thence by vertue

of theſe Indulgences allowed to the finner, as much

to all ends and purpoſes, as if the finner were

the Saint that had done and ſuffered for himſelf.

Here are two very great Wonders for Men and

Angels to look upon: The firſt, How all this Blood

and Sufferings are from the remoteſt parts of the

World, and through the diſtance of all Ages fetch'd

and gathered into this Treſury. Theſecond,How,

when thus got home, the Pope can diſperſe them ſo

well abroad. -

1. To get all in, the Blood of Chriſt and his

Martyrs cannot be conveied into the Roman Treſu

ry,as Rivers are down their Chanels into the Sea 3

oras leſſer Waters are by Pipes and Spouts con

veied into a Ciſtern: No more alſo can they be kept

in Bottles, as they ſay our Ladies Milk is ; nor in

Ward-robes, or other Rooms, as they ſay alſo her

ſhoes and ſhifts are ; and by that means it were

poſſible to fetch up all from Nazareth, or from

Rome, or from Penice, or from any other Country.

But as if you ſhould ſee theſe ſaid Bottles, Shifts,

Shoes, and other Relics, leave all of then upon

their own accord their reſpective uſual Abodes, and

B. b flock
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flock together into one place, you would take it

for a ſtrange Miracle, as ſtrange at the leaſt,as when

the Chamber where they ſay the Virgin was born,

jnmped with the Doors, Chimney, Windows and

all, from Nazareth to Lauretta; the Satisfactions

and Scourgings, and other Penances of the Saints,

to meet under the hand of his Holineſs, muſt not

do leſs. Whether we be bound to imagine ſuch an

Attractive Vertu at Rome, which is the Center of

their Church, to draw ſatisfactions to her Treſu

ry, as there is imagin'din the Center of the World,

to draw heavy Bodies to its bottom; or whether all

this be done by ſome other ſtrange Conveiances:

however, all the ſatisfactory Works and Penances,

let them be what they can, do tend, and unleſs

hindered and ſtopt in ſome paſſage,take their courſe

towards this Store-houſe. Inſomuch, that un

leſs a Man, by a ſpecial intention, applies to his

own benefit the ſatisfactorineſs of his Work, be

fore it parts out of his hand, it runs forthwith to

the Treſury; and thence in vain would he have it

again, tho never ſo much for his own need, unleſs

the Pope will give it him. - -

2. The ſecond Wonder is about the getting out

what is thus got in, and the ſcattering it far and

near upon all manner of Perſons, Families, Build

ings, and other things whatſoever his Holineſs can

think upon. Let the Pope of Rome but turn the

Cock, this Fountain will caſt forth its Waters what

way, how much, and how far he will ; and as he

* Greg. de Valent. de Indulg. Punº. 3 ſea. Secundo, quia. Bona

cin, de Ind. Queſt. I. Punčí. 3. Propoſit. 3. Layman, de Ind. c. 4. m.

3. ſe?. Dico ſecundo, Suarez, To. 4. Dijºut, 51. ſetſ, 4. Parag.
Nonnulla. w w

may
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may chuſewhat he pleaſes, nothing hinders him to

pick out for example the works of Abel, that have

bin kept cloſe five or fix thouſand years, and ap-.

ly them to Gardiner: or all the Merits of auſtere

§. Baptiff, and beſtow them upon the courſe of

ſome wanton Catholic Lady. 'Tis indeed an ad

mirable Magazine, or Store-houſe, that can keep

things ſo long for ſo good ends. And, which is an

other great Wonder, what thing ſoever they be

clapt to, there they ſhall be as long, or longer,

then the very matter which they ſtick to. Let his

Holineſs for example, apply one of theſe Bleſfings

by way of local Indulgence to an Altar or a

Church, it will outlaſt the very Stones (unleſs re

called; ) and tho Thunder or time beats them

down", it will ſtick to the very ground, and there

be as good for a new Church, if the Pariſhoners will

buildit up, as ever it was for the old one. Nay,

the lighteſt and moveableſt things, as Beads, Me

dals, Pieces of Wax, Holy Grains, &c. what way

ſoever you toſs them, cannot ſhake it off. Na

varrus, a great holy Man among all the Fathers of

Trent ", ſaies, That he hath ſeen the Pope beſtow

ing out of this Treſure,asmuch upon alittle Button

of Wood, Globulo ligneo, as could ſave any one

Soul, if in ſaying the Lords Praier he will but hold

it in his hand; now this Bleſſing will ſtick to it,

though you throw it into the Sea ; and if you did

throw it into the Fire, this admirable ſaving Vertu

would probably ſtick to the Aſhes: I am ſure it will

lay hold upon the very ringing of Bells; and when

* Paul. Layman. de Indulg. c. 13. n. 3. Suarez. To. 1. de Ind.
Se&. 1. n. 8.d5 9.

* Navar. de jubil. Notab 15. n. 13.

Bb 2. ſoever
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ſoever “ you hear them, in the Morningeſpecially,

at Noon, and at Sun-ſetting, and have the grace to

put off your Hat to ſay an Ave Maria, you may

thereby expiate ſome fins. Happy finners, whoſe

Churches, Altars, and the very Bells can do ſo

much, and the Treſure ſhall pay for all. But this

is a fitter matter to be abhorred, then jeſted at.

As this Treſure is beſt contrived, both for the

Intereſt of Covetous, and the Luſt of lewd Per

ſons, it is made up of Blaſphemies, and imperti

nent lies againſt God. The firſt Pope who invent

edit, maintain'd it upon this ground, That P one

drop of Chriſts Bloed could ſave man-kind: whence

follows, that he had no need to die. Hereupon

the Blaſphemer concludes, That ſince Godſpared not

his Son, but put him to ſuch a violent death, as forced

out of him not one ſingle drop, but a whole ſtream

and Flood of Blood, there muſt be ſomewhere a

Treſury to receive this moſt precious, but ſuperfluous

quantity, left it be loſt. But,
-

Firſt, This impious untruth deſtroies the neceſſi.

ty of Chriſts ſatisfaction and ſufferings, and coun

tenances all what the old, and the new, and worſe

Arrians will ſay againſt his Sacrifice upon the

Croſs, For if one drop of Blood was ſufficient, he

ſhed that and more at his Circumciſion, and thus far

his Paſſion was uſeleſs. • . . -

Secondly, It charges the Juſtice of God with ſuch

a foul Reproch, as can never be waſh'd off, as long

as this Roman Treſury ſhall ſtand: For fince it ſtands

merely to receive that Blood, which might have bin

ſpared at our dear Saviors Paſſion; it ſtands up as

* Richard Cluniacenſ in Papa 70h. 22.

* Clemens 6. Eatravag. Unigemitus. ! Ibid.

all
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an Evidence, that whatſoever is therein kept, was

demanded of, and paied by Chriſt, as a tyrannous

rigor above what was due, to afflićt and torment

him; and that the ſame Eternal Judg, who, as they

ſay, is ſo merciful, even in Hell, as to take * leſs of

damned men then they deſerve, was in the very ads

cf Grace, and the Redemtion of Man-kind, ſo ſe

vere againſt his own Son, as by moſt inſufferable

Puniſhments to extort from him a thouſand times

more, then it was ſtrićtly juſt he ſhould ſuffer.

Thirdly, It throws the ſame Dirt upon that Love,

which God bears to his only beloved Son. For

Chriſt never ſought for Torments,farther then they

were neceſſary for the ſaving of his own Fleſh, that

is, Man-kind. Contrariwiſe,with Praiers and Tears

he wiſh'd, That that Cup might paſs from him : And

therefore, what kindneſs had this bin in God the

Father, to put his Son to vain Tortures, and to

plunge his very Soul into a moſt ſhameful kind of

death, when one drop of Blood had done as much,

the Popes Intereſt being laid aſide 2 And what

Bowels,and natural Compaſſions were theſe,in both

a Juſt and Loving Father, to draw ſo much Blood

out of his Son, as ſhould bring him to a cruel Death,

merely to fill up Roman Purſes 2 . . . .

Fourthly, Nothing leſs then blind Covetouſneſs,

could betray Men into that blind Opinion. For

what could perſwade the Popes, that one drop of

Chriſts Blood was enough to ſave all the World out

of Hell, but the pretence of having all the reſt in

their diſpoſal, to ſave Men from Purgatory 2 Can

any ordinary Divine, unleſs blinded by that In

tereſt, be ſo fundamentally ignorant, as not to

Aloys. Novarim. Umbra Virg. To. 2. l. 4. Excurſ. 43. n. 799.

know,
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know, that what finners deſerve, the Law demands,

the Sacrifices for ſin did threaten, and therefore ei

ther we , or our ſurety for us was to ſuffer, was a

real and curſed Death? And can any other then a

mad-men think, that a Drop of Blood ſhed without

Death is a real and cutſed Death? It is true, one.

Drop of that Blood was of an infinite value: and tis

perhaps with this pretenſe, that Popes blind them

ſelves, and others, or unconſidering men in their ha

rangues have talkt unwarily, but there are many

more things in Chriſt, which are of an infinite va

lue, as for example his Praiers, his Groanings, his

Tears, &c. which yet are not ſufficient for our Ran

ſom; for no infinite thing could be it, but ſuch as

were an infinite death; and certanly a Drop of Blood,

is neither death, nor a death of infinite worth.

Popes, or at the leaſt Popiſh Divines have ano

ther Foundation to ſet their Church Treſure upon;

which I confeſs is not ſo impious as the former; but

is as much or more impertinent. They ſay, and they

ſay well, that the Death of Jeſus Chriſt was abun

dantly ſufficient, not only to ſave thoſe few, who are

ſaved out of the World; but to ſave all men beſides,

and twenty thouſand both men and worlds more, if

God had created them ; and if they had corrupted

themſelves. Hereupon, and this is their fooliſh

Impertinency, they part Chriſts death and infinite

Ranſom into two; Namely that which hath bin

really applied and made uſe of ; and that which hath

not binſo. The former, they think well beſtowed

on them, whoare or ſhall be really ſaved; and there

forelay no claim to it. But the other, which is the

* Bellar, de Indulg. l. I. c. 2, ſe&#. Tertia Propoſitio. Becan. de

Indulg.g. 1. ſed. Prima Concluſio. f

, far
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far greater part, that never was applied, becauſe it

was rejected; for fear it ſhould fall to the ground,

they challenge it for their Treſure; and that is it,

which they apply every 25* year in a jubilee, and

every day in Indulgences.

After this rate Rome may provide for new ſtore

houſes; for they may part as well in two, the Infi

nite Wiſdom or power or Providence of God; and

leaving that part he makes uſe of, for Creating and

Ordering this one world, wherein we live; take

for themſelves that other ſhare, which might have

ſerved, and yet did not, for creating and ordering

of thouſand more. Did one ever hear of mad-men,

that went about to treſure up that part of ſun-ſhine,

that might ſhew the way to a whole Army, when

but one man makes uſe of it? or to reſerve that part

of Chriſts Voice, as far as it might have bin heard

by the ſeventy, where it was heard but by the twelve

Diſciples? the Papiſts in this Poin are very little

wiſer then ſo, The ſame Wiſdom and Power of

God, which is all-ſufficient both to create and order

many worlds, is all neceſſary; and therefore indivi

fibly and wholly ſet to order one: the ſame Sun-ſhine

which at one time fills a whole Hemiſphere, or the

voice, and Sermon, which fills agreat Auditory, do

not uſe to ſubdivide themſelves into greater or leſſer

ſhares after the number of Eies, or Ears of more or

fewer preſent perſons. One Earhath as much of .

the voice, (being in a convenient diſtance) as hath

the whole Auditory ; and one Eie takes as much of

the light for its own uſe, as twenty do; and both

the voice and the light impart themſelves wholly

and indiviſibly, whether to one, or to fourſcore.

Much more doth the al-ſufficient ſatisfaction and
- - Ranſom
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Ranſom of Chriſt our Savior, which being by it ſelf

infinite, muſt needs therefore be indiviſible. For if

you part it into ſhares : either theſe ſhares are finite

and limited; and ſo they cannot make an Infinite:

or if they be infinite and immenſe; then every one

of theſe Parcels, muſt be conceived as great as the

whole; which is abſurd, contradićtory, and impoſ

ſible. And tho this infinite ſatisfaction and Ranſom

were ſuch as could be divided; yet every one man

hath need of all. As every mans ſin is infinite, that

is, deſerves an infinite Puniſhment, ſo muſt the ſa

tisſačtion for it, be infinite in the ſame way, that is

as great as can be preſented to an infinite Majeſty,

by an infinitely worthy Savior. By conſequent, the

unconceavable Mercies of God in Chriſt Jeſus, and

the infinite Price offered to the Divine Juſtice by this

Savior, cannot be diſtributed, as the price he was

ſold for , in thirty Pieces. Whoſoever applies to

himſelf that kmmenſe value of Chriſts Blood, applies

it all: and all being not too much for him; he hath

nothing of it to ſpare. This is plain and demonſtra

tive to any unconcerned Chriſtian, that hath but

learned well his Catechiſm. Now when Popes came

with their new and ſtrange Dividend; ſo much to

God, for them, whom this Blood ſaves; and ſo much,

which is twenty thouſand times more to me, from

them, whom it doth not ; and out of this large por

tion ſo much muſt go for ſo many years of pardon

to one, and for ſo many daies to another ; they ſo

tear the Sacrifice and Body of Chriſt, as the other

Romans would have torn his Garment; and as them

ſelves part and diſtribute their own Relics. Here is

an Arm of ſome Saint for his Imperial, and there a

skull for his moſt Catholic Majeſty. The moſt‘.
- ld ſl
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ſtian King muſt have ſomething; and the devout

and Holy Queen Christina likewiſe, a Hand, a Toe,

a Tooth, a Jawbone or what you pleaſe. This is

the great Roman Wiſdom ; let the jubilee come

when it will; Europe ſhall find in this Treſury e

nough to buy, and Rome to ſell. And if Proteſtants

offer to ſcruple at this new Divinity; great Scho

lars will ſpend all their wit, and the Vatican all its

learning and all its Books, to juſtifie what Bedlam

ſaies.

The Virgin Mary's and other Saints number:

leſs Satisfactions fill up alſo a confiderable Corner in

this Store-houſe ; and the ſame Villains, who make

God ſo unnatural to his own Son as to make him

ſuffer far more grievous Puniſhments, then the ſe

vereſt Juſtice did require; make him in ſome pro

portion as bad, and in another reſpect, worſe to his

Sons friends; as bad, if he makes them alſo pay

more then they owe ; and worſe, if he make them

pay it for debts, namely for temporal Puniſhments,

which the blood of Jeſus Chriſt had moſt ſufficiently

paied for already. . And the Drift of charging God

with this rigor both againſt Chriſt and againſt his

Saints in taking ofthem more then the due, is to be

ſtow this Overplus, and ſuperfluous ſatisfaëtions into

the Roman Magazine. -

Firſt then Iſay, if all theſe ſecond Paiments, and

Satisfactions of the Saints be conceived neceſſary for

the ſatisfying Divine Vengeance; they either wrong

the Juſtice of God, or undervalue the Satisfaction of

Chriſt; for if they muſt ſatisfy again for a Debt;

which Chriſt had already moſt ſufficiently ſatisfied

for ; this not only wrongs, but deſtroies all the beſt

• known Rules of Juſtice; or if Juſtice demands yet

C & any

/*
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any farther ſatisfaction, it preſuppoſes that it was

not yet ſufficiently ſatisfied ; and this undervalues

and maimes in a very great meſure Chriſts infinite

ſatisfaction. What the Papiſts have here to ſay, is,

1. That the Satisfaction of Chriſt is infinite, and

therefore moſt ſufficient to diſcharge all ſcores what

ſoever; but that * it is applied finito modo, that is,

is not applied by the Roman Church to its full

worth; as far as it could reach, but only to the ſa

tisfying for fins before our Baptiſm moſt fully, but

for the ſins committed afterwards, not ſo. But now

let them give an account, wherefore it is not ; and

what Power Chriſt ever gave them of reſtraining the

true immenſe value of his ſatisfaction and ſacrifice,

in ſuch a meſure as may reſerve both for Popes and

Maſs Prieſts as much as they can ſell both in Maſſes,

and in Indulgences. 2. They are pleaſed to ſay, or

rather they are not afraid to blaſpheme, that our Sa

viors immenſe ſatisfaction, as they preſume to re

ſtrain it, is but a remote and general Cauſe to help

and qualifie what we do, when we ſatisfy for our

ſelves (which they may ſay as well of the Father and

the Holy Ghoſt, who ſatisfy not at all) and that

mens good works and Penances when applied either

by themſelves during their life; or by others, when

they are dead, are the proper and immediate * Cau

ſes, which do the Deed. Only the ſatisfaction of

Chriſt helps mens good and ſatisfactory works, ſom

what like as Ambregris can help Sweet Drugs rather

by actuating and reviving them to perfume, then by

Šeći, 3. n. 17. " ibid,

* Bellarm. de Indulg. I. I. c. 4. ſet. Tertia objeatio. Suares de

Penit. Diſput. Io. ſe&#. 3. n.6. Bonacin. de Sacram. Penit. 4.6.

punči. 4. Secunda propoſitio.

* Iayman, delndulg. c. 1, n. 3. Snarex de Tbeſaur. Diſput. 31.

petſuming
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perſuming of it ſelf. For here Bellarmin will tell

you, that there are not two " ſatisfactions,the one of

Chriſt, the other our own; but one ačiual Satisfaction

only, and that is ours. Thus far either men or Saints

are more properly Redeemers to themſelves and o

thers, thenis Chriſt himſelf: and thus full this Ro

man Treſury muſt be filled up with mens Blaſphe

mies, and Chriſts merits plundred from him. Se

condly, from this Blaſphemy our Treſury comes to a

ſquib or cracker, and what ſtinks ſo in mens No

ſtrils, burſts as an emty ſound in their Ears. They

ſay, that theſe human and ſuperfluous ſatisfactions,

which their Magazaſne is furniſht with,to ſatisfy Di

vine Juſtice, are only that Redundancy and over

plus of great labors and hard penances, which their

Saints firſt had no need of, for expiating their own

fins; and ſecondly which they made no uſe of, for ex

piating the fins of others. Now firſt, who warrants

them that their Saints had no need of this Surplu

ſage : It is certain, that S. Francis hath bin ſome

times troubled with luſt ; and who can tell whe

ther * the Wife, and the two Daughters, and the

two Maids he made of ſnow to ly with them, was

more then he needed to cool himſelf: who knows

but the five Stigmes, that is the wounds, which a

seraphim as they ſay, made in his thin Body may

have bin a fitter deviſe, to aſſwage burnings, then

to make him blaſphemouſly a Parallel and compas

nion in Chriſts work of Redemtion ? Can the Popes

give an exact account, what quantity of ſatisfacti

ons might have binſpent about thoſe ſins, that their

Predeceſſors were guilty of, when Vićfor a turned

* Bellarm. de Purgat. l. I, c. 14 ſeat. Tertius modus.

..? S. Banavent, invita Franc, 's Euſeb. Eccleſ. Hiſt.H.3 c.25.

C. c 2 Photi.
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Photinian : that is denied that Chriſt was God) and

2epherin b a Montaniſt ; and Marcellin an Ido

later: and both Liberius 4 and Faelix e were Ari

uns; and Honorius * a Monothelite £ Do they know

better, how much muſt go for the expiating of ugl

ſins, as for applauding Bloody Phocas, 6 which

was the ſin of Great Gregory: or for following the

Devils Adviſe, which was h the Guilt and the pub

lic confeſſion of another great Gregory and great

Founder of their Papacy: The truth is no man can

tells us, neither what thoſe Saints did owe 3. nor

what they were able to pay 3 nor therefore how

great Legacies they might leave for this Roman Caſh.

Secondly, but ſuppoſe, that ſome owed little, and

may leave much, as for Example the Bleſſed Virgin,

john the Baptiſt, &c. who knows whether they have

have left it, for this Treſury; or whether they have

not applied and ſpent it all, about their poor Friends,

who wanted it. They ſay, that ſhe converted St.

Paul i from a Perſecutor to an Apoſtle, both by her

Praier and her Merits; and why not with a conſi

derable part alſo of her own Satisfaction: Or if ſhe

would do ſo much for one, who was not of her own

Tribe; how in conſcience and charity could ſhe ſpare

them from her neareſt Relations, the Sons of joſeph

her Husband, who all incurred great Penalties, be

fore they would believe in Chriſt : I appeal to the

beſt Catholics, whether the Mother of Mercies

b Tertull. contr. Prax.

* Damaſus. Libr Pontif in vita Marcell.

* Id. in Vita Liber. - -

* Hieronymus de Scriptorib. Eccleſ. Acacius.

* Concil. 6. At 16, 17. 18. Conc. 7. Aft. 7. Definit. Synod.

* Greg, Magn Regiſt. l. 1 1. Epiſt. 38. .

* Matth. Paris, an 1086. Chronic. Deip, an 34

could -
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could keep long by her ſelf that overplus of Satisfa

Čtions and Merits, which to her were ſuperfluous,

and not beſtow them upon thoſe, to whom they

might be of ſo great uſe 3 not upon her moſt dear

Abbeſs, 1 to whom ſhe would be a Midwife, when

her Steward had lien with her 3 nor to her * Dear

Loyola, for his former Debaucheries and Vanities

before he came to be a Saint 3 nor to either of her

Dear devoted Servants, whom ſhe protećted ſo vi

fibly; the one from being burned by courſe of Law,

for 3 having deſtroied her own Child after ſhe had

got him by Inceſt; and the other from being “ trou

bled at all for enticing her Neighbors Husband 3 As

theſe Creatures had all along to their lives end, a

very great ſhare in her Favor, can you think they

had none at all in her ſatisfactions for their ſins 3 Is

there any reaſon to think, that ſhe would throw all

the ſatisfactions ſhe had into the Roman Treſury for

theº of unknown Perſons 8 could ſhe foreſee that

the Roman Popes might a thouſand and three hun

dredyears after her abode on earth better diſpoſe of

them then ſhe could her ſelf?There is the ſame impro

bability concerning all other true Saints, S. john, S.

Paul, S.Peter, all the bleſſed Martyrs, &c. The Roman

Saints may come in too; For who reads the earneſt

Addreſſes, that S. iDominic k makes to his Goddeſs,

for his dear Children the black Preachers; and can

believe, he could forbear the applying all what he

had to the neceſſary wants of his Order 3 or if he had

1 Pelbartus l.21. c. 3. -

l ** Devita Ignat. l. 1. c.2. Ribadeneira, Vita Lºyole.

"; sºn. Specul, Titul. Confeſſo. Exemp. 7.

4 Pelhart. Stellarii corone. l. 12, c. 3.

* S. Briget Revelat, l, 13. c. 17. .

- - reſerved
w
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. . . . Vid ſupra.

reſerved any of his great ſatisfactions, and daily

Whippings for ſome others; is it not more then

probable, that he beſtowed them on ſuch Perſons as

the Whore was, (I mean his dear Miſs Catharina)

i who heard all his Sermons ſo devoutly, and yet

continued a Trade that had need of all he could do?

Was St. Bernardunkind, or St. Francis unnatural,

that, not to apply to his Nephew all he could

ſpare, for preventing all thoſe Torments, which he

ſaw did attend him in Hell, becauſe he had left his

Convent? and this, not to do the like to his own

Father, who certainly could not fare better, tho

there had bin no ſin in him, but this of beating St.

Francis, and turning him naked out of doors for

a mad Fool: In all likelihood the Roman Caſh is

quite emty, if there is nothing elſe to fill it up, then

the ſatisfactions of ſuch Saints; and his Holineſs

deals not truly in either ſelling or giving away to

ſome, that which the Saints have beſtowed on o

thers.

Thirdly, it is the like, or rather a greater folly,

to thinkas - they do, to ſcrape off from every good

Work don by the Saints, the labor and pains they

took in doing it; and ſo, to think of filling their

ſtore with ſuch ſcrapings, inſtead of good ſatisfa

étions. For firſt, not to ſcruple at their Language,

that which is Meritorious, and that which is Satiſ

factory in a good Work, are commonly ſo cloſe to

gether, that it is impoſſible to part them aſunder,

otherwiſe then you may part one and the ſelf-ſame

thing, in ſome confiderations and reſpects. Thus

the ſame gallant Aétion in an Officer for example,

* Bovius Tom. 3. Annal, an. 1221, n. 10.3. 4 :: * 44, 1 *

who

.º
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who was caſhiered for ſome miſ-behavior, will be

ſatisfactory in reſpect of his former Guilt, for the

procuring of his Pardon 3 and in another who is.

guiltleſs, it will be Meritorious by way of Service

only, and 'twill procure him not a Pardon, which

he needs not, but it may be, ſome conſiderable pre

ferment. And if the Service of the Guilty be much

greater then his Offence was, and ſuch it may b

Abners caſe was, when being in a Rebellion before,

he brought the ten Tribes to the King; the over

plus of this ſatisfaction, ſhall be allowed by David

to be thus far Meritorious, and thus far alſo to

have a Reward. After this rate, no part of the

gallant Service ſhall remain behind for the Treſury,

but the whole ſhall be taken up and accepted for its

full worth, tho partially, ſo much to procure his

Pardon by a Commutative; and ſo much to pro

cure him another Reward, by a diſtributive Juſtice.

A good King, I ſay, will obſerve theſe Proportions

with his Subječts: and I hope, at the laſt Day, God

will not deal worſe with his Children. 2. When

it happens, as it doth ſometimes, that the labori

ous and painful part is ſo extrinſecal to the good

work, as to be eaſily ſevered from it; as when S.

Paul Preaches in the Chain, or when S. john looſes

his Head in a Priſon for his Preaching; altho the

Chain and the Preaching be two different things

in their nature, yet they cohere and are cloſe toge

ther in the Eies of God Almighty: there the holy

Work of Preaching ſhall ſanótifie the cruel Chain; &

the hard Chain ſhall improve the price of the Holy .

or Meritorious Preaching. And if David can well

conſider not only what Service Abner did him, in

bringing Iſrael to him; but alſo, that he loſt an

Army
2
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Army, or part of his Eſtate in doing it; there is no

fear, but God is a good God, and will extend his

Mercies as far, both on what his Servants do in his

Name, and what they ſuffer in thoſe Services: For

I ſay unto you, that every one that hath firſaken

Houſes, or Children, or Lands, &c. ſhall receive an

hundred fold more, &c. Matth. 19. And whenevery

little parcel of the Suffering is recompenſed, as

well as the Meritorious part, with ſo liberal a Re

ward; What can Popes ſcrape off from it, that

remains unrewarded, to ſpend in ſatisfactions for

more, and to lay up in their Treſury f It ſeems

theſe crafty Shavers would have the Meritoriouſ

neſs for one thing, and the pain of performing it

for another: or in more homely terms, they would

give the Money for the Purchaſe, and the trouble

of telling and paying it, for the diſcharge of ſome

other Debts; whereas the ſum well told and paid,

can ſcarce ſuffice to buy the firſt, much leſs to leave

any over-plus to ſatisfie the ſecond Account.

3. Laſtly, Whenever Croſſes and Hardſhips fall

upon one, not in order to any gocq Work which

they do precede or follow, but becauſe they are

ſent from God,for Chaſtiſements, or Curbs, or Tri

als; as the Tribulations of £ob, the buffeting An

gel of Paul, and the Sicklineſs of Timotheus were:

or becauſe they are voluntarily fetch'd in, and un

dertaken by ſome Saints; as the hard Diet of john

the Baptisf, the often Faſtings of Anna, the low

and narrow Lodge of Hilarion, the ſeeming barba

rous Mortifications of ſome ancient Holy Perſons:

What is all this to the Popes Treſure? Did ever

God at any time lay theſe Afflićtions on the Righte

ous, in order to make the Pope richer, or his own

- Chile
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Children humble and better? Andwhen theſe laied

them on themſelves, can the Roman Church well

think, but that they intended them rather for mor

tifying their own Bodies, and ſecuring their own

Salvation, then for diſcharging other Mens fins :

What and if God and they laied more then was ne

ceſſary for theſe true ends,Are Roman Divines igno

rant, that God, who made job twice as rich as he

was before he made him poor, will moſt abundant

ly remunerate all ſuch hard ſurpluſage, if there is

any: And when all accounts are made even, what

ſoever Burthens are charged either by their Savior,

or themſelves; St. Paul tells them, That the /uffer

ings of this preſent life (and 'tis with theſe, if ſome

could be found unrewarded, that this Treſury

ſhould be ſtuffed up) are ſo far from ſuperabound

ing, or equalling, that they are not to be compared

with that Glory (immenſe reward of all Sufferings,

and not offly of all good Works) which ſhall be re

veled in us, Ro.8.18. Or if by chance Clement the 6th,

and the firſt Founder of this Treſure, better under

ftood this Balance, and ſaw in ſome corner or o

ther about S. Mary, S. Stephen, and other Martyrs,

ſome unrewarded Afflićtions which S. Paul rook no

notice of; in Conſcienceare we come to this, that

Roman Popes may fetch them out, andapply them

to whom they pleaſe ? That poor john the Baptiſt

ſhall ſee from Heaven his auſtere Life and hairy -

Clothes, ſhelter Herods and Herodias lying ſe

curely together ? That moſt vile and unclean Per

ſons, ſhall with the unſported Holineſs and Chaſti

ty ºf the Bleſſed Virgin Mary, buy off out of Pur

gatory, and ſometimes out of Hell it ſelf, the ve

" . . . . Đ d - ry
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ry Whores who * made them Popes? And that the

Martyrs ſhall be in the diſpoſal, and for the uſe of

ſo many diſſolute Monſters? And to this comes

the Church Treſury, that makes ſo much noiſe in

the World ; and like a Drum, is as emty as it is

loud. Let us ſee what they draw out of it.

Luitpr. 1.2. c. 13. Vid. Ieron, adan. 908.

G HA P. X.

Concerning Roman Indulgences, the moſt

general Inducement to Popery.

H E Church Treſury, the jubilee, the Indul.

- gences, are words capable of a goºd ſenſe, if

the Roman Church would allow of it. For really,

the Church of God poſſeſſes a very great Treſure,

namely, Jeſus Chriſt in Heaven, and in his Holy

Ordinances. All ſinners, whoſoever they be, if

contriti & confeſſi after Gods way, that is, really

and truly penitent, and turning from their ſins to

good Works, ſuch as become true Chriſtian Faith

and Repentance,may without the Keies of the Pope

open this Heavenly Treſure, and thence take out

as much of Chriſts Blood, or, to make uſe of the

Roman terms, as much of the ſatisfactions of Chriſt,

as will make up a full and a moſt plenary Indul

gence; that is, Mercy and Pardon without Mony,

and plentedus Redemtion both from the Spot and

the puniſhment of all their Sins. John the Baptiff,

- - Jeſus
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Jeſus Chriſt, and the Apoſtles, are the firſt Men,

who at the very Birth of the Chriſtian Church did

Preach abroad theſe Indulgences: and among them

Peter is the firſt (not Boniface) who proclamed at

£eruſalem the great Chriſtian Jubilee. You have

his Bull in his Sermon, Aſis 2.38, 39,

The Church of Rome, for her own ends, hath

much abuſed this good Treſure, as well as theſe

great Indulgences; and if you look into what ſhe

hath to brag of, you ſhall find her Treſury to be but

a broken Ciſtern, and her Indulging Bulls, inſtead

of Living Waters, to be but Puddles. With all the

Blood ſhed on the Croſs, one drop whereof in their

judgement could have ſaved all,they ſay that Chriſt

hath not fully ſatisfied for any actual ſins after our

Baptiſm; and that beſides the Eternal Torments in

Hell, for which he hath immediatly ſatisfied, there

remain other not leſs grievous, tho not ſo long, for

which we our ſelves muſt needs ſatisfie, either in

this Life, or near about Hell, in a place under

Ground which they call Purgatory. Their Maſs

Prieſts and Biſhops, with all their ordinary Power,

cannot abſolve their Penitents, tho never ſo con

trite, farther then this: and to have more, they muſt .

either procure it to themſelves, by their own works,

or ſend to Rome for Indulgences.
-

All this is pack'd and contrived with great Wiſ

dom for the beſt advantage of Rome. His Holineſs

gains much by it, for all that Blood which might

have paid for all the pains, as well as for the vicious

Aćts of ſin, is ſpared for his Treſury: and all Ca

tholic Souls being affrighted with Purgatory, out

of which Chriſt hath not redeemed them,and which

none but Saints or Martyrs are likely to eſcape 3

- - Dd 2 there
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there is no fear he can want Money, as long as he

will help Men out with his Treſure and Indulgen.

ces. The other inferior Clergy alſo are not looſers,

for tho their Power be much ſhortned from giving

full Abſolution, this Reſtraint may be look’d upon

as a rule of good Husbandry; for if they did par

don all at once by their Keies, as God doth by his

Miniſters in his Goſpel, who, unleſs ſome ſimple

Ignorant, would care for any of their Maſſes 2 But

both Chriſt, and all Chriſtian Souls ſuffer much, by

what others gain. Chriſt is viſibly defrauded of

the Honor that heever had of being the only Re

deemer, which he is not at the leaſt at Rome, a but

in a large ſenſe ; ſince both others and we, may ve

ry well redeem our ſelves, and ſatisfie Divine Ven

geance in a very conſiderable meſure by our own

perſonal Sufferings. Chriſt alſo ſuffers a ſecond

and groſs Injury, to ſee the moſt part of his Blood

under the indiſcreet hand of a Pope, who ſquan

ders it at their pleaſure who will buy out his Indul

gences. Chriſtian Souls are not uſed better, being

by theſe Jndulgences drawn aſide from the true

waies of Salvation, to ſpend their Devotion and

their Mony upon that which avails nothing; and

which, if relied upon, will certainly prove a great

deal worſe in the event. -

The main ground of all theſe Deviſes, is a Com

plication of Blaſphemies, and an open Profeſſion,

that Chriſt hath not by his Sacrifice on the Croſs,

fully ſatisfied Divine Juſtice; or that God demands

from Penitents and Believers, that which he was

ſatisfied for ; and that our fins are neither fully nor

properly remitted in the Blood of Chriſt. Theſe

three Antichriſtian Aſſertions, being involved and

- - - - - - - - - - - wrapt
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wrapt up in this, which both their Purgatory, and

all their Indulgences ſtand upon, that God in Chriſt

remits the fins, without remitting the puniſhment;

that is, that God in Chriſt remits our ſins without

remitting them at all. For if God in Chriſt re

mits ſins, why, being fully and properly remitted,

are they (unleſs redeemed by Indulgences) puniſh

ed in Purgatory 2 How comes God to demand of

his Children that they be burned and tormented

in order to ſatisfie his Juſtice, if the Sacrifice of

his Son hath ſatisfied it fully and properly on that

account 2 And what Juſtice is this to exact of me

the ſame ſatisfaction and payment, that Chriſt my

Surety hath fully given already ? They ſay that

Chriſt hath fully ſatisfied Divine Juſtice for our

fins, but not for that part of the puniſhment, which

either Purgatory doth inflićt, or the Popes Indul

gences muſt diſpenſe with. Againſt this, it is eaſie

toprove, and common ſenſe will tell them ſo, that

both Chriſt hath ſatisfied Juſtice on all accounts,

and God remitted ſins likewiſe as to the ſatisfying

of Juſtice, if Juſtice have in Chriſts Sufferings all

it requires from guilty Perſons, upon the ſcore of

ſuffering. For what is it, that Divine Juſtice can

demand of the worſt and guiltieſt ſinner 2 Is it that

the fins which he hath committed, may never have

bin committed?that is impoſſible,& a plain contradi

étion; and if God remits ſins upon ſuch terms, he

remits none. Is it that the finner may not fin here

after 2 So much did Juſtice demand of Adam before

his fall; and ſo much demands it yet of the bleſſed

Angels, to whom nevertheleſs God remits or for

gives nothing, becauſe Adam was not yet, and theſe

are never Treſpaſſers. The Queſtionis, What# .
- - WI11C
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which the ſevere and holy Juſtice of God can de

mand of Treſpaſſers? Sin, as to this, denotes two

things, to wit, the Vice or Illneſs of the A&, and

the puniſhment due by the treſpaſs for that ill A&.

Divine Juſtice requires not the ill Aét, or the Ini

quity of it; contrariwiſe, it ſhuns, deteſts, and for

bids it: What therefore Juſtice doth and can de

mand, is all due, and ſufficient puniſhment. Now

pardoning, or forgiving, or remitting, is to par

don, or to forgive, or to remit, what Juſtice de

mands of the ſinner and for his ſin, and this is the

puniſhment only. And ſo when Chriſt did on the

Croſs ſatisfie Juſtice for our ſins, and did take our

ſins from us upon himſelf, it was not by takingup

on him our Vices, or ugly A&s and Diſpoſitions,

God forbid! Chriſt took all our fins upon himſelf,

when he took and paied fully all the puniſhment due

for our fins; and God remits and forgives our ſins

in Chriſt, when he accepts of that puniſhment of

his in lieu of ours. Therefore whenſoever Papiſts

talk of ſins remitted,as to the treſpaſs of the Fault,

& not as to the puniſhments due for the fault;or that

Chriſt hath fully ſatisfied for thoſe & not fortheſe,it

is either ſuch a piece of non-ſenſe, as if one ſhould

ſay, That he forgives me all my Debts, on condition

I ſhall pay them: ora Blaſphemous Raillery put up

on Chriſt, as if he did fully ſatisfie Divine Venge

ance for all our ſins, when, except thoſe before Ba

ptiſm, he ſatisfies ſo for none of them. And ſo

the whole Frame of Purgatory for puniſhing, and

all the Jubilees, and Indulgences, and daily Maſſes,

for abſolving Men from the puniſhment of remitted

fins, that is, the whole Fabric of the Roman Church,

is built upon theſe impious Bulls, -

It
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It is true, God may, and often doth lay heavy

Chaſtiſements(call them Puniſhments if you pleaſe)

on his Children, even after he hath pardoned their

fins, but it is never to ſatisfy Divine Juſtice in any

puniſhment it requiresmore; but either to keep the

forgiven finner, by what he feels, from ſinning

more ; or to affright others from it by ſuch Exam

ples; or for removing the ſcandal, which otherwiſe

might well ariſe from all unchaſtiſed fins. Which

conſiderations agree not at all with the Tormentsof

Purgatory, where Souls, * as they confeſs them

ſelves, are neither better in themſelves, nor either

more exemplary, or a whitleſs ſcandalous to others

by what they ſuffer. There theſepoor Souls burn

and howl in long and terrible torments, with the

Faith of Chriſt above them, and the Blood of his

Sacrifice upon their pretended remitted fins, juſt as

notable Rogues are hanged and quartered ſomtimes

with their Pardons about their Necks. Pa

piſts would be much diſpleaſed to hear that any of

their devout and contrite Dames ſhould ſuffer ſo

imuch in ſpight of one plenary Indulgence; and

Chriſt muſt not be ſo,to ſee his true and lively Mem

bers tortured in Purgatory in ſpight of his Redem

tlon. -

Theſe Indulgences were never heard of, till the

filly World had bin frighted with theſe Flames of

Purgatory, which as their moſt ingenious Authors

confeſs, was very late : and then the Roman Cler

gy had a fair opportunity from the falſe Appariti

ons of Souls, and tremblings of ſimple People, to

look to their own private profits,by ſelling vain Se

curities to protećt againſt vain dangers& fears.The

* Bellar, de Indulg. l. 1, c. 7. ſed. Quarta Propoſitio.

very
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very ſound of a Latin word, Indulgentia, without

its proper ſenſe and uſe, was ground enough for

crafty men, to build what they would upon it; and

how far they have abuſed it, and more abuſed their

Church with it , one may gueſs by what here fol.

lows:

It was, and ſhould be ſtill, the Praštiſe of the

Holy Church, to expell from their Society Scanda

lousand known ſinners: and ſince the Church could

not alwaies keep Hypocrites from coming in ; ſhe

could not take a better courſe for aſſerting both her

deteſtation againſt all fin,and her credit with God and

men, then to keep them off, when duly known ; and

to ſhun them, in their holy Meetings eſpecially, till

many and great Evidences both of their ſorrow for

what they had done, and of their Amendment for

the time to come, had procured them Readmittance.

They were y enjoined to pray, to faſt, to curb and

to mortifie their Fleſh, to afflict their Souls for their

ſins, and to apply themſelves to all ſuch works, as

might both improve and declare their inward ſincere

Repentance. Theſe long and holy Exerciſes did paſs

among all Chriſtians for Satisfactions to the Church;

and in ſome manner * to God too. Before the Church

moſt properly ; becauſe that was all which the

Church Diſcipline, and Eccleſiaſtical Canons did re

quire 3 and before God in a lower, yet a very true

and proper ſenſe becauſe, tho all ſuch works of

Repentance be far from being a price equivalent to

what Divine Juſtice demands (which can never be

had, but either from the eternal death of the ſinner,

or from the infinite fatisfactions of Chriſt for him )

3 Concil Ancyran. Can. 16. Concil. Nicen:Can. I 1.

ºftian. i. i. Ep.3.

yet -
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yet it is the main Condition, which God requires of

Offenders, before the grant of his Pardon, and

which he is in his Mercy both ſatisfied and pleaſed

with, when they ſincerely perform it.

This was not all, 'twas not enough to have don

it, they muſt do it a long * while ; ſome a whole

year ſome two, ſome ten, ſome according to the E

normity of the ſin all their life long; and the ſureſt

Proof the Church could take of their real ſincerity,

was in the length of their Performances. . By this,

it ſeems, the holy Fathers had a great care, that in

the management of their keies, whether to ſhut out,

or to let in, their Church might keep time with

Heaven: ſo that they might neither retein, nor re

mit here upon Earth, but what and when they might

well judg, God would retein, or remit above. It

was not then, as now at Rome, where Diſpenſati

ons, and Licences are preſently got at a ſmall Rate ;

a Raviſher of a Virgin was in the year 1520 (I hear it

is now much raiſed, as well as the Rate of Monies )

about ſix * Groats: the Raviſher of his own Siſter

was but at five: and the heavieſt ſeverity, that

theſe Villains muſt undergo, is that 'tis impoſſible

for them, how penitent and contrite ſoever, to be

releaſed without ſome Mony. Pauperibus, &c." that

is, they cannot have the Comfort of theſe Mercies,

whoſever brings in no Mony. In ſuch Occaſions of

Scandal the Roman Church, whilſt a Virgin, was

as ſevere, as now ſhe is become remiſs: and what

theWhore gives for twelve pence, the honeſt Virgin

had ſcarce granted for a penance of twenty years. So,

* Concil. Ancyr. ſupra. . . ... I

* Taxa Cancellar. Apoſtol. Fol. 36.pag, 2. Edit. Paris. 1320.

* Ibid. fol.23. p. 1. *

- - Ee - careful
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careful were they in thoſe daies to clear the Church

from foul Scandals; and ſo afraid were they withal

in the exerciſe of their Power, to break correſpon

dencie with Gods juſtice; to unlooſe them whom he

kept bound; and to bind themſelves before God,

* by a raſh unbinding of others. You may read in

S. Cyprian * and Ambroſe how both ſinful and dan

gerous, this looſe and remiſs indulgence is in their

opinion. - -

Nevertheleſs there now and then happened ſuch

cauſes as not only permitted, but moved them alſo

to be more free. As when the excommunicated

Sinner gave ſignal proofs of an extraordinary ſor

row: when upon dangerous occaſions he ſtoutly own

ed and defended the Chriſtian Faith: when in times

of Perſecutions all Chriſtians were to be encouraged,

and ſtrengthened to Martyrdom; and when valiant

Confeſſors (who ever before their Death, were re

puted for true Martyrs) did intercede for ſome of

their friends; on theſe and other like rational and

pious Inducements, the holy Fathers thought they

might, 4 either eaſe ſuch Penitents of the length,

or ſometimes quite diſcharge them of the whole Bur

then, that excommunicated, but withal contrite

perſons did lie under; and ſo before the time pre

ſcribed, readmit them into the Church. And this

Relaxation of Eccleſiaſtical Severity, ſome Latin

Fathers e call once or twice in their writings, by

the Name of Indulgence. - -

Tbis was enough for cunning Cheats, to ground

* S. Ambroſ. De Penit. l. 2. c 2. -

* Cypriam. l. 3. Ep. 14. E3. 15. Ep. 16. item Serm. de lapſis.

* Comc. Ancyran. Can, 5 & 12. conc. Nic. can. 12.

* CŞFrian. de Lapſis Subjin. Tertull. de Exbortat.cº -

- - their
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their Indulgences upon ; and for ſilly men, to enter

tain them. So that as one word Miſſa could ſerve

their turn, as I have ſhew'd in another Book, for in

troducing that great Abomination, which they call

Maſs: ſo doth this other Latin word Indulgentia,

uſed once or twice by ſome ancient Authors in a

good ſenſe, and now turned to a quite other; for

countenancing all the Impoſtures, that now a daies

are bought and ſold under the name of Indulgences.

Here you may whenſoever you pleaſe, diſcover

Rozes either Knavery, or Folly, or both by theſe

two diſtinét Chara&ters. The firſt is, that when the

Fathers thought good to uſe any Indulgence, it was

to ſhorten, or to moderate their Eccleſiaſtical Cen

ſures, before Reconciliation and pardon; whereas the

Roman Indulgence isfor another ſort of Puniſhments,

which Maſs Prieſt are pleaſed both to inflićt on the

Penitents, and to moderate or quite take off after

their Abſolution. The ſecond is, that the holy Fa- -

thers never either thought, or attemted to mode

rate or to take off any other Cenſures or Puniſh

ments, then ſuch as had bin impoſed: whereas the

Pope by his Indulgences offers to moderate or take

off all, bothwhat is laid onby his Church, and what

is or ſhall be laid on by God himſelf. -

As to the firſt Mark, to diſtinguiſh the Primi

tive Relaxations, from the preſent Roman Indul

gences; The Church of Chriſt never uſed upon

any occaſion whatſoever, this unnatural and popiſh

way of inflićting puniſhments or Eccleſiaſtical Cen

ſures, after Pardon : and therefore they could not

have occaſion of ever granting ſuch Indulgences, as

ſhould eaſe men after pardon, from ſuch Cenſures.

When notorious and public Offences had turned the

- - Ee 2 ſinner
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finner out of dores; the Holy Fathers did lay on

him ſeveral Degrees of Rigor, before they would

take him in again , , as antecedent Preparations to

make him fit to be taken in. I. The Sinner was en

joined a to ſtand without ; and there with cries and

tears b to beg them who came in, to pray to God

for him. 2. Some years or months after, he was

admitted within Doors, but in a remote Gorner of

the Church, behind the Catechumens , that is, the

not Chriſtened Proſelytes, where they might hear.

Sermons, but not Praiers. 3. After ſuch other time

as they thought fit; he was ſuffered to hear and

pray with the Chriſtians, but not to take the Holy

Myſteries. Theſe with ſome other Mortifications

and trials were all the Penalties inflićted by the

Church upon ſcandalous Offenders; the Satisfaāti

ons, when undergon, given by the Offenders to the

Church ; and j. humbly and ſincerely perform

ed., upon good grounds were alſo thought in the

ſenſe above ſaid, acceptable to God himſelf. And

here among theſe performances was the only time of

Indulgence, either to ſhorten the time, or to miti

#. the Rigor of the Hardſhip, that they were un

er. 4. This don, either with, or without favor;

at laſt the finner was at the time appointed for his

Readmiſſion, brought in into the Church ; there

he kneeled, and there the Biſhop coming to him, as

thegood Father in the Goſpel to the loſt Child, fell

both himſelf and all the People upon their knees:

then after holy Praiers and a holy laying on of hands,

gave him Sacerdotal Bleſſing, and complete Abſolu

tion: raiſed him up from kneeling: for concluſion

• Greg. Neocaeſar. Epiſt. Canon. ,

* Ambroſius. De Penit. l. 1. c. 19.

of
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of all, he was admitted at theſame time, both to the

holy Communion, and the Churches Peace. The

Penitents being thus reconcil'd neither under-went

other Puniſhments, nor needed other Indulgences.

And if that Holy Mother the Primitive Church uſed

to chaſtiſe her ſtubborn Children, and upon their

amendment to kiſs and embrace them afterwards;

we do not read in any Father, that it was ever her

Method, firſt to kiſs, then to correót and puniſh.

It is an extravagance proper to Rome, to abſolve her

Penitents and after Abſolution, to have them pu

niſht thereby to ſatisfielivine Juſtice; and ſo con

ſequently are all her Indulgences, to eaſe men of

ſuch Puniſhments,Tricks of their own invention. Our

Savior did not plague ſinners, after he had bid them,

go in Peace : and if God kept them afterwards hum

ble, and ſenſible of their former fins by Fatherly

Corre&ions, as you read often that he did; Pſal.

89. Hebr. 12. 1 Corinth. 11. Roman Indulgences

are but both idle and ſawcy Toies to take them off.

And this brings to the ſecond viſible Charaćter, by

which you may diſcern the Primitve Relaxations,

from the preſent Roman Indulgences. º

1. Therefore as to this ſecond ; the Fathers of the

Primitive Church never intended with their Con

deſcenſions or favors to moderate or to take off any

other Puniſhments, then that which they had laid

on by their own ſentence and Cenſure: They knew

that the Power of reteining, and the Power of remit

ting, which God allowed them in his Church, are:

both i proportioned and relative, the one to the

other ; and that they could remit nothing, but when

they had bin able to bind. This appears ſo by the

Suares de Indulg. Diſp. 30. Seá. 2. m. 5.

~ . - very
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very Contents, and Form of their Warrant,

Whatſoever you ſhall bind on Earth, &c. Matth. 1.

16. 19. and 18. 18. and john 20. 23. Where the

power of Looſing and Remitting, follows cloſe to

that of Retaining and Binding. This is exer

ciſed by Excommunications and Cenſures, that,by

taking them away in the reconciling of Offenders;

and both Keies turn in the ſame wards,that is,with

in the ſame compaſs, within the Miniſterial Pale of

the Church, and within the bounds of this Life.

Roman Popes are the firſt Hedtors, who durſt break

out beyond theſe Lines, and roving into Purgato

ry, there over-rule Divine Juſtice, and pull out

thence out of Gods hands the Souls, whom, they

ſay, his Vengeance doth burn and torment. This

is then the drift of the Popes, and the ſecond viſi

ble Mark of their beſt and moſt authentic Indul

gences ; that whereas the Fathers of the Church

never attemted to diſpoſe of any other puniſh

ments, then ſuch as they had inflićted: the Popes

ſtretch their hands much farther, even as far as to

reverſe the Judgments, which, (as they preſuppoſe

it) Godinſliás. Now let Rome ranſack their Learn:

ing, and procure from any corner of good and

known Antiquity, one precedent for ſuch Indul

gences.

. In the meanwhile laying aſide Antiquity, which
in true Conſcience cannot but ſhame this new at

temp; it is a buſineſs worth enquiring, what theſe

Roman Indulgences (whether new or old) are in

themſelves. They are intended for theſe two

ends. 1. The eaſing of true Penitents from the Pe

nalties laid on them by their Confeſſors, after their

* Bellarm, de Indulg. l. 1. c. 7.

Ab
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Abſolution here in the Church. 2. And the remo

ving of more grievous puniſhments, laied on them

by God Almighty, yonder in Purgatory. And cer

tainly it is hard to ſay, in the which of theſe two

you ſhall find leſs, both Impiety and Extrava

gancy. -

1. The Indulgences for the firſt end, are both

fooliſh and impious upon ſeveral accounts: What

rebellious attemp is this, to bind to puniſhment thoſe

(Men, as it is ſuppoſed, contrite and truly peni

tent for their fins) whom the Goſpel of Chriſt ,

looſes and abſolves 2 May not one as well curſe,

whom God bleſſes, as retain or bind whom God re

mits 2 And if one may bind the Penitents, whom

God abſolves; may he not as well unbind the Faith

leſs and Impenitents whom God hath bound 2 If ſo,

we know where the Antichriſt lies; yet he ſhould

go and learn Manners from the Example of Balaam,

Num. 23.8, They ſay, that what they bind their Pe

nitents to, is notº only, but an uſeful

Correótion alſo. Then, I ſay, what they do in

binding them whom God doth looſe, ſhall be as far

a Rebellion, as it is a puniſhment; and as far unlaw

ful and unchriſtian to take off, as 'tis an uſeful Cor

rečtion, and as it was good to lay it on. And have

the Popes no better waies to fill their Coffers, and

to maintain their Holineſſes, then by ſuch a Trade

of Indulgences, as diſpenſe with Men againſt their

own good? 2. There is yet more; to juſtifie their

Penalties from being a reſiſting of God, and a re

taining what he remits; they ſay, that after Ab

ſolution they lay no more on any Man, then what a

fincere Penitent * is both milling to undergo, and

obliged by the fear of God, and the ſenſe of his Conſci

£7706
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ance to do or ſuffer; and that this is it properly and

direétly, what the Indulgences do eaſe Men from.

Do not then call this, if you pleaſe, Rebellion or

Reſiſting God; but you cannot chooſe but perceive,

that if this ſame penitent Soul lies not between a

cruel binding Confeſſor, and a gracious remitting

God; ſhe now falls into another as bad or worſe

condition. For here is within the ſenſe of Conſci

ence, that charges her to do or ſuffer ſuch a thing;

and there is without, a Bull from Rome, that diſ

charges her from both doing and ſuffering it: Do

you not think to ſee this Soul, as the Body of Moſes

was once, between a good and a bad Angel : Here

God impreſſes a pious Fear, in order that the Peni

tent may do ot ſuffer ſuch a thing; and there the

Pope ſhews an Indulgence, that he may do but what

he pleaſes: Do you not ſee God, and the Pope con

teſting ſtill about Moſes, & ſtrugling one againſt the

other, what way ſhall be taken by this honeſt Soul:

If the Pope have the better of it, then his Indul

gences come to this, and the Satisfactions and Blood

of Chriſt, which the Pope wraps up in theſe Bulls,

have this good end, namely, that Men need not be

perplexed for Gods Fear, nor for the motions of

Conſcience. Certainly, not to do what both the

fear of God, and the ſenſe of an honeſt Conſcience.

do move us to, is a fearful omiſſion: and if any In

dulgence can waſh it off, it muſt exemt Men not

only from a puniſhment, as they pretend, but from .

a very great fin alſo, which they do not. 3. This

ſcattering and abuſing the Blood of Chriſt by In

dulgences, will better appear, if you conſider in

retail what theſe Penalties are, which this Blood

applied to us by them, muſt free us from. Theſe

Pe:
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Penalties are chiefly theſe three, “Fafting, Praier,

and Almes-giving. The very “Pagans can tell you,

that the exerciſe of Moral Vertues is even a Sove

raign Happineſs: How then come good Catholics

to imagine, that the exerciſe of Chriſtian ones may

be to them a puniſhment 2 In conſcience, is Pray:

ing, Faſting, and giving of Alms, the puniſhment,

or part of it, which ſin deſerves? Did ever Gods

Law reckon Praier and Charity amongſt its Cur

ſes 2 Or did ever the Goſpel of Chriſt impoſe this

Holy and Bleſſed Exerciſe, under the notion of

Chaſtening 2 Is it likely, that the Apoſtles, who

often plagued Men with Blindneſs, with Death,

with delivering them over to Satan, ever inflićted

Praiers, and Exerciſes of Alms-giving, as ſtrokes

of their Apoſtolical Rod & Did the Lord Jeſus

ſhed his Blood to be applied in Indulgences, that

you ſhould not Pray, or Faſt at all f Or that we

ſhould not Pray, or Faſt ſo much? Andif this be

none of the true ends of Chriſts Death and Satiſ

faction; I do not ſay, how unprofitable, but how

both unchriſtian and Antichriſtianare the Indulgen

ces, that trifle away this Sacred Blood to ſuch con

trary purpoſes 2 4. Laſtly, to lay this impious a

buſe aſide, and to let Faſting, Praying, and charit

able giving of Alms,paſs at Rome for hard and pain

ful Puniſhments; yet they are, neither the Death

that the Law threatens ſinners with, nor the Helliſh

burning in Purgatory, which, as they ſay, the Ju

ſtice of God requires, that they ſhould ſuffer when

they are dead: they can be at the moſt, but an emty

ſhadow of theſe pains. And tho they were (what

* Bellarm, de Panitent. l. 4. c. 6. -

* Ariāot, Moral, ad Nicomach. l. 1 . . . .

Ff they
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they are not) a full Equivalent for them; yet are

they no ſatisfaction in any Balance of Juſtice, un

leſs God will accept of them for due painent.

Therefore let Roman Confeſſors ſhew now to their

poor Penitents, either when, and where God hath

told them, that he will accept of their Praiers, &c.

inſtead of Purgatory Burnings, which is their pro

per puniſhment: and let the other greater Cheats,

the Popes and Bull-ſellers of Rome, aſſure any o

thers but Fools, upon any probable ground, that

God is both pleaſed and reſolved to accept of their

Indulgences, in lieu of Faſtings and Praiers; and

good and Chriſtian giving of Alms.

2. The ſecond end, that Roman Indulgences are

intended, and ſo bought for, is the removing of

that Judgment, which condemns Roman Catholics

after this Life to dreadful Burnings and Tortures,

unleſs (which few beſides Saints and Martyrs can

do) they can ſatisfie otherwiſe. This hot and ter

rible Torment is not impoſed on departing Souls by

Popes or Prieſts; for if it were, it would be no

wonder that Popes and Prieſts could remove it. It

is none of thoſe voluntary Chaſtiſements, which

one may take upon himſelf to prepare him for Gods

Mercies, ſince it is confeſſed by them all, that no

Body grows better for them. It is an unavoidable

Puniſhment lying on them for the ſatisfaction of Ju

ftice. It is, they ſay, decreed by God f himſelf due

anddemanded by Gods Law, grounded and radica

ted upon the eſſential right of Nature: and by this

you may judg how indiſpenſable this Purgatory

puniſhment is, ſince, as they ſay, God Almighty

will rather ſee his own Children burning many

* Navar. de jubil, Notabil, 13, n. 11. -
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hundreds of years in helliſh Flames, when even

their fins are pardoned, then to break his Law

to take it off. Yet the Almighty Pope dares do it:

and if you cannot go ſo far as to Rome, Rome will in

a manner come to you ; and give you ſuch an Indul

gence, that is in their own language, ſuch a juridi

cal Abſolution, as ſhall reverſe all Judgments whe

ther of natural Juſtice, or God himſelf; and thus

get you clear on all hands. Heaven and Earth can

not afford the like Example. A Hoſtler, or a Porter

making Aéts of Oblivion; or a Priſoner at New-Gate

granting Decrees to ſtop the Judges, and their Pro

ceedings at Weſtminſter, are nothing to Pope Sixtus

the 4th, nor to Alexander the fixt, nor to any of

thoſe Villains, who ſend Indulgences from Rome,

and from the Embraces of their Harlots, to obſtruct

the Courſe of Divine Juſtice, and to order judicially,

to what degrees of Puniſhment it may proceed; or

whether it ſhall proceed at all. This is far worſe

then what they ſay the Ruſſians do, when upon the

breaſt of their dead Friends, they ſend a Mandat

to S. Peter, charging him, that at the ſame moment,

when he ſhall have received their letter, he fail not

to admit the Bearer thereof, whom they have ab

ſolved from all ſins. For the Popes Indulgence is a

formal Sentence, and as they call it, a Juridical Ab

ſolution directed to and ſerved upon God himſelf a

gainſt the uſual courſe, as they conceive, of this or

dinary Supreme Juſtice. , -

I have read ofa conceited man, who, even to the

endangering of his life, keeping himſelf from making

water, for fear of drowning the whole World, at

laſt was perſwaded, it would not be ſo, by the ex

f Wolfius Cent, 16. an, 1580, - \ }
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perience of his weakneſs upon a poor ſmall Cottage,

fet on fire, which his friends had called him to

quench. If His Holineſs in this reſpect were not

twenty times more incurable; twenty thouſand Ex

periments of the like nature might have cured him.

Let him and all Papiſts but conſider, what a moſt

plenary Indulgence, or even a whole £ubilee can do

towards the preventing of the leaſt other temporal

puniſhment for ſin, for example, want, ſickneſs, or

death; and thence let them gueſs, what it can do

againſt the greateſt, and, as they conceive the moſt

fatal, the burning of Souls after Pardon. Let them

try, what kind of Relief theſe Bulls can afford to

contrite and repenting Robbers againſt hanging, in

an human Judicature ; and then hope or deſpair of

what they are boaſted to do, againſt the Soveraign

Divine Juſtice. Naylet the wiſeſt of all the Papiſts

hearken to their ownſenſe and reaſon. If an g In

dulgence, ſaies Bellarmin, cannot ſo much as take a

way the Puniſhment, which an Inferior Magiſtrate

condemns a Thief, or a Murderer to ; how much leſs

able ſhall it be, to take of that Puniſhment, which

God hath decreed against Sinners 2 And what do they

conceive Purgatory Burning to be elſe? They ac

knowledg alſo, that, the Pope by his Indulgences can

not pardon any Puniſhment, which is inflićted by God

as}. in an Exterior and criminal judicature. If

ſo, in good earneſt doth not God Almighty ačt as a

Judg, when he condemns men to Puniſhmentin order

to ſatisfy his Juſtice? And is not that an exterior

and Criminal Court of Juſtice, whereſoever men

are condemned to ſuch grievous and long, and out

* Bellar. de Indulg, l. 2. c. 1. ſeat. guarta Olješio. . .

* ibid. --
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* Bellar, de Indulg, l. I. c. 8.

ward Puniſhments 2 Or if you call it inward; why

ſhould the Judgment of God be leſs, and the Power

of the Pope more regarded, in Gods own internal,

then in his external Judicature ?

Here the Popes are pleaſed to juggle, as the Fel

low uſed to do, who bragged, how far he could jump

at Rhodes,where he knew no man had ſeen him. But

ſaies one, if it be ſo; come friend, here is as good

ground as at Rhodes, let us therefore ſee what you can

do. The Popes brag much, how bravely they can

ſave men from all the dangers in a Place, where no

body tells us the truth of what they are pleaſed to

brag of. But here in the Courſe of this mortal life,

where we ſee ſo many temporal Judgments of God,

ſo many Plagues and Penalties inflicted by God Al

mighty upon abſolved ſinners for their fins, my Rho

dian Boaſter cannot jump: the Popes Bulls ſave from

none of them: and by their own Confeſſion, their

Indulgences h can help no man againſt any kind of

Miſeries, whether for Original fins ſuch as are Infir

mities, Diſeaſes and Death; or for any ačtual fins,

ſuch as Plagues upon men, and Countries. It is in

vain, when men go to Rome for a Bull againſt any

kind of Tribulations whatſoever, either in their Soul,

or Body, Relations or Fortune. No Indulgence

can reprive from any Puniſhments that we can ſee:

only that one which we ſee not, the being torment

ed in Purgatory for ſins which God hath forgiven ;

and there only my Jumpers can work wonders, and

their Indulgences are worth Gold.

- If the compaſſing of theſe two Ends, namely the

eaſing you from pious Exerciſes, whenſoever you

are troubled with them; and the removing of Gods

purga
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purgatory Juſtice, be both impious and impoſſible;

the manner of attemting it by laying out the blood

of Chriſt in Indulgences, is not much better. At

firſt, when the Fathers ofTrent talk magnificently

ofopening their great i Celeſtial Magazines, and of

drawing out thence, by the means of their Indul

gences, Chriſts Blood, and all ſorts of Bleſſings; all

this makes ſhew of a great matter. But if you will

come but ſomewhat near, you ſhall find it what

Eneas did, when being in the Heatheniſh Limbus,

he thought to ſee and embrace his Father ; it is but

an emty Phantome, which hath neither fleſh nor

bones, that you can hold. 1. For firſt this Celeştial

Magazine is not lockt and opened at Rome, as the

Vatican Library is, whence the Pope and his Offic

cers may lend to Baronius what Ancient Records he

calls for, there to find tales for his purpoſe; and

ſometimes Truth againſt himſelf. Nor is it like the

Treſury where His Holineſs keeps his Monies, when

it comes in from ſelling Bulls, under the pretenſe of

Holy Wars, &c. and goes out as they k ſay ſome

times it doth,in real truth,to arm Turks againſt Chri

ans. Nor is it like thoſe more holy conſecrated Re

poſitories, where their holy Relićs are kept ; and

whence they may at any time ſhew all what you

have a mind to ſee, the Head, or the Toe of a Saint,

the Milk, or the Hairs of the Virgin. It were fair,

if this Treſury, where Chriſts Bloodand Ranſom is

kept, were but like their Holy Maſs Pyx, where the

whole Body lies ſtill at hand, for any man that may

want its for then it were eaſy for the Pope, to take

in and out what he pleaſes. They ſay that this

! concil. Trident. Seſſ, 21; c. 9.

* Aventin. Annal, Boior. l. 7,
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whole Treſure is laid up in mente & acceptatione Di

wina, I that is, in the very mind and acceptation of

God himſelf, where no ſober man will imagine, that

any Roman Pope can reach, as he muſt in the pre

ſent Caſe. The Caſe is this. The Pope muſt have

to diſpoſe of, as much, or as little of the blood of

Chriſt, as he intends to make his Indulgence to be

worth. If it be an Indulgence for 40 daies, any

Biſhop may take as much ; ſovery little of this blood

may ſerve: if the Indulgence be for 40, or for 4, or

500 years, he muſt proportionably take ſo much the

more ; for all Indulgences being ſuppoſed to be real

ly fraught with Chriſts Blood; and to be effective

Paiments made by the Pope, to God himſelf, out of

his Sons ſatisfactions and Sufferings; here firſt you

muſt admit another ſuch buſineſs as in the Maſs Sa

crifice. Firſt the Popereaches to part of this Celeſtial

Treſure, which is with God (above any human

reach one ſhould think) otherwiſe how could he

pay it, and having it (I leave to others to deter

mine what way the Pope can come it) ſupply all

Exigencies, eſpecially at the jubilee, and generally

at any time. I ask any Chriſtian Conſcience, whe

ther theſe ſatisfactions and this Blood, ſuppoſing

true what they fancy, ſhould not be much better left

in the hand of Chriſt himſelf; then in the diſpoſal

of a Pope, who, when we may have the greateſt

need, namely when after Death we muſt all ſtand

above at the Bar, is at a great diſtance from us; knows

neither our Danger, nor our fins: nor what Judg

ment ſhall paſs on us; uor what we want to ſecure

againſt that danger. Were not this better in his

hand, who hath ſhed it, and preſented it already to

* Suarez. De Theſaur. Deip. 31. Seá. 1. n. 6, God
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God, who ſees our need, and who ſtands there to

help out? Were it not better left in Gods own hand

to whom Chriſt firſt preſented it 3 And who is the

Judg to whom, they ſay, the Pope muſt preſent it

back again? Is the Popebeing at Rome more willing

or more able, having this Blood under his key, to

help with it remote and unknown Souls, then Chriſt

who is preſent, to ſave his Members ? And whether

of the two is more merciful and more likely to uſe it

beſt to our Salvation, the Pope at a diſtance, in ap

plying it to ſtrangers, or God the Father being there

preſent, in applying it to his Children? Is it that

Chriſts Redemtion muſt come to Rome, and there

beratified by ſome Bull, before it be good againſt

Burning? Secondly, this Paiment, however reacht

to, is, they ſay, preſented to God by the Pope. It

is ſo in all Indulgences, but in thoſe eſpecially,

which his Holineſs grants for the dead. For there

the Pope reſcues no man from what he ſuffers, but

by offering as much to God, of Chriſts Sufferings,

that ſo Juſtice, they ſay, " may be ſatisfied by the

exchange. And herein lies a moſt impious Abſur

dity. 1. For what is this, to offer up again what

Chriſt, by his eternal Spirit offered before ? Was

not Chriſts once offering it, ſufficient? Is the Popes

Offering more acceptable 3 and ſince Chriſt alone can

by the Law of Mechiſedecs Prieſt-hood, offer up his

Body, and Blood; what is the Popes ſecond Offer

ing in every Bull, but a moſt ſacrilegious Boldneſs *

Will they ſay, that this Offering is merely intentio

nal, ſuch as every Chriſtian may do by praier: then

ſay I, the Indulgence which the Pope ſells with this

kind of Offering, is a mere Cheat; if it be more, it

" Bellarmin. de Indulg. l. I. c. 14, ſe&#. Tertia Queſtio. -

* 1S
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is the Sacrilege. , 2. Secondly what a rude extrava

gancy, is it to offer to God for Paiment his own Mo

ny ? and to preſent him with that which he had al

ready from an incomparably better hand 2 Is this

fair and honeſt dealing, to pay one out of his own

Purſe 2 and what Piece of Courtſhip is it in a Sub

jećt, to preſent his Prince with nothing elſe, then

his own proper Roial Jewels 3

This is the truth of Chriſts Satisfadion; and Pope

and Papiſts ſhould either learn, or teach it better.

Chriſt having once offered to God a Ranſom moſt

ſufficient to redeem all men, both from all fins and

all the Penalties which attend them ; God the Fa

ther hath accepted of it, for ſuch, at the hands of

his Dear Son. Nowthe way of applying this great

and infinite Sacrifice: and of rendring it as well all

Efficacious to us, as it is al-ſufficient in itſelf, is not

to return it up to God, either by ordinary Prieſts at

Maſs, or by Popes pretending to repay it him in In

dulgences; (for this were rather the way of apply

ing it to God, who gives, then to us who muſt re

ceive it) but to beg it of God through Chriſt by

continual Praiers; to thirſt and long after it, by the

ſenſe of our wants, and unworthineſs; to qualify

ourſelves towards the receiving of it, by repenting;

and then to embrace what God according to his mer

cies and promiſes will give 3 to embrace it, I ſay,

with faith, and ſecure it to our ſeives by a conſtant

courſe of holy life. Or, to ſay the ſame in Roman

terms. The Church hath an infinite Treſure, both

of Satisfactions and Merits: out of which you may

have as many jubilees and Plenary Indulgences for

all your Sins, and all the Penalties, whether eter

ºnal or temporal that attend fin, as you ſhall want.

G g This
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* the Church, they do alſo conſequently both lock

----- ----
- -

~-->

This Treſure of Satisfactions hath already bin both

ſo ſufficiently, and ſo efficaciouſly offered to God,

by Chriſt and accepted ºf by God for you, that with

oit any farther Offering by Maſs Oblations or Popes

Bulls, it ſtands alwales before God, in his mind, and

acceptation. Göd is pleaſed to offer it you, full as it.

is in his Goſpel; His Holy Sacraments, and his gra

cious Promiſes are both his Bulls and Indulgences,

and be ſure that you ſhall gain them, if you are but

willing and earneſt to have them: Only know this,

that Chriſt, who is the Steward, and the Diſpenſer

of the Treſure, throws it not a way undiſcreetly on

every ſinner, that bids mony. None of his Indul

gences are to be had ſine Cauſa rationabili, as the

Pull-mongers uſe to ſpeak, without ſome reaſona

ble cauſe, which is leaving the Pope, to come

with repentance and Faith to Chriſt: inſtead of bow

ing to a Roſary Altar or an Image, to humble your

ſelf, and walk uprightly both before God and before

men. Now have you got the whole Treſure upon

theſe reaſonable terms; you have the keies along with

it, as far as your private concern reaches. Impe

penitency, or continuing in any fin, are the two or

dinary kees, that lock it up holy Faith, and true

Charity are the keies that get it open. There are

keies of another kind, that belong to public Per

ſons, S. Peter, S. Paul, and all the Lawful Officers

in the houſe of God. Theſe public keies are to

lock out of it all ſuch wretches, as ſtand in the Church .

to ſhame it: and to open it to them again, when af

ter due proofs of Amendment, they ſhall watch and

knock at her Gates. And this is more then perhaps

you think; for altho directly they belong only to

OT
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treſpaſs againſt the rule(as her keies may turn wrong

or open Gods good Treſure, and in ſome manner

Heaven it ſelf. For tho Chriſt properly be the

keeper of, as well as the way and the Gate of this

Celeſtial Palace; take it for certain, that his Keies

do ſhut or open his Kingdom, whenſoever Paul or

Apollos, or any other Lawful Biſhop, Lawfully ſhuts

of opens the Church; and whenſoever alſo your pri

vate ones ſhut of open your own Trefure. If Rome

and not in the wards, of the Catholic Church)

your private ones ſhall ſerve your turn, and the keies

of Chriſt will ſecond them. Theſe keies every true

Chriſtian, as Tertullian P ſaies very well, doth keep

and carry about him: and may with them attain un

to the tender Mercies of God, and the ſatisfaction of

Chriſt for all his fins, without the Bull of any Pope.

The very Papiſts do confeſs it,tho they do it in other

words, when they ſay, ‘That there is no mortal ſin

But may be remitted by true Contrition, without the

Sacrament of Penance. Only for fear of beggering

themſelves, they keep in their own Power the remit

ting of Temporal Pains. -

This one Reſervation makes all the trouble about

Pardons, and ſo ſecures all the profit. It makes all

the trouble for Pardons; for let the fouleſt ſinner go

and confeſs, the meaneſt Maſs Prieſt can abſolve him

from all his fins, and from all the eternal puniſhments

in Hell: and if ſome Repentance be required, (tho

ſome ºthink it ſcarce neceſſary) it will go hard with

the Penitent, if a very ſmall ſorrow be not counted

Becan. de Sacram. c. 31. ſeſ. 1. Parag. Tertia concluffo., Lty

man. de Sacram. Pornit. c. 1. n. 8. .

* * Sylvester. Verb. Confeſ?. I. c. 21. Soto. in 4. Sent. d. 14. * 4.

&. 3. - -
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Attrition, and by the power of their Keies be not

elevated, that is made to paſs into ſuch a degree of .

Contrition, or Roman Repentance, as ſhall ſecure

the worſt Livers from Eternal Deſtrućtion. And

Gcd knows, how many Wretches both are drawn

away to that Church, and there emboldened to ſin

by this ſweet Enchantment. But when you think

to have done all (for who is the honeſt Petitent

that might not think to have done enough, when he

hath freed himſelf from ſin, and from the etermal

Miſery that follows it) there remains ſtill the tem

poral, which may make you burn for every one of

theſe fins you think pardoned, in a Fire as hot as

Hell, ſome ſay ſeven, ſome ten, others twenty

Years, for every one of your Mortal Siris. You

may hear God proteſting by moſt of the Holy Pro

phets, That if you turn and believe, He will not ſº

much as remember your ſins any more. But Rames

Purgatory Vengeance tells quite the contrary. You

hear an Apoſtle preaching among the ancient Ro

mans, That there is no condemnation at all for them

that are in chrift jeſus, Rom.8.1. That is true for

Hell, ſay now the Modern Romans, but not for Pur

gatory. You hear another Apóſtle telling you,

7 hat the Blood of jeſus Chriſt cleanſeth you from all

{..., when you have committed any, 1 john I. 5.

ut not, ſaies the Roman Church, from all the Pu

niſhments and Burnings which you muſt ſuffer..
more, theſe will tell you alſo, that Chriſt hath

moſt fully ſatisfied for all Sins and Puniſhments,

both in Hell and in Purgatory: What can they ſay,

andyou wiſh more: one ſhould think ſo; but they

only mock you. For Chriſt, ſay they, hath ſatisfi

* Bell. de Indulg. l. 2. c. 7.

ed
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ed ſo for you, but 'tis upon condition, that you ſhall

fatisfie alſo for your ſelf. Good God! I thought

my Savior had ſatisfied fully for all my Debts, if

by Repenting and Believing, and leading a Chriſti

an Life, I ſhould make my ſelf capable of his full

Satisfaction. Now it ſeems he hath ſatisfied Divine

Juſtice, in caſe I do ſatisfie it my ſelf; he hath freed

me of all my Debts, if I pay them; he hath obtain

ed the full pardon of all my fins, if I be ſufficient

ly puniſh'd for them. So I receive and may expečt

this favor, that I ſhall not be puniſh'd neither ſo

long, nor in Hell; and that I ſhall not be drawn and

quartered on Tower-hill, if I be hang'd at Tiborn.

This certainly is no full Pardon, nor full Satisfadi

on, nor full Paiment, They ſay, it is, if you ap

ply it well. It is full to all ends and purpoſes, when

it is applied by Baptiſin; it is full after Baptiſm for

all Mortal Sins and Eternal Puniſhments in Hell,

if it be well applied by temporal and worldly pains.

So I need not trouble my ſelf for Hell or Sin: But

what muſt I do to free my ſelf from Purgatory 2

Here therefore is the Cofner, where you muſt pay

the utmoſt Farthing: Here in good earneſt lies all

the trouble, and hence the Roman Clergy gains the

profit. - ; :

For after you have bin at the trouble cf continual

Pilgrimages, Faſtings, Scourgings, and great Ex

pences, no body can well aſſure you, that ſeven

Years of ſuch hardſhips in this ſad Life, ſhall “ſave

in Purgatory one hours burning. You muſt have

your recourſe to Maſſes, and redeem your ſelf out

of that terrible Fire with whole thouſands of

theſe, as they call them, Celeńial Pićfines, for they

* Soto. in 4. Diff, 21. 4.2, a 1, . . . -

, - - - pro
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W.

* properly are intended for that purpoſe: and many

rich Men every day grudg not to deſtitute their

Children, and to beſtow their vaſt Eſtates to

this good-end. How much this hath raiſed up

Ithe Roman Church, you may ſee by thoſe vaſt

Lands and Patrimonies which ſhe enjoies: and how

little it can help poor Souls, you may ſee alſo by

this, that after Millions of Maſſes ſo dearly bought,

none of the Prieſts will think their Founders Souls

ſo free from the pains of Purgatory, but they will

fell and ſing as many more, for their greater ſe

curity. . . . . . . . .

... In a word, after all is done which both Maſs and

Maſs-Prieſts can do, there is no ſafety but in the

Pope and Indulgences. If you will know what

they Blaſpheme; Chriſt himſelf with his whole

Body and all his Blood, tho a hundred times S1

crificed in a hundred Maſſes, is far ſhort of what the

Pope can do in one plenary Indulgence; and,what

Heaven and Earth may tremble at, his Roman He

lineſs ſometimes applies more of Chriſts Blood in

a ſingle piece of Parchment, then Chriſt himſelf

will do in three or four thouſand Maſs-Sacrifices.

Therefore beſides all you can get of the Maſs

Prieſts, with their Superceleſtial Vićtims, the Pope

promiſes you far more out of his Celeſtial Store

houſe. This he can open as wide or little as he

thinks fit: So you may have Bulls of all fizes; ſome

for 4o daies, 244dragens. Afterward they grew

to one Year, as that ſolemn one which * Alexander

the third beſtowed in Ferraria upon St. Georges high

Altar: Some other grew to ſeven, ſome to ten, ſome

to twenty years; but all things well conſidered,

* Baron, am. 1177, m, 49: -

". . . - - theſe
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iidempº 204.

theſe ſmall Indulgences proved too weak and infi

gnificant to help one out of Purgatory: For alas!

who can tell us, whether one ſin may not require as

much or more, to be burnt out 2 thereforeyou may

have larger Indulgences, even for hundreds and for

thouſands of Years: ſuch is that which Pope Boni

face f granted, when he dedicated the Chappel Mi

ſericordia, being worth one thouſandYears to the

Romans, two thouſand to remoter Neighbors, and

three thouſand to them who came to it from beyond

Sea. - ! . . .

This is nothing; ten and twenty thouſand Years

came to be an uſual rate for every Month in the

Year, and ſometimes y for many daies in ſome

Months. Read the Account of Roman * indulgen

ces,there you ſhal find ſome of thirty three thouſand

Years. In one of the Altars of the Lateran Church,

which they call Ara Maxima,” there is oneof 48ooo

for every day.They ſay the Penetians have one gran

ted to them by Benedići the 11th, which extends to

above fourſcore thouſand; at laſt they are grown,

and in one Church, for example in the Lateran, to

a number beyond all calculation: and they who

think to gueſs beſt at it, do not find them leſs then

the many ſmall grains which you may find in a good

handful of Sand ; or the many ſmall drops of Wa

ter that can fall in three whole daies and nights of

Rain.
-

t job. Diaron ap. caſ. Reijon. l. 2. c. 14.

! I'digentie Rom, Italice. Edit. Veterb. 1643.
* Ibid. - -

Cieſ. Resion. de Baſil. Lateran, 1.2. c. 14 p. 207.

• *.
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This way of meſuring Indulgences by a greater
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or leſſer number ofYears, is, as it were an old Rag

of the old Relaxations, which the Popes are

pleaſed to tear off, either to blind or to coun

tenance the newneſs of their Indulgences. The

Primitive Church ſometimes did puniſh ſcandalous

Men with Cenſures, that laſted, ſome five, ſome

ten, ſome fifteen, and ſome twenty Years: and if

ſhe ſaw reaſon for it, ſhe uſed to remit more or leſs

of this time of humiliation, according as the Peni

rent ſeemed to make better uſe of it. Now the

Pope by his Indulgences remits another kind of Pu

niſhent, not that which the Church had laid, but

that which God himſelf will lay on them 3 not in,

this life and in the Church, but after death and in

Purgatory; not to make them a whit the better, but

only to pleaſe his juſtice. So becauſe they know

well enough, that theſe new Indulgences of theirs

are quite another thing then b what the ancient Re

laxations were, they will borrow ſomehing of thoſe

to cover with it the newneſs of theſe ; and having

changed the very Subſtance, they do what they can

to inveigle themſelves and others with ſome emty

Shadows and Forms. Only they muſt betray them

ſelves, when to make Hmdulgences more precious,

they multiply twenties into thouſands, a number as

inconſiſtent with the Cenſures, as with the Lives

of Penitents in the Church of God, but compatible

with their new waies of Penance in Purgatory. For

whereas one, or two, or ſome few Years of Eccle

fiaſtical Relaxation, did tend only to take off ſome

Years of their Eccleſiaſtical Cenſure; our Roman

Relaxations and Indulgences intend to take-off

* Navar. de jubil. Notab. 11, n. 7. -Suarez de Indulg. Diffut.

49. Seči. 2. n. 7, 8, 9. - ~ * *

r quite, -
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quite, or to abridge Gods Judgment, which may

laſt upon burning Souls longer then the longeſt

Bulls, And thisis the ſenſe and meaning of their

extravagant Calculation. Sir, you have from his

Holineſs a Bull of forty thouſandYears; that is, a

holy Privilege, by which you ſhall be “exemted from

as long and as hot Burnings in the other World, as

you mighthave freed your ſelf from, not only by

ſcourgingyour back every day of your natural life;

but every day of forty thouſandYears, if you were

able to live ſo long, Everyoneof your Mortal Sins

deſerves by ſome ancient Canons a 4 Mortification

ef three, of ſeven, and ſome of ten Years and

more: thinkhow many ſuch lieupon you, and then.

peradventure you ſhal find that thoan Indulgence of

forty thouſandYears goes very far.it maybeyet too

ſhort foryou. . . . -
- -

But if you be not pleaſed with this meſuring of

Indulgences, becauſe how long and wide ſoever, it

isipon many • accounts uncertain, whéreasthe ſum,

which you pay for them is not ſo: take at your

choice either partial, or, plenary Indulgences, and,

then you ſhall knowwhat you take. If you take a

partial one, chuſewhat piece of Pardon you pleaſe;

whether to be freed from the Penances that your,

Confeſſor puts you to, or from the puniſhment of

venial, or for half, astbird of fourth part of Mortal,

sins. I ſay this, becauſebeyond Sta. I have known.

ſome great Perſons, who would not take Pardon,

for all, being informed by their Direétors, that God

3. n. 12. - - -

* Bellar. de Indulg, l.i.c. 9. . . . .

* Suarez, ſupra, -

* Layman, de Indulg. c.3: a. 1. -
Suarez. deindrijut. 59. Sea:

- H h : * * would ,
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would be better glorified, if they ſhould expiate

ſome part of them by Burning themſelves along with

them in the Purgatory Fire. However, the Pope

now hath the Blood and the Satisfactions of Chriſt

ſo perfeótly at his command, that he may & will let

you have of it,for as much and as little as youpleaſe.

But if you have a mind to make clear work, and to

be quit with Gods Juſtice upon all ſcores, take a to

tal or a plenary Indulgence. A plenary Indulgence,

(God in his great mercy forgive,and undeceive them

who Blaſpheme ſo) is thought equivalent to Holy

Baptiſm, and able to convey as much of Chriſts

Blood upon you,as will waſh you clean from all your

Sins; or at the leaſt, clear you from all Debts,

from the very date of your Baptiſm, to the taking

of the Indulgence.

Yet this total or full Indulgence, admits of ſeveral

degrees. For in Pope Boniface's account, there

ãre ſome that are more then full, Pleniores; ſome o

thers yet fuller then theſe, Pleniſſimae. Some ofthe

Roman Champions are puzled at this gradation,and

do not know how to take it, unleſs it be for an ex

aggerating Expreſſion, to ſwell ſomewhat the bu

fineſs, and to lighten the Buyers purſe. Never

theleſs there is in the caſe ground enough for theſe,

andmore Gradations. 1. You may think to have

gained a total Indulgence, becauſe it releaſes you of

all the Puniſhment which can be laid on you by the

Church; when you want another, to releaſe you

from all other puniſhments, which may, either in

Purgatory, or in ſome other place be laid on you,

by God himſelf. 2. Suppoſe your plenary Indul

gence remits both theſe, Ab injunºji, & debiti, ; it

.*

* Extravag. Antiquorum,

- - - ; COPII
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commonly remits them no farther, then the time

when it is applied to you, when being in great dan

ger of dying, you are abſolv’d by it. But in caſe

you live longer, tho it were but a Fortnight, your

total Indulgence is ſpent ; you want another, that

may remit the ſins which you may fall into before

you die. Therefore there is a fuller one, Plenior,

that may ſerve you to your laſt breath. 3. There

muſt be another yet fuller then this, for when you

are in ſuch an extremity of either ſickneſs or dan

ger, that apparently you cannot live, Articulus mor

tº praeſumtus, that is, the point 5 and laſt term when

you muſt uſe it; then if you eſcape this danger,

you ſee you are to ſeek ofanother, againſt both the

point preſumed, h and the point real, when you

ſhall die; unleſs you take their good adviſe , who

are for two diſtinót Indulgences; one for the pre

ſumed end of your life, which for greater ſecurity

you may uſe in any danger; and the other for the

real term, when you ſhall die in good earneſt: for

thus, they ſay, you cannot fail to end your daies in

a Baptiſmal Innocency. 4. But yet you may per

haps want a Prieſt to ſay your Abſolution: For

tho theſe kind of Officers be common enough, even

five or ſix in a Pariſh, yet they may be all ſinging

their Maſs,when you are at home groaning to death.

And in thoſe barbarous Countries, where Maſs

Prieſts are not ſo frequent, what will avail all your

Indulgences, if you chance to die at Durham,when

your Maſs-Prieſt is at New-caſtle f Therefore there

are other fuller then thoſe, and moſt full and fulleſt,

* Felin. de Indulg. n. 16. Antonin I. part. Tit. Io, c. 13.

* Navur. de jubil. Notabil. 3. n. 18. - -

* Id. Notabil, 11, n. 7. -

H h 2 Ple
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Pleniores & Pleniſſimae, that can ſecure you frombe

ing burned,tho you want a Prieſt:which is done two

manner of waies, eitherby impoweringyou to make

your Groom, or the next Man or Woman that you

meet with, a lawful Officer to abſolve you, becauſe

theſe Indulgences are ſuch unſacramental Pardons,

which may be as well applied" as granted, without

any Prieſtly Character; orby wording your Indul

gence in ſuch terms, as ſhall require no Body at all

to apply it; and in that caſe, they ſay, the Pope

himſelf is the immediate Prieſt, who abſolves you

at any diſtance. 5. When you have this, youhave

not yet all ; for there is another fort offins that this

Indulgence, how large ſoever, takes, it may be, no

notice of; to wit, all the fins which you may ha

zard your ſelf into, by preſuming on the ſtrength

of this Indulgence. Some of your beſt Direétors

tell you, * that nothing is a fin, which you areem

boldened to doby the hope of the next Jubilee, or

of a moſt plenary Bull, ſuch as Friends and Mo

ney can eaſily procure you from Rome; or at the

leaſt, that what you do, tho the venturing were a

fin, yet it cannot at all debar you from the benefit

of this Pool, that waſhes all your filth away. Yet

I hear of ſome other great ones, and Saints too,

who will except preſumtuous fins, when they apply

theſe large Pardoms. For thus runs the Abſoluti

on, " Authoritate, &c. that is, By the authority of

the Apoſtolical see committed to me, I alſive thee of

all thy ſins, excepting thoſe which thou haft committed

* Suarez de Indulg. Deip. 49. Seii. 3. n. 6.
* Ibid. Disjut. 36. Seá. 1. h. 3. ºx .

" Navar. de jubil. Notab. 34, n. 6.

" Archiep. Flor. i.p. tit. Io, c. 3,

by
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by relying on this Indulgence. Get therefore your

moſt full Indulgence to be made fuller, by the addi

tion of thoſe fins, and then die when and how you

pleaſe, your Soul is ſafe. 6. But and ifyou would

be ſo good, as to get in by the ſame means ſome

| what to pleaſure your Friends with, call for an In

º dulgence, ſuch as you find one * at St. Laurende

without the Walls of Rome,on Eaſter Wedneſday; or

| at St. Athanaſia P the day before,an Indulgence with

| 18 or 28 thouſand Years of true Pardon, and as

: many Quarantins: and withal, the powerof reſcu

| ing any Soul from out of the Flames of Purgatory.

| Thus by this large accumulation of good andGhoſt

| ly Privileges, you may take the full Indulgence for

your ſelf, ſave Father or Mother out of Burning,

and beſtow the Quarantims and other odd Years

won your Friends. 7. If his Roman Holineſs be

graciouſly pleaſed to add to it theſe two Clauſes,

Ad inſtar jubilei, and, Quantum je Claves exten

dunt ; that is, After the manner of a jubilee, and,

As far as the Heies of the Church can reach; this is

abſolutely a Plenary, and more Plenary, and moſt

Plenary Indulgence. With this, for ought I know,

you may ſave all the World and yourſelf: how

£ver, you may ſecure all the Crimes, and In

ceſts, and Sodomies, which you find expiated, and

paid for in the Popes Apoſtolical Chamber. For

who can tell what that is, which St. Peters Keies

cannot fetch in 2 And what is too much to be taken

out of an infinite Treſure? and to be given k out of

it , by an unlimited Power? 2xecumque ſolveris,

* Roſar. Viterb. 1643. p. 216. -

F 1bid. pag. 212. Taxa Cancellarize.

# Suarez. Diff. 30. Seá, 1.h.2.

dºc.
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&c. The main difficulty of the buſineſs is, that ſuch

a large and comprehenſive Indulgence is like to

ſtand you at a high price. For ſuch gracious Con

ceſſions, as you may ſee at large in the Roman

* Chancery Office,muſt all be granted after the pro

portion ofwhat they give : So much for having kil

led ‘your Father; and ſo much for him. that hath

raviſhed "Siſter and Mother.but there's no Diſpen

ſation or Mercy for him who hath a mind to pay

*nothing. Youmay be abſolved from ſins, which

you have not actually confeſſed, if you had a mind

to confeſs them ; and your Indulgence on this ac

count will accept of an intended Confeſſion: But

ſo cannot the Roman Office of an intended pājment;

the ſum, ſuch as it is, muſt be laid down. Papa

non debet, dºc. ſaies a great" Man, The Pope ought not

fo to grant Indulgences to them who would fain pay, as

to them who pay affually. And in this caſe, ſaies he,

the rich Men have the * better Title to the Bleſſedneſs

which the Pope gives; as cur Savior ſaies, The poor

have it, to that which he is pleaſed to give himſelf,

Luke 6, 20. Quia º non ſunt, &c. ſaies his Holineſs,

Book of Rates. Whoſoever hath no Money, cannot be

comforted with Pardons: and if you will have it in

other terms, Such full Indulgences are jewels for

Kings andgreat Perſons, let them be never ſoprofane :

not for poorand private Men, let them be never ſo

plous. -

But nevertheleſs, do not deſpondin this good Ca.

f

f Taxa Cancellarie, Edit. Paris, 1520.

* 1bid. Pag. 38. * /bid. p. 37.

* S. Antonin. I. p. tit. Io. c. 3.

* Auguſt. de Anron, de Poteſt. Pap. 4.3. ad 3. -

* Ibid. * Taxa Cancell. fol. 23. . .

tholic
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tholic way, for the Pope takes care of you, in the

care he takes for himſelf. You muſt not think that

ſome few Grandeesare able to make up the vaſt ſums

which he raiſeth out of Indulgences: It is all that

whole Europe can do. Therefore beſides thoſe few

Indulgences, which you ſhall find in ſome great

Houſes; as in Corporations and Cities, not only

for the Lord, the Lady, the Children, Male and

Female who are living, but for many Generations,

and hundreds of Years after them, ſo the Proteſtant

Hereſie may never creep into theſe Houſes; be

ſides theſegreat and hereditary Indulgences, I ſay,

which are proper to ſome Families; the Pope ſcat

ters others as good for their preſent occaſion, thro
out all the Catholic Countries. -

1. Sometimes Princes will engage for all, and ac

commodate his Holineſs with ‘a good luſty ſum of

ready Money, ſuppoſe 200 thouſand Ducats, that

they may ſell them in retail, and at ſmall rates a

mong their Subjećts; or the Pope will engage thoſe

Princes with ſome 4 conſiderable ſhare in the Pro

fits, to countenance his Officers, if he will retail.

them himſelf. Thus all paſſages being made free,

Friers will run all over the World, of whom you

and every Man elſe may have their Merchandiſe for

a ſmall matter. If your Parſon will take as much

as he thinks may ſerve his Pariſh (as heretofore Re

étors" and Curats uſed to do, in hope of gaining

ſomthing for their pains, and for the eaſe of their

poor Flock) you are like to have it cheaper. Whe

ther the Blood of Jeſus Chriſt follows both forward

• Hiſtor concil. Trid.l.8. - - -

Polyd. Virgil, l.26. Pag. 602, Edit. Baffl. 1334.

* Flor. Ræmund, de Orat. 5: Prºgreſs. Hereſ.T. i.e. 3.

• - - and
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and backward all the motions of theſe Merchants,

or whether God, inwhoſe hand is the GhurchTre

ſure, will punétually ſend as much of it, as makes

the Indulgence worth, the buying, whether and

whenſoever the Pope of Rome, for his own ends,

will ſend, his. Bulls, is not the Point in queſtion.

But however, theſe great Indulgences, full or emty,

ſuch as they are, can by the means of theſe Huck

ſters, both return Millions back to Rome, and come

home ready toyour hands for eighteen pence. Over

all Spain, and the Kingdoms appertaining, ſaies

* Nararra(andthink not that Englandfares worſe)

a full Indulgence of all Sins, with many other Fa

cultiesand Privilegesadded toir, ſuch as theliber

ty of eating Cheeſe on Saturday, &c. may be had

by every one (Prince or Peſant it matters not) for

two ſmall pieces of Silver. -

2. There is not any poor country Church or

Chappel, but, as it hath a Saint for its ſpecial Pa

tron, and an anniverſary Feaſt for the day on which

it was conſecrated,hath alſo ſome ſpecial Graces out

of the Roman Treſury, to wait both upon the Saint

and the Feaſt. Thus one needs not to go farther

then the Pariſh, to get at the leaſt twice in a Year

the benefit of Indulgences.

3. If yoube not content with what your Pariſh can

afford, the Pope hath ſo judiciouſly ſcartered great

Sanáuaries over all his Catholic World, like the

Moazim in Daniel, and the High places in Iſrael;

that there is ſcarce any Country ſo unfortunaty

ſeated, but it can ſupply all Catholic Inhabitants

with all they can want in this caſe. In Spain you

* Navar, dº jubil. Notabil, 15 m. 3.

have
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have the Chappel of Angels 5, whereby the Vir

gins ſpecial favor, you may ſave one Soul every

Year (you mighthave done it every day, if the Pope

had not grudged at it) if you will but ſtep into the

Church. At Venice you have the Chappel called

The Lords Sepulcher, and therein ſome think,

fourſcore thouſand Years of Pardon. Padua, Pe

ruſium, Florence, Montſerrat, Lauretta, &c., do not

come much ſhort of this. In France you ſhall find

it may be more, if you go to St. Penis, St. Michael,

Limoges, and a hundred other famous Places, which

it were needleſs to mention here. You may be ſure

that Germany, and the Low Countries, do not want

ſuch Commodities as theſe are. - -

4. Beſides theſe local Indulgences that are fixed

to Altars and Churches, which you may eaſily re

ſort to, his Holineſs hath taken care to faſten

ſome other, and large ones too, upon certain move

able ºthings, which are brought ready to your

hand. For as there are privileged Altars, Maſſes,

and Churches,made faſt to certain pieces of ground;

there are Praiers enrich'd with the like Favors and

Indulgences,flying up and down the Roman World,

as light and nimble as Paper can be, that can afford

you upon this ſcore more then you can need. Buy

but a little Book, ſuch as I have an old one by me,

containing the Suffrages of the Saints; there you

Íhall find in one ſhort Ave Maria ſaid to the honor

of St. Anna, St. Mary and her Son, ten thouſand

Years for your Mortal, and twenty thouſand more

for your Venial Sins. In another Salutation,

* Suffrag. fol. 74, alik 35.

* conformit. S. Franc. conf. 14. - -

* Suarez de Indulg. Diff. 52 seal. 1. n. 3.

I i k Ave
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k Ave Vulnus 4ooo daies; in the Praier Dirupišti

6ooo;in the Praier “ Domine jeſa,ten hundred thou

ſand Years; in the Praier Adoro te, 32755 Years

of Pardon. And if this be not enough, Pope Sixtus

the 4th was pleaſed to add to it a great deal more,

even ſo muchas to double it, and the 15 Oo's of St.

Brigit,that is,in a Praiermade of 15 Ejaculations",

all beginning by Ojeſa ; forty five huge great In

dulgences, and extraordinary Powers, namely, fif

teen to deliver from Purgatory any fifteen Souls you

pleaſe to name of your kindred; fifteen, to con

vert to a good Life any fifteen Men or Women,that

you may find among ſinners; and fifteen, to keep

fifteen more honeſt Perſons, ſafe and conſtant in a

good way. And the Rubric adds more, " that what

ſoever you ſhall deſire, if it be for the good of your

Soul, you ſhall have it. And what can you not ex

pećt of Salve Regina, Ave ſpes, and ſuch other

more ſolemn Praiers ? When you are weary of Prai

ers, take your Beads. Widemus, dºc. * ſaies a moſt

Learned and Pious Author in the Roman way, Imy

/elf, ſaies he, have ſeen ſmall Buttons, or Beads of

Wood, ſo powerfully bleſſed by the Pope, that whoſo

ever had one in his hand, in ſaying but the Lords

Praier, was therewith enabled to ſave a Soul. Any

Meddal,when rightly conſecrated, can do as much;

'tis but getting ſome of thoſe ruſty Pieces, which

Pope Sixtus the Fifth found once under the rubbiſh

cf an old Wall, then preſently you are fitted with

* Suffrag. fol. 9. * Suffrag. fol. 6.

* Suffrag. fol. 64. * Suffrag. fol. 32.

* Suffrag. fol. 49. " Ibid. -

* Navar. de jubil. Notabil. 15. n. 3.

* Cardinal. Rajon, 1.4 c. 1 i.pag 347.
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rare Indulgential Privileges. The Agnus-Dei's, as

I will ſhew you anon, that is, pieces of Wax ſeal

ed with the Image of a Lamb, and conſecrated ac

cordingly, go beyond this. ... But obſerve what I

tell you, and admire the bleſſedneſs of being a Ro

man Catholic; by that time you are grown ſo

weak, or ſo lazy, as not to ſtretch your hand to a

Book, in order to the gaining theſe Indulgences;

the very Bell of the Pariſh will ſound them into

your Ears. Pope john the 22° is the firſt I know,

who being at Avignion, aſſured twenty daies of

Pardon upon the toling about Sun-ſet ; and ſince

that time, theſe zo were out of the Church Treſure

a by Pope Sixtus improved here in England, into

3oo daies of pardon at every daies toling 3 times;

this they call the Ave Bell. Thus, unleſs you ſtop

both Heart and Ears, you can't want every day a

fair proportion of Indulgences,

4. If you will drink at the Fountain of all theſe

good things, go to Rome. As that Town is by the

Teſtimony of her own Friends acknowledged to

be the durtieſt Neſt of all ſorts of uncleanneſs; ſhe

hath, to waſh all clean, a whole Ocean of Indul

gences. There the ſeven great Churches, not to

name a hundred more, can upon their own account

affordmore Propitiations, then the greateſt Villains

ean commit ſins: for there is Scala Santia, that is,

thoſe 28 Steps, or Marble Stones, that once be

longed to Pilate 3 but now have in them ſuch a mea

ſure of Holineſs, that the Popes think it Devotion

• Ricard. cluniac. in job. 22.

* Suffrag. de Beat. Mar. fol, 42. .

* Alvar. Pelagius de Planau Eccleſ. l. 2. Art. 2. Platina invi

ta Marcel. S. Bernard. de Conſiderat. l. 4. -

Ii 2 - to
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to kneel on them: And that of late, Queen chri

#ina is much celebrated ‘ by ſome for having bent

her Roial knees, and, what ſhe never had done in

her Country, expreſſed much Devotion, by creep

ing up thoſe Holy Stairs. There is that moſt Holy

Ghappel, which they call Sanéa Sančiorum, where

Men at the firſt ſtepping into, find wherewith g to

expiate all fins; and Women, at the very looking

into it (for they are not ſuffered to come in) get even

as much through an Iron Grate. This is the moſt

Holy Sanctuary, more Holy then Heaven it ſelf,

ſince it is too Sacred and Holy for his Holineſs * to

approach near its Altar, and for the very Body and

Blood of Chriſt there to be offered at Maſs. A great

Holineſs, you may think,which will admit neither of

Chriſts Vicar, nor Chriſt himſelf. There finally are

the four Gates, Porte Santiae, which ſtand open all

the Jubilee long, to let all People into Heaven. The

way of it is admirable, and I have it from goodAu

thors. His Holineſs comes to St. Peters, with a ſil

ver Hammer in his hand; and being followed by a

great Pomp and Proceſſion of Cardinals, and beſt

Grandees of the City, he ſtrikes the Wall with his

Hammer, and bids the Temple to lay open its eternal

or everlaſting Gates, that the Righteous Nation

maycome in. Then preſently Maſons appear to pull

down the Stones, that that Holy Gate was Walled

with. The Rozan people throngs to help, and

thrice happy is the poor Wretch, who gets one bit of

the Ho y Materials, which was touched with the

Popes Hammer.
-

f card Reſ; on l 4. c. 10. * Jbid. c. 19. Pag 373.

* Ibid. "Ibid.p.g. 384. 37

' Aartin. Navar. de jubil. ad fin,

What
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What is don by the Pope at S. Peters, the ſame

is don at the ſame time by ſome of the beſt Cardi

nals, at S. Pauls, S. johnsof Lateran, and S. Maries

the Major. And the 4 Breaches are the four ſtrait

Gates, through which the Roman Catholics by the

ſtrength of their Indulgences break into the Kingdom

ofGod. It is beyond the power of men, ſaies the

Cardinal k Raſponi, to tell what an infinite deal of

Indulgences is given by Popes on theſe accounts. But

without theſe Extraordinaries, the ordinary and

daily Allowance of theſe Ghoſtly Helps comes to

that point, (unleſs my Italian Authors, and Public

Authority deceive me) that there is neither a Month

in the year, but Rome can afford you out of her

very walls and ſtones, wherewith to ſave 25 or 3o

Souls beſides your own; nor a Day in the Month

where any one may not with little trouble, gain

Hundreds and Thouſands, and ten, and twenty, and

ſometime three and thirty thouſands of years; be:

ſides the many Quarantins, Moities, and thirds,and

half Moities offorgiven ſins, over and above.

You may juſtly wonder at this vaſt Affluency of

Indulgences; but you may better wonder at and

bleſs the Pope for the light and eaſy terms, that he

throws upon you his Treſure at. You do purchaſe all

theſe Pardons, neither at the rate of the Goſpel,

Pluck out thine Eie that offends thee; Cut off the Hand,

and be renewed in the inner Man: nor at the old rate

of the firſt Popes, who began with theſe Indulgen

ces; Go, and fight againſt the Turks, or againſt

excommunicated Heretics: or if you will not be at

the hazard of Loofing your life; go and be at the

* Cardinall. Raſpon. l.2, c. 14 item l. 4. c. 19.

' A ch. Carračí de Roſario, part, 4. -

- - charges
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charges of keeping Soldiers for this Service. But

Attritus, dº Confeſus, with a ſmall tinčture of Sor

row, which the Sacrament of Confeſſion changes

preſently into Repentance, go to which Confeſſor

you pleaſe: eat or rather ſwallow down one piece of a

conſecrated wafer ; then go and bow to ſuch an Altar;

or if you muſt ſalute five, you may ſtand in ſuch a

Place, whence you may ſee, and ſalute, and ſay your

Ave Maria before all the five at one time. This

is enough in conſcience; for you may find almoſt

everywhere, ſaies Navarrus, Indulgences with all

the Pardons, that Rome affords, (confider what a

deal that is ) without * any mention of Praier ; if

you will but viſit three Churches, or three Altars.

Nay, ſtand but at a convenient diſtance from one of

them, as for example before S. Peterat Rome. When

his Holineſs like * a great King ſcatters his Roial

Bleſfings and Favors among his Catholic Subječts:

or p carry hallowed Beads at your Girdle (one day

perhapsyou may be bidden as well to wear a Feather

in your hat, or to cock your Beaver, or to cut a Ca

per, or to dance a civil Sarabrand) theſe and ſuch

like are the Conditions put upon you as proper

Means, for gaining the greateſt Pardons.

In the mean time, to compleat the Impertinency,

and to crown it with Impiety; God and his Chriſt

muſt be called in, not as Spectators only of, but as

Aćtors ſubſervient to theſe Doings ; there to pro

vide, and to diſtribute a proportionable Quantity

of his Satisfactions, that lie by him, whenſoever, and

'' Arch. Carraccio. De Roſar. part. 2. c 9.

" Navar. de jubil. Notab. 15. n. 3.

* Suarex de Indulg. Diſput. 49. Seá.3, n. 3.

* Carraccio, De Roſar. part, 2. c. 8. -

• * ~* what
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what way ſoever the Popes of Rome utter their Bulls.

For, if you believe what they are at , Chriſt oidi

narily meddles but little with applying to any man

his own Blood or ſatisfactions. If he did ſo, there

might be ſome danger indeed, leſt Saints, when im,

portunatly called upon, or undiſcreetly merciful,

might intercept, and make uſe of the Treſury,with

out the help of Popes, and Maſſes; and by that

means praying to Saints would ingroſs all; and, as

to the Churches intereſt, would moſt really undo

all. Therefore it is thought more * convenient,

that Chriſt of Courſe ſhould do nothing in the ma.

nagement of theſe Affairs, but by the intervention

ofi. Ordinary Inſtruments; and when it happens

otherwiſe, as when once the Virgin, as they ſay

took a drop of Blood from her Sons ſide to apply to

one of her ugly Chaplains; it is lookt upon, as one

of thoſe very ſtrange things, which if ſhe doth, it is

ſeldome. Witneſs the caſe of Pope Innocent the 34

whom,ſhe would never pull out of the direful Flames,

where S. Ludgardis ſaw him f burning, for three

fearful Crimes he was dead in, and in good juſtice

had bin damned for , had not the Mother of Mercy

ſaved him 3. She would not, I ſay take him out

thence, but by obtaining, (which is the ordinary

courſe, ſhe takes, in the Salvation of damned men)

that he might come up abroad a while, for to ac

quaint his Friends with his Pains, and to beg mercy

by their Suffrages. So the ordinary courſe is this,

that tho God have the Church Treſury by him, yet

he diſpenſes not the good thingswhich it contains,

ſpecially in the matter of Indulgences, but accord

* Suarez. De Suffrag. Sett. 3. m. io. . . . . . . . . .

f Surius in vita S. Ludgard,

-, --
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ing as the Pope his Deputy is willing to diſpenſe his

Bulls. There God ſomewhat like a Factor fits by

the Caſh, to pay out of it, great and ſmall ſums, ac

cording as the Chief Merchant draws upon him great

or ſmall Bills. In order to this Law, you may re

member, that when the Queen of Heaven once had

a mind to inveſt the Monks called Carmelites, with

a privilege that doth free them every Saturday with

out failing, out of Purgatory; She firſt addreſſed

her ſelf to the Pope John 22. Chriſt himſelf, C that

is, the Spirit, who took Chriſts name) did the like

for S. Francis; for before he would grant what the

Saint would have, namely the ſavingof every Soul,

that after Confeſſion ſhould ſtep into his little Chap- .

pel; he ſent him to Pope • Honorius 3", who much

diſputed the caſein a full College of Cardinal: ; and

after along debate whether heſhould ratifie that fa

vor; at laſt he thought more convenient to reſtrain

it, from every day in the year, to the firſt in the

Month of May. Whereas we never read, that Chriſt

ever took upon him to reſtrain any Popes Bulls, no

not the moſt exorbitant of them. Here then both

God, and Chriſt are made the Drudges, as well of

every Pope at every Bull, as of every Maſs-Prieſt,

at every Maſs. At Maſs, whenſoever the Prieſt

ſaies the words, Hoc eff enim Corpus meum, Chriſt

by their Law yields his Body, and God the Father,

his Miracles, to make the Tranſubſtantiation: and

tho the Prieſt minds nothing more, then Witchcraft,

Miſchief, and Profaneneſs, as I have ſhewed it in an

other Book, both Chriſts Body, and Gods Power

muſt be rather ſubſervient to the Abuſe, then ſlot

-,
*

ſubſer

* Vid. Bull. Sabbat. * *

* Lib, Conform. S. Franc. Conform. 14. .

-
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ſubſervient to the Maſs. And in the caſe of Indul

gences, which, if worth any thing, are nothing elſe

then gracious Favors of the Pope, and real painments

out of Chriſts Purſe; Chriſt is ſuppoſed to be rea

dy to part with his Blood, whenſoever the Pope

parts with his Bull; and tho theſe Bulls beintend

ed, as it happens very often for quite other Ends

then they pretend; Chriſts Blood and Satisfactions

muſt wait on them, whether for pardoning mens

Sins, or for * emtying poor German Purſes; for

arming Chriſtians againſt the Turks; or the Turks

againſt the Chriſtians: for the Building up of Pa

laces, or for enriching the " Nepotiſm: for in

dulging Divorcements, Adulteries, and very i.

ceſts; for theſe and ſuch other good Ends I ſay,

Chriſt is preſuppoſed to be as free to make good ſuch

Bullsº his Blood, as the Pope is, when his own

intereſt will have it ſo, to make them paſs under his

Seal ; Howevergood Catholics when they buy them,

believe it ſo. And this Belief is one of the greateſ:

Allurements, that draw new Proſelytes to Rome. -

Kk CHAP.
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G HA P. XI.

Concerning the procuring Pardon offins, by

the means of holy Confraternities,

and Friends.

TNI EXT to the Popes Bulls and Indulgences,

the help of any honeſt Friend, that will take

our Guilt upon himſelf: and the having ones Name

entered into a Holy Confraternity, are two ready

and eaſie waies of procuring Atonement. And the

Roman Religion is commodious in nothing more,then

in finding out expedients either for removing quite

away; or for ſhifting from one to another all perſo

nal Puniſhments. Have you committed Adultery,

Extortion, or any Crime of this nature? Such grand

Sins in the Auricular Confeſſion deſerve at the leaſt

Faſting, and giving of Alms: but if you are not ei

ther willing, or ableto do it your ſelf; it is enough,

if ſome of yourkindred will do it for you. One ſhall

faſt, the other give ſome ſmall relief; if they in

tend it for you when they do it, it ſhall all turn for

your own uſe ; and God, they ſay will take it ſo, as

well, and in ſome caſes, even better, then if you

had don it your ſelf. And this is the beſt of all; o

thers ſhall ſuffer all the hardſhip, when you enjoy

the ſweet of fins. And if you want ſuch honeſt

Friends, as will do it out of kindneſs; you cannot

want them, who will do much more for mony. All

* Medin, de Satisfaā, q.3. Satus in 4. d. 19.4. 1. a, 4. h

tºle
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º

the World knows, what upon this account is don at

Rome, in Spaine, and other Catholic Countries;

there men are publicly hired to do Penance, and to

whip themſelves to the blood, for the diſcharge of

other mens ſins. Only , look well to theſe two

things. 1. That the poor fellow, whom you hire to

perform this Service for you, bean honeſt likely fel

low to be in the eſtate of Grace; in ſtatu Gratia; for

fear his Faſtings and Laſhings otherwiſe, may chance

not to be accepted either for you or for himſelf. 2.

Get you before hand the Conſent of your Confeſ.

ſor, who in that. Caſe both will and may capacitate

the ſelf-whipper : and by the Power of his keies,

improve every laſh he gives himſelf, into an expia

tory and • Sacramental Satisfaction for you. The

cuſtom is in ſome Countries to get a miſerable Ras

kal on Aſhwedneſday to " turn himſelf out of the

Church ; and to walk all that day and night bare--

footed about the Streets. After that, every Body.

invites him home, gives him mony, and laſtly he is:

brought again, and abſolved in the Church. After

the Abſolution, the man, whom they have thus

made their Proxy, is called by them Adam, e and

is thought to be made again by this Penance both

as innocent in himſelf, as Adam was before the fall:

and as able to expiate the whole Town, into as

ſpotleſs a Condition, as Adam had left his Poſterity

in, without that fall.

Theſe good Services and Suffrages done in behalf

of Catholics, either by Friends of Hirelings, are of

Suarez. Tom.4. In 3". Diſput. 38. Seá.9. n. 2. i

k Medina. Traft. 2. q.84.

* Volateran. Geograph. l. 7. Seá.'ultra Albim.

* Belforeſt. Hiſt, Mund, l, 3. . . . i"

- K k 2
- a quite
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a quite other importance, then all the beſt helps

which Chriſtians ever begged or expected one from

another, by Praiers, Interceflions, and any Endea

vors whatſoever, that are uſual among Fellow Mem

bers in the communion of one Body; which at the

moſt, cometo no more then to pray day and night

to God, for what is unknown and uncertain, whe

ther they ſhall obtain it or no. Some few more

ſober Papiſts indeed would fain underſtand it ſo :

and this is it which they call in their School Lan

guage, Ferre Suffragium, &c. to Vote for their

Friends towards God, by way of Impetration, or Pe

tition, or meer Congruity. But alas ! what theſe

fimple Men ſuggeſt at Rome as a Cloak for their mo

deſty, is to be baffled by all the reſt as dangerous & In

novation. Theſe Suffrages, as the Catholic current

Tenet takes them, are nothing elſe then good, real,

and lawful Paiments or Satisfactions, which both the

... Sinner may rely on, and which God is obliged to
*

ačcept of, in lieu or exchange of all other puniſh

ment. For here the kind Undertaker addreſſes not

himſelf to God for his Client, with a meer Petition

to beg favor; but as if I went my ſelf to the ſevereſt

Creditor with ready Money in my hand, not to de

fire him to ſpare my Friend, or to releaſe him gratis,

but fully to diſcharge his Debt, and thusby courſe of

Law to get him out. For it were an idle thing, as

theſe Catholic Divines do think, h to ſue for Mercy

and a gratuitous Releaſe, as long as Men have ſuit

able Penances, and ſatisfactory Works, wherewith

they may diſcharge what their Friends owe, and

thus acquit them with Juſtice. And leaſt, Preſum

f Ap Suarem de Suffrag Diº. 48. Seá. 2. m. 1.

* Ibid. m 4. * Ibid.ſupra, n. 9. 1

• - tion
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tion ſhould want Blaſphemy; they dare compare theſe

Suffragants with Chriſt . himſelf, who redeemed us

from puniſhment no other way, then by ſatisfying

and paying down that puniſhment. So the Roman

Catholics have the happineſs (and 'tis a huge one if

it be true) to have as many Redeemers as Friends.

Now that God will accept of the Ranſom, which

theſe Friends offerin behalf of guilty Perſons, they

put it above all doubt, and allege theſe two grounds

for it. 1. Becauſe the Penance which the kind Neigh

bor is pleas'd to offer, is equivalent * to the puniſh

ment, which the guilty perſon ſhould ſuffer. 2. Be

cauſe, as they pretend, God hath bound himſelf by

his own ſpecial Order and Promiſe, infallibly to

accept of as due ſatisfaction, that which ſhall be thus

offered for the Sinner, by the Sinners Friend. And

if you ſhould think to beat them off from this per

ſwäſionby plain Scripture, That every one ſhall bear

his own burthen, Galat. 6. That every one ſhall re

ceive the things done in his fleſh, according as he hath

done, whether it be good or bad, 2 Cor. 5. Io, &c.

They will grant you this to be true ", when he hath

no Friend that will bear the burthen for him, or un

dertakefor what he hath don amiſs; but if he have,

they make no queſtion at all, but honeſt Men " may

pay to God what others owe, and ſo bear the burthen

cne of another. Yet more, they do not ſcruple to

ſay, That the good Work being offered for another

with true kindneſs, is more * acceptable to God in

ſome reſpects, then when it is offered for ones ſelf.

! Ibidem. Ibid sea, 3 m. 3.

! Ibid. n. Ic, 1 1, 12. " Ibid.ſea. 2. n. 16.

* Catechiſm. Pii. 3. De Sacram. Panit. n. 61.

* Thom. 3. cont. Gent. c. 38. - -

* - - Here
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: Here if you deſire to enquire into the ground,

which, by their own confeſſion, the whole buſineſs

depends upon; to wit, whence they have, or know

any ſuch Law as ſhould admit of a Proxy in perſo

'nal Puniſhments, and enablea Managainſt Scripture

to deliver his Brother, and to make agreement unto

God for him, Pſal, 49. they will anſwer you, P that

they have it not from any Reaſon or Juſtice; that it

muſt be thus ordered of God by ſome ſpecial Con

ſtitution of his ; that this ſpecial Conſtitution" can

not be evidenced by any convincing Text of Scri

pture, becauſe whatever is brought out of Scripture

to this purpoſe, proves no more, then a mutual

help of Praiers to God by way of Ímpetration and

Favor, which God may either grant of deny, as he

pleaſeth; and not by way of a ſufficient Satisfaſiion

or Paiment, which he is obliged to accept of . In a

Word, that the common Opinion and ſenſe of the

Church, (that is, the preſent Roman Clergy) is the

only Evidence they have for this Conſtitution. But

if this ground ſeem too Sandy, to bear any great

weight with wiſe Men, ſeveral Revelations will be

brought in to ſtrengthen it; and tho theſe Revela

tions be neither from Chriſt nor his Apoſtles, what

would you have better then the Virgin I have told

you already, how among many of her dear Villains,

whom often ſhe ſuffers to live and to die moſt diſ

orderly, ſhe reſcued Baſis out of Hell, and brought

him up to life again, that he might have time

to confeſs, and to get Friars in her Name, to under

take for him the Penance; which the Godly Monks

* Suarez ſup.ſea. 2, n 5.

* Ibid. m 6. . . . . . .

* Al. Gazeus, de Officio B. M.

did
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did preſently, and ſo the Raskal was freed of

all.

Upon this, and ſuch other Examples, the Roman

Priefts are directed *, when they have heard their

weak Penitents; to exhort their Friends to ſuch

Works and Penances in their behalf, who cannot do

ſo much for themſelves. And the Confeſſor being

deſired, may, upon due confideration, undergo ali.

the Penalties, which, being beſt transferred on o

thers with his conſent, as it is ſaid, are better born

out by himſelf. And that which is a great deal

more, and may better pleaſe the Sinner, ſome Con

feſſors will go ſo far, as to take upon themſelves

the very fin. Thus did, for Example, that both

skilful and charitable Jeſuit t, who meeting withan

old Sinner, but withal a Rich Noble-man, notori

ouſly loaden with Crimes, and reſolved to confeſs

none, eaſed him of all, both by charging himſelf

with all his fins, and transferring over upon him in

exchange, all the Satisfactions and Merits of his

good Works. So upon a ſudden, here is the Vil

lainin the former caſe of the Holy Jeſuit, and there.

the Jeſuit in the caſe of the Villain; and both hap

py, as it appeared ſoon after in a clear Revelation,

that aſſured them whom it concerned, that the dead

w

Noble-man had not any the leaſt Offence to anſwer

for ; and that the charitable Jeſuit had all both ſins.

and penalties clean wiped off, and a great deal of

thanks given him beſides, for his extraordinary

kindneſs. I know by what I have heard and ſeen my

ſelf in great Houſes, that the ordinary Complement

of Directors among Ladies, is, Icharge myſelf, and

* Layman, de Sacram. Penit. c. 13, n. 13. - -

* Wid. Prattice of the Jeſuits, Edit Lond.p. 123. . . . . ."

- - - - - lay

*
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lay upon me your ſin, Madam. So familiar and eaſie

means Rome can afford for expediting poor Sin.

InerS. -

It is in this management offins, and tranſmitting

and borrowing at diſcretion, mutual Helps, Satis

factions and Merits, that conſiſts moſt principally

the great uſe of Confraternities.

The Confraternities are in the Roman Church,

what Corporations are in a Commonwealth, to

wit, Companies and Societies, both of Monks, and

other devout Catholics, united together by free

conſent, and encouraged by great Indulgences and

Spiritual Privileges, toward the undertaking or im

proving ſome ſpecial piece of Roman Devotion.

There is ſcarce any Order of Monks, or any petty

Roman Saint, but hath a Confraternity; and if the

Saint be more famous, it is hard if one Confrater

nity can ſerve his turn. The Virgin Mary alone

hathas many, which are ſcattered over Europe un

der ſeveral noticns, as may people the largeſt

Kingdom. Where ſhe is believ'd to have appeard,

there commonly ſhe hath a Church, or a Chappel,

or an Altar, or an Image, and a Confraternity to

honor her. The very Courtiers * and Muſicians

* at Rome, two holy Orders ofMen you know, have

their proper Confraternities, and conſequently

their proper Spiritual Privileges, and extraordina

ry Indulgences.

Now the Benefit of any one of thoſe Societies

is ſuch, as muſt needs pleaſe any Sinner, who ſtands

in any fear of Hell. The whole buſineſs comes

principally to theſe three Heads. Firſt, The

• vrban. 8. Conſtit. 31. Paſtoris a terni,

* Id. Conſtitit, 33, Pietatis. . .

puty
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futy which muſt be performed, ſuch is for ex

ample, the ſaying de Profundis, * for Souls ve:-

ed in Purgatory; in the Arch-confraternity of the

Bleſſed Mary de Suffragia, allowed by Pope Cle

ment the 8th ; or Worſhipping an Arm of S. An

drew, a Toe of St. Paul, and a Finger of S. Cathº

rine y, in the Confraternity of the Holy Ghoſt; or

in viſiting a certain. Altar and Chappeii, as in the

Confraternity of St. Rochus; or in kneeling with

an Ave, when you hear a certain Bell", as in "the

£onfraternity of the Holy Sacrament; or praying

before a little Image found by a Shepherd in an of

Tree", as in the Confraternity of our Lady Hai.

ienſ's, and of Montague. Andwhocan doubt, but

theſe and other ſuch elevated Devotions about

Bones, Bells, and old Images, may much Spiritu

alize Chriſtian Souls, and advance them to Heaven

ly Things 2 : - * -

2. The ſecond advantage of theſe Holy Confra

termities, conſiſts in an infinite heap of Indulgen

ces, which the Popes call, “the Spiritual Sweet

Meats, Spiritualium Alimentorum Eſca, wherewith

Men are allured and baited to Chriſtian Perfeóion.

At your firſt ſtep into a Confraternity, all your fins

whatſoever (Herefie and Rebellion againſt the Pope

alwaies excepted) ſhall be moſt fully forgiven: at

your ſteppingout of it by death, you have as much;

and as long as you live in it, you ſcarce can do any

&

* Clemens 8, conſtit.29. Ex debito noſtri. , a * -

* Sätt, 4. Conflitut. 14. Pius 4. Conſtitut. 16. .

* Paul. 3. Conſtit. 20.

* Lipſius. Virg. Hall, S. Ailericoll. ... "

* Gregor, 13. Constit. 38. Paſtoris etermi. w * – .

- Ll . . . . he

*
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the leaſt thing, as to go to Church, walk after a

Proceſſion 3 or in caſe you muſt keep your Cham

ber, ſay a ſhort “Ave when it paſſes, or when

the little Bell rings, but you ſhall be rewarded for

what you do, with ſeven, or ten, and ſometimes a

hundred Years of true Pardon. Beſides all this,

by entring into a Confraternity, you enter at the

fame time under the Protećtion and ſpecial Favor of

ſome great Saints, St. Sebaſtian, St. Hubert, &c. and

moſt commonly our Lady herſelf, who, you may be

ſure, will look well to her Family, and make

good what true Catholics daily teach and hope of

her, namely, That it is abſolutiy impoſſible for any

one of her Servants to be damned. And hence ſwarm

out moſt, if not all, yet moſt of the Revelations,the

Miracles, and wonderful Deliverances wrought in

behalf of the Brethren, whether Monkiſh, or Lay

and Secular Perſons of every Confraternity. -

3. But the main Benefit indeed, and the moſt

earneſtly ſued after, by them who give their names

to theſe admirable Companies,is that of exchanging

their Guilt and Sins, with other Mens Satisfactions

and good Works. The Proteſtants never under

ſtood well, how the Roman Churchis skilful in ſhift

ingon and off good and bad Deeds from one Man

over to another. Firſt, There are in every Con

fraternity Saints, and other more common Bre

thren, endued with ſo many and great Merits, and

ſatisfactory Works, that they have much to ſpare

to others. Secondly, There are, as they ſay, in

every one of theſe good Works two ſeveral diſtinét

* Paul. 3. Constit. 26. Dominus nofler, Paul. 5. Conſtit. 29.

Poſtulat ratio.

* Franc. Mendoſa, Viridar, l.2, c. 9.

Virtues,
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Virtues, to accommodate a poor Friend with 3 to

wit, a Meritorious Influence,to procure him Grace,

and an Expiatory Quality, to ſecure him from Pu

niſhment. Thirdly, they can order both Influ

ences to go juſt what way, and upon what Perſon

they direct them. If the Owner feels any need of

them for his own uſe, it is fit they ſhould ſtay at

home; but if he wiſhes them for a Neighbor, this

very wiſhing and adtual Intention will ſo appropri

are the whole buſineſs to whomſoever he pleaſes,

that when he Praies, Faſts, Whips himſelf, and doth

any adt of like Piety; all this ſhall make the poor

Sinner both as acceptable to God, ex Congruo, that

is in equity, and as ſafe from Puniſhment, ex Con

digno, that is, in due courſe of Juſtice, as if he had

done all himſelf. But in caſe the Holy Man de

ſigns by hiswork nothing elſe but to pleaſe God,

and ſo thinks neither of his Friend nor of Himſelf;

then it muſt be preſuppoſed, that he is alwaies for

the good of his Corporation; and this, which they

call Implicitor Virtual Intention, conveies all the

Merit and Satisfaction of what he doth, not into the

public Treſury, whence the Pope takes his Indul

gences; but into theſe more private Magazins,

which are proper to each Company, whence every

. Member takes what he wants. And if you com

pare theſe two together, the Treſure of the Church

may afford moreSatisfactions to ſhelter one againſt

Purgatory: but the ſtock of Confraternities is more

proper for inveſting him with Merits,and advancing

him to Gods Favor. Therefore Papal Indulgences,

f ſāies their beſt Doāor upon this Matter, may be

more certain to keep off vengeance 3 but the entring

f Navar, de jubil. Notabil. 31, n. 24. -

- l z 1nto
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into a Fraternity (which all Catholics of all Ages

and ſorts may do) is the betterway to procure Grace.

For whatſoever great Saints have ever deſerved of

God in their life times, as S. Francia in teaching of

Birds, and St. Tominic in making Beads, and all

others in like holy Feats (beſides their Interceſſion

and Patronage) is reſerved in, or hath a dire& Influ

ence upon their reſpective Societies ; that is the

reaſon wherefore now adaies all ſorts of People,

both high and low, Husbands and Wives, Nobles,

and common Trades-men, throng to get in, and to

have their names entred into theſe viſible Sanétu.

aries. And who is the ignorant or mad Sinner, that

would not there provide himſelf with other Mens

Satisfactions and Merits, when he knows he wants

his own 2 Tho theſe ſaving Harbors be grown, and

growing more and more beyond numbring, I will

recommend to my Catholic Friends but theſe three.

Namely, 1. The Confraternity of St. Francis his

Holy Rope. 2. Thatof St. Simon's Scºpulary. 3. And

that of S. Dominic's 150 Beads. . . . . . . . .

--- *.
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cH A P. XII.

concerning three ſpecial Means of Salvation;

the Holy Girdle of St. Francis ; the 150

Beads of St. Dominic; and the Scapulary

of St. Simon Stock, in their reſpeãive
Fraternities. - - s

*

- Firſt, -- -

concerning the Holy Rope, or Girdle

of St. Francis.

• P I Ous and Learned Authors have cflate ſuf. -

ficiently informed the World, what kind of

Saint S. Francis is. He is the Man, whom the Pope

in a Prophetical Dream ſaw ſupporting his Late:
ran Church from falling. He is the Man, whoſe

Soul roving abroad as bright as the Sun in darkneſs,
and like Phaethon in a Chariot, whil'ſt he was at his

Praiers, gave from that time "a clear Omen, that

he was born to be the Light and the Charict of the

Roman World. He is the Man, who taking on him

felf this vaſt Province, as he was by two ſpecial Re:
velations direéted to ſave it, not by Praying only,

(to which his ſimple genius inclined more) but by

Preaching. Firſt, He began ſtoutly with teaching

Beaſts, and with Gatechizing Swallows and Larks :

;:-ºººº-ºº: .
- º * * * ~ And
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And a the Sheep, which he inſtrućted firſt to bleat

when they ſang the Canonical Hours; and after

wards to kneel alſo at the Elevation of the Hoſt,

was an indubitable proof of his extraordinary skill .

in Teaching. Laſtly, When he had rambled o

yer the World by the ſpace of eighteen Years with

many ſuch Fabulous Wonders, living all the while

with his Followers on what they begged, and ſo

eating, as he did call it, the Bread of Angels ; he

was, as they ſay, carried upon a certain Hill in

Avergne, Alvernie Mons, at the time when he was

Faſting to the honorof St. Michael; and there and

then a Seraphim * ſhewed him a Crucifix brought

from Heaven, and wrapt about with ſix bright

and burning Wings. This glorious Apparition ſoon

rendred good S. Francis perfeótly like thisSeraphi

cal Crucifix,and gave him thoſe five famous Wounds,

to the Memory and Honor whereof, the Popes have

granted ſeveral Bulls, and all the Roman Church

ſcruples not to ſacrifice her own God by an Anni

verſary g Maſs in November. Theſe Noble Sores

troubled him two Years, and made him pine away

to skin and bones : till at laſt, finding himſelf diſ

abled to live any longer, he lay flat and naked on

the bare ground, that all the World might be wit

neſs, how he died juſt as he was born. Then came

the Fowls, but more eſpecially the Larks to this

- ſpectacle, not to feed on his Fleſh, for he had none,

but to take their leave of their Tutor; andby their

fluttering andfinging about him, gave him thanks

- * Ibidem c. 8. “Ibidem c. 13.

f Gregorius 9. Conſtit. 12. Alexander 4. Constit, 4.

& Miſsal. Paris, 49. Rom 17 Septemb. . . . .

* Bonav, in vita Franc, c. 14.

for
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i.

for his good inſtructions. Thus this Superangelical

Doctor in the year 1226 ended his daies; but ſo did

not the ſtrange ſtories of his Miracles. During his

life, which was a time, when Beaſts could learn

Chriſtianity, and men diſcourſe of any thing; a

mong all the wonders he did, hehad a ſpecial faculty

to render pregnant and powerful any thing that had

bin near him. I can juſtifie by * good Authors,

(however the beſt that wrote his life) that his

ſpittle reſtored fight to a blind Maid: that the wa

ter, where he had waſht his Feet, could cure all

ſorts of diſeaſed Cattle: that any Crumb of Bread,

which he had bit, did prove a Remedy againſt all E

vils: that a ſmall Piece of Paper written with his

hand, did preſerve an honeſt man, as long as he

had it about him, from being diſquieted in his mind:

that the Sign of the Croſs with the ſtroking of his

finger, did expel all infirmities from the Body, that

he had touched: that a ſmall handful of the Hey de

voutly taken from his Mule, delivered once a wo

man, who was dying in hard Travel. But the Frock,

the Rope and the long Breeches, which had touched

his holy wounds, were the moſt wonderful of all.

I will lay aſide both Frock and Breeches, the Rope

or Girdle being more pertinent to this purpoſe: and

more then ſufficient beſides, to amaze men at Gods

Judgments againſt thoſe, who leave plain Truth,

to ſeek after Superſtitious waies.

This is the Cord, that St. Francis had about him,

wherewith one of his Diſciples, and which is more

wonderful, a very diſcreet man withal, made once

a ſhift to cure a whole Multitude of ſick people. His

Method was, to dip in i water the end of this Rope,

* Santius Bonav, invita Franc, ; Bºnavent, ibid. c. 12. d

( an
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and which you may well wonderat, the water ſuckt

in out of the Rope, if you believe them, ſuch a Bleſ

ſing, that being carried from houſe to houſe, and

ſome few drops of it taken inwardly, it clear'd the

Town at once of all manner of Diſeaſes. This was

don when he was alive 3 when he was dead bleſ.

ſed was the Franciſtan, that had a ſmall piece of the

Rope, for then it had rubbed againſt the wound he

had in his ſide 3 and this Rubbing, (you may well

think) added great Vertue to the Relic. Poor Bea

trix had a happy proof of it. For ſhe, after k fear

ful pains and pangs, having her Child dead in her

Womb about 4 daies, and her ſelf being even at

Deaths door, after a devout motion called for ſome

Relic of S. Francis ; by good chance a ſmall bit of

this Girdle of his was brought to her; and it was no

ſooner applied to her Belly, but ſhe was preſently

well: the Child came forth of it ſelf, and I cannot

tell whether it came not to life alſo. -

Well then, it is to the Memory of this Rope, and

to the Honor of the great Saint who made it his Gir

dle, that his Holineſs Pope Sixtus the fift thought

himſelf bound in conſcience, and by the care he

had of all Chriſtian people, to erect a famous Con

fraternity of men and women, whoſoever will vow

and give their Names for the wearing of a Rope in

outward faſhion ſomewhat like to his.

The End, which this Inſtitution aims at, as it is

expreſſed in the Bull, is the greater Worſhip and

Veneration of S. Francis. Gregory the Ninth is the

firſt who made him a Saint; with this Character be

fides, that by his illiterate m and ſimple Preaching

* Ibid. c. 13. * Sixtus 3, Conflit, 13.

* Gregor. 9. Conſtit.2. d
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and as Samſon did before him, with the Jaw-bone of

an Aſſe, he had don all. Sixtus 4th and Alexander

the4th afterwards thought good to Canonize his five

Sores alſo, but with a handſomer Character , " to

wit of a Giant pulling up all men out of hell. Now

Pope Sixtus 9 the fift has honor'd his Rope: here

after it may be, his Holineſs will do as much for his

old Shoes, or for his Breeches. Mean while, the

work and task of this Confraternity in order both to

conferring greater honor upon the Saint, and the

better facilitating the * Eternal Salvation of our

poor Souls, is to wear inſteed of a filk Girdle, ſuch

a Cord as he did, about our Loines. -

This venerable Badge ofbeing (as well as Sheep,

and Aſſes were) ſome of S. Francis his Diſciples, is

to them that wear it, a Cord twiſted of three infalli

ble Bleſſings. 1. The Protećtion of a great Saint.

2. The Title to all the Pardons, granted by Popes.

3. The happineſs of being accommodated in time

of need, with all the Satisfactions and Merits of this

great Confraternity. -

1. Their hope is, that the Protećtion of S. Fran

cis cannot fail them, who wear this Rope. For al

tho it be not the ſelf ſame that rubbed againſt his

Fleſh and Wounds: yet it is thought to be like it :

and the devotion of wearing it upon this account,

may enough and enough ſupply the want of being the

ſame. Saint Cardinal Bonaventure, who was one

of his beſt Diſciples, can inform you ſufficiently,

how great a lover this Saint was in his life time of

anything that came near him; be it man or Beaſt,

Hare or Partridge, Sheep or Lamb or Wolf, or

* Alexand. 4. Conſtit. 4: • Suprā.

* Sixtus 5. Confiif, 13, n. 2. - º

M ra what

-
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what you will. And at his Death this Love increaſ.

ed., according as his Power did; ſo that you can

ſcarce think of any Miracle, that hewould not do,

to help a Friend upon this ſcore. I am not good at

telling ſtories, and if I were, I would not thus trifle

away time; but you may take it on my credit, that

if the beſt popiſh Authors be true; it is but crying

dºt, S.Francis help : or trying, whether he can help,

when other Saints can, or will not ; or Giving a

oor man any thing, when you need it as much as

e: or promiſing to cover his Altar with a clean

Cloth; or to keep his holy Day, or to do ſome

ſuch like pretty thing to any thing that relates to

him; if he be ſtillas kind; as he was when the Pope

Canonized him ; you may ſafely look for at his

hands the greateſt deliverances. It is upon ſuch

and meaner terms, that he was uſed to Praiſe the

Dead: to enable Women being fourſcore years old,

to be milch-nurſes; and to help men and Beaſts pro

miſcuouſly from the moſt deſperate Dangers. A

mong other things you may admire his Nimbleneſs

to come, when called. For how many men and

Children hath he ſaved from touching the Ground

tho they were fallen already from the high Loft or

the window, before he was called 2 Commend me

now to ſuch a Saint for all ſudden purpoſes and turns ;

and doubt not, but he that can but ſay, S. Francis

look here, I wear your Girdle, may be as ſure of his

Favor, as he that ſaid, Ó good Father remember now,

that once I lent you mine Aſſe. -

2. The ſecond great Bleſſing in order to Salva

tion, which this Cord can pull down on the Catho

lics who wear it, is the great Abundance of Par

* Alºyſ Lippom, ad Finem vite S, Franciſci, 3 Ibid.

2 - dons,

º
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dons, even as great, as both the greateſt finner can

want, and the Roman Treſure can afford. It ſeems

the Popes having ſome ground to be jealous, leſt

wiſer Ages ſhould negle& either ſuch a Saint as

S. Francis, or ſuch a means of Salvation as this Rope;

have ſecured both, the beſt they could by encourag

ing men towards both, by large ſupplies of Indul

gences. 1. At the firſt taking of this Cord (when

it is bleſſed and conſecrated by the Superior of the

Order) a Catholic may be as ſure to have all his

fins forgiven him, as any faithful Proſelyte may

be at his Going to the holy Baptiſm. 2. Let one re

lapſe to his old fins, or fall to new ; he is ſure of

a new jordan ſtreaming all along down the Streets,

where Naaman may waſh, and be clean; I mean a

moſt plenary Indulgence * waiting on them, who

walk after the Monthly Proceſſion. 3. If this be not

enough, (which it is impoſſible, but it ſhould, ) they

have for greater ſecurity all the Pardons, that ever

were granted to the wholeOrder. And this is not

a ſimple jordan, but a whole Sea; ſince by this

means all the Privileges and Indulgences, which up

on any account whatſoever, are granted to the Re

colle&ts and Capucins, and to the very Chappel of

Angels, may run into this Channel. So the finner

being let down with his Cord, hath wherewith to

waſh over head, and ears both himſelf, and whom he

pleaſes. 4. Moreover and above all theſe Pardons,

which belong to the Franciſcan Order; they may

accommodate themſelves with all thoſe, that are

granted to the Contraternity tº of Confalo; and the

Stations of Rome beſides; which is heaping Sea upon

* Sixtus 5. Inſtitut, Archiconfrat. chordiger.n. 3.

• Id. Extenſ. de Conſtit. n. 3. ‘ Idem conſtitut.n. 3. . . .

- M m 2 Sea ;
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Sea; however more then a thouſand times enough,

to waſh Rome and Sodom, and whatever may be there:

in proper Fewel for the Purgatory Fire. 5. Finally

to make all this ſafe ; theſe full Expiations attend

the Rope, and the perſons who do wear it, to the

laſt moment, they can ſin in " Mortis Articulo, And

now let the Devil ifhe dare, venture upon trueCa

tholics, having about their Loins ſuch a preſer

vative. - -

3. The third great Benefit, and therefore the

moſt lookt after by this Corded Fraternity, is that

which the Brethren and Siſters have, of accommo

dating themſelves every day with the Merits of other

men, as the jackdaw did it once with the Feathers of

other Birds; when they have none of their own,

This great Arch Confraternity hath ever bin bleſſed

with great Saints, and conſequently with great ſtores

of ſatisfactions and Merits. It is likely their firſt

Founder alone, great S. Francis, hath by his prodi

gious Mortifications merited more, then the moſt

diſſolute can ever need, to ſecure their worſt De

bauches; and if you conſider well, what an he

roical Feat that was in him to throw and rub him

ſelf againſt Bundles of Thorns, and Women

made of Snow, merely to tame or cool his Fleſh;

you will confeſs that a great deal of this muſt needs

come to their ſhare, who cannot do ſo. Hereafter

Catholic Ladies may ſafely exchange Churches for

Play-houſes; S. Roſe, and Santa Clara , the firſt

Virgins, who took this Order have left Devotions

for them more then they want. And ſuppoſe that

the Wellcould ever come to be drawn dry; this Con

fraternity never wants great and living Saints, who

* Ibid. m. 3: . • * .

• , - ſupply
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ſupply it daily with freſh Waters. And he is an

unlucky Ruffian, who cannot get one of theſe Fa

thers, to laſh and cut his poor old skin, for all what

oung Fleſh may deſerve. Only let the young Vil

}. and the Sweet Miſſes be devoted to S. Francis 5

have his Image in their Cloſets; and wear his Gir

dle. But and if this wearing be troubleſom, eſpeci

ally to tender Ladies under their long and ſtreight

Bodies; a prudent Confeſſor can ſoon put them in

another way of attaining Salvation, which ſhall hurt

neither Back, nor Sides : and that is the Scapulary,

the gentle wearing of S. Simon, which of my eſpecial

knowlege the niceſ: Perſons now beyond Sea, have

commonly about their Shoulders. .

C H A P. XIII.

T

Concerning the ſecond ſpecial Means ofSal

vation in the Confraternity of Mount Car

mel, by wearing the little Mantle or Sca

pulary of S. Simon Stock. -

*

TÉ IS Confraternity, among Perſons of Qua

ºlity paſſes for the moſt gentile, as, I am ſure,'tis

the eaſieſt.The Badgit gives which is call'd the Holy

Scapulary, is made of two ſmall Pieces of woollen

Stuff, about the extent of a hand, hanging by two

little laces down from the Neck upon both the Back

and the Breſt of the devout perſon who wears it.

They ſay that among a great many. Things,wº
- - the
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the Virgin Mary brings from Heaven, whenſheap

pears, as Books, Gloves, Images, &c. once ſhe was

pleaſed to come down with this Tool of Salvation:

and to beſtow it upon S. Simon, an Engliſh Saint, in

the year 1265. This Simon was, they ſay, “a moſt

retired Eremite; and ſo great an Enemy to all human

£onverſation, that to the age of 80 years he kept

himſelf moſt of his time inan old hollow rotten Oak,

&hence he was called S.Simon Stock, or Stoch, becauſe

this Stock was his lodging. All this while in his old

Tree,he was night and day entreating ſometimes God,

ſometimes the Virgin, that they would be pleaſed to

direct him, what kind ofmen he might more ſafely

join himſelf to. At length, as the ſtory ſaies, there

came over to England a Company of Monks from

Mount Carmel, who made him their General, that is

the General of their Order. Never ſince that time

did the good Saint miſs one day, without praying

his Patroneſs for ſome ſpecial Mark of her Favor up

on his Flock. Flos Carmeli, b Carmelitis, &c. that

is, Flºwer of Carmel, Star of the Sea, ſend a token to

thy Servants the Carmelites. -

Monks will tell you of thouſands of Apparitions,

whereby ſhe uſes to come to kiſs them, or give them

ſome other favor and expreſſion of kindneſs. Whe

ther this Lady who appears to them to be ſo free

and profuſe of her Favors, be the Virgin; or rather

ſome wanton Devil, that takes her Name as it is

uſual, to countenance Superſtition; is not the pre

ſent Quere. Certain it is that the Spirit which com

monly appears for her, will bring them ſometimes

very fine Things : Lightſom ſhifling Garments, as

* johan. Pitſeus. De Illuſtrib. Anglie Script, an. 1265.

* Faſti Carmelit, ap. 1250. - . . . . . . .

- -, - t()
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to e the Bernardin Friers : Scarlet-Robes d ſhut

up in a Box, as to Thomas of Canterbury; Rich

Drinking “Cups, as of late to St. Tharlavaret :

ſometimes, but more ſeldom, good Mony, as to

Biſhop Bonifacius: fineever burningand never waſt

ing 5 Lights and Tapers, as to the Proceſſion of

Arras: Fine bread, open Lilies, and Books, as to

the h ſeven Servites: and among others the ſtory

is remarkable, when the Ciſtercian Order was yet

in its Infancy, and had need of this Patroneſs, She

appeared among them all, when they were finging

their Mattens, i with a fine white Hood in her hand,

wherewith ſhe hooded their Abbot; and as ſoon as he

had it on, to their great joy and amazement, they

preſently ſaw their former black Hoods orCapu

chions turn pure milk white 3 and the good Lady

added beſides theſe words. Ego ordinem, &c. I do

undertake to favor and defend this order to the worlds

end. Well, old Simon was day and night begging

for ſome ſuch favor, till he had it. For after much

praying to this Flower of Carmel, at laſt ſhe appear

edunto him with a great multitude of Angels, ha

ving the 24 Scapulary or little Rocket in her hand ;

and This ſhall be, ſaid ſhe, * both to Thee, and to all

the Carmelites a Privilege. Whoſoever dies in this

Habit, ſhall not ſuffer the Eternal Fire. Whoſoever

dies in this, ſhall be ſaved. . .

Myraus. Chronic, Premonſtrat; -

Carthagen. Tom. 4. de Mirand. Deip. ſett. 233,

Balinghem, de Viris illusir. 23. Decemb.

Grégor. I. Dialog. l. I. c. 9.

Pyraeus. in Corona. Traft. I. c. 12,

Archang. Gian. De Initio Servit,

Gonon. Chronic. an. 1109

* Gomonus ex Faſti, Carmel, chrºnic, an 1239,

:
This
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This was Encouragement enough to allure Peo.

ple, to this happy Confraternity; yet theſe Cara

melites were ſtrangers, and as it is uſual, envied by

the Mendicant Orders growing much about the

ſame time, they had much ado to take root, till

the Virgin Mary appear'd for them a ſecond time

and to a much better purpoſe. The Roman Ca

tholics, for the moſt part, if they have but time to

confeſs, are not much afraid of the eternal fire in

Hell: but they terribly fear the Temporal Purga

tory; to this effect therefore came the ſame Lady

from above ; and declared in the preſence of Pope

john the 22th, then reſiding at Avignion, that once

a week, about every Saturday night, ſhe here

after would not fail to come down to Purgatory;

and thence pull all and every Soul, which ſhe ſhall

find to have worn that ſacred Habit. This being

proclamed by an Authentic Bull, and by a Pope,

for thoſe daies of great Learning, brought the

Scapulary into great requeſt, And ſince that time

men may be thought to deſerve well all the Purga

tory Burnings, whoſoever would be ſo, untoward,

as not to prevent that danger, when they can do it

upon ſo reaſonable terms: Eſpecially now, when

it is made moſt eaſy and commodious in behalf of

Perſons of the greateſt quality, for wearing, under

the gentileſt Doublets of Bodies. There are ſome

words, and Forms of Bleſſing, to conſecrate this

little Habit into a ſaving Apparel. There are alſo

ſome few Reſtraints put upon them that do wear

it; a Maid muſt keep her Virginity ; a Wife, Con

jugal Faith, and a Widow, her Chaſtity, &c. But

if they happen to treſpaſs; they all know, when

# Bull. Sabb.

- and
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and how and where, to be eaſily abſolved. For the

putting on of this Habit, procures a threefold ad

vantage in the way of Roman Salvation. I. An In

dulgence and Pardon of ſins. 2. All the Favor and

Protećtion of the Virgin of Mount Carmel 3. A

plentiful ſupply of all the Meritorious and satisfa

#ory worksbelonging to the Society. -

1. As to the Benefit of Indulgences moſt Con

fraternities equal or exceed this ; and here you may

find the Popes backward, or much ſaying, in the

diſtribution of their Pardons. For, whereas other

Confraternities have ſeldom leſs then a full Indul

gence of all ſins, at the Entrance; this hath but a

third part of them in the great Sabbatine Bull.

They allow but 40 daies Pardon for ſaying ſeven

Paters and Aves to the honor of the ſeven joies: but

roo, for the little Office; but 3co, for eating no

fleſh on Saturdaies: but 500, and ſome few Qua.

rantains, for waiting on the conſecrated Hoft. Ma

ny other Confraternities of far leſſer importance

then that is, have much more. Witneſs that of S.

Benedići, S. Scholaſtica, and S. Rochus. And yet tho

the Popes on this account did ſolittle; they did it

for the moſt part, but when they were forced to it

by ſtrong and irreſiſtible Impulſes. The Virgin

Mary, as they ſay, I was fain to threaten Honorius

the 3", and to tell him of two chief Officers of his,

who had bin already deſtroied by Gods Vengeance,

for neglecting her Carmelites , before this Pope

could be brought to confirm their Order: and In

nocent the 4th had an Expreſs a while after from the

ſame Lady, before he would do them Right againſt

their envying Neighbors. By this it ſeems the

* Palconydor. Antiquit, Carmelit. l. 3. - "

N n Lady
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Lady had done for them ſo much before, that the

Popes were unwilling, for their own profit, as in

the caſe ofthe Chappel of Angels, to do much more.

2. And the truth is, if theſe Apparitions to S. Si

mon and to john the 22th be true;the Scapulary Con

fraternity hath abundantly enough in her Boſom, to

enrich all her needieſt Members, without any beg

ging from Rome. . TheScapulary alone well applied

to the Breaſt and Back, is by it ſelf a great Jewel.

It may, as they ſay, preſerve mens lives better then

the ſtrongeſt Armor, againſt all temporal Dangers:

and if you hearken to them all, they will come to

you with hundred ſtories, what of women deliver'd,

ſome m of Childbed, ſome of a Cancer, ſome of

Leprofie, ſome of a Feaver by appling this bleſſed

Badgunto their Fleſh: what ofmen, who could not

be choaked by Devils, " nor drowned after they

were bound hand and foot, and thrown into the

bottom ofthe Sea, becauſe they had the scapulary.

But neither God nor the Pope ever gave the Church

any thing comparable to it, in all Spiritual Con

cerns. They are not aſhamed to call it a Mark of

Eternal salvation, and a Spiritsal Covenant with

Gods Mother ; by which Covenant you have a

clear Title to all what in favor and Mercy ſhe can

do for you. But without reſting on mens ſayings,

becauſe the honeſteſt Monks we know are ſome

times temped to ſay ſtrange things, you have as

much from her own Mouth. In hoc moriens, &c. i.e.

He that dies with this Habit, ſhall be ſaved, and/hall

not ſuffer eternal Fire. S. Simon, and a great many

* Vid. The French Book intituled, Alliance ſpirituelle avec

la Vierge.

* Faii carmel, an, 1368.

Angels
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:

*

Angels are Witneſſes that ſhe ſaid ſo; and, as to

Purgatory, the terror of Roman Catholic Souls, ſhe

her ſelf engages ſolemnly, Ego Mater Glorioſa, &c.

I the Glorious Mother of God will come down in

Perſon and fetch them out. And of this you have

no meaner witneſs, then the Monarch and viſible

Head of your Church, Pope John the 22". Here is

his Authentic Teſtimony in a Bull of his, called the

Sabbatina, or Saturday Bull, as I find it in Latin, in

an Authentic * Roman Author, with the approbati

on of both the Dominican, and the Carmelitan Order.

And I thought fit to Engliſh it, that every one may

take notice what Spiritual waies Rome can afford for

ſaving Men, beyond what Chriſt and his Apoſtles

were ever known to be able to do.

The Bull of Pope John the xxii. for

the Confirmation and Approbati

on of the Holy Scapulary.

30 HN, Biſhop and Servant of the Servants of

jeſus Chriſt, to all and every Faithful, &c. While

I was Prayingupon my Knees, the Virgin of Mount

Carmel appears to me, and ſpake unto me in theſe

Words. O John, O John, the Vicar of my dear

Son, as I will deliver thee out of the bandof thine Ad

werſary (the Emperor Lewis the 4th, whom he had

Excommunicated) and make thee Pope, ſo I will that

thou ſhoulde; grant to my Holy and Devout Order of

Mount Carmel, founded by Elias and Eliſha,the grace

of a full Confirmation ; namely, That whoſoever be

* Benedići, Gonomus, Chronic, An, 1321.

N. n 2 - ing
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in profeſſi, will obſerve the Rule given by my Servant

ºft. the Patriarch, and approved of by my well

beloved Innocent, the true Picar of my Son, giving

£is conſent upon Earth to what my Son had decreed in

Heaven; viz. That whoſoever ſhall perſevere in that

Holy Obedience, Poverty and Chaffity, and ſhall enter

into this Order, ſhall be ſaved. And that any other

Men or Women, whoſoever ſhall enter into this Holy

Religion, wearing the ſign* the Holy Habit (to wit,

the Scapulary) calling themſelves by the Name of

Brethren and Siſters of the ſaidOrder and Confrater

nity, ſhall be delivered and abſolved from the third

part of their Sins, from the day of their admittance;

promiſing withal, Chaitity, if ſhe be Widow; Virgi

nity, if a Maid; and Conjugal Fidelity, if ſhe be a

Married Woman. And as to the profeſſi Brethren of

this ſaidOrder, they ſhall be delivered both from Pu

niſhment and Sin, And when they ſhall part out of

this world, making ſpeed to Purgatory, I the Glorious

Mother of God will come down thither the next Satur

day after their death, and will reſcue whomſoever I

ſhall find in Purgatory, and will bring them up into

the holy Hill of Eternal Life. But theſe Brethren

and Sisters of the ſaid Confraternity, muſt ſay the Ca

monical hours, after the Rule of St. Albert; and if .

they be ignorant, they muſt abſtain from eating Fleſh

every Wedneſday and Saturday, unleſs ſome neceſſity

hinder them, except on my Sons Nativity. Having

ſaid thus much, that holy Apparition vaniſhed away.

Therefore I jobn aforeſaid, accept of this Holy In

dulgence, and do confirm and ſtrengthen it on

Earth, juſt as Jeſus Chriſt hath by the Merits of his

glorious Mother granted it in Heaven. Therefore

let no Man preſume to annul or contadiº
- * ~ * , Page

* *
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º Page or Writ of our Indulgence ; or if he dare, let

him know, that he ſhall incur the indignation of

God Almighty, and of his bleſſed Apoſtles Peter

and Paul. Given at Avignion, Indić. 3. and the firſt

Tear of our Pontificat. This being ſo, I wonder

who would wiſh for more, or who would not leave

all, to have ſo much.

3. Nevertheleſs, altho the beſt Indulgences of

Rome, or all other ſuch Roman Pullies cannot do

more then this; viz. to pull a burning Soul out of

f the Purgatory Fire, up to the Hill of Eternal Life;

º yet if this happy Soul had a mind to appear there

more Gentile, then her own Works will allow her,

ſhe hath the advantage of borrowing from the Con

fraternity wherewith to make her ſelf as ſpruce and

meat as one can wiſh. Let but any Man imagine,

what ſtock of Mortifications and holy Works Elias

did leave behindfor jezebel, and john the Baptiſt for

Herod and Herodias; or our Country-man S. Simon.

for all other ſuch as thoſe three were, in caſe they

will all humbly come, and devoutly wear about

them this holy Scapulary; Who is the ignorant or

blind Buzard,thatwil not leave any Religion,Goſpel,

and Proteſtant Churches, to run himſelf and all

his ſins under this bleſſed ſhelter 2



c H.A.P. XIV.

Concerning the third means of obtaining

Salvation by the Confraternity and 150

Beads of St. Dominic.

Aint Dominic and S. Francis are the two Saints,

O which, as they ſay, our Lady Mary pacified

*her own Son with, being about to deſtroy Man

kind; for there ſhe paſt her honeſt Word, that

theſe two Dočtors ſhould, without fail, reform the

three ſorts of Sinners, the Proud, the Covetous,

and the Carnal, whom he hated, and ſo ſet up a

gain true Holineſs thro the whole World. You

may gueſs what Francis hath don on that account,

by what I have ſaid of his Girdle; and you may

hope likewiſe, that S. Dominic may do as much or

more with his 15o Beads. However,theſe two are by

his Holineſs b Sixtus the Fourth, voted to be both

the two great Seraphins, that help Men to flee up

to Heaven upon the Wings of Divine Contempla.

tions and Raptures, and the two loud Trumpets

which fill Heaven and Earth with their Holy ſound;

and therefore to their honor is this Privilege duly

granted, that whoſoever will but viſit any of their

Churches or Chappels, ſhall receive Pardon for a

hundred Years; and if any of them being dead 4,

will be wrapt up in Frocks,or be buried in a Church

* Flaminius in vita S. Dominic.

* Bulla Aurea. Sacri Predicatorum,

* Ibid. ſes. 6. " Ibid. ſett. 9. -

yard
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- yardbelonging to either of their Orders, ſhall in all

probability have as much more. , Judgyouby this,

what theſe Confraternities of theirs be worth, and

what value you may well ſet upon their two moſt Sa

cred Standards or Bodies, the Rope or Girdle of

St. Francis, whereof enough; and the 15o Beads

or Roſary of S. Dominic ; of which you muſt now

learn ſomthing. - ºf . . . ."

This new and admirable way of praying to God,

by ſaying Ave Maria, hath, as they ſay, proved in

their Church ſo ſucceſsful, for raiſing Hearts to

Devotion, ſandtifying Men, extirpating all Here

ſies, and propagating Catholic Light, as it appears

by ‘many Bulls, that moſt Popes from Sixtus the

Fourth, 1479. have thought themſelves concerned

in their Conſciences, to raiſe it to a Confraternity

as Ulniverſal as their Church ; and to make it as the

Sun is, (to uſe their words) common to all Men in

the whole World. For this brave Corporation is

not asthe moſt part of others are, ſome for Men on

ly, and not for Women ; ſome for great Men, and

not for mean People; ſome for the Religious, and

not for the Secular; ſome for the ſound, and not

for the weak: * this great and comprehenſive So

ciety takes in all ſortsand conditions of Men; and

to ſay all, as it ſhall appear hereafter, even the very

dead may come to it. . ' ' … . . . . . . . .

Whoſoever will be admitted as a Member of this

vaſt Body, and march", as they love to ſpeak, un

der the B. Virgin and St. Dominic's great Standard,

he muſt go firſt to Confeſſion, and take the Conſe

* Pius 5. Conſtit. Conſueverunt. . . " -

• A chang Caraccius. De Roſar. I. par. c. 1,

* Idem 3. Par. c. 5. * ~ * -----> * - - - -

- crated
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crated Wafer, thenhe muſt appearin Perſon, if he

can; or by a Proxy, if he cannot; and there either

himſelf or his Proxybeing proſtrated before the Al

tar Del Santiftmo Roſario, of the moſt holy Ro

ſary, declare what great deſire he hath, to be en

rolled under St. Dominic's Banner. So the Officers,

being duly qualified to that purpoſe, ſhall take his

name, and acquaint him with what hethe new Bro

ther is to do; eſpecially how he muſt once every

Week run over the whole Roſary, that is, the 150

Beads, Ave Maria, and the 15 Pater meſters, ſola

cing him at the ſame time with this moſt gracious

aſſurance, that he muſt not thinkita Sin,” nor a

breach upon his Conſcience, if at any time he ſhall

fail in the performance; and that the whole duty

conſiſts of ſuch things, as never were commanded

by God, nor pračiced by his Apoſtles; ſo the o

mitting of them muſt not diſquiet his mind, only he

muſt be content to loſe the good Indulgences,which

his Roman Holineſs was pleaſed to grant upon ſuch

terms. After this, he giveshimaConſecrated Ro

ſary of Beads, and the Conſecrating of them comes

to this. After ſome ſhort Prăiers and Reſponſals,

the Maſs-Prieſt begs at the hands of God, this great

and Blaſphemous Favor; ; namely, That to the ho

nor and praiſe of his sons Mother,would he be pleaſed to

infuſe into thoſe Beads, ſo much ſtrength of his Holy

Ghoſt, that whoſoever ſhall either carry them abroad, or

reverently keep them at home, and there devoutly pray

with them after the way of the holy Confraternity, may

abound in Devotion,may have his ſhare in all the Graces,

Privileges and Indulgences granted to the ſaid:Society;

Isiden. • Idempart. 3. c. 5- -

may
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ináy as long as he lives be proteåed every where, d

Hainſt all Enemies whatſoever; and at lair, may be

preſentedfull of good works to God by the Bliſſed Vir.

gin Mary. To which is added, the other Bleſſing

by Holy Water, and as it were a ſecond Baptiſm;

in the Name of the Father, &c. Next to the holy

Beads thus impiouſly Conſecrated, and devoutly

delivered into the hand of the new Brother or Si

fter, comes the Holy Candle. This Holy Candle

is of great uſe, when you walk in Proceſſion, when

you go to Burial, when any one of the 15 Myſte

ries (you may remember what that is) is ſolemnly

celebrated, and eſpecially when you die ; for there,

but eſpecially here, if you do hold this holy Came.

dle lighted in your hand, you may be fure that all

our fins are forgiven, becauſe Pope Adrian the

* Sixth hath ordered it ſo. But the Candle muſt be

Conſecrated, as ſolemnly as your Beads were, and

with a Form to this purpoſe: That thro the Inter

ceſſion of the Bleſſed Virgin Mary, and the 15 great

Myſteries contained in the aforefaid Beads, chrift the

true Light, that enlightens every Man that comes in

to the World, will enlighten alſo this candle, with the

true light of his Grace, &c. Then is the Candle

ſprinkled with Holy Water, in Nomine Patris, &e.

This is not all, you muſt have a Holy Roſe, for it

is of a fingular Vertue; and beſides, Roſeand Ro

ſary are of a kin, eſpecially as ſoon as it is Confe

crated with this execrable Form of Bleſſing, Deus,

Creator, &c. the ſenſe is, That God the Creator and

Gºver ºf ſpiritual Grace and eternal salvation, be

pleaſed to Bleſs the ſaid Roſe, which is preſented unto

* Breve, ſiliusquidominicam. . . . . . .
* Archang. Caraccius, de Roſar, part. 3...e. & . . .” .. *
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him, for the worſhip of his Mother: and to infuſe into

the Roſe by the vertue of the ſign of the Croſs, ſuch a

celeſtial Bleſſing, that to what Infirmities ſoever it

be applied, and in what houſes and places ſoever it be de

voutly kept or carried,the ſaid Infirmities may be cur

ed;&that thence all Devils may flee away.This Charm

is likewiſe compleated with the uſual Baptiſm of

Holy water. With theſe Tacklings you may here

after reckon your ſelf moſt fully incorporated into

this Heavenly Body. What you have next to think

upon, is well to diſcharge thoſe duties that belong

to a Heavenly Member: and to fall luftily to that

incredible and ſtrange way which S. Mary and S.Do

minic her Husband have in the latter times brought

into the Roman Church, of ſerving God, by ſaying

Ave Maria. . . . -

To the great encouragement ofthe ſaid Brethren

and Siſters, this way of Devotion is called the

Crown, the Pſalter, and the Roſary; the Crown,

becauſe whenſoever you ſay fifty times Ave Maria

(as my Italian k Author obſerves , and I may

prove it many waies) the ſo ſaluted Goddeſs, is

pleaſed to take it, for ſo many Crowns, and Gar

lands of fine Flowers, that you do adorn her Head

with, 2. The Pſalter; becauſe the Church of Rome

doth think it fit, to worſhip the Lady of the moſt

Holy Roſary, with 15 o Salutations, as King Da

vid the Prophet did, to adore the Lord God of

Iſrael with 150 Pſalms; and becauſe, as Davids

"Pſalter was an Inſtrument, wherewith he could

eaſe the Spirit of Saul, when it was troubled by the

Devil; ſo do Catholics with theſe Aves, defend

themſelves, and charm all the Powers of Hell from

* caraccio, Part. 1, c. 13.

e. re doing
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doing any harm to their Souls. 3. It is call'd the

Roſary; becauſe as with Roſes you make Roſe-wa

ter, Oil, Sugar and Hony Roſal; ſo do the Bre

thren and Siſters of the Roſary make with it admira

ble Confettions, Drugs and Syrops to Phyſic their

poor fick Souls; to ſoften the hardneſs offin ; to

diſpoſe Roman Catholic Hearts, towards all Gra

ces; and to ſay all with them, Calum ridet, &c.

that is, the Heavens laugh, the Angels dance, the

Church keeps her joiful Feſtivals, Hell trembles, and

all the Devils run away, when they ſay or ſing Ave

Maria. J much wonder they ſhould excuſe or ex

clude all the priſoners in Purgatory from jumping

or cutting Capers; ſince they hold, that the Dead

are as much concerned as the Living. Therefore

when one goes to enter a Name, he may put in

as well any Soul of Father, Son, Uncle, or any o

ther Relation, as his own. Only thereby he binds.

himſelf to ſay the holy Roſary, and to perform all

other Duties for them he puts in ; that ſo they may

whereſoever they be, above or under ground, re

ceive all the Profits and Pardons of the Society.

And if he put in two Names; he muſt perform the

Duty twice, once for himſelf and once for his

Friend. This double work is leſs troubleſom be

cauſe you may ſpeed it away at any time you have

little elſe to do, as when m you dreſs and undreſs

your ſelf; when you walk, ſtand, ſit, ride abroad,

or wait: and for more eaſe and more Merit too,

you may join more hands to one work, when for

example you are with two or three Neighbors

walking and travelling together.

* Caraccio. De Roſar. Part, I. c. 13.* Id, parte 3. c. 3. t

oo 2 Idid
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. I did forget another Duty, which you muſt by

no means forget, it beingas indiſpenſable as it is

eaſie; and it is this: both the Pooreſt and the Rich

eſt muſt needs contribute to the Charges of ſetting

up a near Altar," andadorning it with a Standard,

bearing the Pićture both of our Lady giving, and

S. Dominic receiving on the other ſide the holy Pſal

ter from her Hand. They muſt belikewiſe at the

Charges of having the fifteen great Myſteries fairly

painted both over and on each ſide of the great Al

tar. Beſides, you muſt pay your ſmall ſhare for

both the waxand the Oil, that burns night and day

before the Roſary Lady; and leaſt you ſhould grum

ble at ſuch expenſes, be you ſure, that one Maſs

upon, or one Ave, or one Pater before ſuch a pri

vileged Altar, eſpecially on ſolemn Daies, is bet

ter worth then a thouſand whether Maſſes, or Aves

that you may hear or ſay elſewhere. . .

This being done, you may confidently look for

all ſorts of Bleſſings, and Privileges muſt needs

from all parts flow towards you.

1. Rome opens in your behalfher whole Celeſtial

Treſure ; a full Pardon of all your fins at your firſt

coming to this Society; at your going out, when

you dy: at all and every holy Day kept to the La

dies Honor, through the whole year: at all and

every ſolemn Day kept for any one of the fifteen

great Myſteries: at Chriſtmas : the Sunday before

Epiphany: holy Thurſday, and good Friday: the

3 holy daies at Eaſter: at the Aſcenſion: the three

Holy Daies at Whitſuntide: all the firſt Sundaies of

every Month, &c. And all this, both for ſick, and

ſound, for the abſent, as well as preſent, at Sea* Id, part. 3. c. 14. w . . . . .

. or
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or Land, in priſon, and at Liberty, ſo that there

be a juſt Impediment, that detains you from the

Duty, and from viſiting the Altar; you can hardly

make three or four ſteps, or open the * Mouth

to ſay jeſu, or Maria, but you ſhall get by it a con

ſiderable Indulgence. When you devoutly * take

your Beads: When you hear Salve Regina (tis a

ſhort ſong to the Ladies Honor: ) when you walk

after the Proceſſion : when you march after the

Banner, at a Burial: when you viſit a ſick Brother

or Siſter: when you wait upon the Hoſt in the

ſtreet, &c. you gain hundreds of Daies, of years,

and ſome Quarantains or Quadragenes to boot. And

if all this be not enough; all the Stations and daily

Indulgences of Rome are at your command and

mercy, if you will but viſit a Roſary Church, with

ſaying three Aves in it: or in caſe of too much

throng, ſtand at a diſtance before one ; or the five

Roſary Altars 3 (and you may ſtand ſometimes be

fore themfive, tho you do not ſtir from one Place: )

however my Italian P Author, aſſures me that di

vers Popes have granted all theſe huge Pardons both

by Bulls, and by word of Mouth, Oraculo wive vo

cis, which is the Roman Church's Oracle, upon

theſe terms, *-

I hope that by this time you have enough for

your own uſe. But if you pleaſe alſo to pleſure

your Friends, you may weekly reſcue out of Pur

gatory two of their Souls, one on the Sunday, “ the

other upon the Wedneſday following, and Eleven

other ſouls more upon other ſpecial daies; which

I leave out to ſpare you trouble. Only you muſt

* Caraccius de Roſar. part. 2, e.7. -

* Ibid. c. 8. § Ibid. c. 10, 3 Ibid. c. 3. . . . ~ *

take
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take the pains to viſit the Roſary Altar, and of ſāy

ing at it this ſhort praier. O Lord, Ipray you to ac

cept of the Indulgence, which hath bin granted by your

High Prieſt, the Steward of the holy Treſure, to the

ſoul of John, or James: or if he the ſaid John or

James have none or little uſe of it, to ſuch a ſoul in

Purgatory, which I am moſt obliged to; concluding

all with a Requieſcant in pace, thereupon let them

reſt in peace. This way one may help in one year

ſome 115 ſouls; and ſhe is a woman of large corre

ſpondence that hath more friends yearly to care for.

2. Beſides this incredible abundance of Privi

leges, and Pardons coming upon you from with

out , they ſay that this Roſary Confraternity en

joies within it ſelf the greateſt Treſure of the whole

World, namely a real and perpetual Participation

of the Merits and Penances of all and every one

of the greateſt Saints ſince Adam. Conſider what

vaſt Abundance of Good works S. Dominic left in

this Magazine, by whipping himſelf to the Blood

thrice every day; once for his own ſins, which,

it is verily thought, he had none : once for the

ſins of the World: and once for the ſins of the

ſouls burning in Purgatory. Calculate what Saint

P'incent might hoard up for the uſe of his Bre

thren by converting 8oco Turks , and 25ooo

jews. Think what Treſure might Agnes bequeath.

to her society, with thoſe incomparable Jewels.

which * ſhe had partly received from the Virgin

Mary; and partly got and ſtolen from her Son, when

he had bin in her own lap. What can you not hope.

ofS. Oſanna, another ſiſter of this holy Confrater

r Caraccio. De Roſario. Part. I. c. 3.

* Bov. Tom, 13. Annal, an. 1317, 8.9. - -

- nity,
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nity, who being yet tº a Child, had the Virgin for

her School-Miſtreſs; and beingcome to riper years

had the Holy Babe for her Husband 2 What ſhall

I ſay of St. Alanus of Dinam, for whoſe Deliverance

the " Roſary Goddeſs deſtroied his Enemies at land

with 150 Thunderbolts 3 and raiſed out of the deep

Sea, as many Mountains, (an equal number to his

Beads) to make him a Bridg to run away f and

what of the other S. Alanus de Rupe, the Reſtorer

of Roſaries, the true * Husband of this Goddeſs,

and withal her boſom ſucker 2 Have theſe and all,

whom I could name, Popes, Cardinals, and other

Grandees of the ſame Confraternity caſt nothing into

the Treſury 2 And if all theſe did not caſt in enough;

take all Gods Saints from the very beginning of the

World, to the year 1431. for if Roman Revelations

be at all true, they y all without exception uſe and

ſing out the Roſary. Take along with them all the

Angels,and as they love to ſpeak, the whole Celeſtial

Court 3 for every good Roman Catholic is perſwaded

(unleſs they offer to contradićt - both S. Alan and

his Virgin ) that they alſo ſing in Heaven the Roſa

ry: and that both theſe, to wit, Saints and Angels,

make up but one Arch-Confraternity together. . ;

. Now the Cuſtom of this Society • being ſo free,

as to limit no favors at all (as others moſt common

ly do) but to allow to every Member, a full Com

munication of all; what a huge deal of wealth is all

this to every one, be he otherwiſe never ſo poor? .

All the Interceſſions of Saints above: all the Me

* Balinghen. Calendar. B. M. 17. §um. -

" chronic. Deip.an. 1212. * 1bid, an. 1476.

7 Arch. Caruccius. De Roſar. part, 4. c.3%. , . .

* B. Alan par f. 1. c. 19.

• Navar. de Pſalter. Miſcellan. 9, n. 4s •

- - Il{S
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rits of more Saints below ; all the extraordinary

ſhowers of Privileges, and full Indulgences from

Rome: all the watchings and helps of the good An

gels; and that which muſt be reckoned above all

things, the continual favor and Countenance of the

Queen of Heaven her ſelf; in this vaſt Concurrence

of all the Saints and holy things from Heaven and

Earth together, what can the wit of man fancy, that

both this Confraternity may not contain, and the

Roſary Brother well expect? Areyou for a ſhelter

againſt public Calamities 3 TheHoly Roſary is good

for it. They think that by the ſtrength of this Wea

pon the b Turks were beaten from Europe: the war

ceaſed from “Cologne, and • Gemua; and the great

Plague ‘from Pavia. Are you troubled with pri

vate Diſtreſſes? Frier Amat had no better way to

schoaka Devil, nor S. Salvator * to cure the deaf,

nor S. Dominic to procure Children, and cure Bar

renneſs; nor General Montfort and Captain Antho

my, k to rout Armies; nor the two Spaniſh Women

1 to eſcape hanging. What they ſay of the Spaniſh

Aſs, is moſt pertinent to this purpoſe: This Beaſt is

often in that Country made uſe of to carry condemn

ed Perſons to the place of Execution, and 'tis not

heard, but the innocent ſtupid Animal performs qui

etly this Office, except one time, " when it grew ſo

intelligent, as to perceive, that the Wretch who’.

* Gregor. 13. Bull. Monet Apoſtolus.

* Leo Io. Bull. Pafter is a termi.

* Arch. Carac. de Roſ part. I. c. 17. - ... º.

* 1d. part. 4. Miracul. 19. 8 chronic. Deip. an. 1538.

* 1bid an 1567. Bov, tom. 13. an 1213. n. 9. . . .

* Alamus de Inſulis in Roſar. * Archang, in Roſario, part.4.

* Lopaz de Roſar. l. I. c. 10. -

--
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was on its back, related to the Rºſary; then it was

wonderful to ſee; how quick and nimble this ſlow

Beaſt turns back again from the Gallows, and gal

loping through all the Guards, who attended the

Execution, and all the common People, which

then was thronging to ſee it, carries her dear chargé

to the Church, there laies it down moſt devoutly be:

fore a Roſary Altar. You muſt conceive, that ei

ther the Grace infuſed into theſe Beads at their

Conſecration, works out theſe ordinary Miracles;

or that the Roſary Queen, whom they call the Mi

ſtreſs of the World, and the General of this Order,

is alwaies preſent and adive upon all great Exigen

cies, wherein her Officers are concerned, eſpecial

ly when ſhe ſees thembearing up, or marching under

that which ſhe takes” for her Banner. Neverthe.

leſs; tho the eſſential Riches of this potent Con

fraternity be ſo extremely conſiderable in all Secu

lar advantages (even ſometimes ſo as "to make Men

fortunate in Wives, and all other Bargains) yet its

great worth lies more in all Spiritual and Eternal

Concerns. St. Alain, who never was ſeen without

the Ring, which our Lady ? twiſted for him of her

own Hair; nor without that Heavenly Chain of

Beads, which ſhe put about his Neck at the ſame

time, doth aſſure us upon this account, that to be

enrolled in the Book of this happy Confraternity, is

* to beenrolled in the very Book of Life : that the

benefit which they receive from being thus regi

fired r, is no leſs then to be choſen and adopted for

* Caraccius de Roſar.part. 1. c. 10. - - - - -

* Navar. de Horis Canon, c. 19, n. 160, ….' … . .

* Gonon. Cbronic, an 1476; 1 . . . . . . . …

* Beat, ºtlan, part, 1. c. 17. Id. c. 13. , . . . " .

; : PP Gods
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Gods Children: that ſuch regiſtred Perſons are

much better, then the hundred forty four thouſand

were, in the ſeventh of St. Johns Revelation: and

that all Friends and Promoters of this admirable

Society, do ſet up for all ſinners as good as the

Ladderºin facabs Wifion, to ſcale Heaven. And

as for themſelves, they ſhall be there glorified, not

only as Abel and Abraham,and the other Patriarchs

are, but as the nobleſt Angels of God. And let

gone be diſcouraged from this great Hope, for feel.

ing himſelf but a ſinful Wretch, fince as the ſame

Father ſaies, if true, Qui propriis, &c. that the

very Reprobates, as to their proper and perſonal

Demerits, are made the Children of God by the

communion and benefit of this Society. For as a

Roſary had in the hand of S. Salvator the vertu of

curing Quartan Agues, when it was laid *upon ones

head; ſo it had in the hand of St. Dominica greater

Gift, namely, that of infuſing Grace; or however,

expelling Vice, when laid " at Night under ones

Pillow. For my part, I know no fowler Villain,

then that Noble. Man at Paris was, who was ſan

étified by this means. . Where gver was a more

proſtitute Whore, then fair Catharina at Rome,

who both in the heat of her Luſt, and her Zeal

for this bleſſed Roſary, was converted alſo ; and

in ſuch an extraordinary manner”, as is not fit for

Rye to relate 2 : … ' . . . ; * -

But tho Regiſtred Brethren or Siſters ſhould not

care much for Converſion 3 and tho their good God:

* 1d. c. 33.

* Chronic. Min. l. 3. tit, 4.

* Bovius Annal. to, 13.an. 219, n. 13,

* Chronic, Deip, an, 1221.

J º - deſ,

- . .
… . * ,
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deſ; and Miſtreſs would Indulge them their liberty,

as ſhe often doth, as long as they ſhall enjoy their

hfe, yet, which is the ſweeteſt of all, none of theſe

worthy Members can periſh, but either the ſtrength

of their Beads, or the kindneſs of their Lady, or

ſome like thing or other, ſhall ſave them from Hell.

when they are dead. Who can be more wanton then

Alexandra of Aragon was 2 And yet ſhe was raiſed

from the dead, abſolved, and viſibly ſaved, as they

ſay, 130 daies (the juſt number of her Roſary

Beads) after her Head had bin chopt off, and

thrown into a deep Well? Was ever a Man in the

whole Worldmore fit and likely to fall into Hell,

then was the deſperate Robber, whom ſome o

thers ſtronger then he, had ſuddenly kill'd in his

Sin, and whom the Roſary Princeſs reviv'd and kept

fo long under - ground, till St. Dominic heard him.

callingfor help, and both digged him up and abſol

wed him, two whole Years after he had bin bufied ?

This High-way Man, it ſeems, had heard of Saint

Dominic's Preaching, and therefore had made uſe

of his Roſary, purpoſely te venture himſelf more

ſafely, to all the hazards of his Trade; and he did

well, for as ſoon as he was abſolved, his Body fell

down to the Grave, and his Soul fled up to Heaven,

An Indulgent Miſtreſs indeed, who will allow her

deareſt Mignions, during their life, their Belly full

of all Pleſures; and when they die, all the Joies of

her Paradice. Let good Catholics have but as much

Devotion as a public Robber, or a common Whoré

are capable of, then a Scapulary, a Roſary, or St.

Francis Girdle, all three together, or any one of

y chronic ibid. ' ' ' ' .

* Archang. Caraccide Roſar, part, 4. Miracuſ. 16. - - - - - -

Pp 2 . them
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them by itſelf, ſhall ſave them all. And among alſ

theſe Impertinencies, ſober Papiſts cannot perceive

their own weakneſs, or the irreſiſtible gharm of a

beſottiug Religion. - -

*

* -- ~~

C H A P, xy.

... Concerning divers other Inſtruments of

Bleſſing and Salvation,

AAint Simons Rocket, S. Francis Girdle, and

lº). S. Dominic's Roſary, are but three of the num

berleſs Inventions, which the Church of Rome hath

found of late to promote Grace and Salvation :

The poor Proteſtants have no waies to help them:

ſelves with, but ſuch as Chriſt and his Apoſtles did

leave to all the World beſides, Faith, Repeatance,

Perſererance in well doing, cºe. happy Catholics

have an hundred other, both more commodious and

more taking; and it is fit, that all, Chriſtendom

ſhould know them, ſince they do prove ſuch uſeful

means, both to keep and to draw the common Peo

ple to their Faith. . . - - * -

Theſe gracious Tools are of two ſorts; ſome

are ſuppoſed to haye had a being a good while ago,

but were of late diſcovered, or however put to the

new uſe which now they have. The others are made

new every day, by Roman Popes, Biſhops and

Prieſts, in the ſame way that other. Tools are

made, and brought to what they are, by the Ma

ſter of every Craft,

*** -

-
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. Of the firſt ſort, are the Tacklings which now

the Roman Ghurch gives out for Relics, and which

of late have got the credit of procuring what every

one asks. For if the vaſt ſtore of ſuppoſed old

holy ſtuff, which S. Peters, S. Pauls, S. Laurence,

and other Churches keep in their Sanétuaries at

a Rome, had a being in ancient times, it was un

known. Neither joſephus, nor Philo, nor drigen,

nor St. ferome, nor any other of thoſe great Men,

and moſt verſed in Antiquity, can tell us where to

find the Rod, wherewith Moſes did ſtrike out Wa

ter; nor the Altar, where Melchiſºdec preſented

to God Bread and Wine; nor the Golden Cenſer

of Aaron; nor the Ark of the ancient Covenant;

&c. which now they ſhew in the Vatican. The moſt

pious and ancient Fathers had bin amazed to hear

Men ſpeak of the firſt Shirt that Chriſt put on ; or

of the Bottles which the Virgin uſed to fill with

her own Milk; or of the Hair, the Shift, the

Shoes, and the very pareings of her Nails, which

ſhe left with them when ſhe went up. If all theſe

things, I ſay, had a being, either it was hidden

ſomewhere with thoſe many Croſſes and Images,

which the Monks have digged up from under

ground, orin the bottom of ſome deep Well, where

none but Angels 8 are heard to fing; or it was kept

in ſome of thoſe Ward-robes, whence the Virgin.

brings out her Veils, Hoods, and ſuch other Fa

vors, when ſhe hath a mind to hearten her Monks.

And tho ſome Men had known ſomthing of their

Being, which is not true; yet no Man ºver had

hitherto any experience of their virtu." For who

* }ob. Diacon. deſupr. Sanºfit. Eccl. Lateran, . . . . . . ;

b Gonon. Chronic, an 1116. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f

r O
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of all the Fathers ever knew, that any Shift which

the Virgin had left behind, had the power which

that of Chartres, as they ſay hath, of diſabling “an

Enemy from going backwards or forwards, and of

imparthmg the ſame quality to any Shirt, a which

toucheth the Box wherein 'tis kept: Did ever Men

dream, before Pope John the 22*, * that her Slip

per being kiſſed and adored with ſome Aves, ſhould

procure Atonement for thany fins, and a Pardon

for 7oo Years? Who may not wonder that theſe

tltenſils ſhould have bin kept ſo long, that is, a

bove a thouſandYears in the dark, and now in theſe.

laſt Ages ſhould ſwarm abroad ſo thick,and admira

ble, to allends and purpoſes every where 2 Moſt of

them,” ſaies the Popes Protonotary, have bin kept,

bidden a great while, andfrom hand to band deliver

ed, either to ignorant perſons, who knew not how to va

luethem ; or to profane and negligent Truſtees, who

did not care. They think 'twas upon this account,

s that our now Lauretan Lady kept her ſelf above

12oo Years obſcure and tinaćtive in Nazareth, till

at laſt ſhe forſook her Country to ſhew her ſelf in

Italy, where ſhe meets with more pious People, and

worthier to ſee hir Miracles, then the Apoſtolica!

and Primitive Golden Age was. -

1. Firſt begin, if you pleaſe, with this prodigi.

ous Relic, a whole Room with Walls, Roof, Win

dows, where the ſaid Lauretan Lady aſſures à Bis

ſhop, that ſhe was born, and had received the Salu.

* S. Anthonin. 2 p. Hiſt, tit. 16. c. 2-ſett. 3.

* * : Hiſtor. Carnot...an, 1060, - - - - - -

* Medida del Pie Santii/simo, '96. impreſſ, cum Licentia.

* Baptiſt. Laurus: De 4nnulo prohubo,

Horat. Turſel, Lauret. Hiſt, l, 1.

- * * * tation
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a

tation of the Arch-angel. There alſo they ſhew

the Altar, which, they ſay, St. Peter conſecrated, a

Crucifix, which the other Apoſtles had ſet up, and

chiefly her own Piòure, which, as the ſaies, her ad

mirable Painter Luke had drawn. This famous

pomicile wasbrought with theſe Appurtenances in

one Night from Nazareth over Seas and Lands by

mighty Angels 3 and can, if honored with a Viſit,

with an Offering, orwith a Wow, cure in a momen;
all Diſeaſes.

- . . . ...}

2. Hence walk to Pºrºſa,there you ſhall find the

Virgin Marits Wedding Ringia very homely one in

deed(ſuch as might be expeded froma Carpenter)of

Iron, & a ſmall whitiſh Stone to itsbut having paſſed

through many hands, and at laſt being diſcovered

what it was by three great Wonders; namely, I.The

Apparition of the Virgin, who owned it, t. The

Deſtrućtion of a young Prince, becauſe it was Hot

valued enough. 3. And the Reſurreàion of the

ſame, at the time of his Burial, both to chidehis

own Father, for his profaneſs in neglecting that Sa

cred Ring, and to give all the World warning how

they ſhould uſe it afterwards. This bleſſed Ring

ſhall make h your Finger as ſtiff and as dry as a

very ſtick, if you dare raſhly put it on 3 but it will

reſtore the fight, reconcile the greateſt Foes, drive .

out all fears of ill Spirits, if you adore it reve

rently. And that you may neverdoubt of this, take

but a Ring of Ivory (it muſt be of the ſame big

neſs) and let it touch this Virgins Ring, it will con

trađ from it ſuch a Vertu, as to eaſe one of the Sºids

tica, and to help Women to an eaſie Travel, if they

put it on their right Finger. By this, judg what her

* 7ab. Baptiſt. Laur, de Annula Pronuk. -- - - - if
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ſhift cando, what her Gloves, what her Comb;what

the broken pieces of her Glaſs, what her Girdle,

much more precious then the Cord of St. Francis;

and the * very Heaven itſelf, what the vaſt quan

tity of Milk, which ſhe gave when ſhe was a Nurſe,

and which ſhe hath given to forty Perſons, Menand

Women, out of her own Breaſt, ſince the Papiſts

have made her Queen. Catholics may look on us

all, like as ſo many poor Raskals, who have none

of theſe Jewels. - º, , , , ,

: 3. They may do it much better upch the account

of Chriſt himſelf: for tho all other Chriſtians have

his Goſpel, and hisaćtive and paſſive Juſtice by his

Paſſion and Holineſs; the Roman Catholics leok up

on this as the common Materials, and to believe

them as things of courſe ; but in the meanwhile,

they mind quite other things, and make uſe of quite

other means of goingup to Heaven, which certain

ly Proteſtants have not. As beſides the Blood of

chriſt ſhed on the Croſs, which nobody hath nor

ean have being as one of their Learned Saints affirms,

*re-entred into his Veins, and aſcended to Heaven

with him: they have to ſhew a great deal more

of other Blood, all that which St. Nicodemu took

in his Glove, all that which hath bin received in Bot

tles, and now they ſay is carefully kept at Mantua;

and without going any farther,all that which is upon

Eaſter-day moſt ſolemnly adored at Rome. Now to

argue according to Pope Clements.” Divinity, if one

drop of this Blood was enough to ſave all the world;

What obdurate Papiſt muſt he be, whom now
* German.oratin Advocat. Zion, Virg. . - -, -a - - - -

-* Thom part. 3. 4.54. art. 2. - *

* Biel, in Canon. Left, 3. L. R. Bull, Unigenitas.” . . . "

* Bot

- t

- - - - -
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* Bottles full of the ſame both Blood and Water

could not ſave? What wilſ you think of the Cra

dle, the Shirt, the "Coat without ſeam,the Coat of

Purple; the Barly Loaves, the Table, the Stool,

theTowel, the Communion Bread, the Spear, the

Sponge, the Nails, and other Ultenfils relating to

his Life and Paſſion, which a Romaniš hath all, and

looks upon both as Objećts of his beſt Worſhip, and

great Inſtruments of Bleſſing 2 Do not forget the

Holy Rood, nor all the great and ſmall pieces of

Wood, ſcattered and adored over the Roman

World, whereof as much as a ſmall crumb, when

hanged about a Catholic Neck, is in their conceit

all in all. º - . . . .

How far theſe and other Relics ſet one forward

towards Heaven, you may judg by two Characters;

namely, both by the Opinion that the Papiſts, and

the care that ſometimes the very Devils have o

them. In the Opinion of the Papiſts, they are able

to ſanitifie what or whomſoever they can touch ; 9 ſo

that whoſoever toucheth the Bones of a Martyr, becomes

in a manner a partaker of his justice and Holineſs;

through the Grace iſſuing out of their Bodies;

which ſurely is a great encouragement for one to

keep ſuch things cloſe to his skin. And beſides

this, they are look’d upon as a great means of en

gaging the Saints to mind and fivor them who kiſs

theſe Bones, or any thing elſe relating to their firſt

eſtate; and therefore thºſe are in the right, who do

beſtow F the like honor on the Relic, as on the saints;

ſince from both, they hope to receive (as they ſhall)

* job. Diaconus, ap. Reſpon. 1. 1, c. 10.pag. 43.

" Ibid.l. 4. . * Coffer Enchirid. c. 13.

* Stapleton. Promtuar, part, 1 p. 292.
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the like advantage. Thus if you kiſs St. Zhomas

Beckets Breeches, (they ſay you may adore them

too) you are forthwith ſure of a Saint, who ſhall

thus make you twice happy, both by his Scul pro

re&ing above, and his Relics which ſanétifie and

ſave below. And how were it poſſible for theſe

Saints not to befriend them, whom they ſee kiſſing

and worſhipping their very Shoes 2 upon this rea

fon are theſe Relics devoutly laid under the Altars,

and there as devoutly called upon: inſomuch, that

youcan hardly tell, which of the two Papiſts do

ay to; whether the Saint, as aſſiſtant to his Re

cs, or the Relics as nearly relating to the Saints.

ub Altare Dei, dºc. *0 you (whether Saints or Re

ics that are ſeated under Gods Altar, intercede ye to

Godför us. If you make the leaſt doubt of it, read

the public Office of the Church;what better Author

can you wiſh? and by what this Church ſolemnly

praies in behalf of the very boxes or ſhrines,ſee what

you may hope of the Relics. We beſeech" you (ſaies

the High Prieſt, and the Praier of the Church you

know cannot be in vain) ſo to ſančfifte theſe ſmall

Pºſſels, (Vaſcula) by your free Grace; and ſo liquor

them (perfundere) with your Celeſtial Bleſſing, that

#hoſoever requires the protećtion of your Saints, and

imbrace their here incloſed Relics (here is their uſe)

againſt the devil and his angels; again:# all Thun

ãºrs, Lightnings and Storms; againſt the corruption

of the Air, and the Plagues of Men and Beaſis; a

gainſ. Thefts, Roberies, Invaſions; again; all ſorts

of evil Beafts, and against the devices of wickedMen,

Navar. de Horis canon c. 18. n26,27, 28. -

* Pontific. Rom. ſett. De Conſecratione Eccleſ.

.* Ibid, ſed. De Benedići, Capſaram,
- -

- may
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may obtain of you through their Propitiations and Prai

ers, #rength both to overcome all harms, and to find

all profitable things.

This is inail likelihood (to come to the other

Charaćter of ſaving Relics) what the Devils at Rome

did conſider, when, “as an Authentic Roman Au

thor reports it, they took once eſpecial pious Care,

left theſe ſaving means ſhould be ſtolen away from

Rome. The Hiſtory is remarkable, and it runs

thus: About the Year 25o, under the Popedom of

Cornelius, ſome Greeks who were at Rome attemted

to ſteal thence away St. Peter and St. Pauls Bodies;

then happened a great Earth-quake, and all the

Devils ſoon perceiving what theſe Sacrilegious

Thieves were oing, preſently beſtirred themſelves

out of their Temples and Images, running up and

down through the Streets, and crying with a migh

tyVoice (as concerned in the buſineſs) Come out Ro

mans, come out, for the Greeks in all haiie are now

£arrying away your gods. At this huge Cry met to

gether both the Chriſtians, for the ſecuring of their

Apoſtles (for ſo they took the Devils Language, as

now the Pàpiſts do ſpeak it) and the Pagans for their

Heatheniſh gods. So the Greeks being cloſely pur

ſued, ran away, and threw their Booty into a Well,

whence Pope Carnelius ſoon took it up. But here

upon a main difficulty troubled the Church,toknow

which was the Body of St. Peter, and which the B.

dy of St. Paul: at laſt, after much F, ſting and

(whence the Queen of Heaven uſes to appear) Ma

jora Oſſa, dºc. The bigger Bents belong to the Preach

£r, and the other to the Fiſher, º -

- *-

* Paulus de Angelis. Deſcript. eaſil. ratican c. 33. . . .

- - - - Q_q 2 - By

* ,
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By this good care of ill Spirits, both all the

Bones and other Relics, which the Roman Church

hath now, are ſince multiplied to ſuch a number,

as may deſervedly call again both the Chriſtians and

Pagans together, to wonder at this Improvement.

No Rats or Mice can multiply ſo faſt in naſty Hou

ſes, as Relics will in fooliſh Churches. Eraſmus

ſaies, * That the true Croſs, which once a Man

could well carry upon his back, is fince that time

multiplied to ſo many pieces, that, if they were all

put together, might very well loada good Barge.

It is moſt certain, that our Savior was never Cir

cumciſed but once, that St. Peter had but one Body,

and St. Denis but one Head, while they lived : the

ſame is true of the Wiſe men, or the three Kings.

But now ſee where their Relics are beſt kept,to wir,

at Rome, Bruxels, Paris, Milan, Ratisbone, and o

ther places, whether now, when they are dead, they

have no more. It ſeems the Roman Church hath a

notable faculty of making Bodies, Heads, and

Teeth, and all other ſuch things to breed, while

ſhe keeps them in her Boſom. This faculty is nei

ther by Tranſubſtantiation, as when they put one

individual Body in a thouſand places: nor by ſimple

Diviſion, as when they break one of their Conſe

crated Wafers into parcels, whereof one, and even

the leaſt, conteins as much as the whole doth ; this

is performed by a certain Efflux & Tranſmigration

of Roman Grace, ſuch as you ſee in a burning Can

dle, when it lights as many others as you are pleaſ'd

to bring to it. . . . . . . . -

- For the Roman Church thinks to know by infal

lible Experiences, the gift, which their Holy things

... • In Matib. 23. . . . . . . .

.. - ! have
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" Chronic. Deip, an 1060.

have of imparting their good Talent, to anything

which comes near them. If they but put their

Beads, 'cr any ſuch little thing on their long ſtick,

as the Jews did their Sponge on a Reed, and then

with a low bowing, make it kiſs our Ladies Image;

this gentle touch is a Bleſſing: and I am ſure all Me

dals and Beads, which have had it, are bought and

ſold at a good price. If this touch be between ſuch

things, as are of the ſame or like nature, then the

Transfuſion of Holineſs is much ſtronger: and for

example, a burning Taper, which will perhaps but

heat the finger, will preſently light a Candle. And

to this purpoſe is the Daniſh Suffragan Matthias's

public acknowledgment, when he declared ſolemn

ly, That he had from his Holineſs a Commiſſion to

hallow, or to conſecrate any Bone, even of a Hog

or a Sheep, if it were of the like member with that

one which he had, into Relics fit for Altars. Here

I cannot forget that f Honorable Gentleman, whoſe

proſperous and pious Family is ſtill in Normandy, a

great Ornament to that Church ; whoſe Father, as

he told me, had the firſt diſtaſt of Popery, when,

being with the French Ambaſſador at Rome, he ſaw

a heap of Bones, taken out of a very common

Church-yard, and ſolemnly Conſecrated for the

Alrats of Hungary, which the Turks, much wiſer

then they, had cleared of ſuch pitiful Traſh. This

large Transfuſion of Grace was ſufficiently tried by

the Noble Knight", whoſe Shirt kept him Invulner

able againſtall blows and wounds whatſoever, afrer

it had touched our Ladies Shift: and by many Men

and Women, who are cured in Italy both of the

: Monſeur deceriff. In Low Normandy.

* Gout,
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* Gout, and many other painful Diſeaſes, by Rings

of Wax and Ivory gently rubbed againſt our Ladies .

Wedding Ring. Doubt not, but that if you can

get ſome, either of that y Straw which St. Martin

did lie upon, or of the Hey: *, which St. Francis

Horſe was ſadled with ; and if you did mingle o

ther with it, both ſhall prove to be fit alike, either

for working Roman Miracles, or being Objećts of

Roman Worſhip, Thus Rome is guilty of no Cheat,

whenſoever ſhe gives more then one Head to one

Body, and many Bodies to one Saint, to be wor

ſhip'd in ſeveral places. And whether Queen Iſa

bella, or Pope Clement the Fourth, have the right

Head, which S. Paul had on his Neck; this hath

very ſmall reaſon to grumble as he doth at that, or

that to complain at all of this, ſince they have both,

if not the ſame, at leaſt as good. A

2. But and if by chance neither the care of the

Pagan Gods could ſave, nor the craft of Raman

Monks invent as many Relics, as may ſatisfie all the

World,the new Romans ſhall ſupply that want, with

other as good means of Grace, which are of their

proper making.

Firſt,. They will give you an Agnus Dei, that is,

a godly Lamb made of Wax. The Original of this

new Device, was firſt found out by the Maſons, who

laied the Vatican Foundations, For, as they ſay,

* with much digging, they metamong many Medals

and Rings, the Figure of a Lamb made with Wax,

£ncloſed in a Golden Caſe, engraved with theſe con

º * Platu.ſupra. y Biel. in Canon. Left. 30. -

* * Bonavent in uita Franc. : * - * *- " - -

Clem, 4 ap. Ceſar, Raffon l. 4. c. 19.

* Marian, ap. Cardin, Rajon. l. 2. '

*

-

iuring
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juring Words, Maria mohra Florentiſima, Michael,

Gabriel, Raphael Archangel. & Żºriel. The Popé

then Reigning (they cannot tell who, nor when it

was) preſented the Empreſs with this Relic; and a

good while after, the Popes being not able to find

more ſuch Subterranean Jewels, were fain to coun

terfeit ſome like thém. z/rhan the Firſt, is the firſt

Pope whoſent one of his own making to the Empe: .

ror of Conſtantinople, commending the Vertues there

of in a fine Copy of Latin Verſes, Balſamus & cera,

&c. The way of making ſuch an Agnus, is this,

Take Virgin Wax, charm it with the b uſual Bleſ.

fing; mingle it with the Ointment which they call

Chriſma, and ſome Baſſom added to it: put this Paſt -

into the ſhape of Lambs, carry them in a Silver Ba

fon to the Pope at Proceſſion, ſaying theſe Words,

*Holy Father, theſe are the young Lambs that bring

the good Tidings. Allelujah, now they are going to the

Fonts, ad Fontes. At which the§: is toan

ſwer, Thanks be to God. Allelujah. Then his Roman

Holineſs, abuſing moſt horribly the Holy Ceremo

nies of Baptiſin, dips a them all into the Water, out

of which, he, or ſome other preſent Biſhop, takes

them; and thus all being Baptized, Omnibus Bapti

fatis, the Pope himſelf Conſecrates them with a

Praier to the Holy Ghoſt, O Alme Spiritus, &c. that

is, as He (the Holy Ghoſt) hath ordained the Holy Sai

trament of Baptiſm, to waſh all ſºns away; ſº theſe

Ilambs (pretty Children to bring to Chriſt) being

waſht with the holy and living Water, and anointed

with the holy ointment, may be blºſed and ſančified

with the abundance of his Grace, againſt all Devil;

* cardin Raffon de Baſilic. Lateran 1.2, c.8,

‘ ibia, “ ceremonial, Rom. . . . . . . . .

--
-

and
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and ill.Spirits. And that whoſoever will devoutly car.

ry about him one of theſe Lambs, may never be trou

bledwith any ſtorms; nor overcome with any Adver

ſity, nor Plague, nor ill Air, nor Shipwrack, nor

Fire; that no man may ever have the Dominion over

him. (So Catholics muſt have ſtill the better.) And

that ifa woman wear it in Childbed, the Child may be

kept ſafe with the Mother. The great Sacraments of

Chriſts own inſtitution, namely the Holy Baptiſm,

and Communion have not the half of this: and yet,

both for the great encouragement of Poperie, and the

greater horror of all true Chriſtianity, you may have

more; for the firſt Pope who made them, and there

fore knew beſt what they were good for, makes

their vertue like to Chriſts Blood. • Balſamus &

Cera, &c. I preſent you, ( ſaies he to the above ſaid

Empreſs), “with an Agnus or Lamb ofGod as a great

“Gift; for it ſcatters away Devils, and ſtorms, &c.

(as in the conſecrating Praier) “and beſides all

“ this, it breaks and choaks all mortal fins, as the

“very Blood of Chriſt doth. Commend me now

to ſuch a Church, that can upon her own account

make for her friends ſuch Sacraments.

Secondly, Hear what ſhe can make in another

way, of this ſame wax, eſpecially upon Easier Eve.

In the Morning at fixa Clock, ſtrike you as much

Fire out of a Flint, as may ſerve you to light Char

Coales without the Church : put the lighted Coales

in a Cenſer ; and throw on them, five Grains of

Franckincenſe, while this Incenſe is a burning, put

out all the Lights of the Church : put three wax

Candles at ſome triangular diſtance upon the top of

• Raſton, ſupré, - --

f Pontificat, Rom, ſetſ, De Offc. Sabbath. Saus. - -

-
- a long
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âlong Pole. At the firſt ſtepping intº the Church,

light one of them at the new Fire: then lift it up:

and let the People ſay Dee gratias, Gad be thanked,

there is Chriſts light. Whenycu come to the middle

of the Church; light the Second; and falling down

upon your knees repete the ſame words ſomewhat

louder; and when you are come in ſo far, as to the

High Altar ; then light me the third Gandle, and

cryoutasloud as you can, Here is Chriſt light. This

done, go up to the Pulpit 3 and there with one of

the three afore ſaid Candles, light a fourth, but a

huge one, which is called Cereus, and muſt be burn

ing the whole night. This great Candle, or Cereas

is good as they ſay on Eaſter Eve to bring the holy

Ghoſt into that water, which it is thrice dipped its

to ; the firſt time it mpſt no more then touch the

water; the ſecond, it muſt goin ſomewhat deeper;

but the third 5 time, it muſt ſink unto the Bottom.

Now ſprinkle a little of this holy water upon your

ſelf, or whom, or whatſbever you will ; it will do

Marvails. Once the Virgin brought down from Hea

yen one ſuch Taper, h to dip in water ; whether

ſhe learned it from the Roman Church, or this from

her, I cannot tell; but however all the Inhabitants

of Arras, who drunk but a little of this water, ber

ing troubled afore with ſofe diſeaſes, were upon their

drinking thereof, on a ſudden recovered. It were

exceeding worth trying, whether the other leſſer

Candles could do the ſame, if they were dipt; for

Roman Catholics find in the water a marveilouſly

great aptneſs, to impregnate it ſelf with all the vertu

of Holy things. Witneſs that water, (whereofmen

* Miſal. Rom. Sabbath, sana.

* Pyreus. Coron. B. M. Trad. I. c. 12. -- -- - -

- - - - R r tioſ:
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tion was made before) wheres. Francis did waſh

his feet ; and the other water in Flanders, which

did cure the Palſie, when the little Image of

Montague, Montis acuti, had ſoakt in it. But how

ever without any water, theſe ſmall Candles do great

Effects,if the praier to hallow them,be not as vain, as,

I am ſure; it is extravagants namely k that God would

be pleaſed to Sanétifie all theſe Candles thro the In

terceſſion of the Pirgin, and the Praiers of all his Saints,

for the health of Souls and Bodies by Sea and

Land ; and to this purpoſe to kindle them with the

light of his Celeſtial Bleſºng, and the infuſion of his

Grace, that all the People who have a mind tocarry

them devoutly and decently in their hands, may have

their Praier heard in Heaven. This ſaid and don,

then preſently come up the People to the high

Altar: and there down on their knees do kiſs;

hand of the Maſs-Prieſt, who gives to every one of

them one of theſe Candles. When ſome Body is like

to dy, this bleſſed light is heldbefore him, when he

cannot hold it himſelf; and the benefit of it is this,

that whoſoever holds, or hath this Candle held be

fore him, when he dies, eſpecially if a Roſary Bro

ºther, dies? with the Pardon of all his fins; what

would you have more ? . . . . . . . .

Thirdly, from the Wax you go to the Oil ; for

the Church of Rome makes of it three other great

Organs of Grace; 1.One to prepare and qualifie young

People to all ſpiritual Graces ; Oleum Catechnmeno

rum. 2. Another to introduce the Old, or the Sick

into Heaven; Oleum Infirmorum. And the third, to

"; Balingbem. calend. B. M. 10. sept. - -

* Miſal Roman. Fei. Purificat. -

* Archangel. de Roſar, part. 3. c.6.

tº ſtrengthen

/
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frengthen both young and old,from the time of their

Baptiſm through their whole life, againſtall Temtati

ons whatſoever, Chriſma. For the making of theſe

three Means of Salvation, which are beſt don on holy.

Thurſday;" R. Take me three Bottles full of the beſt

and pureſt Virgin Oil you can get ::cover them.

well; the two former, with ſilk cf any Golor: but

the third by all means with white ; then when the

Bells have runga while, and all things are ready for

the Office; let one Sub-Deacon, or more, bring the

three Bottles orderly one after another, on his left.

Arm, (where the Lady carries her Babe) and deliver.

them being decently covered, into the hand of a

more noble Officer, who ſhall name what Bottle it.

is ; as for Example Oleum Infirmorum, Here is the

Oil for dying People : and ſo ſet it before the Biſhop,

upon a little Table near the Altar. At that moment,

the Biſhop ſhall riſe up ; and with a pretty low voice.

(not ſo low nevertheleſs, as when he changes:

Bread into Fleſh) thus conjure and conſecrate the

Bottle ſet before him. Iconjure thee, ſhall he ſay,

O thou most unclean spirit, and all you Apparitions,

and Incurſions of the Devil, to get forth out of this Oil

in the Name of the Father, &c. that it may become a

Ghoſtly Z/nětion, fit to #rengthen the Temple of the liv

ing God. Then follows the ſolemn Conſecration;that

God would be pleaſed to ſend down the holy Comforter,

out of Heaven into this Fatneſs of Olives, that it may

ſcatter all the Pains, all the Infirmities, and all the

ſorrows both of the Soal and Body: and that it may

Be a ſafeguard and restauration to them, who ſhall

be anointed with it. After this, muſt the two other

Bottles be brought up, on the left arm likewiſe, but:

* Pontifical. Roman, in cana Domini. . . . . . . . . . . .
R r 2 with
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with more Ceremony; for the Chorus muſt fing the

Perſe, or as they call it the Charm, O Redemtor, &c.

four of five times; and the high Maſs Prieſt muſt

conſecrate the Balſam, and mingle it with ſome of

the Oil, in a leſſer Diſh of Patin. This don, he

blows three times croſs-wiſe over the Mouth of the

greater, otherwiſe called the Chriſmal Bottle. . Af.

ter him twelve other Maſs Prieſts, but of an inferior

Dignity, who ſtaſid ready for the ſame purpoſe, blow

each in order thrice, and crófs-wiſe on the ſaid Bot

tle. Then here follows the Conjuring Conſecration.

Exorcizº te, &c. that is, I do exertiſe thee by God the

Father Almighty 0 thou Creature of Oil, that all the

Armies of the Dětſil, and all the Incurſions of Satan

may flee away out of thee : and that thou maieff become

to them, who ſhall be anointed with thee, an Adoption

of Sons, by the Holy Ghost; in the Name of the Fa

ther, &c.º thusº: and praied, he falls

upon ſinging the Praiſes ofthis Chriſmal Oil, calling

upon the Trinity, as impertinently, as before, that

the Pertue of the Holy Ghoff may be mingled with the

Fatneſs of this Oil, juſt as he(the High Maſs Prieſt)

mingles what is upon the little Diſh, or Patin, and

lets it in into the Bottle, with a Fiat, that is wiſhing

or commanding, that this mixture of Liguors be a

ſaving Propitiation, and ſafeguard to them, who ſhall

anoint themſelves with it. And in full aſſurance

that it is ſo, the Inferior Prieſt takes offthe white

Weil, which this Bottle was hooded with 3 then the

High Prieſt with a threefold humble kneeling, wor

ſhips the Bottle three times together, ſaying at eve

ry kneeling and ſalute, Ave Sandžum Chriſma; but

raiſing his voice by ſet degrees (for this belongs to

the Myſtery) at the ſecond, and the third *: :. . . . . . . . . . w thd
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the reſt of the preſent Clergy do ſomewhat more;

for at every Ave in ſeveral notes, as before, inſtead

of bowing, where they ſtood, they muſt approach,

and kneel before the Bottle; call it worſhip, or Ido

latry, or what you pleaſe. Laſtly both the High

and low Maſs Prieſts do moſt reverently kiſs in order

not the Mouth, as before , but only the Lip of

the Bottle, Labium Ampulle. Nothing of all this is

don in vain; and nothing can be don too much ; for

this is the great Chriſmal Ointment, which ſupplies

the want of Baptiſm; and which arms the true Ca

tholics with all Graces, not one excepted, againſt

all Temtations whatſoever. -

The third Bottle conteins what they call, the Oil

of the Catechumens ; which, laying Balſam aſides

is conſecrated as the former; for the High and the

12 low Maſs-Prieſts, blow thrice on it; then it is,

conjured and praied over, that all the Devils may

flee from it: and that ſo many Graces may come intº

their Places, as both to adopt and to#. the Fleſh

and the Spirit of all, whoº there with be liquored.

For the Concluſion they all worſhip the third Bottle

as they did the ſecond, with their repeting Ave Sah

àum Oleum, I worſhip or Salate thee O Holy Oil. So

you have all you can deſire to ſet your Salvation for".

ward againſt the world, the Fleſh, and the Devil.

Fourthly, the Church of Rome knows how to ad

vance Salt, and water, either each by it ſelf, or both

together, by Conjuring, them into another * ſaving

Sacrament; the Salt, to be both the Health and the

Salvation of the Bodyand Soul. Salas Mentis & Cor

porá; and the water by it ſelf, no leſs; but when

both are mixt together, then you are ſafe on every
*-

* Pontifical, Rom, jet. DeBenedit.prini Lapiddis. ſide:

-
- - 11de:
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ſide : then all ill Spirits, and uncleanneſs muſt

fly away; and then the aſſiſting Preſence of the Holy

Ghoſt comes ingood earneſt about you. That is the

reaſon, that no wiſe Catholic will paſs one day, if

he can help it, without ſprinkling himſelf with this

water; nor let the Chamber, where he lies, be with

out a little Bottle full of this holy Preſervative.

Fiftly, the Roman Church affords two other great

Saving o Deviſes by bleſſing Wine, and conjuring

Aſhes. Theſe Aſhes, if it be poſſible, muſt be

taken P out of the burning of ſuch Boughs as had

ſerved the year before for Palm-Sunday. What vertu

theſe Aſhes have, (eſpecially on a Gatholic, when

troubled in his Conſcience) gueſs by the praier of

the Church, who ſends expreſsly for 4 Gods Angel,

to infuſe ſtrength and bleſſing into them. The Wine,

(not that of the Holy Communion, for this is a

Myſterie, which neither Chriſt, nor his Apoſtles e

ver thought of ) as it appears by its conſecrating

Praier, hath a great deal of vertue too. But it ſhews.

it eſpecially, when the Maſs Biſhop hath mixed it

with the ſaid Aſhes, Salt and Holy water, therewith

to hallow Churches, Altars, and all other Inſtru

ments of Catholic Devotion, with ſuch admirable

ºries as can make all Services more accepta

Č. - -

Sixtly, this is one of the greateſt Perfections and

Allurements of Rome; that over and above the many

Means of Inherent Bleſſings, to enable the deadeſt

Souls towards ſomething; ſhe can enable Marble,

Wood and Stone, to raiſ. and quicken the leaſt Per

formance. And for my mony give me ſuch a Maſter,

.* Pontifical. Rom, ibid, fol. 114.

* Id, ſei, De Officio 4 Ter.cinerum, 3 Ibid.

- --

as
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as can both animate my hand with skill and motion

to play upon an Inſtrument, and help me to ſuch an

Inſtrument, as can make moſt ſweet harmony of the

leaſt touch of my finger, when I come near; and

this is the Caſe of the Roman Church, and the

great Attractive ſhe hath to make blind Souls look

towards her. All , even the meaneſt Country

Churches,what with this admirable Confedtion made

of Aſhes, Salt, Wine, and holy Water ; what with

Greek and Latin Charaćters, drawn in Aſhes up

on the Ground croſs-wiſe, with a Maſs Biſhops pai

ſtoral Staff; what with Proceſſions about the walls;

'what with hard knocking and; at the Doors,

are enchanted to that degree of holineſs, as that the

firſt ſtep into them, and the leaſt good word or

thought in them, may * wipe offclear your venial

fins; and that ſome Churches if no more then lookt

upon at a Diſtance, will clear you from * mortal

too. All, even the moſt commonMaſs Altars, what

with little t Candles burnt croſs-wiſe; what with

ſeveral ſorts of Ointments; what with Signs of the

Croſs; what with ſeven turnings about ; what with

old Bônes, or conſecrated wafers, are conceived to

have no leſs vertue, then the light of the holy Ghoſt,

and a general capacity to make all holy and accepta

ble, which the Prieſt offers thereon; and many have

the Privilege, if they be ſeen at certain times, but

a far off, to procure general Pardons without any

Maſs,” or Praier. All Images what by being waſht

with holy water; what by being ſmoak'd and ſuffu.
-

/

Pontificat. Rom ſeif. De Conſecr. Eccleſ. : - …

* Thom.p.3.q.83 a.3. * Supra. De Roſar. . . .

‘ Pontifical. Rom. ſe?. De Conſecrat. Altar, º

... ." Navar. de jubil, Notabil, 13.n. 3. * * * *
* . . . . . . .

-
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migated with the burning of Frankincenſe ; aread

vanced to this bleſſing, that whoſoever makes a

ſhort Praier to our Lady, before * ſuch an Image of

hers, for example, ſhall be ſaved here from all dan

gers; and ſhall in the preſence of God hereafter be

releaſed of all his fins. Some ſuch Images there are

which go as far, and require leſs, even but a ſimple

| bowing, when you paſs by. All Croſſes, whether

ofwoºd, or ſtone being waſht, and ſmoak'd in the

like manner, promiſe the ſame, or greater Effects;

namely 7 to be a Foundation of ones Faith, a De

fenſe in afflićtion, a º in Proſperity, a Bulwark

in the City, aſhelter in the Field; in a word by Con

ſecration * a Croſs becomes a fit Objećt to be ado

red, kiſſed, and kneeled unto, even by him, who

did make it; eſpecially when there is a Crucifix nail.

ed to it; for then 'tis both a Croſs and an Image:

and who, upon this double account would not be

eaſily temted, to adore and to kneel before the work

of his own hands? A ſmall Woodden Button, ſuch as

you may have many hundreds for two pence, (as i

i. obſerved already) is by the Roman Popes Bleſ.

fing made a ſufficient Inſtrument to raiſe one Pater

to that Price, as to be a ſufficient Ranſom for the

buying of a Soul out of Purgatory. All Bells, and of

all ſorts (which in the Rºman account amount

to ſix) what with their Chriſmal Ointment and

another Oil for the fick; what with abuſed Parcels

of Scripture, and terrible *. Conjurations; what

with other Roman and diſtorted Rags of Baptiſm, are

* Pontifical, Rom. De Benediº Imaginis,

7 Ibid. * 1d. De Benedić. Imaginia. .

* Durand. Rational, l. I. Rubric, de Campanis,

- * Pontifical, Rom, de Benediff. Signi, -

thought
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thought to have the faculty as well of ſcattering

forms and Devils from, as of calling the People to

Church; and of working true compunction, in the

Heart, as well as a ſound or noiſe in the Ear. How

ever the Roman Church among her ſolemn Conſe

crations praies to God for no leſs, in behalf of her

Bells, then in behalf of Chriſtian Souls; that theſe

(Bells) “may be bleſſed with all Heavenly Grace,

* and throughly moiſtened with the Dew of the Ho:

“ly Ghoſt. Moreover to oblige the Country, they

aré ſaid to be mightily uſeful, for the preſerving * of

Corn, and Cattel. ... . . . . . . .

• Sixtly, and laſtly (for I am loth to trouble both

my ſelf and others with relating more Enchant

ments) beſides theſe Univerſal Attractives, Rome

hath or pretends to have, wherewith to accommo

date every particular ſort of Chriſtians in their pri

vate Relations. His Roman Holineſs doth conſe

crate d Crowns for Soveraigns: Banners for Princes,

and great Generals: Swords and other weapons for

Captains or common Soldiers. He knows alſo how

to pleaſe Queens, Princeſſes, and other great Ladies

with Relics, and Godly Lambs of his own making.

He will part ſometimes with the whole Carcaſs of a

Roman Saint. When they happen to be with Child,

they may be ſure of holy Clouts. As for his own

elf, his cuſtom was to conſecrate * a Bit of a patch

either of Silk, or of Cotton: and to do it in this man

ner. . At the end of every Station, an Acolythe (an

inferior kind of Officer dips thisº patch, into

the Oil of aburning Lamp: and having wiped it as

“, Ibidem. Omnipotens Dominator. Durand. Rubr, de campanis,' .

* Pontifical. Rom. ſet, de Coronation. Reg.

* £ardin. Raſºon. l. 3. c. 3. . . . .

<- - - st clean
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cess

-

clean as he can, comes to the Pope for a Bleſſing

jube Domine benedicere; who... and gives it

him again; then the fellow cries out at another ſta

tion at ſuch a time, and in ſuch a Church which now

ſalutes your Holineſs, &c., and ſo preſents the

bleſſedº which his ſaid Holineſs joifully ac

cepts of, and heartily kiſſes, inveneration of the

Saint, who happens to be the Patron of the Church

where they are to meet. The Chamberlain laies al

theſe Bits one upon another in a ſafe place, here

with to make a little ſoft Pillow for his Holineſs to

reſt his head upon, when he is dead. And why may

not this pretty Deviſe, as well be thought a Sa

ving e Sacrament for a dead Corps, as the mixing of

Salt, and water is, in the Conſecration of a ſenſe

leſs Bell ? and why may not ſilk or Cotton un

der a Roman Popes head, as well as Gold, Silver

and Steel upon and about a Princes Head, be raiſed,

by the ſame Power, to ſtrange Spiritual Performan

Theſe, and many more of like nature conſecrated

Inventions coming from Rome, and being recom

mended by men of parts, as ſo many ſpecial favors

of an Infallible Church, may very well take, and

enchant both. unwiſe Romanifts : and for

my part I do much wonder, how all ſuch of our Pro

teſtants, as have more Conſcience: then knowlege,

are not more temted then yet they are with theſe

Means of Salvation, We all know how much Fleſh

and Blood is apt to be drawn with Objects, and Ope

rations of its own kind: and how far it is eafier for

men and women of looſe lives, to amuſe themſelves

with Scapularies, Beads, Ropes, Agnuſſes,and ſprink

Pontifical. Rom, de Benediºl, agni, , , . . . . . . .

& X - - - ling
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ling their Bodies with Holy Water, then to lift up

e Hearts to God. And what hard matter can it be

º:an old Sinner on his Death-bed, either to kiſs a

Crucifix, or to hold a conſecrated Candle, when

contrariwiſe he finds it an unſufferable task to re

pent & Who, in the daies of Romulus, would have

run the hazard of being hang'd, when he really

. or at leaſt thought to eſcape it by running in

to his Aſylum f. And who of all the Sons of Adam,

if they do ſee their nakedneſs, and hear the Thun

der, will not again ſeek Fig-leaves? Such imaginary

means of Grace, both keep Papiſts nailed to Rome,

and might draw more People that way, were it not

for ſome remainder of common Senſe left in Man

kind, and even ſomtime in the worſt Sinners, which

in part diſcovers the Folly, the Profaneneſs, and if

there is any reality, the viſible Witchcraft of theſe

Babels. - -

1. I ſay the Folly: For what is there more im

pertinent, then to think either of ſcaring the Devils

with Salt, Aſhes, and Water, or of inviting the

Holy Ghoſt with Perfumes, Balſam & Oil & Theſe

weak Ingredients, I do confeſs, might have ſome uſe

in the Levitical Service; but yet this uſe was to fi

gnifie and to repreſent; it was not to perform, of

to bring any thing to paſs. If the Papiſts did intend

nothing, but for example to repreſent Innocency, by

their Holy Water; or the Glory and Joy of Heaven,

by their Burning Candles and Lamps : Men are al

lowed ſometimes to expreſs things by ſuch Emblems.

And if their Ceremonious framing and ſcrupulous

Chriſtning of Bells, or their Myſtical burning of

great Torches did tend to nothing elſe, then thoſe

. . . - - Sſ. 2 . . . . many

.." *
*
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many Allegories, which Durand * and others ſeek

about them; the only great abuſe, for ought I know,

were in exceeding all ſober uſe ; and by that exceſs,

in filling the Church with an intolerable Pageantry.

But I pray you, What hath this Bell more then a

Drum,. to working Repentance: Or thisTa

per, more then a Tallow Candle, to cure Diſeaſes?

Or this Roſe more then a Tulip, to eaſe of theŞ.
tain Ague : If this Wax, or Roſes, or Boughs, had

bin brought down to us from Paradiſe, as they ſay

that admirable Branch of the Palm-Treeg was, whic

an Angel gave to St. john, to adorn the Virgin Ma

ries Funeral; the Celeſtial Ground where they grew,

might diſpoſe one as well to believe, that the Leaves

of that Branch did glitter like Stars, and that its

Fruit did reſtore the ſight, or raiſe the dead, as to

believe the whole ſtory. Or elſe if this Wax,

and Roſes, and Boughs, had bin recommended to

the Church by God, or any undoubted Prophet, as

Water is in Baptiſm; and as the Rod, the Lamb,

the Blood, &c. were in Moſes his daies, it were very

eaſie to conceive, that the ſame God, who had inſti

tuted theſe Signs,would by ſomeway or other, how

ever unknown to us, make good their ſignification.

But ſince theſe begarly Elements, as the Apoſtle

calls like and better things, have neither Inſtitution

from God, nor Original from an unknown place, nor

anything in the whole Earth, to recommend them

ſelves withal, but that they grew in my Garden, and

were taken out of my Hives, and then were blown

upon by a Pope: upon this pitiful ground, if I think

they can do great Feats, I may promiſe my ſelf as

Durand Ration.l. 1. de campani.l. 6. de Bened. Cerea, - .

* Coſmºs Veſtitor. ap. Petbart, de Obit. v. M. . . . . . . ll
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well very great Wonders from the Juglers, Hocus, Pe

cus, which I am ſure were great folly; or if ſome

great things uſually happen at ſuch pitiful Ceremo

nies, as there is neither ſtrength of Nature, nor Or

dinance of God to cauſe them, my Belief is worſe

then Folly; there muſt be ſome Devil in the caſe,

whom an open Abuſe and Profaneſs in taking in

vain Gods holy Name, doth uſher in.

2. For what worſe abuſe can therebe, then to call

on the Holy Ghoſt to infuſe his Light, his Grace,

and the Dew of his Bleſſing into Aſhes, Stones, and

Morter made of Water; Lime and Sand 3 In Con

ſcience, are theſe dirty things capable of any Grace,

and Spiritual Infuſion: Or is the bleſſed Spirit of

God become to us ſo contemtible, as to be called in

to this Dirt: 2. What impudent attemt is this, to

pretend, either by our Praiers, or by the help of light

Geſtures, to raiſe up filly Elements to high prodi

gious Effects: And what viſible temting of God is

it, to call on him for Help, Grace and Bleſſing, upon

this proſtituteboldneſs : For when we call upon him

to Bleſs or to Sanétifie what we have, it is to improve

it to thoſe uſes, which by its nature it is fit for. And

when we bleſs the Elements, either for holy Ba

tiſm, or for the holy Communion; it is to procure

then a Bleſſing in order to thoſe Spiritual Ends, that

be himſelf hath ordained both Baptiſm and holy.

Communion to. So whenſoever we Bleſs or Pray,

we have alwaies a Natural, or a Supernatural ground

of God, to bear us up in what we ask. So had Mo

ſes, when with a Rod he offered to divide the Sea:

foſhua, when he bid the Sun to ſtand ſtill: and all

the holy ſervants of God, when by the laying on

of their Hands, or any other weak Ceremonies, they

- . . . . . . . . wrought
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wroughtſome Wonders. There and then theMen

of God neither ſpoke nor did any thing, but when

moved by his Spirit; and without ſuch Grounds and

Principles, whether natural, or better, all our Prai

ers are but Faithleſs, and our Bleſſings and Conſe

crations unchriſtian. Now what of all this, can a

Maſs-Prieſt or Biſhop pretend for all his Conjurings?

If Lights and Lamps can by their Natural proprie

ty ſcatter Darkneſs, or by an human Inſtitution

repreſent Glory and Joy; Can they alſo procure Bleſ.

fings, and cure Diſeaſes? Is there any ground in Na

ture, whereupon one may pray to God, that ſuch a

Bell (call and Chriſten it as you pleaſe) may work

Compunótion of Heart, or preſerve the Cattel and

the Corn, otherwiſe then by ſcattering perhaps ſome

Clouds? Is a rag either of Silk, or of Cotton,

being at a certain time dipt in Oil, like to give eaſe

and refreſhment to a dead Pope lying on it? Or if

Nature fail them in this: What Divine Inſtitution,

what true Revelation have they to make them think,

that their three Bottles, if a Maſs-Biſhop will breath

on them, ſhall fetch down Graces from above: arid

that one little drop of this Oil, mingled with Wax

and Balſam, ſhall ſave People againſt all Dangers 2

Why ſhould one think that his Pariſh Church is bet

ter freed from ill Spirits, by ſome few Greek and La

tin Letters made with a ſtick upon ſpread Aſhes,

then his Room is, if he writes Slut with his Finger

upon a naſty or dirty Board? And what ails a Tulip

more then a Roſe, or an old Shoe more then a Gir

dle, not to be as well conſecrated to great Marvels:

3. As 'tis to theſe and other ſuch idle purpoſes, that

the Holy and Dreadful Name of God is by them all

taken up, and called upon at every turn; if in truth,
- 3S
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as it ſhould, in Juſtice and Judgment, let them ſhew

by ſome good Precept, Promiſe, or clear Revela

tion that it is ſo; and if not, let them now tremble

bothat the horror of their attemt, and at the dread

ful Voice of God threatning, that he will not hold

them guiltleſs, but look on them alwaiesas Sinners,

and abominable guilty Perſons, whoſoever do take

his Name in vain. Read who will Roman Service

Books, there he ſhall find thewhole Trinity as fre

quently and as formally called down on Bells, as on

Children; as dreadfully named and conjured, (Per

Deum vivum, &c. By the true God, the living God;

the Holyand Almighty God) upon Salt, Stones, Aſhes,

and ſuch Traſh, as on his Sacred Ordinances. The

whole Service of Rome, from end to end, is peſtered

with ſuch Conjurings. * : * -

3. But if ſuch Conjurings be not thought to be

taking Gods Name in vain, but ſeem, ſomtimes to

work out ſomthing, you may juſtly fear that they

be worſe. The Jews had an Art of caſting out De

vils, and curing many Diſeaſes, ſome with Rings;

and Roots of Herbs, which, they ſaid, they had

from Solomon; ſome by Suffumigations” and Conju

rings. The ancient Pagans did the ſame with Flow

ers , with Figures, and with Words, which them

ſelves did not underſtand. Theſe for the moſt part

were Scripture names, Sabagth, “Adonai, God of

Abraham, Iſaac and Iſrael, &c. The truth is, a

buſed Scripture and Medicine have ever bin the two

common Ingredients of Black Arts: this finds out

#oſeph. Antiquit. l. 8. c.2. - -- -

juſtin, Martyr. cont. Tryph.p. 91. Edit. Steph. 1351.

* Euſeb. Prapar. Evang 1.5.p. 117. Edit. Rºb Steph.

* Origens : cont. Celſum.J. 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ."

sº- - -
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. Herbs, Roots, Gums, Perfumes, &c. that furniſhes

ſacred Words, ſacred Figures, and holy Daies, to

make up, the Enchantment. Thus the Devils are

beſt pleaſed, when they trample both on Nature and

Grace; both on Gods good Creatures, and Chriſts

ſacred Ordinances. You can no where find more of

this then both in the Jewiſh Talmud, and in theCon

ſecrations of Rome. No Salt, no Wine, no Smoak,

no ſound of ſtrange Words and Characters, can be

out of their way and uſe, in order to true Popery;

and if Chriſt, and the Primitive Fathers, ever uſed

any of theſe Creatures to a Moraland Myſtical ſenſe,

the Papiſts will firſt ſtretch it out to extravagant Al

legories, and at the concluſion will abuſe it for the

working out of ſtrange Feats. Thus the uſe of Oil,

which by the Fathers was applied to repreſent the

Graces of the Holy Ghoſt, falls into the hands of

Papiſts to cure Diſeaſes. Thus the ringing of the

Bells is improved from calling the People to Church,

to make Corn proſper in the Fields: and thus the

Bones of dead Saints, and the very Sacrament of

the Lord, from being keptas holy Memorials; to be.

thrown to quench the Fire, and to ſave Houſes. And

as the Lord of Hoſts, the God of Iſrael, and ſuch o

ther Names of God proper to his ancient People; ſo

muſt the Holy Trinity, the Living God, and ſuch or

ther Expreſſions of the bleſſed Divine Nature, which

are more proper to the Chriſtians, among other

names of Saints and Angels be now broughtin, with

many Croſfings and Figures to conjure their Buſi

neſs, and, as Cardinal Raffoni ingeniouſly expreſſes

it, to make a • Charm of Blºſing. With this, a lit

tle Bottle of Holy Water, hanged at or by the Beds

* Reſpon. de Lateran. Baſilic. l. 2. c. 8, p. 147. •ºn Baſil - * feſter,
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Teſter, is conceived to keep the whole Chamber

both from Fire and evil Spirits; and as much as

a ſmall Peper corn of Wax, ſowed and wrapt up

with Silk in the Figure of a Heart, and carried about

ones Neck, is a ſtronger Preſervative then all the

forbidden y Phylatteries. And as theſe great and ſa

cred Names did not conjure ſo well, as when pro

nounced in Hebrew; (for the Devil did not care for

the word, unleſs it was ſaid Sabaoth, or Adonai, as

Learned Origen well obſerves) all the Pontifical

Conſecrations and Exorciſms are in Latin, Per Deum

Pivum, &c. and this may he thought a good reaſon

for celebrating their Maſs in a Tongue that few un

derſtand, for fear the Conſecrating words in Engliſh,

or other known and common Languages, might not

work out the great Miracle, which they call Tran

ſubſtantiation. Therefore whenſoever Serpents, or

Floods, or Quartan Agues are conjured; or when to

the ſame good purpoſe Spells and Papers are given

out, all is ſaid and written in Latin, out of their vul

gar Verſion. See their Book called Flagellum De

monum, full of Enchantments to ſcourge the Devils;

of their other Book, called The Treſure of the dread

ful Conjurings. Thus, 'tis the Fate of corrupted Re

ligions, whether Jewiſh, or Mahometan, or Roman,

to end in Witchcraft and Sorcery : and who can won

der, if ſuch continual abuſing Gods Holy Name,

and Scripture, proves a ſtrong Invitation to any other

Spirit rather then his own. But of this, you ſhall

hear more about Images.

3 Concil. Laodicen. Can. 36.

* Lik. I, cont. Celſum. p. 20. Edit. Cantab.
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C H A P. XVI.

Concerning the moſt general, and moſt

ſenſible Inducement to Popery, by the

means and in the uſe of Conſecrated

Images.

- B° T H the firſt ſcope and moſt difficult -

work of Chriſtian Religion concerning

Mankind, is to raiſe up their Souls from low and

groſs viſible Creatures, to God himſelf and all

Spiritual Objećts. Contrariwiſe, the main buſi

neſs cf Heatheniſh Superſtitions, was ever obſer

ved to conſiſt in depreſſing Men from God, and

all ſuperceleſtial thoughts, down as low as ever

they could, to groſs and ſenſual Idols. ' This ſe

cond is the eaſier Task, becauſe human corrupt Na

ture (all good or bad Religions being laid aſide) is

apt and prone to move downwards, by the very

weight of its Principles. Men naturally do love as

little to look up, or to employ themſelves about .

inviſible Matters, as to gaze at random on emty

Air: and being guided only by their Senſes, it is

exceeding hard for them to take any other way, but

towards what they ſee and touch. Hence Rome

hath taken the advantage to fit her own Religion

from what true Chriſtianity preſcribes, to what

ſenſual Men can or will do. For as to what they

can ; if to love God with all their hearts, and to a

dore him in Spirit, be much above their Moral

ſtrength;
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ftrength 3 to bow paſſing by an Altar, or to ſprinkle

themſelves with Holy Water, or to ſtand or kneel

demurely at the lifting up of a Wafer, are ſuch acts

of Devotion, as any one, who hath but ſome health,

and the natural uſe of his Members, hath ſufficient

ability to perform. And as to what they affect, al

tho all ſpiritual Exerciſes and mental Elevations, be

to them unpleaſing; and all pure and eternal Ob

jećts very far above their ſight, and farther yet a

bove their care; yet they will kiſs a Crucifix, ſa

lute a Croſs, carry moſt devoutly a Scapulary, an

Agnus, or a ſet of Beads about them: and theſe and

other like Devotions, as I have ſhewed in many In

ſtances, go far in the Roman Account. And as to

the great Zeal and Paſſion which the Goſpel of

Chriſt requires, tho few Men can force themſelves

ſo much, as patiently to hear one Preaching upon

any Eſſential Article of the Chriſtian Faith; yet all

of their own accord, eſpecially upon certain daies,

will throng both to ſee and to worſhip St. Paul's

Head, or St. Peter's Tcoth. And without any great

teaching, Men learnpreſently any where, what moſt

Iſraelites learn'd in Egypt ; when they care little

for God or for Moſes, whom they ſee not, they will

gape and run luftily after the Calf, or any thing

which they can ſee. Thus evidently, Let us make

Gods to go before us, is the moſt corrupt natural

wiſh, and the moſt univerſal Religion of all Man

kind. To this purpoſe, the Holy Fathers have ob

ſerved this Enchantment in Images, that the very

Men that ſhould beſt know what ſtuff theſe loſols are

madeof, yet will ſtand in ſome * awe of them, when

they ſee them bravely ſeated over the Heads of a
* S. Auguſt. Etiä, 49. Quest, 3. v

- - T t 2 mul
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multitude; and that either ſuch is the Charm of

theſe dead figures", to make Mens Souls ſtoop un

to them ; or the natural weakneſs of Men, to let

themſelves ſtoop to theſe ſhapes; that the very Men

who ſee the Sun, and believe it to be their God, will

turn their back to their own God, and turn their

Face to his Image. The truth is, carnal Wor

ſhippers, ſuch as naturally all Men are, are all for

preſent carnal Obječts : and if theſe have alſo hu

man ſhapes, in St. Augusłins Judgment, this likeneſs

becomes to then ſo great a Charm, that, as the

ſame Father obſerves, Men ſhall not be diſcouraged

from following after Images, by ſeeing them both

Deaf, Blind, and Dumb, but will take them for

friendly Gods, becauſe they ſee them have Ears,

Eyes, and Mouths. Whatever this Reaſon be

worth, this Experience is moſt certain, that, the

People of God excepted, all the World beſides hath

bin drawn to their reſpective Religions, by the help

of theſe groſs Images: and if by chance, any Tem

ple or Nation happened to have none, that is obſer

ved by moſt Hiſtorians as extraordinary and ſin

gular. All the Provinces of China, however full

as they ſay of Teachers, who think of God, much

above all what an Image can repreſent ; yet never

draw up their Train'd Bands to any Religious ſo

lemn purpoſe, but ſtill march with ſuch Standards ;

and the true Iſrael of God, and the Primitive

Church of Chriſt, are the only two Societies that

both had not, and deteſted Image Worſhip. Not

to ſpeak of the Iſraelites according to the Fleſh,

of which there is no queſtion, the Church of Chriſt,

*31dem in Pſal. 1 13. Conc. 2. -

‘....Ibidem.
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as well at Rome as every where elſe hath, for above

ſix hundred Years after her firſt Inſtitution, beſt

lived, and beſt ſerved her Savior without Images, as

to any Worſhipping account. If there were Images

at all to be ſeen among Chriſtians, during the three

firſt and moſt Virgin Centuries, they were either

kept uſeleſs in private hands, or uſed by the Fol

lowers of Simon the “Magician, Carpocrates “, and

ſuch Infamous Heretics: and if by any Chriſtians,

it was by ſuch weak Superſtitious ones, as in S. Au

gušfins f Judgment deſerved well to be deceived, for

their offering to learn Chriſtian and Apoſtolical

Faith from painted Walls. When firſt Images

crept into Churches,which was about the ſixthCen

tury, it was on a civil account, eitheras Ornaments

of Chriſtian Temples, or as Memorials of Holy

Stories. Pope Gregory the firſt, and the firſt Pa

tron of Images, * never pleaded farther then this

againſt Serenus for his Clients, which ſtood 200

Years in this poſture; till the ſecond Nicene Coun

cil, with much oppoſition, and more ſcandal, ad

vanced them a ſtep higher. Then ſoon after came

the ninth Century, noted by all for the worſt, the

ſuddeſt, and the ignoranteſt Age of the Church,

which drowned the Goſpel with Popery,and which,

as their beſt Authors 3 confeſs, began in good ear

neſt to ſet up the Abominable Deſolation foretold by

Dan: 9. in the Roman Church, And ſo Images had

a fair opportunity to come in, when both the Holy

Scriptures were kept unknown, under the Buſhel

º

d Iren. I. I. c. 23. “ Jbid c. 24.

f Auguſtin. de Conſenſ. Ev.ing. l. l. I. c. 9.

* Gregorins Magn. ſupr.

8 Baronius, an 900. n. 1,

. . . . º of
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of Ignorance: and when all other things were ma

naged by new Revelations and new Miracles. Here

I do not undertake to ſhew, how far Roman Images

lead worſhippers into the way of plain Pagan Idola

try; ſince able men have done it before. But what

is proper to my purpoſe, and is not ſo generally

known; I will inſiſt I. upon their Roman Original.

Secondly, upon their uſe among Papiſts. Thirdly,

and moſt principally, upon what good, or bad ac

counts, Roman Images are grown ſo lovely and ſo

taking.

1. Firſt, as to the Original of Roman Images, it

imitates that of Roman Relics. So the Papiſts have

them two waies; for ſome are made by the Roman

Church ; others have an unknown Extračtion,

as being ſuppoſed either made by ſome Saint ; or

brought down from Heaven by Angels; or however

found out one way or other by ſome extraordinary

Providence. The Images made by the Roman

Church, are made this way; the Carpenter cuts

down a Tree, or the Maſon digs out a Stone: then

a Carver works this Stone, or Tree into an Image:

and the Maſs. Biſhop conſecrates both, into a Saint,

or a Virgin, or a Crucifix. In the joint labor and

concurrence of theſe three Craftsmen; the firſt finds

the Materials: the ſecond adds the ſhape and Figure :

and the third, that is the Maſs Biſhop, puts in the

Eſſential form, the very Soul; and by his powerful

Conſecration introduces it into the Body of the I

mage, in this manner. - . .

When the Church wants a Crucifix, the Biſhop

puts off his Miter;and in a pretty long Office,declares

or explains to God, what he would have, that is,

what it is that he hath a mind to ſet up; namely
- Singa
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Singulare Signum, * a ſpecial Standard, which b

a ſpecial Bleſſing may be a ſaving help to Mankind;

a ſupporter to Faith; a Means of Proficiency in good

works; a Redeeming Inſtrument for Souls; and

both in the Town, and in the Field a protećting

Shelter againſt all Enemies, whenſoever a good Ca

tholic ſhall come, and humbly kneel before it. If

the Crucifix be made of ſome better matter then .

common Wood, as of ſome fine Stone, Braſs, or Sil

ver; it is intended and praied for, that by the Me

rits of this Crucifix, all devout Worſhippers may be

cleanſed from all their ſins, as the world was by the

Holineſs of Chriſts Croſs. In order to theſe great

Deſigns, the Biſhop makes uſe of Holy Water; not

ſuch ordinary holy water, as Maſs Prieſts make eve

ry Sunday, for every body to keep off Devils and

Diſeaſes: nor ſuch, tho nobler, as is uſed at every

Chriſtening of Children: but that nobleſt ſort of ho

ly water, which a Pope, b or a Biſhop only can

make, to conſecrate Altars and Churches; with

this admirable Water, I ſay, the Biſhop waſhes and

Hallows the Croſs; next he takes Fireand Frank

incenſe ( a Drug able in their judgment after it hath

had three croſt Bleſfings, to cure all manner of Diſ.

eaſes, and to drive away all manner of Devils, if they

but ſmell the Smoke ofit ) and perfumes it well with

the vapor; and both in the Name of the Trinity, and

the vertue of three Croſſings, he commands the

Grace of the true Croſs, where Chriſt had once his

holy Members,to come & reſt on the Crucifix,to this

effect, that whoſoever willbow before it, may there

by find a ſure Relief, both for his Body, and his.Soul.

• Pontifical Rom. ſe?. De Benedić. Nov. Crucis.

* Layman, 1.5 trafiat 9. c. 13, n. 12.

For
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For concluſion, the Maſs Biſhop devoutly kneels

before this his new Crucifix, and both adores and

kiſſes it: ſo do all other Catholics in their greateſt

Devotions, ſpecially in time of Diſtreſs; and ſo all

may, if Crucifixesbe ſuch helpers.

All other Images, eſpecially that 4 of our Lady,

are conſecrated in the ſame way, with the ſame no

bleſt holy water, and the burning of Incenſe; only

they have this ſpecial Praier more; to wit, that God

• Almighty would be pleaſed ſo to ſanétifie the ſaid

Images, that whoſoever ſhall pray before them, may

never want the Mediation and Interceſſion of that

Saint, who owns the Image, to promote all what

he praies for. Where by the ble you may diſcern

Blaſphemy and Impertinence coupled together ; A

Blaſphemy, in calling upon God to bleſs that which

in his ſervice he ſo profeſſedly curſes and deteſts;

and the Impertinency, in praying Backward and for

ward; forward to God, to move or get his Saints to

mediate; and backward to move or get their God

to the hearing of all the Requeſts, that ſhall be made

before their Image. A Mathematical Device indeed

an Image is (and who would not have ſuch an In

ſtrument) to turn God down to any Saint: and to

turn up any Saint to God; and both God and Saints,

to what one ſaies, when he kneels before that Fi

gure. -

To ſpare Gods Name out of the Caſe, (for it is

both a moſt fearful boldneſs to go to God for a Bleſ

ſing upon what he hates and condemns, and a moſt

deſperate folly,to believe that He will grant it) a ve

* Pontifical. Rom, ſupra.

.* Pontif Rom. de Bened. Imag. B. M.

* 1bid. Item ſett. Bened. Imag. aliorum, S. S.

ty
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ty Child might ſee both in the drift, and the man

fier of theſe Conſecrations, that the main deſign of

Images is not, to ſet up Reſemblances or Memo

rials (as Pope Gregºry “ ſaid to Serenue) whereun

learned People mightſee, what they could not read;

but to contrive ſuch kind of Engins, wherewith

Chriſtians might call in and preſentiate their Saints, .

as the Pagans had to call in their Gods. For Holy

water, and Frankincenſe are quite extrinſecal, you

know, and impertinent as to the procuring of repre

ſentation, and likeneſs: but they may perhaps con:

duce much to making and procuring ſuch a neat and

ſweet Abode, as both in the Papiſts and Pagans opi

hion, might invite to it a great Saint. But if

you will go to the practice ; the common uſe made

of Images ſhall tell you moſt plainly, what is the

true end that they are made for. No Worſhipper

goes to Lauretto, to S. Denys, to S. Michael,&c. there

to learn and readupon Images the Face, or the Mine

of ſuch Saints: nor would he think it worth the

trouble and the charges of a long Journy, to go ſo.

far merely to inſtruct himſelf more fully, whether

our Lady hath an Aquiline Noſe ; or whether S. Mi

chael hath wings in his back; or S. Francis, a deep

long Hood, or S. Dominic, a bald Pate; the main

Motive, that drives Pilgrims to thoſe Churches;

where Images are, is to find, not the Reſemblance,

but the very Preſence of the Saint. . So when they

fay, as they may truly, that theſe Images are con

ſecrated to repreſent Saints; it is in a much higher

Tenſe, then when we ſay, that Piâures do repreſent

Faces; for it is alſo, (and chiefly too) as when we

fay, that Embaſſadors and Nuncios repreſent Kings,

* Regiſt. l. 9, Epiſt, 3. * - " ' ".

ll u : and
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and • Roman Popes; and upon this account it is,

that if you chance to miſuſe the Image, thereby you

do miſuſe the Saint as really, as they did;whip Henry

the great, whoſoever whiptſtout du Perron, repre

ſenting at Rome that Kings Perſon. Contrariwiſe,

kneeling, praying, and bowing before the Image,

thereby you kneel, and pray, and bow as really be:

fore the Saint, as our Kings under Popery did ſub

mit all to his Holineſs, when they did it to his Le

gats : or as poor Frederic the Emperor thought

really to put his Neck, under the Feet of S. Peter .

himſelf, when he put it under the Popes. Thus are

Images ſet up in Churches with a twofold Capacity;

the one, as formal Repreſentatives to be ſerved with

all the Worſhip, Praiers, Maſſes, burning Lamps,

conſecrated Tapers, and Candles, and all ſuch o

ther Formalities, as the very Saints can be ſerved

with : and the other, as Sacred Seats of their aſſiſt

ing Preſence and Power (Divum Numen ), ſo that

whenſoever you touch or pray to the Image, this

muſt be don as with the ſame Devotion, ſo with the

ſame hope of Relief, as if you did touch and pray

perſonally and immediately to the very he or ſhe

Saints themſelves: the Images in ſuch occaſions be

ing joined, “as they ſay, or even identified with

the Saints, and the Saints clothed, with their

Images. - . . . -

Now, how Saints, and Images come to beſonear

ly related, and concern'd one with another, is a

Myſtery, that goes beyond any Chriſtian Appre

henſion. When Princes allow or reſent what isdon

to their Embaſſadors, ill or Good, as don to them

* * Bellar. De Imaginib. l. 2 c. 20.ſea. 3. Diſtinčić.

* Ibid, c. 23. ſeó, Quod autºm. . . . .

º -- . " ſelves;
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felves; tis becauſe they out of their own pleſure,

have choſen and ſent them abroad as their own Re

preſentatives; and if they concern themſelves in the

wrong don to their Statues, as the Emperor Theo

doſius once, which Bellarmin § ſtands much upon;

it is becauſe they did ſet them up as Roial Marks of

their Soveraignty: And if God would have thoſe

Iſraelites that had bin bitten by Serpents, to look

up toward the Brazen Figure of a Serpent in the

Deſart ; or in their public ſervices to turn their

Faces towards the Ark; as now Chriſt will have

Chriſtians, come with reverence to his Table ; it is

becauſe Godfor certain Reaſons, Typical, and pro-,

per to the Law, had ordained thoſe Ceremonies,

as now Chriſt under the Goſpel hath ordained his

Sacraments. But what is all this to this Roman

purpoſe? andfor Gods ſake what is the connexion

between Gods Saints; and Romes Images 2 Firſt

did ever any one of Gods Saints, expreſs any deſire

of being ſerved, or praied unto, after his death 2

Secondly , ſuppoſe this untruth, that they did 3

have they declared in what, and by what ſort of

Repreſentatives they would be ſerved at a diſtance?

Can any Papiſt ſhew, that the Virgin ever cared

more for Images, then God doth, who abhors

them? And ſhould we not ſuſpect thoſe Saints, if

by chance were found any ſuch, who had any love

for that worſhip, which in all the times of true

Saints, none but Devils were pleaſed with 2 And if

for any thing that we can certainly tell, the Saints

of God are altogether ſtrangers to Images ; why

ſhould we think Image-worſhip to be ſodear, and

ſo Charming a Service, to Saints? and therefore

* Bellar. De Imag. l.2, c. 12, ſett. Theodoſius, -

. . . . Ulu 2. when /
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when the Maſs Biſhop praies, and believes after his

Praier, that all Bleſfings may and do light on them,

who bow or kneel before an Image or a Crucifix;

can he not pray and believe as well, that they may

and do light on them, who to the great honor of

thoſe Saints either whip a Top about a Room, or

drink claret in a Tavern ? Since theſe laſt waies of

Worſhipping, are not more deſtitute ofGods word,

and Inſtitution then thoſe : and thoſe more unlaw

ful, and more expreſsly forbidden in all holy wri

tings then theſe. And ſo much of the firſt known

{}riginal of made and conſecrated Images.

~ 2. There is a ſecond ſort of Roman Images,

which need no Conſecration; being, as it is thought,

ſufficiently conſecrated, either by the hand that

made them, or by ſome other extraordinary Ex

tradion. Such are, : . . .

1. That Image, which Chriſt, as they ſay, made of

himſelf, when King Abagarus ſent him a letter, and

a Painter, h who being not able to look Him in

the Face, much leſs to draw well his Pićture, be

caliſe of the Glorious light which dazled his Eies;

Chriſt, ſaies the Romancer, took his own Cloak,

and by applying it to his Face, took a perfeół Co

py of it, and ſent it to Abagarus. But long before

images were uſed in the Roman Church, Pope Ge:

laſius accounting this pretended i letter to be falſe:

it is much, the ſtory of the Painter, and of the Pi

éture canbe true. -

2. You have another Image of the ſame worth,

and of the ſame Impreſſion, which Chriſt, as they

ſay, gave to Berenice, called otherwiſe Peronica.

- * 7th Damaſc. De Fide Orthod. l. 4. c. De Imaginib.

* Gelaſ, conc. Rom. Decret de Libris Apocryph.

". . º * . The -
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The ſtory goes, that this woman gave a Handkere

chief, wherewith he wiped off the Sweat and Blood,

which was on his Face ; and thus his Reſemblance

ftuck to the Cloth ; and it is this which at this day

is both ſo ſoleihnly ſhewed, and ſo devoutly adored

at Rome; and you have to this purpoſe the whole

legend * carefully kept in the Patitan.

3. To theſe may be added that wonderful Image,

which they call, I made without hand; which Ca

tholics keep, and adore at Rome in the Chappel of

S. Laurence. -

4. All thoſe Images which of late times are ſup>

poſed to have bin either made by God himſelf, or

however broughtdown by his Angels. Witneſs that

fine Pićture of the Virgin, m wrought curiouſly in

a Saphir ſtone, with her Baby on her left Arm,

which Pope john ſaw firſtin the Skie, and then all

the Bells of the Town rung of themſelves, while

the Angels put it in his hand. Witneſs another

brave Image, which two French-men being in Pri

ſon, foundin " a night made to their hand, when

the eveningbefore they were thinking how to make

one. Witneſs that other more glorious one, at

Tungres, " which the Angels left in a Garden. If

you ask what good it did there; they will tell you,

how coming down, it turned the Night into a bright

day: and cured the Earl, who owned the Ground

where it was left, from an inveterate blindneſs.

. Witneſs that other Miraculous Image near Flo

| rence, which the P Painter thinking to make, found

* Baron. An. 34. n. 139. Ceſ. Raſpon. l. 4. c. 19.

* Balinghem Calend. B. M.27. Maii.

* Chronic. Deip. an. 11oo. . .

* Pyraus. Tripl. Coron. Traft. 1, c. 12.

Archang Gian de Initioardin. Serviturum. .

. . . . . . . 111
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in the Morning made to his hand, and to all the

Worlds amazement. - - . . . .

5. All the Images, which at this day are believed

to have bin made by St. Lukes hand, both of our

* Lord, and our Lady, and given ‘l away to his

Friends, and ſo diſperſed over the World. Some

think that St. Lake made them of Wax; others,

that he did it in Colours; but take it either way

you pleaſe, he is as like to have bin a Plaiſterer as a

Painter; and both, as either of the two.. Some

are ſo curious, * as to enquire both after the places

and the time,where and whenhe handled the Bruſh:

and ſo they find, that in the laſt Year of Chriſts

Life he made two fine ones; at Malta three, and in

two Years at Rome many more : one of them with a

Ring in the hand, is, they ſay, at St. Maries ſeated

over the high Altar, juſt in that place where his

Chamber was, when he made it; another at the

greater St. Maries, S.Maria major, which Pope Gre

gory had about him, when there he ſtopt the raging

Plague: another, the moſt tº miraculous of all,

which came from Conſtantinople, and now is adored

in Mont Guardia in Italy. It is a great pity, and a .

greater wonder, that theſe Images were yet un

known to all the Churches in the World about 8oo

Years at the leaſt, when the ſecond Council of

Nice met together to ſet up Image-worſhip. For if

theſe Fathers had had the leaſt hint that St. Luke

had bin a Painter, and that the Virgin Mary had

bleſſed ſome " of his Pićtures, they might have left

4 Sim. Metaphr. in vita Luce.

* Niceph. Catiſt. Eccl. Hiſt. l. 2. c. 43.

* Bened. Gonon. Chronic, an. 33.

* Bovius Tom. 16, an, 1433. " Benedić. Gomon, ſupra.

abuſing
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abuſing and even profaning holy Scriptures, to in--

troduce their ſtrange Worſhip: this one Precedent

of St. Lukes Preaching the Goſpel one day, and the

next Morning Painting Images, had bin (if true

and known to be ſo), a ground more then ſufficient

both to confound their Adverſaries, whom they

called Breakers of Images; and to juſtifie upon

ſome probability, what they offered to ſay as the

Papiſts do now, upon a meer account of boldneſs,

that the ancient Tradition of the Gatholic Church

Ítood for Images. Therefore ſince they did allege

nothing of ſuch a viſible Importance for their own

Cauſe, it is a Demonſtration they did not know it;

and that S. Lukes skill either in Painting, or in Scul

pture, was not yet ſo much as heard of, no more

then all his Images which it ſeemswere kept in the

dark, and as it were under the heap of thoſe thou.

ſands which durſt not appear abroad, till far worſe

11916S. . . .

6. For thegreateſt part of thoſe Images, which

now the Papiſts ſet up and adore on their Altars,

• * * * :

ſprung and ſtarted up from underground in the

darkeſt times of the Church, like ſo many Toad

ſtools and Muſhroms in a foggy Night. Such is that

Marble Statue of Chriſt, which was ſo long * unt

regarded, fine Cultu, under a Porch, and now is

ſo bravely ſet up and adored for its Miracles in the

Lateran Church. Such is that old rotten piece of .

Timber, which the Sacriſt of S. Roman thought on

ly good to burn, and to bake his Maſs-wafers with,

till it cried out, y What thou Villain, doš thou not

fear the Queen of Heaven 2 Not to ſpeak of that

• cardim. Kašion. l. 1. e. 14. ,

I Bºvius Annal. Tom. 19, an, 1513, -

- - which

*
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: a Archang. Gian. Cent. 3.Annal servit, l. 3. c. 13:

k

which - Baronius faith he hath ſeen at Rome, Images

digged out of Church-yards, to the great amaze

ment of the Romans; ſuch is (and of a deeper Ex

tradion) that Stone-Image, which the firength

and ſwelling of Water bubled up once by Night

from the bottom of a deep Well upon dry ground,

and which now they do worſhip under the notion

of that Stone that our Savior, they ſay, ſtood up

on by jacobs Well. Of the like worth and extra
. .

&ion are all thoſe miraculous Images, which,

they ſay, were found by poor Herds-men, ſome as

mong Thorns, where their Cattel would be ſtill

feeding; ſome upon the tops of Mountains, where

• Graſs grew faſter then it was eaten; ſome within.

deep holes under ground, above which Cows did

die" and riſe again; ſome under good arable Fields,

where the beſt s Oxen could not draw the Plough,

. Others have bid found by Shepherds, ſome in f Val-.

lies full of fine Flowers juſt at Chriſtmaſs; ſome a

*mong Thorns #, where thoſe Images did cry for

help's ſome among Nettles, working h Miracles

among an unexpected Flock of Pilgrims. Poor

Colliers have ‘had the grace alſo of finding ſome

among old Woods: Therefore it is no great won.

der, if Hunters having loſt the Hare, met with

ſome,” hard by dangerous Clifts,& Precipices, Ere
* } { -

* . . -

* Baronius. an: 57. n. 112. º

* Pyraeus. Coron. B. M. Trađ. I. c. 12. * Ibid.

* Bovius Annal. Tom. 14, an. 1313.

* Aſtolf. Hiši. Univerſ. Imag. B. M. l. Ic. -

* Chronic. Deip, an. 1620. a Franc Hieraſe, invita Hen, Sylvº

* Trithem.l. 2. de Miracal. B. V. Viteciti,

Balingbem. Calend. B. M. 19. Maii, , . . . . . 'Y

, * chronic, Deip. an: 1150. - -

wites
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miles have bin ſomtimes Inſpired to go and to take

up ſome out of hollow Trees; and ſome out mof

the thick boughs ofa Cypreſs. The 38 Knights

of Navar have their Noble Order from thoſe fine

Images, which were found by "Night growing up

on the Stalks of white Lilies. As for old doting

Lipſius, he found his two dear • Goddeſſes in no

better place then an old Oak. But what a thrice hap

py Rencounter was it; to find three Stone Images at

once in the Bowels P cf a deadWoman 2 The firſt

was the Queen of Heaven, with a Golden Diadem

about her Head ; the ſecond was little Jeſus, lying

between two Beaſts in a Manger 3 and the third

was old Saint Joſeph, with a Dominican Virgin at .

his Feet. ,

Theſe, and all ſuch Images, were not known to;

and if known, had bin deteſted by all Primitive

Antiquity, as to any Religious uſe. If you read

in Tertullian 4, of the Figure of a Shepherd carry

ing a Lamb on his ſhoulders; that Figure was in

the bottom of a Cup, no fit place to worſhip Ima

ges in. If Euſebius tells you of a Statue of Chriſt,

and a Woman kneeling before him; he tells you

withal, that it was not ſeated in a Church, and that

it had bin made and placed where it ſtood, both by

an Heathen Woman, and after an Heatheniſh cu

ſtom. What Bellarmin * is pleaſed to bring both

out of S. Nazianzen, and S. Baſil, is on my certain

* Gonon, de Patrib. Occident. in vita S. Manion. Oniez, .

* Niceph. Eccl. Hiſt. l. 14. c. 46. , ” Pyreus ſupra.

* juśī. Lipſius. Diva Hallems de Diva Ajericot.

* Michael Pius de Viris Illuſt. Ordin. Pradic. •. }

* Tertull. de Pudicitia. t

* Euſeb. Hiſtor. Eccl. 1.7. c. 18.* Bellarm, de Imºg; l. 2. c. 9. - . . . • , -

- - Xx: know
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knowledg either a very weak miſtake, ill becoming

a good Scholar ; or a moſt perfect lie, worſe be

coming an honeſt Man. St. Epiphanius came many

Years after thoſe two, and yet Images were to him

ſo ſtrange, when ſeated in a place of Worſhip, that

when by chance in his Travels he found one in a

Country Church, he preſently tore it to pieces,

and defired the Biſhop of that Dioceſs to look bet

ter to ſuch Abuſes. St. Jerome, whom the Papiſts

take for their firſt Roman Cardinal, liked ſo well

both the Admonition and the Cenſure, that he put

in Latin the Greek Epiſtle which contains both.

St. Auguſtin, ſomewhat junior to St. Jerome, de

clares abundantly, in the place which I have alrea

dy cited out of him, how he thought this uſe of J

mages both dangerous and unlawful. -

But after thoſe great Lights were out, Pićtures

came to be more frequent, and to be uſhered into

public Places, upon this double civil account, both

of being a kind of Inſtruction to Ignorants, and a

conſiderable Ornament to Walls; a moſt lawful uſe

certainly, as long as it could be kept harmleſs: and

harmleſs alſo in it ſelf, when made uſe of in times

and places, and among Men not likely to miſapply

ſuch things. Images ſtood upon this foot ſomehun

dred Years (as yet they are among the Lutherans)

till the Empreſs Irene, who, after ſhe had blinded

her Son (an uſual Cruelty in thoſe daies) blinded

both her ſelf, and ſome hundreds of her Biſhops

(the Pope of Rome,was one of them) in a worſe and

more Spiritual way. For in a great Meeting of hir

Clergy, now called the ſecond Nicene Council, ſhe

brought out theſe Images, from their civil Hiſtori

cal and harmleſs uſe, to a down-right Image wor

- - ſhip;

*
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ſhip; and made, as well ſhe might, moſt of her

ignorant Subjects as generally Idolaters, in the ac

count of other Councils, and of the Truth it ſelf,

as the Emperor Conſtantius had before her made

them Arrians. Ever ſince thoſe daies, things grew

worſe and worſe, until at laſt both Chriſtian E

ftates, and Churches, fall into ſuch a general and

horrible Diſorder, as made moſt ſober Men to cry

out, That the ‘Antichriff was ſurely coming, and that

the World couldnot laſt long. This thick Darkneſs

having put out all Light and true knowledge ofthe

Goſpel, proved to be a moſt fruitful Womb for all

new upſtart Saints and Images; and the Black,

Grey, and White Friers, Midwived them out ſo

dexterouſly, with their Revelations and Miracles,

that the Original of whole thouſands, I mean of

theſe Saints and Images, is among their very Wor

ſhippers at this day, either as unknown oruncer

tain, as the breeding of Romulus was, whetherof a

Wolf or a Whore; whether of ſeducing of Spirits,

or pitifully ſeduced Monks. Only this you have

for certain, as I have ſhewed by ſome inſtances,

that theſe Monks found out their Images, where

the Prophet fore-tells that the Babylonians ſhould

throw their gods, among Bats, and Moles under

ground: and hence pulling them up as faſt as the

preſent occaſions required, out of their Holes, and,

as the Crocodiles were out of the Mud, both had

the ſame good luck; theſe in Egypt, and thoſe at

Pome, to be preferred to Temples and Churches.

Now, what holy uſe and purpoſe theſe Vener

able Images ſtand in Chappels and Churches for,

appears upon a double account. I. Of the great

* Matth. Pariffenſis. Additam. 2. - . . "

- X x 2. Honor
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Honor they receive. 2. And of the great Bleſſings

which they are thought commonly to procure.

As to the firſt account, I may the better ſpeak of

the great Honors done to Images, becauſe I under

ſtood thoſe Myſteries, as much by fight, as by read

ing. The Image, that of our Lady, for example,

whether found by a poor Shepherd under a Tree,or

brought and bought by a Pilgrim in the Holy Land,

is ſet up over the Altar, which in their account is no

leſs then the Tribunal andThrone of Chriſt. Lamps

and Tapers burn before it; and if great Churches

are often built from the very ground in theirbehalf,

it is no wonder if Maſs-Prieſts, and other Officers,

are kept alſo to attend their immediate Service. At

your coming into the Church, the firſt Obječt you

bow before, is the High Altar and this Image; next,

if you be well diſpoſed, a Holy fearand trembling

* ſeiſes on you, as when jacob ſaw Heaven opened,

* and ſaid, How dreadful is this place, &c. AndMen,

as they ſay, * can never feel a greater apprehenſion

of the very Preſence of God (preſentius Dei Na

men) then when they appearin that place. If you

come nearer, look what you do ; for many have bin

ſore plagued for not behaving themſelves as they

ſhould, Witneſs that wretched Jew at Rome, whoſe

Face was turned back to his Necky, and ſo ſtood

ever after, becauſe he had not look’d reverently e

nough to the Image. Witneſs the Painter”, who

loſt his fight for three whole Months, becauſe un

der the pretence of mending, hehad raſhly touch

" Liºſus. Diva Hallens.

* Turſel. Hiſtor, Lauret. 1, 2. c.6. - -

* Idem I. I. c. 6. . ; }ov, in Epitom. 1. 21.

* Oliver. de Miracul. B. M. Montſer. .
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ed with his Bruſh, the Lady of Montſerat in the

Face. And take you here for a good warning, that

ſign of Indignation againſt the Scholars of Doway,

when a very Statue of Stone did ſtretch out her

hand againſt them, becauſe they plaied where they

ſhould kneel, So the Roman and ſurer way is for

Worſhippers, when they come near (and for Pil

grims at any diſtance, where firſt they can but ſee

any part of the Steeple of the Church) looking up

devoutly on the Image, to pour out to the Lady

their Heart and Soul with a Salutation, Ave Maria,

&c. or with ſome other Fraier, as Salee Regina,

&c. o Intemerata, &c. or a Pater moffer; that is, to .

ſay Our Father, to our good Lady : for grave Do

Čtors approve of this ſeeming Abſurdity. If the

Image be the Peronic, that is, that wonderful Copy

which our Savior left of his Face, when he wiped

it with a Handkerchief, you muſt look the Image in

the Face, and ſay to it or her, Salve Sanéia facies,

&c. I worſhip thee, 0 thau holy Face, make me clean.

of all my ſins. o thou happy Figure, lead up to Hea

wen, there to ſee the pure. Face of Chriſt : Be thou to:

us a ſafe ſhelter, aſweet Comfort, &c. If it be that

other Image of Chriſt, when he was juſt 33 Years,

old, which, they ſay, was made “ by St. Lake at

the earneſt deſire of his Mother, and ſince impro-,

ved and perfeóted by ſome Angels , becauſe this:

ſame Image is upon goodexperience believed to be,

tutiſimum *Propitiatorium, both a moſt ſure Seat of

Mercy, and an infallible Inſtrument to procure it;

you muſt, eſpecially upon ſolemn daies, proceed

* Chronic. Deip, an 1363. -- * . . .

* Cºeſ. Rajon, 1.4 c.19 pag. 369, . º

• ſhid Pag. 374. - * * -- . h
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with more Formality. At the firſt opening of the

place where it is kept, ſerve the Image with this

Praier, Salvator" Mundi, &c. O Savior of the World,

Jave us all thy poor Servants, and grant us all, that

by the Merits of the two Johns, the Baptiſt, and the

Evangeliš, we may appear guiltleſs before thee.More

over, ſerve it with a yet greater Pomp, when car

ried in Proceſſion to the other Image of St. Lukes

making, at S. Maria major. There its Tabernacle is

adorned with 5 very rich Tapiſtry, rich Garpets

and Cuſhions, Deorum Pulvinaria (both for the Ho

ly Image tolie, and for the devout Worſhippers to

kneel upon) which cover the Seats and the Ground;

there h the Pope and his Cardinals muſt approach

upon their bare Feer, kneel ſeven times, or at the

leaſt make ſeven bowings, facit ſeptem Genua, and

ſo kiſs the Feet of the Lord; that is, of this ſaid

Image. Then all ſing the Te Deum (as well they.

may if this Image be the Lord indeed) We praiſe

thee, O God, we acknowledg thee to be the Lord. A

mong all theſe Divine Honors the Cardinals take

up the Image, and 24 great Lights marching before,

and the beſt Roman Nobility coming after ; they

carry it from S. Laurence, through all thoſe ſtreets,

where they ſay the evil Spirits were uſed to plague

and infeſt Rome, to the other Image at St. Maries,

which as they ſay was alſo made by the ſame Paint

er. Theſe two Images being together, are ſo well

pleaſed with their meeting, and with the Divine

Honors which attend it, that (as 'tis confidently

#believed by People, who miſtruſt nothing but the

f Ibid. p. 383,384. & Ibid. p. 375.

* Bened canonic. S. Petr. ap Rasjon. . . -

i Petr. Abbw Cluniac. Miracull 2.c.30. Caeſar Rajon. l. 4. c. 19.

Word
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Word of God in the Scripture) all that Night they

do moſt miraculouſly either provide or multiply

more Wax, then all the Lights or Flames can burn:

fo that in the Morning all the Tapers and Candles

being weighed, prove often-times much heavier

then they were, when lighted the Eve before. All

this ſervice is very little to what another Image of

our Lady was uſed to receive near Tungres. This

Image for two Daies and Nights, namely every

Monday and Tueſday in Eaſter Week, is (or at leaſh

was before the Proteſtants came to diſturb Devo

tion) adored after this manner. As ſoon as this

Sacred Image hath bin brought out with Divine

Hymns and Paſchal Songs, from its Chappel into

the midſt of the great Church, k whole thouſands of

People fall to their Praiers about it ; and in that

huge thronging, thrice happy is that devout Soul,

that can creep under, or ſomewhat near to worſhip

it. In the ſolemn Proceſſion, which is a conſiderable

long way, the People are marſhalled into an Army.

Firſt, march as it were in the Van,whole Regiments

of Men and Women, girded about with the long

Ropes of St. Francia: After them, other Troops

follow, of Men, Women, and Children together,

running both forward and backward all bare-foot

ed, and in Drawers, with lighted Candles in their

hands: After them quite naked Bodies, loaden with

Iron Armors and Chains, and in that cruel Equi

page, crawling on their Knees moſt part of the

way: Then come another Train of People, whoſe

Order and Confraternity is, as the Jeſuits do teach

them, to ſcourge themſelves; the very Nurſes,

with their poor Babes; and old Wives, not being

* Henr. Sedulius, de Virgine. Moſe Trajeff, c. 21,

able

* .
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able to crawle, are carried upon little Beds, rather;

then to loſe the Bleſſing that doth attend as they

think, their appearing before the Image. Cloſe.

before it, and after theſe march both the Order of

St. Francis, ſinging Praiſes, and Benedićia es, &c.

to the Goddeſs ; and other Officers with Torches.

At laſt comes the Goddeſs her ſelf, being carried

upon the ſhoulders of the beſt and nobleſt Virgins,

which the Country can afford. Next to them fol.

lows the Troop of true Penitents wiſhing no more,

but that the good Image may ſee their unfeigned

Contrition, in their poor Members torn, as they

are, and bleeding moſt pittifully, under the hard

weight of their Chains. Then follow the Magi

ſtracy; the Lieutenants, and Nobles of the Coun

try, who bear up the conſecrate Hoſt under a brave

Silk Canopy, being followed in the Rear with

Multitudes of all conditions. Yet after this long

Proceſſion is gone and come , the Zeal and Devo

tion is not over; for during eight daies and nights

more, the People will run to and fro upon the

Track, which they gueſs the Holy Image was car

ried over : thus, to gather up the Bleſfings, which

they hope the good Lady hath ſcattered in that

way. Now call you this Devotion, as you pleaſe,

whether Duly, or Hyperduly, or Indireét, or Re

dućtive, or Reflected, or Anogogical worſhip,

which is beſtowed on ſuch Images; and puzle into

Idolatry poor ignorant Souls, with what words and

diſtinétions you think fitteſt; this worſhip is for

certain ſo great, that none ſo great was ever ſoviſi

bly beſtowed on Chriſt ; and if all Gods. Saints

ſhould appear, no greater could be beſtowed on

God himſelf.
-

- 2. As
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2. As to the other uſe of Images, which conſiſts

in procuring Graces ; you may be ſure that the

Bleſſings, and Advantages both ſpiritual, and tem

poral, which the worſhipper expečts from them, are

at the leaſt both as numerous, and as great, as the

Devotions which he beſtows, I could tell of hun

dreds of Images adored here and there by Papiſts,

which are more regarded and truſted to, then ever

was the Image of Pallas at Troy; or that of Diana

at Epheſus, or any one of the greateſt Pagan God

any where elſe. When Turks prevail on Chriſtians,

as when they infeſted Negro Pont ; or if Rome her

ſelf be ſore diſtreſt, as when once Aiſulphus came

to take it; His Holineſs Paul the ſecond's beſt Re

fuge was to ſupplicate the Image of 1 Chriſt, Eff

giem Salvatoris, and to carry it about a Church in

a ſolemn Proceſſion. Pope Stephen the third ſhew

ed himſelf yet more devout in the ſame way, as be-,

ing ccncerned nearer home; for in he walked

upon his bare feet, and carried the Image on his

own Shoulders; the Covenants which had bin bro

ken by the Enemies hanging upon a Croſs before

it, that it or ſhe might better ſee, and upon the

ſight be more ſenſible of the wrong don. So by

this means, ſaies my Author, (and with the help

of the French too). Aftulphus his Forces were ſoon

routed, and Romes honor and Intereſt kept ſafe.

But if in the moſt deſperate neceſſity you will, ap

ply yourſelf to both Images; there is no ſurer way,

” ſaies the ſame Cardinal, in the whole world, of

attaining the Peace of Heaven, and the greateſt

Mercies of God. It were a long tedious work, to

* Raſpon. lib. 4. c. 19. Pag. 374. - . . * * * * -

... *;pº, *:#. - sº -
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relate here the hundredth part of great Bleſſings,

and both public and private Deliverances, that

Roman Images have bin, and ſtill are admirable for,

when devoutly ſerved and adored. It was with

carrying Images about, that Rome the Mother and

Nurſe of Images, was once • freed from a raging

Flague, Health and pureneſs of wholeſom Air

following the Proceſſion moſt viſibly : Witneſs the

Pope, who both ſaw the Angel ſheathing his Sword

over the Caſtle of S. Angelo, and heard a Troop

ofother Angels, applauding the Queen of Heaven,

when her Image made by S. Luke was ſo proceſſio

nally followed about. It was by ſetting up, and

worſhipping of an Image, whereof no notice was

taken before, that in the year 1570, another ſuch

moſt p fearful Plague, was ſuddenly ſtopt at Pa

daa ; and leſt you ſhould take this for a chance, or

for a religious miſtake ; the Virgin her ſelf appear

ed to ſome holy men, at the ſame time, and aſſured

them, it ſhould be ſo. What ſhall I ſay of the I

mages at 4 Bayeux, * Montpellier, and * Sens,

which conſtantly, they ſay, cure all Diſeaſes, and

eaſe the poor Phyſitians of all practice & Ask the

Maſs Prieſts of Lauretta, Monſerrat, Florence, S.

Denis, Compoſſiella, Ardilliers, Halls, Tungres, and

thouſand like Places, whether they know any ſick

neſs too hard and deſperate for their Saints, when

praied and adored at their Images. . No Tongue

ſo perfectly t cut off, no Breaſts * ſo cruelly run

• Antonin. 4,part. t. 13. c. 24.

* Hieraſcus invitasylv. 4 chronic. Deip, an 1529.

* Caeſarius, Dialog l. 7, c.2. ". Chronic. Deip, an, 1529.

* Manuus. Hiſtor. Rev. Memorab. c. 86, -

"Turſel. Lauret, Hiſtor, l.2, c. 18,

through,
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through, no Bodies * ſo quite unbowelled, and

emtied of their Entrails, but the praying before an

Image, or even bowing at a diſtance to a Saint,

which the Image ſtands for, ſhall reſtore, and make

all whole again. But in the wars, and great Con

queſts, their Images ſhew beſt what they are. For

as Images carried about, ſo it be with devotion, will

in time of need both bringin y ſhowers, and keep

off - Storms: ſo will they now and then defend

Towns, and drive away Enemies. Witneſs the of.

ten mentioned defeat ofthe poor Engliſh men at

Poitiers, when the Ladies Image had the keies: Wit

neſs alſo the fearful Cloud, whence Angels broke

out againſt the Tartars, as ſoon as they had hurt

an Image. They ſay that the Emperor Heraclius

with two Images, which were carried alwaies be

fore him, defeated once the Perſians, whom the

Romans could never beat. The brave Emperor

Comnenus with the ſame conquering Machins did

no leſs * againſt the Tartars; and ſo he publicly

profeſſed, what he owed this Vićtory to, when he

ſet both theſe Images in his triumphing Chariot,

and walked by them himſelf a foot. A confiderable

Part of the Eaſt-Indies is ſaid to have bin conquer

ed this ſame way. Witneſs the great Iſland Cuba,

where one of their petty Kings is thought to have

won great Battles, * becauſe he kept among his

Captives, one, who wore ſtill about his Neck, a

ſmall Image of the Virgin. Many hundred years

before him, old King Arthur moſt ſucceſsfully uſed

: * Ibid. Villan. l. 4. c. 6. - -

* Ciaccon, in Paul 2. ‘ chronic. Deip, an 1200.

* Id. an. 1383. * Baron, an. 622.

* Nicetas ap. Baron, an 1123. n. 617. -

* Cartagena De Mirand. Deip, ſeñ.79.- . . . . . .

Yy 2 - the
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the ſame Deviſe : for he had ſtill a ſhield moſt cu

riouſly painted with the Image of the ſame Saint,

* which revived his Spirits and ſtrength, when

foever he found himſelf fainting. And doubtleſs

this is the reaſon, why S. Lewis, when tired with

hunting, or otherwiſe diſtreſt, uſed to alight , and

to hang f an Image, which he carried ſtill about

him, to the firſt Tree he met with, and there kneel

ing and praying to it, had preſently what he want

ed: and it is believed that by this Means he reco

vered his Eſtate, which his Children had taken from

him, when they kept him cloſe in a Cloiſter. -

- '3. Now, which is the third, and the laſt, and

the moſt confiderable Point to examine ; what is or

may be the matter in or about all theſe Images,

which can procure theſe quick Returns, and here

with, upon all occaſions, temt men to pray and

worſhip them, is more then the Roman worſhip

pers can or dare diſtinétly tell. . - -

All that you find in an Image, muſt come to ſome

of theſe three Things. 1. The ſubſtance that it is

made Cff. 2. The outward # Shape or Reſem

blance, that makes it in mens conceit the Image of

ſuch an Angel, or ſuch a Saint. 3. The Conſecra

tion, that makes it a holy Image. - -

As to the firſt, the matter or ſubſtance it ſelf,

to wit Marble, Braſs, or Silver, &c. can do no

moré, then to make the Image more or leſs fine,

rich and coſtly: and thoit were a Saint Christopher

C that is a huge great ſtatue, like a Giant, which

ſtands in moſt of their Churches) of Maſſy Gold;

* Gononus Chronic. an. 640. -

tened. Gonen. Chronic. an 815. -

* Bellarm, de Imag. l. 2. c. 21. ſe?. Quarto, in .

~ - 4 it
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\

it might draw men to admire the Price, but not the

vertue of the Image. For when Images are con

ſecrated, it is not as in the caſe of Maſs-wafers,

which in five words are preſently tranſubſtantiated

from what they were ; the Marble or Braſs or any

ſubſtance whatſoever remains ſtill the ſame : and

thus far Pagans and Papiſts may be equally credited,

when, whatſoever their worſhipping be, they ſo

lemnly diſown Gold, Wood or Stone, for being ei

ther their Saints, or their Gods. . . . .

The ſecond confiderable thing in an Image, is

the outward form and figure intended to repre

ſent either among the Pagans a God, or among the

Papiſts a Saint. Ulpon this Point, tho Roman I

mages were ſo ancient and ſo happy as to be un

doubtedly acknowleged for Pićtures of S. Nicode.

mu, or S. Luke, or a very Angels drawing: and

tho they ſhould moſt truly repreſent the Bleſſed

Virgins Face and Features; the utmoſt they could

temt men to by this moſt exact Reſemblance, were

perhaps to go a good way purpoſely to ſee and

view them : yet no ſober men on ſuch accounts could

be temted to worſhip them, much leſs to hope any

great matter, frcm having ſeen and worſhipt them.

Figures, Shapes, and Proportions which make I

mages like, or unlike, are of themſelves, you know.

as uneffectual and unaćtive on other ſcores, as bare

words, Cyphers, or letters are: and therefore the

Reſemblances which reſult from them, can pro

duce no effect at all, but, as ſacred or profane

ſigns may, by ſome either Divine, or human Inſti

tution. Thus once the Iſraelites might well hope.

to keep off the Deſtroier, by ſprinkling their Lin

els with Blood; or to recover their former health,

by
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by looking up toward the Serpent, becauſe God

had inſtituted theſe two ſigns, and had promiſed

ſuch Bleſſings, if the People did uſe them ſo. Thus

the ſubjećts of the ancient Roman Empire might

hope, beſides the performance of their Duty, to

get the favor of their Princes, by ſtanding about

their Statues, or by their low and civil kneeling,

when their firſt Miniſters (as once joſeph was in

Ægypt, or Mordecai under Aſuerus) chance to

paſs by 5 becauſe theſe Soveraigns had reſolved and

declared, it ſhould be ſo: and becauſe it is in their

power, as to challenge their Peoples Duty, ſo to

diſpenſe their own Favors, at any time, at any

Place, and at any mark, ſign, or token, which

they will chuſe. For tho great Kings cannot appear

in their own perſons every where; yet will they

ſome other way appear as Soveraigns, and be ac

knowleged ſo every where: and if any private per

ſon, or any unruly Multitude take down what they

were pleaſed to ſet up as the Enſigns of their Em

pire, or of their declared Pleſure (as they did, who

pulled down the Statue of Eudocia, which Bellar

min h is pleaſed to make a fooliſh plea for Images)

they do affront the Emperors and Kings them

ſelves.

Now to bring all this home to the Caſe; 1.Who

knows that Roman Images, are either drawn by a

Saint, whom noScripture ſaies, to have bin a Pain

ter, rather then by Pilate, or by Simon the Sorce

rer, who perhaps i were 3 or drawn ſo true, as to

invite ſo much as ſober Curioſity to look on them:

Is it certain that Chriſt, or his Mother were juſt

* Bellar. de Imag, 1.2. c. 12. ſe?. Theodoſius quoque.

Iren, cont. Hereſ, l, 1.c. 20. 9. c.24.

ſuch
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ſuch as they are now repreſented, ſhe with a delicate

Italian Face; he with the Corpulency of a Dutch

Boy # 2. When there is little to ſatisfie a curious

Eie, is there more for a pious heart 2 what Sacred

Inſtitution of either Chriſt, or his Apoſtles about

Images can either give ground to a due lawful wor

ſhip, or ſupply the expected Bleſſings, which nei

ther ſhape, nor likeneſs can 2 Did ever any one of

Gods Saints intimate ſomewhere in their lives, that

they would take it very kindly; if they were praied

to before Images? and did ever the Virgin pro

miſe to any Body, that ſhe would either come, or

ſend to ſave Towns and Countries from plagues

and wars, when ever they would ſet up her Sta

tues: whether of the two waies is more likely, to

bring her to what we deſire 3 the carrying her Pi

&tures about, or as it hath bin ſucceſsfully don

ſometimes, the plain k threatening her with drown

ing it 2 Are the ſaints come to be of the Devils

mind, who perform moſt effectually what Magici

ansenjoin, when they treat him with rough Lan

guage? If both ſupplicating and threatening be a

like uncommanded, and impertinent for this Pur

poſe ; is the looking toward the Ark, or the look

ing up to the Brazen Serpent, which had both a

Commandment and a Promiſe, ſo fit a Precedent,

as they "pretend , to countenance praying or

looking to Images, which for certain had neither of

theſe: Therefore ſince neither the Matter, nor the

external Form of Images have any ſtrength, either

themſelves or of any known help conferr'd by God,

* Antonin. 2. part. Tit. 14. c. 2. ſett. 3. . -

* Cheremon.ap. Euſeb de Prepar, Ev.l. 4.p. 117.

* Bellarm, de Imag. l.2, c. 12. -

{O
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to enable them towards any manner of work; let us

ſee what the conſecrating of this Matter and Form

can do. For if this laſt can do little, or nothing

in order to thoſe great and extraordinary Opera

tions, which are attributed to Roman Images, you

muſt needs ſeek farther for ſome other both as great

and extraordinary Principles. . -

The Conſecrating of Images, as the Roman

Church practiſes it, may be conſidered either as a

Praier, or as an ordinary, or extraordinary Pow

er. If you take it as a Praier; I. What Ground

of faith have they for venturing upon ſuch Praiers ?

and what Promiſe, Preceptor Precedent for Bleſ

ſing Images, in hope of being afterwards bleſſed by

them? 2. With what Chriſtian and ſober modeſty,

can they wiſh and deviſe Inſtruments, which no

holy man, or Scripture ever thought of , to put

both God upon hearing, or his Saints upon media

ting and promoting, what we ſhall pray for, before

Images 2 3. And as to more ſpecial Bleſſings, which

are lookt for at the devout uſing of theſe Engines;

what ſilly fancy is this to call upon God, for making

wood, ſtone or any other materials that Images are

commonly made of, after they have ſhaped it after

their own way, happy and powerful Inſtruments

to keep houſes and Vineyards; to keep off Hail and

Tevils; to give women an eaſie labor 3 to pro

cure good Husbands to Maidens; or to kill them

who are not ſo 3 For I am ſure many Images are

renowned and ſought after for ſuch Bleſſings. 4.

But what horrible Boldneſs is this to conjure

God in theſe conſecrating Praiers thro his holy

Names and Titles in behalf of ſuch ſtrange Purpo

ſes, ſo far againſt the ordinary Courſe of his Pro- |

* . vidence,
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vidence, and farther beyond his Promiſes? And what

Returns can they expect of ſuch faithleſs ſinful Prai

ers, but Vanity? and if ſomething elſe, but Gods

wrath and their own Confuſion 2

If you take this Conſecration , as a Power; I

pray, when and where appears it, that God ever be

ſtowed this Power either on his,or the Popes church?

Chriſt in the firſt times of the Church inveſted both

his Apoſtles; and other Servants with many great

and extraordinary Gifts, for caſting out Devils, for

curing all ſorts of Diſeaſes, for removing even Moun

tains; but where, either for enabling Images, or

for the doing either good or harm with images 3

They beſtowed the Gifts of the Holy Ghoſt very of.

ten , and as it were of courſe upon Believers at

their Baptiſm ; but when and where upon Marbles,

or curiouſly wrought Pieces of Timber at their Con

ſecration ? Where and when did they conſecrate

Pićtures, to ſink Ships, to rout Armies, to raiſe.

ſtorms, and thunders, and Hails, as Roman Images

will do ſometimes; When the bleſſed Apoſtles, with

the laying on of their hands, could endue other men

beſides themſelves with miraculous Power from a

bove, in order to propheſying, and ſpeaking My

ſteries in ſtrange Languages 3 did they endue carved

ſtones alſo, with power to ſpeak, and to play, to

ſing or weep, and to do all thoſe handſom Feats

which are ſaid of Roman Images * Did ever S. Peter

leave this Power with Simon Magus, or the Pope,

or any conſecrating Biſhop, that on what ſtatue or

Pićture ſoever he ſhould lay his hand, and ſprinkle

water, and pour Oil, and burn Frankincenſe, it

ſhould be forthwith elevated to high and mighty

Performances 3 If Peter and Paul had this Power,

-- . - Z z \. and
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and left it to ſucceſſion; God, and his Saints muſt

look to it: for as Chriſt is at every turn liable by

Conſecration to be ſhut up in a Maſs wafer, God

and his Saints are not quite free from conſecrated

hapes and Images. For the Conſecration, as a

Power, obliges God in a conſiderable manner to

hear and report to his Saints, whatſoever is praied.

for at their Images: and ties as conſiderably the

Saints, to ſollicite and intercede with God, for the

Requeſt which he reports 5 and often to come down

themſelves, to execute and diſpatch it. God is

bound I ſay by this conſecrating Power which he is

ſuppoſed to grant,both he to hear and to report what

is ſaid before the Image; for otherwiſe, how could

the Saints concerned in the Caſe underſtand it 2

and what were the Power good for 2 And the Saint is

put to ſo much trouble; For beſides the trouble of

ſolliciting the buſineſs, which they underſtand they

are praied for, at their conſecated Images; how ma

ny Ramblings to and fro are they in equity obliged

to, (unleſs all their Apparitions, and Aëtivities a

bout their Images be mere Lies) either to hear it

the ſooner, or to give it a quicker diſpatch 3 And

who knows not that Roman Images, and Roman

Saints, (in famous Churches eſpecially) are never

or ſeldom aſunder 2 I call to witneſs all the long and

holy Pilgrimages undertaken upon this ſcore, to

Lauretta, to Montſerrat, to S. Michael, &c. there

purpoſely to meet either with the reſpective Saints,

or their aſſiſting Vertue, Divorum & Divarum Nu

men, that is the Godhead of the He or she Saint,

which is ſuppoſed to watch ſomewhere, in, or about

his dear Image. I call to witneſs the many Vows,

which are directed from all parts to theſe ſaid Saints,
I\OS
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not in Heaven, their proper Abode, as one ſhould

think; but to the Lady at Lauretta, or Montaigue,

or to the good Saint at Padua, Ardillers, Monte

gardia, &c. there helping men and women by their

Images, in ſuch Churches. And it is to this pur

poſe, that both theſe Images, and Churches are con

ſecrated with the greateſt Pomp; waſht with the beſt

ſort of Holy water ; made ſweet with the choiceſt

Perfumes ; lighted day and night, with the cleareſt

Lamps and Candles; dreſſed with the coſtlieſt Clo

thes and Laces; ſerved with the Curiouſeſt Muſic;

the Images ſpecially ſeated on the Eminenteſt Places

of the Church, and (what would you have more )

honor'd with the compleateſt Maſs, to invite thi

ther out of Heaven theſe Holy gueſts. And let

Rome ſearch out her Vatican, and try whether in all

Antiquity ſhe can find an honeſt Example for ſuch

Conſecrations and Attractives, but either among old

heatheniſh Prieſts, or among old and new Sorcerers.

Now, tho by this which I have ſaid, it appears

clearly enough, that the Matter, the Form, the

Likeneſs, the Power of Conſecration, or any thing

elſe, which you can find intrinſecal to an Image, is

both uneffectual, and unchriſtian, both as to make

it a fit Object for any Religious ſervice, or to make

it a ſufficient Cauſe of any wonderful Bleſſing; Ne

vertheleſs it is found by experience, and however

it is moſt certain in the common Apprehenſion of

Roman Catholics,that a very great number of Images

by being conſecrated and worſhipped, have attained

to ſuch a great degree and improvement of ſtrength

and Aëtion above what either they are in their Na

ture, or can be raiſed to by Art, that it highly con

cerns all Chriſtians, ſeriouſly to inquire into the

Z z 2 hidden
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hidden Cauſes and Principles of ſuch Extraordinary

Atchievements. For my part I do not believe, (and

many Papiſts do not ) that all and every particu

lar thing commonly reported of theſe Roman Images,

is true; and, of the other ſide, I do not believe that

all is falſe. However, if all were falſe, they ſhould

do well to burn out of their Church their great Pon

tifical, Ceremonial, and Miſſal Books: and to throw

away their Images back again into the ſame Holes,

whence they were pleaſed to dig them out. But if

any part of what they ſay concerning them be true;

Imake no queſtion it will prove worſe then if it were

falſe: and to make it good I require only the pa

tient attention of an underſtanding, and unprepoſſeſ

ſed Reader.

Not to make Pagans, or Papiſts in any degree

worſe then they are ; both diſown in the conſecrat

ing of their Images all ſuch ſubſtantial Change, as

in the tranſubſtantiating of Maſs wafers: both ac

knowlege the material part of their Images, how

ever called, and adored by thoſe as Gods, by theſe

as Saints, to be ſtill ſtone, or wood, or ſilver, or

viler ſtuff: And in this caſe the Papiſts deal diſinge

nuouſly with the Pagans, when they b make theſe

worſe then they are, that they may ſeem worſe then

themſelves. But that within, neer, or about the

Roman or Pagan Images either by conſecrating, or

worſhipping them, are imported ſuch Additionals of

either inherent, or wonderful aſſiſting vertues, as

may both help out worſhippers, and well deſerve

Adoration and Service; is an Article of Heatheniſh

Faith, which the Pagans publicly declare; and which

* relſus ap. Origen. l. 7.

* Bellar. de limag. l. 2. c. 3. -

- the
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the Papiſts do as really preſuppoſe in all their pračice

and Hiſtories: nor can in truth, without belying

both their Devotions and Conſciences plainly deny,

however they think it more convenient to mince and

palliate it for mere ſhame. This is the down-right

Confeſſion of the Heatheniſh Philoſophers. Tou muſt

not wonder (ſaies ‘Olympius to his perſecuted Pagans)

if you ſee the pulling down, and the breaking of your

Images, ſince they are made of vile matter, and there

fore eaſe to be bruiſed to duſt. But once were with

in them thoſe Immortal and Inviſible Powers, which

are now gone up to Heaven. For (as another adds

more fully) d We take not Braſi, Gold, or Silver, pro

perly to be our Gods; only we worſhip in them what

holy Conſecration hath called into, and ſtated within

thoſe Images. And this is the Religion of Rºman

Dočtors and Saints. 1. ‘That theſe dead and inani

mate things (Wood, Stone, &c.) by being Conſecra

ted, receive a kind of Spiritual Pertue, which makes

them fit for Gods Service, aud for the Peoples Adora

tion. So 2. ‘That both the Saint, and his Image be

ing joined together, may be Praiedto, and Adored to

gether alſo. 3. And g if they be taken aſunder, the

very Images may lawfully be worſhipped, both by

themſelves and for themſelves, beſides the Worſhip.

due to the Saint. No Pagan Idolater, for all I know

ever ſaid ſo much, and the Roman Pračticegoes yet

much farther. -

Ap. Sozomen. Eccleſ. Hiſt, 1.7. c. 13. * . . *

* Ap. Arnob. Contr. Gent. i. 6. * * *

* Thom. 3. part q. 83. a. 3.

* Bellarm de Imag.l. 2. c. 23. ſea.gued autempoſit.

* Ibid. c. 21. ſet. Nunc juxta, *

Fiſt,
- - -
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Firſt, In their ordinary Language, the Image is

called and taken for the very Saint ; and in that or

dinary Devotion the Image is adored, kiſſed, em

braced and ſpoken to, juſt as if they had the Saint

in their arms. 'Tis you (ſhies the Preacher, ſpeak

ing to a Crucifix) F that have redeemedus: it is you

that have reconciled as with God the Father, &c. Juſt

as the curſed Idolater in the Prophets, Iſa, 44.9.

Habakkuk 2. 15.praies to the Wood, Rowſe now thy

felf andreſcue me. There both the Devil and his

Idol, and there the Saint and his Image are hudled

up in the ſame Adoration. And as when the Hoſt

is carried along, all that ſee the Maſs-Prieſt at any

diſtance, fall on their knees; and if they hear only

the little Bell, they cry, There is the goodGod, who

paſſes by: whoſoever goes to , or comes from a

Church, ſaies, Either I will go and pray, or now

Icome from viſiting and praying to our good Lady:

becauſe as he really believes that there the Maſs

Wafer is, by Tranſubſtantiation, become the Lord;

ſo he believes, that the Image which he hath ſeen,

is either by Conſubſtantiation, Inhabitation, or

ſome other aſſiſting mode, become to him the good

Lady. And I defie all the Roman Preachers to ſay

any thing to juſtifie what they do upon this ac

count, which the Pagans may not ſay as well or

better for themſelves. - -

Secondly, Leſt you ſhould think, that Wood and

Stone are thus adored, ſpoken, and praied to, up

on the mere account of Reſemblance ; (in which

caſe, any one of our Ladies Pićtures might be a

dored and praied to as well at a Painters, as in a

Church) is is generally done upon the Faith and Be
* Bellarm. De Imag. l. 2. c. 23. w lief

AC
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lief of an incloſed, or at leaſt aſſiſting Vertue. It

is this ſtrong perſwaſion that makes a Catholic

Worſhipper creep reverently and trembling to our

Lady, to get a touch for the little Image, which he

hath newly bought of a Shop: and all Men know

how much the better their Beads will ſell, when the

Pedler can ſtoutly ſwear that they have touched

ſuch a Saint, that is, his Image. By this it doth

appear evidently, that the Image is conceived by

them to have ſome prime Vertue in it ſelf, ſince it

imparts it to another ; and I would know, who of

them all dares ſay any of thoſe Images, which he

dares not ſcarce look in the Face, that it hath be

fides reſemblance, nothing more then another ſtone.

They that go to touch the Chin, or the Toe, or

ſome other Bone of a Saint, think it endued with

ſome vertue, above that of ordinary Bones, becauſe

it was, and is ſtill the part of a Holy Body. They

who go a long Pilgrimage to rub their Clothes a

gainſt the Shift of our Lady, or their Stockings a

gainſt the Breeches of Thomas Becket, muſt think

that the warmth of their holy Fleſh have left in

them ſome hidden Bleſſing, which they do hope

may be in ſome meſure communicated to other

things. Ask the Papiſts, why that Image which

they do call Veronica, ſhould have ſuch extraordi

nary vertues; they will tell you, that Chriſt

made it himſelf; and that beſides this, he made it

of the Sweat and Blood in his Face. But what have

other Images in their carved pieces of Wood,which

may temt ſober Men to ſeek after, to touch, to kiſs,

in hope of being Bleſſed by ſuch Embraces, unleſs

it be the aſſiſting, or inhabitation, or ſome other

like commerce of Holy Powers, which the Pa

piſts
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piſts call Numima, which are either therein, or there

about 2

Thirdly, If you will have more convincing

Proofs, go for example, to the Image of our Lady

in Mount Gardia i, which keeps Whores off, and

perfumes all that comes near it, with a moſt Cele

ftial Fragrancy: or to another Image of hers, once

adored in Sozopolis, which * ſweats our of its hand

a kind of Oil, to cure them who are anointed with

it. Go to a third Image of hers', which, when

hidden and unſeen, diſcoversit ſelf by its own light.

Juſt ſuch another you have in Spain ", which was

perceived in the ſame manner ſhining under the

root of an old Oak. But nothing can be brought

more demonſtrative to this purpoſe, then the Image

of Bardenarda ; it had bin bought by a Pilgrim at

feruſalem, out of a Shop, conſecrated, when, and

where, or whether at all, I cannot tell: However,

after much ſervice and adoration, the Image it ſelf,

* from a coloured Board at the Painters, is grown

Fleſhy in its Chappel; its Breaſt from being flat,

is ſwelled perfeótly into the Figure of two Paps,

whence flows ſuch odoriferous Oil, as no Balſamis

like it; and ſo Miraculous withal, that it cures all

ſorts of Diſeaſes. This, however it comes to paſs,

is Intrinſical and Inherent in the Image, and may

draw Pilgrims to worſhip it, without the conſide

ration of its Saint. And the truthis, it is ſo Holy

* Bened. Gononus Chron. an. 1433.

* Bozius de Sig. Eccleſ t. 1. l. 9. c. 9.

* Baron. an 446. n. 16.

* Ant. Yepes Ord. S. Bened an. 374.

* Baronius. Ap, 87. n. 63.

* by
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by its ſelf, if you believe Baronius, that no Wor

fhipper dares touch it. - -

Fourthly, What will you ſay to ſuch Images as

have an inviſible Faculty within themſelves, of ei

ther crawling or flying back to that place which

they like better, in caſe you offer to remove them?

And ſuch are the moſt part of them, which now a

daies are reported to work Miracles. Such is that

of Montegardia for example, a which fled away out

of the Ship, when Thieves thought to carry it to

Venice. Such is that other of Rachietta in Savoy,

which being P removed from whence it was, into a

very handſom Chappel, was found the next Morn

ing in its old Room. Such is that of the Servites,

near Lamo 4, which made nothing to jump from

one ſide of the River to the other. And to inſiſt

upon no more, ſuch is that famous one of Lau

retta, which being diſpleaſed (at leaſt the Saint

dwelling therein) that it was not more regarded in

its Country at Nazareth, tranſported it ſelf, with

Houſe and all, to Italy, where now it is ſerved to

ſome purpoſe. . . . . º

Fifthly, What can you ſay to common Stone and

Marble Images (dead and ſenfeleſs things, as one

ſhould think) that have in them all ſorts of ſeeming

Natural and Organical Motions? Such is that, which

one of your * Maſs-Biſhops ſpeaks of, which

crook'd its Finger to held a Ring. Such is that

which another Learned Man mentions too , which

ſtretch'd out its hand to ſtrike a Nun.Such is that at

• Bened. Gonon, ſupra. f Hieraſc. invita Sylv

* Chronic. Deip, an 1492. Turſelin. Lauret. Hiſt.

* Vincent. Belluar, spec. Hili, l.7. c. 87. -

* Ceſarius. l. 7, c. 34. - • A

A a 3. Ör
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Orleans", which held up its knee, to ſtop the Ar

row that otherwiſe had killed a Soldier. And ſuch

was that here in the North, which held forth * both

its Arms to receive a ſweet Baby, creeping out at

the Mouth of a Conſecrated Crucifix.

Sixthly, Theſe and many more Images have, be

ſides theſe Motions of all their Members, the uſe of

all inward Faculties which can be perceived in living

Men. They will ſhew you that they have Błood,

if you wound them; witneſs your Lady at Paris,

which a mad Fellow pierced with a Sword, and was

whipt to death for it; and Milk ſomtimes, if you

touch them too hard * about their Paps, as once

did a rude Soldier in plucking off a rich Jewel.

Some * weep, ſome º laugh, ſome * can do both,

ſome 4 ſing: all “ſpeak, when occaſion offers it

ſelf. And, which is more, all this they do with ſo

much reaſon, and to ſuch ſpecial purpoſes, that it

doth moſt clearly appear, that they are moved to

what they ſay, by much higher then human Souls.

When a Holy Man paſſes by, the Image ſees his

Holineſs; and ſo one ‘ſeveral times uſed to ſalute

Holy Bernard, Salve Bernarde, and to offer him the

Babe out of its left Arm. Bernarde, &c. 5 that is,0

Bernard, take you this Child, the Redeemer of the

whole World, ſaid once our Ladies Holy Image. An

other did the like honor to St. Lucia B, who very

• Vincent. Hiſt. l. 8. c. 83.

* Matth, Paris, invita S. Godric.

y Chronic. Deip, an 1418. Trithem, in Chronic.an. 1302.

* Hieraſc. in vita Henr. Sylv.

b Menol. Cišferc. 11 April. “ Ibid.

* Leand. in vita Hiacynthi, ap. Sur. 16 Aug.

* Menolog. Ciſterc. 18 Qāob. * Henriquez, in Chronican. 1132.

s” Chronic. Predicat, an 1543. - -

- care
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)

carefully carried it home. Contrariwiſe, when wic

ked Men approach too near, ſome Images will ſoon

perceive their wickedneſs ; witneſs that i, which

ſaid to one who had a murdherons intention, with

a threatning Voice and Face, What art thou here

for, Othou Pillain * Wilt thou kill my Servant in my

preſence º They ſay, that there is an Image in a Con

vent of Carmelites in Sicily, which, aſſoon as any

Worſhipper comes near, doth preſently diſcern,

whether he be in the ſtate of Grace, or in mortal

Sin 3 and ſo accordingly ſmiles or frowns, as the

Man or Woman deſerves. And it is this ſort of

Images, that piercing into Mens hearts, by a Pro

phetical Spirit, will either turn their Backs to A

poſtates and Hypocrites, as once one did to f that

unhappy Carthuſian Novice, who afterward forſook

the Order, and periſh’d no Man can tell how ; or

ſmell out Whores, and keep them off with Thun

drings and Lightnings “ ſomtimes; as the aboveſaid

image of Montegardia in Italy; or be troubled, and

ſweat and blow at ſome eminent, tho never ſo re

mote dangers; as' was f that Image in Germany,

when all was ready above to come down, and to

deſtroy this univerſe. St. Peter of Verona, as they

ſay, being once in danger of being baffled by an He

retic in a Diſpute, an Holy Image helped him.

out how to anſwer the Argument that puzled him,

Petre, &c. Peter (ſaics this admirable Teacher) I

have praied for thee, that thy Faith may never fail.

Bened conn. Chronic, an 1476. - * .. -

* Franc. Hieraſe in vita Sylv. f Chronic. Deip.an. 1333.

* Idem. an. 1588. Ibia, an. 1160. - -

* S. Anthonin, 3 Part. Hiii, tit.23. c.6. - -

Aa a 2 . . . . And
3 - - º
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And another S. Peter Cºralt", had bin worſt con

founded by the Devil, who appeared to him under

the notion of a Divine ; when having not a word

to ſay, he begged help of a little Image, which by

good chance hanged on the Wall; and aſſoon as he

had but lookt ſomwhat devoutly towards it, preſent: :

ly the Image turned to him, and enlightned his Soul

with ſuch Reaſons,that forthwith the Devilleft him,

Theſe, and five hundred more Images,which I could

produce, if need were , are the uſual Oracles of

Rome, and the ordinary Seats of Roman Saints: and

when Bellarmin, with ſome others ſay, that they do

honor theſe Images as ſigns... and

and not as Seats and Inſtruments inhabited or aſſiſt

ed by the inviſible Spirit of their Saints; they are

confuted by theſe two waies, the viſible Pračtice of

their Church, and the inviſible Teſtimony of their

own private Conſciences. ... " - -

What might be ſaid more probably both in behalf

of theſe Images, and of their zealous Devotion in

worſhipping them, is what frees them from the re

proach which Holy Scripture caſts on Idols; that

they have Eies, and ſee withal; they have Hands,

wherewith they handle, and ſomtimes give terrible

blows: if they have Mouths, it is not in vain, fince

they can cry, and laugh, and ſpeak, and ſomtimes al

ſo Propheſie: Feet have they, and thereon leap,

and walk, and flee: and if they have Noſes, they

ſmell therewith, and can tell where the wanton and

the wicked Perſons are: All this, Iſay, from their

own approvedÅ. Only the main difficulty

remains (and Í conjure all ſober Men,jº ten

der their Salvation, to leok how to ſatisfie it well)

* Bened. Gonon. Chron...an. 1474. - -

. . . . . . . . - to
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to know what is the inward Principle, Spirit,or Soul

which moyes and animates theſe dead Figures, to aii

and more then what living Bodies can perform with

the help of their living Souls. , Here let the Roman

Catholics well conſider, whether to juſtifiethem by

theſe ačts of ačtivity from being Idols, doth not by

the ſame means both accuſe and convince them ofbe

ing Devils. / - y

| . The Holy Scripture warns Men often againſt falſe

| Chriſts, and, falſe Prophets, againſt falſe Apoſtles

! and falſe Spirits: it were ſtrange, if we had no need

| of warning, or of being wary againſt falſe Saints. I

d find ſomtimes the beſt Roman Monks much puzled,

- what to think of their moſt celebrated Apparitions:

* and tho they truſt too much their Holy Water (a pi

º tiful trial God knows)in the diſcernment of the good

from the bad Spirits, yet they do not think it unca-,

tholic to demur ſomtimes in ſuch matters. It is

| neither want of Learning, nor want of Faith in the

1 School-men, the Primitive Fathers of Popery, which

'• . makes them diſpute now and then, whether that

t which they ſee at Maſs pnder the Figure of raw

, Fleſh, or a young Child, be Chriſt himſelf, or a

t Phantome: and certainly, we have no ground either

2 : in Scripture, or in Reaſon, or in Experience to ſe

cure us, but that the Devils, which play ſuch

Pranks both in Apparitions, and on Altars, may jug-.

gle as well, and play worſe tricks about conſecrated

Firſt, Itis no ſmall prejudice againſt theſe Roman

Images, and the Roman way of uſing them, that both

came ſolate into the Church: and that in the beſt

Primitive Times, when the Church was a purer Vir

gin, nonebut Heretics had Images;wºunt.
- later
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later and worſe Ages, when the Church is confeſſed

ly worſe too, no Roman Catholics are without them.

It is alſo no ſmall prejudice againſt the beſt, as it is

ſuppoſed, and the moſt famousof theſe Images, that

when they were admitted at firſt, as either viſible Re

cords of Eccleſiaſtical Antiquity, or as Ornaments

of new Walls, not one of them did work Miracles;

or if it did, 'twas in behalf of Infidels and Pagans

only, as it is preſuppoſed by Patriarch Tharaff, ",

the great Promoter of Image Worſhip: whereas now

ſince they are become both the Objećts and the In

ſtruments of Roman Devotion and Bleſfing, they ge

nerally work all Miracles in behalf of the Romaniſts,

The alteration in the Church, as it is now full of

Images, from the Church as it was then without any

Image Worſhip, as it is viſible and great, muſt have

ſome viſible and great Cauſe. Is it becauſe the Pa

gans and the Heretics then, and the Maſs-Prieſts and

Papiſts now underſtand the worth of Images, and the

right uſe of Image-worſhip, better thenthe Holy A

poſtles did : Or is it becauſe the Holy Apoſtles had

neither Patriarchs, nor Prophets,nor Martyrs,to make

Saints of, or to conſecrate Images to? Is it not more

probable to think, that this Alteration hath thus

happened, becauſe both Pagans and Papiſts are of

the ſame mind as to Images? And becauſe the Spi

rits, which Chriſt and his Bleſſed Apoſtles had ſi

lenced and beaten off from moſt of their Pagan Quar

ters, having long wandered among the Heathen, and

in dry places, have at laſt found better ſhelter and em

ploiment at Lauretta, Montſerat, and other great

Roman Oracles: What can one think elſe of Images,

which having kept themſelves cloſe, dumb and ob

* Nicaen. Synod, ſecund. At 4. pag. 626. Edit. Bin. Paris. 1634.

- - - ſcur€:
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ſcure, in the beſt and Primitive daies, take now their

advantage to ſtart up, and to make a noiſe, and to

ſhew Miracles in theſe later times of the Church,

when both by Chriſt and his Apoſtles Predićtions,

and the Judgment P of ſober Papiſts, all muſt be full

of falſe Propheſies, of ſtrong Illuſions, and lying

Wonders: " . . . - -

Secondly, That which aggravates the ſuſpition of

appearing in unhappy Times, like the coming of

Thieves and unexpećted Straglers in dark Nights, is

the ugly and pitiful Holes where moſt of theſe images

were at firſt found. For theſe Images (I mean thoſe

wonderful and famous ones which the Roman Church

runs moſt after) were neither lately made by com

mon Painters, nor conſecrated by ordinary Roman

Biſhops: they are ſuppoſed to have bin made and

conſecrated by no meaner Workmen then God him

ſelf, his Chriſt, his Angels, and ſuch of his Saints;

as S. Luke, S. Nicodemus, &c. were, and ſo left and

depoſited to the Chriſtian Church, and Catholic

Tradition. Hereupon let me ask two things abſo

lutely neceſſary for any ſober ſatisfaction. The firſt,

When and where, if ever at all, theſe Saints made

theſe Images 3 and by laying on of their Hands, or

otherwiſe, conferred on them the Gifts of Speaking,

of Prophecying, and working Miracles ; or put in

them an inward or aſſiſting Spirit, to make them

ſpeak, foretel, and do ſtrange things? The ſe

cond, When and where having uſed them, as it is

ſuppoſed they have, they thought fit to bury them

under Ground, and to hide ſome among Thorns,

ſome under Brambles, all in moſt pitiful places; as

dark Holes, and hollow Trees, where they were

º żoſeph, Aceña, de Temporib, Noviſm. l. 3. c. 3 & 4. . . .

. . found,
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found, and where any wiſe Man would rather lock

for Worms or Toads? If you ſay they hid them in

thoſe places, for fear of the Pagan Perſecuters; Pa

gans were not haters at all, nordeſtroiers of Images;

contrariwiſe, they loved Images, as Papiſts do. But

ſince they were great Burners and Deſtroiers of Holy

Scriptures: Why would the Apoſtolical Men rathêr

hide their Books under ground, which were moſt

principally both hated and ſought after, then their

f: which were not ſo? }. if they hid both

Images and Books together, by what univerſal Miſ.

chance did they never find any of theſe, where they

found thoſe: How came theHoly Scriptures to diſ.

cover themſelves ſo ſoon, ever in cruelleſt times of

, the Primitive Perſecutions; and Roman Images ſo

late, and ſo many hundred Years after all theſe Per

ſecutions were over : Why did not Images howl or

ſing under their Nettles as well in the fourth and fifth

Age, when S. Epiphanius, S. ferome, S. Chryſoſtom,

and ſuch Learned Fathers might have beſt judged of

their worth, as they did many hundred Years after,

when Antichriſt was expected, and when all the

Learning and Holineſs of the Goſpel was under the

thickeſt Cloud: If you go to Tradition, which, is

what the ſecond Nicene Council, and now the Papiſts

go too: as if RomanImages were come from hand to

hand immediatly from the Apoſtles: By what miſ

fortune comes it to paſs, that the many hundreds of

Greek Prelats, all great Admirers of Images, and

Boaſters of Tradition, had never one of St. Luke's

Pićtures, nor of Nicodemus, nor of Chriſt, and that

now Rome hath gotthem all? But ſince theſeImages

nevercame to us through their hands, as it is certain

they came aot that way, Rome hath got them,;
-- ying
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flying like Birds and Fowls over their Heads, or

creeping along filently like Moles and Vermin under

their Feet. The truth is, when this ſecond Coun

cil of Nice was held, it was ſomwhat too ſoon for

ſuch Roman Novelties, as the prating and howling

of Images, to appear above Chriſtian Ground; it

was not then yet quite ſo dark, but the Church could

ſee about her, altho it was toward Sun-ſetting: Hob

godlings venture not to dance at any Light, but the

Moon-ſhine. A deep Mid-night of Ignorance, and

of all other Confuſions beſides, which ſoon after

over-whelmed the following Ages, was by much a fit

ter time for Stones and Images to ſpeak, and for

Spirits to delude Men. And you may judg what

Ghoſts they are, who hide their Heads during the

times of the Apoſtles, and all the Primitive Fathers,

and take their times to ſhew them, when all is full

of new Revelations, and Dreams, and Monks; and

yet ſhew themſelves in ſuch a manner, as marks both

their Original and their Nature, appearing forth from

underground, and watching under Buſhes and Bram

bles, like thoſe Spirits in Iſa. 29.4. which were not

heard, but muttering out of the duſt. Gertainly,

thoſe bleſſed Spirits who are imagined to ſpeak thus,

are not in Hell, whence damned Souls in Romes ac

count will ſomtimes howl: nor in that other place,

which in their Opinion, is about it, and which they

call Purgatory, whence they ſay that tortured Spſ.

rits will come up to bemoan themſelves; they have

a moſt happy and glorious abode in Heaven, whence

it is not imaginable they will come down, unleſs

thruſt out, to lurk and weep here under Hedges.

The Scripture ſpeaks of ſome falſe Gods, which, you

Ray be ſure of it, were true Devils, who loved to

. Bbb. be
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be courted under green Trees; and of ſome other

wicked Spirits, which either whiſper with a low

voice, as from the Earth, or are met with and ſpoken

to in ſome Sepulcher, and love to keep themſelves

and others in Wilderneſſes, and about Tombs. The

Heathen Rome had familiar Spirits, or Demons, Dii

Lares, and Dii Penates, which watch'd and fluttered

about their Hearths and Houſes. I have heard of

ſome who had travelled in the Eaſt, that in thoſe vaſt

Deſarts between the Holy Land and the Red Sea, e

ſpecially about Mount Sina, there are many unhappy

Phantomes, that will watch and kill Men ſomtimes,

when they find them, ſingle, and ſtragling from their

Convoies or Caravans. And I am ſatisfied by ſome

noble and living Eye-witneſſes, that often in ſome

Silver Mines,as for example, near Befort in the Fron

tiers of France and Germany, are ſeen a ſort of ſeem

ing little Men, in red or blue Juppa's,Genii Metallici,

playing and trifling about Work-men, eſpecially in

the deepeſt Holes. Theſe are both fit and likel

Juglers, to act their part in hollow Trees and dar

Corners : But who could expect it of Moſes, of E

lias, or of any Glorious and Bleſſed Saints or A. 2. '

that inſtead of waiting upon Chriſt in their Robes,

about his Throne (or if need be, as at his Glorifica

tion, upon the glorious Mount) they would come

down into baſe Holes, and there become Pupet

plaiers, to make Images whiſtle under Nettles? Let

Rome find as one ſuch Example, and ſecond it with

ſome reaſon why the Bleſſed Saints and Angels, who

ſoever appear in Holy Scriptures, deteſt and wave A•

doration for themſelves; and now a daies under

Popery come down purpoſely to crave and beg it, for

their Images, . . . . . . . * --

Thirdly,
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Thirdly; in the judgment of the holy Fathers • in

their Controverſies againſt Pagans, it was a ſuffici

ent Evidence and Demonſtration againſt falſe Gods,

( and it can be no leſs againſt falſe Saints) to ſhew

that they did teach men, to make Images: and that

they did love theſe & the like Figures, And the truth

is, if holy Souls may be allowed in that elevated

condition wherein they live, to fancy yet dead and

groſs things; it were rather their Bones and Relics,

wherewith they have fought the good Fight, then

carved Wood, and painted Boards, wherewith they

never had any commerce. For, as to Pieces of

ftone of wood, which are nothing to their Nature,

and as little to their Happineſs; it were moſt ſtrange,

to ſee them taken with ſuch Things, and upon ſuch

oor ſilly accounts, becauſe thereinforſooth they

ſee ſomewhat like either their Form, or their,

Faces. Tho good and ſober men may love ſome

times their Friends Pićtures, none but vain fools

dote on their own: and they that laugh to ſee young

Cats turning about, and admiring their Reſemblance

in looking-Glaſſes, would be ſorry to ſee their old

and venerable Friends doing the like in their Pićtures,

Let the great Devil Serapis brag among his other

Pagan Gods, b of the fine Head, brave Locks, and

Beard, and golden Feet, which he then had in his

Statues ; How mean and unbecoming ſuch a great

Saint, as certainly the Bleſſed Virgin is, were it, to

ſee her pleaſing her ſelf, as doth the Laurettan Lady,

with acquainting ſometimes a “ ſick Maſs Biſhop,

and ſometimes an "old Eremite, with the value of .

* Euſebius. De Prapar. Evang, l. 3. p. 120, Edit, Rob. stºph;

1544. * Euſeb. ſupra p. 119.

* Horat.Turſel. Laur. Hiſi. l. 1. " Ibid, c. 6, - -

Bbb 2 what

v
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what ſhe had in her Chamber at Lauretta: and ſhew

ing here the very. Altar, wheres. Peter did offici

ate ; and there, the very Crucifix, which the Apo.

ſtles had ſet over it. But eſpecially, ſaies ſhe, here

is our Image of Cedar, which Luke the Evangelist

made with his own hand, to repreſent my Face, as

zuch to the life, as it was poſſible for a Mortal; and

all this is a Dear fewel, both to God Almighty, and

to myſelf. She acquaints them withall, that it had

bin long honored and with the higheſt degree of wor

ſhip in her Town of Nazareth : But at laſt their

Faith and Devotion decaying, ſhe had removed all

from thence, to receive more Honor in Italie. In good

earneſt will a true Saint make ſuch diſcourſes 2 and

will a true Saint tell ſuch a lie, as that S. Luke had

bin a Painter 2 S. Luke was an honeſt few : and

therefore drove no diſhoneſt Trade, ſuch as that of

making either Pictures, or Statues was among

jews. But will a grave and glorified Saintever make

ſo much of a trifle 2 and leave her Station near Gods

Throne, to be fluttering continually, or at leaſt the

beſt part of her time, about a miſerable painted

Board : ſhe might upon a better account come down

º from heaven to admire her Hair, her Milk,

er Combs and Gloves, her pared Nails, and all,

wherein ſhe had a nearer Concern. But ſuppoſe

that the Saints had alwaies a fond inclination for

ſuch Toies ; can you think them alſo ſo fierce, as .

the Roman Saints are commonly, to revenge them: ,

What doyou think of thoſe poor Jews, who had

their Faces wrencht to their Backs, for following

the Law of their Fore-fathers, and turning their

* Origen cont. Celſ, l 4-pag. 181. Edit. Cantab.

* 7ovius in Epitom. l. 21. E -

. . . . - - Eies
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Eies aſide in deteſtation of an Image 2 Do you not

pity the caſe 5 of the honeſt Prebend at Florence,

whom this ſaid Lady ſuddenly deſtroied with Thun

der, becauſe he chanced to ſmile a little when he ſaw

the Roſary Confraternity carrying in ſolemn Proceſ

fion her dear Image through his own Church: How

lamentable was the reward of that good Lady, who

being ſorry h to ſee one of our Ladies Images, both

Worm-eaten and ugly ſhaped as it was, and wiſhing

for a better one, happened but to ſay, What is this

old Dame doing here? Few daies after appears the ſaid

-Goddeſs in Perſon, and taking the affront done to

her Image, as if it had bin done to her ſelf, reven

ged it accordingly, Whoſoever, ſaies ſhe, calls me old

Dame, ſhall be unhappy, and ſhall not live long; and

ſo it was with the Gentlewoman; for preſently ſhe

was ſtript off, by her own Son, of her Eſtate, inſpi

red to it it ſeemsby our Lady,and lived begging from

door to door until ſhe died. If theſe, and a hun

dred more like Stories be true, as Catholics believe

they are, Whether is it a Saint or a Devil, that de

ſtroies Gods living Image, to ſave dead Stones and

Stocks from any ſhew of Injury: And is this the

Mother of Mercy, or not rather one of thoſe ſworn

haters of Men, that love alike both the deſtrućtion

of Men, and the preſervation of Images? Take the

Images at their beſt ſide, the Bleſſed Saints are more

earneſt and ſerious, then to be taken with ſuch Tri

fles ; and if you take them at the worſt, the Bleſſed

Saints are more holy, then to be ſuch zealous Hectors

in the defence of what God hates. - 4 .

*~~~~

* chronic. Deip, an. 1490. -

* Bened. Gonon ex Vetuſiocod, an 1310. º

f

-- *

-
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-

Fourthly,
- -
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Fourthly, Another ſhrewd. Evidence to prove, that

ſuch ſeeming Saints are real Devils, is the Magical

Sympathy and uſual Correſpondency,that binds them

and their Images together; and this is what Image

worſhip is come to. The firſt Chriſtians had neither

Image-worſhip, nor Images. Afterwards, about the

Year 6oo,Pope Gregory the firſt would have Images,

* But no worſhip; and thus they ſtood awhile only

as Ornaments to Walls, and as a kind of Book to I

gnorant People. About ſome 200 Years after, Gre

gory, by the Forwardneſs of Pope Adrian (a bold.

Gazetteer of old Tales, as I can prove whenſoever

I will) and by the blind Zeal of Irene (a cruel Mo

ther to her own Son, and more cruel to Gods Ser

vice) Worſhip was faſtened upon Images: and both

were in a Council pack’d up, as the Empreſs pleaſed,

and regulated.. terms, that the. or diſ

honor done to the Images, ſhould redound upon the

Saint ; and that Saints might be conceived to have

ſuch a moral Being, or civil Capacity in their Ima

ges, as Princes have in their Ambaſſadors, and pri

vate Men in their Proxies.” “Hitherto the Roman

I}oćtors dare not own or advance more then this, in

their Diſputations and Schools, But alas, in their

Pračtiſes, and in their Sermons, and devout Diſ

courſes and Hiſtories, the true Food of their Roman

People, this Moral Capacity is growninto a trueNa

tural Inexiſtency of Conjunction, both of the Saint

ačting and doing all in his Image, and of the Image,

as a ſubſcrvient Inſtrument, or beloved Seat to the

Saint. And from hence comes the true fellow-feeling

and mutual sympathy between Roman Images and

Roman Saints, ſuch as have bin alwales obſerved to

. . . Regiſ.l.9. Epiſ. 9. be
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be between Pagan Idols and Pagan Gods. For proof

whereof you may obſerve, 1. That when the Roman

Saint is either hardly uſed, or hard at work, his I

mage ſuffers the Symptoms of it. Thus, if the Lady

be in great diſtreſs, as they ſay, that ſhe was once, to

ſee her Son ready to deſtroy all Man-kind, i and her

ſelf ſcarce able to hold him, her dear Image was ſeen

ſweating. If ſhe is terribly provoked, as once ſhe

was againſt a Preacher, who ſaid, that ſhe was con

ceived in Sin; her Image, tho made of cold Marble,

will be ſenſible of that affront, k and with a fierce

and angry look, turn its back to him when he paſſes.

If ſhe have a mind to a certain Day, as when ſhe

would chuſe the Saturday in every Week,heri Image

will correſpond to her ſecret Intention, and conſtant

ly upon that day put off its Veil, that all the World

may thereby know, that both the Saint and the I

mage have a deſire to be then ſeen. On the other

fide, the Saint is neither unthankful, nor backward

in returning with advantage all good Offices to his

(or her) Images, not only by countenancing them,

for that he or ſhe doth moſt zealouſly; but alſo in .

any way that may beſpeak a ſtrićt Partnerſhip, and

friendly mutual Intelligence. For example, if one .

will be wedded to the Roman Lady, let him but do

* as Edmund of Canterbury did, take any Ring,and ,

with that intention put it upon her Images Finger,

ſhe will wear the ſame on her own, and accept him

for her Husband. If you will well ſecure your Town

againſt Wars and Invaſions, truſt her ſweet Image

with the Keies, and you ſhall ſee, by what ſhe did

1 Chronic. Deip, an. 1160. . .

* Ibid an 1460. , ‘Ibid, an 770. is . . . .

* Rºb, Rich, invitas, Edmund, t, 6, - ... . . . . ſº

f once
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+ once at Poitiers, and at Tournay, how ſhe wilſlu

ftily beſtir her ſelf to make good the Truſt. If the

Image be hurt or maimed, the Saint commonly lends

it ſome Blood to bleed, that Men may ſee, that tis

not a Stone that they ſtrike at, but a Body which is

(or ſome other for it) ſenſible. Sometimes the Saint

will take on himſelf the very Marks of all the Inju

ries which have bin offered to his Image: as when a

Jew had bin ſo impious, as to ſtrike one full in the

Face, and then being troubled to ſee it bleed, and up

on that fear hiding himſelf, the next day " the Saint

(the R. Lady) appears pittifully black and blew,

where her Image had bin abuſed, and inſpires a

Black-Smith both with Intelligence, where to ſeek

out the hidden Jew, and with skill and ſpirit to fight

with him in a Duel (for it was an affront ſhe had re

ceived, that was to be repair’d by her Hectors va

lor ) and kill him. This one inſtance ( and many

more that might be had to this ...? doth plainly

fhew, that Roman Saints concern themſelves in their

Images, not in a civil regard only, as Kings abuſed

in their Envoies, or Nobles beheaded in their Pi

Čtures or Effigies; but in a far more real manner, as

if Catholic Kings did find their Backs excoriated,

when ſome Pope ſcourges their Ambaſſadors; and,

as if Gentlemen had their Heads really cut off from

their ſhoulders, when the Hang-man ſtrikes their Pi

&ures. There is ſuch an effectual Correſpondency

between Roman Saints and Images, as is obſerved be

tween Twins, who moſt commonly are either well

or ill together; or to come ſomewhat nearer the caſe,

as between enchanted Images of Wax, and the Per

+ Vid, ſupra. -

* Mag. Specul. Tit, Ira ego, Exempl. 19, --- . .

- - - ſons
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ſons intended by them, who freez, orburn according

ly, as the Magician manages the buſineſs. After this

rate, as they ſpeak" of the Howlings of Devils, when

Chriſts Paſſion and Sacrifice turned them allout from

their old Seats 3 you may hear ſomtimes theſe Ro

man Saints weep andbemoan themſelves, ſometimes

in the o Clouds, ſometimes under Walls, when they

are abuſed in their Images. It is upon this ſame ac

count of care and ſympathy for their dear Recepta

cles, that as Pagans did with threatning force their

Gods to what they had a mind they ſhould do,

Roman Saints may be led that way, if you tell them,

unleſs they doit, that either 4 you will drown their

Images, or take away the ſweet Baby; as did

really the Woman, who kept him ſo long in her

Cheſt,aponthe loſs of her Child” whom a Wolf had

run away with, till with wonderful humility the Queen

of Heaven commanded the Wolf to bring again and re

ſtore his prey, her Majeſty ſeeming to be exceedingly a

fraid of being deprived of her Son, that is, the lit

tle Cherub whom ſhe hath commonly on her left

Arm. Hence you may learn upon what ground the

Tyrians once being beſieged, kept their chief Image

* in Chains; the Trojans ſecured their Palladium;

the Romans their Ancile; and now the RomanCa

tholics have ſo great care of their Images.Thoſe were

once what theſe are now, dear Pawns, and as it were

Hoſtages, to draw on any ſide the Gods and Saints

* Plutarch. de Defeat. Oracul, ap. Euſeb. 4e Prepar, Evang. l. 3.

ag. I22. , - - -

f • Vincent. Specul. Hiſt, 1.7, c. 81.

* Franc. Hieraſc. in vita Henr. Sylv.

* Mart. Polon. ad an. 715. Pet Caniffus de Deip. l. 3. c. 24.

* Caeſarius. l.7. c 46. * Ibid. -

* Quint, Curt. in obſidione Tyri. " - -

- - C c G - whom
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whom theſe Images do relate to. Never fear that

thegood Lady can forget her ancient Friend at Lau

retta, at Maria major, or at Montſerrat; and if ſhe

be ſometimes out of the way when Pilgrims adore

thoſe Images, it is becauſe ſhe looks to ſome others.

But if the º: be deeply engaged, either in its Re

putation, as when it had bin intruſted with the Keies

and keeping of Tournay 3 or in its own preſerva

tion, as that was which the Sextan " would burn to

bake his Wafers ; then read what Apollo did for

Delphi, and Minerva for her little Chappel, when

both were aſſaulted by Xerxes; compare it with

what in the like occaſion our Lady did for y Lauret

ta, for * Tournay, for an old Image: and ſo upon

this whole matter, judg whether Pagan Gods and

Roman Saints be not alike, as to their care and kind

neſs to their Images; and how unreaſonable it

were, if you take thoſe for very Devils, to take theſe

for any true Saints. ,

Fifthly, Thevery ačts of making Images to ſpeak,

is an irrefragable Evidence of their being both ungod

like and unſaint-like Spirits, God, and his Bleſſed

Angels, have in times paſt expreſſed themſelves ſe

veral waies by Viſions, Dreams, Z/rim and Thum

mim, Signs, Judgments, Fires, and Thunders. . I

leave out Gods ſpeaking by Men, becauſe it is his

moſt ordinary way of Revelation. Butlet the Roman

Catholics turn over either the Holy Scripture, or the

enuine Writings of any ancient Father; and then

ew me, where ever God, or Saints, or Angels

ſpake either in the Church, or abroad in the World,

* Annal. Flandr. l. 12, an 1340. "Bov, ſupra. -

* Herodor. Trania. 3 Turſel. Lauret. Hiſt. l.2, c. 20.

* Annal. Fland ſup, * Balingbem, 28, May, b -
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by Stocks or Stones, or any kind of dead Pićtures;

and after they have conſulted their Conſciences, if

inſtructed with any degree of Learning, let them

pronounce, whether both ſpeaking and working

through Images, be or be not the moſt univerſal and

moſt conſtant way of Devils. Hereupon let Rome

conſider, that tho Devils may and do often coun

tenance themſelves with counterfeiting the waies of

of God, God or his Saints never have diſparaged

themſelves with uſing the waies of Devils; much

leſs ſuch a way as the uſe of Images is, which God

hath ſo earneſtly and conſtantly diſowned, and de

clared himſelf againſt.

Sixthly, Their own Speeches and Aëtings may

convince any ſober Man, by their own Ridiculouſ

meſsor Impiety, what kind of Spirits ſet them on

work. Tobe ſhort, conſider but this one inſtance,

namely, the Image of ourgood Lady, with a young

Child on her left arm, the great Goddeſs and God

of Rome; and at the firſt entring into a Roman

Church, the firſt and moſt conſpicuous Objećtof the

Roman Adoration. Conſider in this double Image.

1. The Roman Lady. 2. The Roman, or as they call

it, the ſweet Baby, each by themſelves. 3. Both

the Mother and the Babe together. -

Firſt, As to the main and Mother Image:What is it,

do you think, that makes Images ſometimes as light

as any Feather; ſometimes as heavy and immovable

as any Rock; ſometimes to fly; ſometimesto dance;

ſometimes to fing; ſometimes to weep; ſometimes

to ſweat; ſometimes to tear themſelves to pieces?

For if all the Pranks be true, as 'tis certain they are

poſſible, do they not become ſomewhat better thoſe

wild ſilly Spirits, that uſe to tumble ſtools and diſhes,
- C cc 2 OF

º
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or to skip up and down in a houſe; then the moſt

Holy, the moſt ſerious, and themoſt truly glorified

Virgin Mary 2 Whoſoever will be at the trouble of

ſumming up the Hours and Daies, which ſince theſe

ſix or ſeven hundred years have bin miſpent about ſuch

doings, ſhall find, both that this ſpirit (who

ſoever it is) that animates this Roman Image, is

oftner below, then above; and that againſt the con

dition of all true glorified Saints, he or ſhe fidles a

way more of his time about Viſions, and Drudgeries,

about Gallows, Whores, and Priſons, and about

Monks, and their Images, then is left him or her to

ſpend with the Bleſſed Saints about Gods Throne,

and in the Beatifical Viſion. -

Seeondly, what do you think of thoſe Spirits,

which help Images to be Nurſes: and which ſo preſs

their Breaſts with their hands, that as much Milk

ſhall run out thence, as an ordinary Child can well

drink? They ſay that Abbot Bernard hath twice or

thrice ſuckt ofthis Milk: and that it did ſweeten his

Tongue into pleſant Eloquence, wherewith he

praiſed the Holy Virgin. . This ſtory is true, or

all are falſe; for it is reported by ſo many, and con

firmed by ſo many more, that it were folly to doubt.

of it, unleſs one reſolves to doubt of all. But the

queſtion is whence comes that Milk, and what ſort

of Spirit that is, which moves and animates the hand

of an Image, to ſqueeſe the ſame milk out of its

Paps. Boards, Marbles, and Pićtures, you know,

have neither Blood nor Milk of their own. Glorified.

Saints have none likewiſe: however S. Auguſtin,one

of the four great Dočtors of the Latin Church, and a

very great Doāor indeed, knows none; and takes

* Bened. Gonon. Chronic, an 1132.

. . . . . . it
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- it as an impertinent Queſtion, * to ask, whether the

Body of Chriſt in Heaven hath any Blood; much

more, whether that of the Virgin hath any Milk.
But whether it hath ſome, or fath none; it is cer

tain that the Bleſſed Virgin, for we ought know,hath

kept her ſelf above in Heaven, during above a thou

ſand years, without comingdown to ſhow it. By

a moſt juſt Judgment ofGod, the ſame Enchantment

which is happened about the Graves, and generally

about all unlawful Endeavors of ſeeking God out

of his way, doth viſibly attend Images. When

men applied themſelves, as I have ſaid once already,

to Birds, in order to know things to come, ſome

Spirits met them in that way, moving Ravens, Vul

turs, and Eagles, to croak, to fly, and to turn a

bout in that manner, by which men might gueſs and

learn as much, as the ſpirits themſelves could teach.

Aſſoon as they applied themſelves to conſulting,

and watching Graves ; theſe ſame ſpirits came up

to them, under the ſhape and notion of the dead,

who were called upon. And thus by the acknow

ledgment of all, as well learned Pagans, as Chriſti

ans, the Sepulchers, that, if not uſed this way, had

nothing but their own Aſhes ; came to be Tem

ples, and to have Gods. In the like manner when

men began to gueſs, and to attend much to Images.

(harmleſs things, God knows, in their proper uſe,

but very pernicious otherwiſe) theſe proved the

moſt general Abode, and as it were the very Neſt.

of Helliſh Birds: and aſſoon as the Heathen con

ſecrated them in their way, in order to find God

therein, the Devils met with them in this way,

making Images to move, to ſpeak, and often to be.

5 Auguſt, adºonſent. Epiſt. 146. . . . •

--
- aS
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as quick at their Miracles, as the worſhippers were

at their Praiers. So it is moſt generally true, that

men cannot deviſe for themſelves any Religion ſo

abſurd, to ſerve God with, but theſe Spirits are con

cerned in it: and will like beſt , what God hates

moſt. I can ſhew all this out of the Fathers in their

Diſputes againſt Pagans: and a great deal of it, out

of the Pagans themſelves. To bring this home; Be

fore the Saints were invoked, and their Images a

dored at all; the Bleſſed Virgin ſtaid where ſhe is,

in the Glory and Happineſs that ſhe is poſſeſt of,

and before the Face and Throne of God. But as ſoon

as her Image came in, (and Image worſhip came

ſoon after ) firſt ſhe, or rather ſome other Spirit un

der her form, appears as a Private Perſon ſometimes

in viſions, ſometimes in Dreams. As ſoon as the

gray and black Friers came to be ſtrong in the Latin

Church, and yet ſtronger in her Service; this pri

vate ſpirit appears juſt as ſhe was praied and ſought

after, as the Z/niverſal Queen of Heaven, and the

Governeſs of the whole world, with Crowns, and

Saints, and Angels to attend her ; and the better

to encourage her devoted Monks to her ſervice, ſhe

came with Books, or Gowns, or Hoods, or ſome

thing elſe proper to their Order; and this moſt com

monly at their ſolemn Devotions in their Chappels.

After, ſhe made bold to come in nearer, by day

ſometimes into their Refećtory, and by night into

their Cells; there to ſprinkle them with holy wa

ter, or to obſerve their modeſt lying in their Beds.

Being come thus far, the next ſtep is to feel their

Pulſe, if they be fick: to rub the Backs of ſome,

to cure their Diſeaſes; of others, to remove Incon

tinency, the moſt general Diſeaſe of Monks. ſº
- - 3.
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laſt this Spirit came to embracing, to kiſſing, to mar

rying, and for the laſt favor (for I dare not go any

farther) to ſhewing thoſe Mignions her Breaſt, and

to refreſhing them with her Milk. Thus went ſhe

into S. Dominic, whom ſhe found once naked, ſcourg

ing himſelf in a Cavern. Here * ſhe takes him into

her Pirgin Arms, ſaies my holy Author, She fa

ſtems a cloſe kiſs on him, opens her Breaft, and gives

him ſuck. Another time, when as it ſeems in lieu

of ſcourging the Devil had fallen foul on him; She

waſht • all his ſores with her Milk; ſhe took him

for her own Husband: ſhe put a wedding Ring on

his Finger, and a Chain of 150 lº. tied with a

curious ſtring, about his Neck, both Ring and

String made of her own Virgin Hair: Laſtly ſhe kiſſed

him, and made him drink out of her Breaſt ſuch

goodly Milk, as reſtored him to his full ſtrength. S.

Alain, who tells this ſtory, * had in his time the like

favor: S. Herman 5 more. This is the Milk, which

uſes to flow out of her Images. And now let others

decide the Caſe ; whether the true and moſt pure

Virgin forgets her ſelf, and all Modeſty, to become

I do not know what to Monks, and to turn milk

maid to Images 3 Or whether that kind of Spirits,

which of courſe are uſed to provide Meat, Wine, and

Dainties at their Meetings, be not fitter alſo to pro

vide Milk; and with this and other Miracles, to de

lude men, when by ſeeking God in painted walls,

or carved Boards, in the judgment h of the beſt

Fathers, they deſerve to be deluded. And God

d B. Alan Rediv, parf.2. c: 3. * Ibid. c. 4,

f Chronic. Deip. an 1476. , . . . . . . . . .

Gonon. De Patrib. Occident. l. 6. , . . . . ;

* August, de Conſenſ, Euangel, l. i.e.9, (9 IQ. . . . . .

--
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forbid, but I ſhould take all ſhews and Miracles what

foever in theſe laſt times, rather for Diabolical En

chantments, then the Bleſſed Virgin Mary for a

ſervile Drudg. - -

This Drudg is for marrying too, (an inclination

ill becoming a pure Virgin: ) and as Penus had be

ſides Vulcan, ſo this pretended Virgin can admit of

more Husbands at the ſame time. If they be old,

they muſt ſeek her : if they be young, ſhe ſeeks for

them: and in order to contracting with either young

or old, her dear Image is the Proxy, that muſt firſt

receive the wedding Ring, which the Bridegroom

puts upon its finger, ſaying (I am ſure Iſrael, *, St

Brigits Brother did ſo ) ſtake thee for my Dame;

and therefore I hereby do give and engage my ſelf and

my Soul to thy good Plºſure. That ſimple young

Prince 1 of Hungary ſaid much leſs, without Ring

or Intention, only reading of courſe the words of an

Antiphone, Thou " artfirindbeautiful, &c. This

was enough for the Lady, to make her come down

to him; and what , ſaid ſhe, if I am ſo fair, why

leaves; thou me, to take another ? Thus the young

man being aſtoniſht (for he was in the Church al

ready upon the very point of taking a wife) at theſe

words, and deluded with fine Promiſes ofbecoming

a greatMonarch in this Devils Heavenly Kingdom;

left his other Bride at the Altar, to the great ſcandal

of all the world, and to his own far greater ſhame.

Nowcommend me to ſuch a Saint, who can free men

from juſt Promiſes, and put aſunder to ſome pur

poſe them whom God would have join'd together.

* Chronic. Deip, an 1348.

* Al. Gazeus. De Offic. M. p. 91,

º stellar, Beat. Virg, l, 12, c. 104

If
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If this inſtance be not enough; Take this other

from a grave Biſhop. m. A young Gallant, being a

bout to play in a Place, where the ſame Virgin

had a Statue 3 puts a Ring he had on its Finger,

and after he had don playing, thinking to take his

Ring again, the Image had cloſed her Finger; ſo

being unwilling to ſtruggle too much, for tis not

ſafe to be too bold with ſeme Images, he left it

there; and ſome few years after, he happened to get.

an honeſt Match, with a conſiderable Fortune: but

he is not ſooner with hera Bed, then preſently an

other Bride fairer then ſhe, appears to him, ſhews

him his Ring, which he had left on the Statue, and,

as ſhe took it, had engaged himſelf to her with it

before. The man takes this for a Phantome, (and

ſo it was, and a devilliſh one too) but when he

thought again to ſleep, the ſame Lady comes in a

gain, but much more terrible then before: and

what with her angry look, what with her fearful

Threatnings (for this Mother of Mercy will prove

ſometimes a dangerous Dame ) ſhe frighted him a

way out of his Bed, from his lawful Wife,& his good

Eſtate, into a pittiful Cloiſter. Now to judg how

grave and holy this is, and how likely to come from

a Saint; compare it with this Parallel, which I

have, o from a good Author. In the year 1 of 8.

a young Nobleman of Rome, after a magnificent

wedding Dinner, goes with his Gueſts to Campus

Martius; and being at a hot Exerciſe puts his Ring

into the finger of a ſtately brazen Image which ſtood

hardby, and had in former times bin conſecrated

to Venus : an hour after my Gentleman being to

" Vincent. Bell. Specul. Hiſtor. l. 7. c. 87.

* Mattheus Weſtmonańer. Fler. Hist, adam, 1058.

- D did return
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return home, goes for his Ring; but the Statue

had miraculouſly ſhut its hand: ſo being loth to

ſpeak of it, for fear of being laughed at by his

Friends, he leaves it there; and when it was night,

coming back again with tools and men to get it off,

the hand was open, but the Ring gon. So, the

beſt he could make of a clear loſs, was to concele

it, and to go to Bed with his Bride. As ſoon as

they were in Bed he felt a big ſoft Bundle, as

it had bin a ſack of Wool, tumbling between them,

and hindering them from ever coming near one

another:, he heard withala voice, Lie thou with me.

I am Venus, whom thou has taken to Wife this after

moon with this Ring, which here is on my finger. To

make ſhort, the ſame both Bundle and Voice kept

them ever aſunder, as often as they offered to

touch one another, till with the advice of their

Friends, they went to one named Palumbus a skil

ful Necromancer and Prieſt, who for a good ſum

ofMony meeting the Devil in his own way, got the

Ring out of Wenus hand. Theſe two Caſes are ſo

like, that one might think them to have bin tran

ſcribed the one from the other ; the ſame manner

of wedding Apparitions : the ſame Correſpon.

dency, and Proxiſhip between theſe Spirits, and

their Images: the ſame Malice and oppoſition a

gainſt Faith and Gods Ordinance: the ſame baſe

and low trifling, beneath the condition cf any No

ble Creature. Hereupon in Caſes ſo like, ſo un

holy, ſo ungodly, ſo unſeemly, let the Church of

Rome breed ſuch fools, as to think, that the one

can be a great Saint, when the other is a down

right Devil. … " '

2. In the ſecond place comes the Baby, whom
- moſt
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moſt commonly you ſhall ſee doing ſome fooliſh

thing or other upon the left Arm of this Dame.

For this little Image is known toad as many Parts,

as the great one can. It weeps, it prates, it ſings,

it turns its back, it jumps from one hand to ano

ther, it ſtretches out its little hand. And whereas

at firſt it was intended, that this little thing ſhould

ſtand ſtill, as an Hiſtorical Memorial of Chriſts

Birth; it hath bin, ſince theſe laſt Ages, ſo well

animated and warmed with the heat of Roman wor

ſhip, that it ſhews all the life and Aétivity ſome

times, that can be expedied of a true natural Child,

beſides what Juglers can do. The inward Soul and

Principle, which actuates and moves this image

certainly cannot be a good Angel: for good An

gels are too ſerious for ſuch mere Childiſh Moti

tions: Good Angels in all the Scriptures, ſince

their Creation till Popery, are not known to

ſpeak in Images: and when they ſpeak in any way,

they do neither lie, nor blaſpheme; as this wood

den pupet muſt needs, whenſoever he takes on him

ſelf the name of God, Chriſt, and Savior. The true

Mover, and as it were the Soul of this Infantine

Image, can be no other, then that Spirit, which

often in the Roman Church appears ačting that by

himſelf, which he aëts by his Image: and none is

fitter nor likelier to prate with a woodden Parror,

then he that can do it with his own Lips. For

ſetting a ſide the little Image; the Papiſts have a

little God, whom they call in Engliſh the Sweet

Babe, and more blaſphemouſly in Latin Puer ſeſa,

the Child jeſus; and whom another Spirit under

the name of 2seen of Heaven in all great Appari

- D dd 2 tions
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tions carries commonly on her left Arm, and gives

to many People * 'to kiſs; to carry about, * as S.

Joſeph did 3 to lay by them in their 7 beds. S. Lu

cia had him once three night: and when S. Ar

nulphus, they ſay, had him but a quarter of an

hour, he was ſo overcome with Joy, that he was

forced to give him back. Sometimes this ſweet

Baby will leave his Mother and walk alone, either

to publiſh at Maſs, what " he is, and to fing Ave

Maria : or to run about * the Church, as little

Children uſe to do, but upon another account, for

inviting all the Congrégation to praiſe his Mother,

and ſo to ſpread a great many Roſes, and ſweet Per

fumes among them all. Sometimes the Child will

venture farther, and jump, or fly like a winged

Cherub, as when he "crawled out of the mouth of

a Crucifix, and jumped thence into an Images Bo

ſom, and hence back into his firſt Hole. When

S. Herman was a Novice, he did uſe to give • him

Apples, and to be his play fellow, between Servi

ces ; his Mother and S. john the Evangeliſt did

come down purpoſely to ſee them play. Here take

my Son, * ſaies the Lady, and play with him; a

grave Divertiſement, for glorious Saints. Once

a devout woman f found him alone, walking at

Church; and thinking the poor Child had bin left

- Bened. Gonon ex Antiquo Cod ad an 1283. -

. " Flaminius in vita S. Cathar. Bonon. Menol. Cišferc. 29. Oflob.

Chronic. Deip.an. 1308. Balinghem. 17. 7un.

* Gonon, Patr. Occident. l. 6, invita Harman. Prem. -

3 Chronic. Deip, an 1561. chronic. Grdin. Predic, an 1343.

* Chronic. Deip, an. 1228. § Ibid. an: 1297. .* ,

* Wadd, an. 1338. “ Matth. Paris. invita S. Godric.

* Chronic. Deip. an. 1235.

* Henric. Gran. Ex Diverſis. Diſting 9. Exemp, 74.

* Magn. Specul, Tit. Humilitas. Exempl. 23. d

. . . . . . . . . a ſl
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and forgotten there (for he lookt, but as three

years old) ſhe asked, whether he could ſay his Pa

ter, the Lords Praier P to which he having nothing to

ſay; the good Gentlewoman thought, that he was

yet too young to ſpeak: but when ſhe tried him a

gain, with an Ave Maria, he found his tongue. The

ſtrangeſt of all his Fortunes, was to be found 5 na

ked in the Snow, crying and bemoaning himſelf,

becauſe he was ſtarved with the cold weather, and

that there was none that would help him. At laſt

nevertheleſs when a Charitable Traveller would take

him up, and had him already on his horſe, the ſweet

Babe vaniſhed away. The Pagan jupiter transform

ing himſelf into what ſhape he will, cannot be worſe,

then this Popiſh God, lying thus and wailing in the

Snow. However this is the Spirit ( and God for.

bid we ſhould think him worth a better Name)

that helps the Roman Crucifixes, and the ſweet

wooden Babes to ſtir, to ſpeak, to work Miracles,

at laſt to become the God of a ſpecial Confraternity

called now adaies the Religion or Confraternity of

the little jeſus. -

The firſt founder of this Religion, as far as I can

trace it up , was their Fanatic S. Francis. This

#. Saint having a ſpecial Licence from the Pope,

or what he meant to do (that you ſhould not think

it a private folly ) h got upon Chriſtmas Eve an Ox,

and an Aſs, and Hey and Oats in a Stable; there a

Multitude of Country People, beſides his ordinary

Diſciples, flockt from all Parts about to ſee the

new Ceremony. The Maſs is ſaid: the Stable was the

Church, and the Manger was the High Altar. There

* Cantiprat. de Apih. l.2, c. 1, ſeñº. 13.

* Bonavent, in vita Franciſc. ap, Lipom.

- S. Fran
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S. Francis, after he had read the Goſpel, preacht

with many tears and ſobs a moſt pathetical Sermon

upon the Duty of that Night; and at that time ne

vercalled Chriſt otherwiſe, then this ſweet Babe of

Bethlehem. My good Author informs me not, whe

ther he had provided for, and ſo pointed at a wood

den Babe in the Manger. But however there he

found more ; for it is “ credibly reported ( God

permitting the Operation of Error, and the Devil of

courſe deluding men, who ſeek for God, out of Gods

way) that a brave and luſty Boy was there found

lying a ſleep ; then you may gueſs, with what tranſ

ported devotion S. Francis fell to kiſſing, to hugging,

and to worſhipping the ſweet Babe, thus ſleepin

ſweetly upon the Hey; where f others likewiſe

have found him ſince. He is the ſame Lad, who

cried when he was half buried in the Snow: who,

uſed to skip and play about Churches: the very

ſame, that doth appear ſtanding, or lying ſometimes

upon Maſs wafers: and who by the Maſs Prieſts them

ſelves is partly ſuſpected, partly judged to be a De

vil. Butlet them judg, or ſuſpect what they pleaſe ;

It is as far from Jeſus Chriſt our Glorious Savior in

Heaven, to come down now to play the Child, as

to be ſo; and not ſo much as a wiſe grave and moral

man (much leſsa Saint, much leſs an Angel, much

leſs our Immortal Savior) would condeſcend to ap

pear in a fools Coat. But however, this Enchant

ment has bin attended with ſuch Miracles, as have

bin i able to make it paſs into a Piece of Roman Re

ligion, for holy Truth: And the ſame Hey (where

upon the ſweet Baby ſlept) that had the vertue, as

* Bonavent ibid., + chronic. Deip, an 1308. Michel Pius

Chrºnic, an 1510. Ibid.

they

–––
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they ſay, to cure ſick Cattle, and to preſerve Men

from all Diſeaſes, had the vertue to bringthem too

into a new Confraternity, which conſiſts much in

waſhing, ſtarching, and ſowing Laces, wherewith .

at Chriſt maſs to deck the Babe: a proper employ

ment at this very day for good Ladies. And we

that have lived among them from the Perſecution

of both the long Parliament, and Cromwel, had lei

ſure enough in twenty Years to ſee, and wonder at

their folly, who think to make their Peace with

God for the whole Year, by dreſſing and undreſfing,

rocking, and worſhipping this Child that Night.

3. Now laſtly, take both Mother and Child to

gether, you ſhall find between them two, as much .

Witchcraft and Superſtition again. Theſe Images

were not long adored in the Churches, but there

went Stories abroad (true or untrue I decide not).

that they did ſtir and work Miracles. The Wor- -

ſhipping and Adoration, of courſe invited the Spi

rit to come in ; and, by a recompence fit for Er

ror, the ſtirring Spirit brought more Worſhip.

Theſe ſeeming vital Motions, (however extrinſe

cal to Images in their harmleſs uſe, when they were

but Memorials either of things paſt, or of Friends

abſent) have ever bin moſt proper and moſt eſſen

tial to Idols; and you can hardly find any one a

mong the Pagans that is famous, but I can ſhew

you, that upon fit occaſions it did ſpeak or move,

or ſeemingly do greater Wonders. All this, and in

this caſe, hath proved to be moſt advantageous to

the advancing of Roman Worſhip. For beſides the

firſt account, which is harmleſs enough, when it goes

no farther then repreſenting Chriſt made Man, and

born of a Woman; this Image; ashow it is uſed and

- - CQſ, ºf
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continually look'd on, fixes in the ſimple Worſhip

per a ſottiſh notion of what he gazes upon continu

ally, to wit, here of Chriſts being ſtill a little

..Child, and there the Virgin being a great Queen.

Hereupon their Speeches and Miracles improving

this imagination, and Chriſt appearing in very deed

prating and adting, as a dutiful Child under his

Mother; or as an Infant with the Queen Regent :

and at the ſame time great and glorious Apparitions

of ſeeming Angels and Saints from Heaven, ſpeak

ing and acting ſeemingly in their own Perſons,

what theſe Images ſpeak and adt in Churches; the

Church of Rome hath bin pleaſed to make her own

public Praiers ſuitable to theſe three Patterns, Ap

paritions, Aëtings, and Images. jure Matria, impe

ra. “Impera ſublimiter, & imperioſiſſima, &c. Com

mand the Son like a Mother, &c. Thus, the Vir

gin is adored as the Goddeſs and Queen of all ; and

thus at laſt theſe fine Images recommended t by

Pope Gregory, as an uſeful Book for Ignorants, have

proved among the Papiſts to be what the Prophet

ſaid they were, Teachers of lies. For this Mother

Image, when provoked,willk ſhift and toſs its ſweet

Baby like a Tennis-ball, from hand to hand, then

give it ſuck; and when St. Paula was kiffing it, ſhe

once had the happineſs to taſt ſome few drops of

the Milk, that was yet left between his Lips. Then

the Child being full, goes to play, till the Mother

calls him back again ; and in requital of the good

Milk, runs about like a little Rat, bidding all "Men

to praiſe its Dame, and telling them, how they

* Miſal. Paris. Miſº. de B. M. f. Gregor. Epiff. ad Serenum.

* Bryeus Chronic. B. M. * Feſulin. invita Paule. * * ,

*...Chronic, Drip. an, 1338, . . . .

• muſt
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* muſt do it. When he had done, ſhe gets him

Wives, " whom ſhe calls Daughters, and gives him

Rings for his dear Brides. S. Mary Razia, S. Ca

tharine, and S. Brigit, &c. are known Inſtances of

what I ſay. The ſweet Baby ſometimes makes

'ſweet returns in the ſame kind. For when the Mo- -

ther gets Husbands, the Child ačts the part of a

Prieſt: and, as it appears in S. Peter the Ceſtercian,

whom P ſhe would be eſpouſed to, he marries and

bleſſes them together. All theſe Paſſages are to be

Teen, both in the viſible Motion, and in the audible

Hanguage of Images; and theſe Images are anima

ted both to move, and to ſpeak as they do, by thoſe

Spirits who call themſelves the Queen of Heaven,and

her ſweet Babe. Now that theſe are but evil

spirits, what title ſoever they may take (unleſs

poſſibly Impoſture, and theknavery of Prieſts may

claim a ſhare) the very ridiculouſneſs and unſeem

lineſs of their doings, are their Heralds to proclaim

it : and as to their being Queen of Heaven, or a

Savior, or any good Angel, none beſides the Papiſts,

but a Lucian, or a jew, or ſome like Blaſphemer

of Chriſts Name, will have People believe they

‘are, to ſhame with this Belief, Chriſts Holy Name

and Religion. After that, how far theſe Spirits

will proceed beyond their giving and being given in

Marriage, I cannot tell, as to the aët: but as to the

poſſibility of worſe, it is certain, that Spirits, who

offer to be both unholy and untrue, may be unclean

too. Learned Men know, what other Demons 3

Mars, and Venus, and jupiter, and other Pagan

* Gononus in vita Merthilds. . . . . . .
* Balingben. 4 Decem. . . . . ." • .

# chronic, Delp, an 1292.

Ees º Gods
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Gods and Goddeſſes have proved to be in the very

heat of their moſt ſeemingly Sacred and Religious

Myſteries. For my part, I have lived too long be

yond Sea, to take Convents and Monaſteries, which

theſe Apparitions uſe moſt to haunt, for Schools of

any Chaſtity. Beſides what I know by Books,I know

particularly by above twenty little Skulls, digged

out of the Ditches of a ruinated Nunnery (called

Font-ſome, near St. 24intin, where we camped a

while in the Year 1658.) ſad Evidences, that be.

fides moſt cruel, moſt impure Spirits had bin there: .

and it is upon a long continued Experience, that

the Sins of the Fleſh, and the Worſhipping ofI

dols, go both under one name in the Scripture,

Pſal. 106. Thus they defiled themſelves with their

own works,and went a phoring after their own Inven

tions. To lay aſide the unclean part of thisWho

ring, there is another as Deviliſh that attends it, the

Worſhipping of Pevils or Ghoſts of dead Men, in

ſtead of Saints; which moſt real and pitiful, tho

moſt unperceived Sorcery, hath ever bin the com

mon fate of Image-worſhipping, and corrupted Re

. and hardly ever Men left God, and turned

aſide from his waies, without meeting with ill Spi

rits. Thus did the two Sons of Noah, when in their

Poſterity they turned the Religion of their Father

into an Heatheniſh Image Service: thus did alſo the

Iſraelites, as ſoon as they fell to their Idols: and

thus after them have the jews done, by falling to

their Conjurings. And, how were it now poſſible

for Men to eſcape it, who fall to both 5 to wit, P

mage Service, and ſtrange Exorciſms? I do not love

to aggravate Burthens, which of themſelves are too

heavy. But without aggravation, it is moſt cer
- - - t31I]
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tain, that the Roman Church ſerves more Images

then all the Heathens did together: ſhe hath evident

ly more Conjurings, both public, and privat ones,

then all the jews. "And ſo accordingly I may chal

lenge the beſt Scholar, and beſt vers'd in Antiquity,

to ſhew me ſuch droves of Spirits rumming after

Men and Women, among either jews or Pagans,

as I can ſhew him, falſe Saints haunting and court

ing, ſometimes Monks, ſometimes Nuns, ſome

times other Superſtitious Perſons among the Pa

piſts. This being ſo, no Man muſt wonder, if he

ſees Rome, ſince ſhe is turned Roman Catholic, both

more defiled with all Uncleanneſſes, and more en

raged to Bloody Maſſacres, and owning both im

pudently, thenever ſhe was when mere Pagan. And

without theſe two ſad Effects, that could never

have bin influenced upon Chriſtianity, but from

Hell; the Great and Glorious God and Savior

Chriſt, is, as much as in Rome lies, degraded out of

Heaven, by the ſame Devils, into a Boy, that ſleeps

on ſtraw, or cries and tumbles in deep Snow,or runs

and plaies with other Lads, or is every day kept in

a Wafer, which a Maſs-Prieſt hath enchanted, And

the ever Bleſſed, ever Holy, and ever Glorious Vir

gin Mary, is traduced likewiſe by theſe Spirits, in

to a ſhameleſs Vagabond Woman, rambling the

moſt part of her time after ſome Suiters or Hus

bands. O Lord, how long I How long ſhall this Tranſ.

greſſion, both make deſolate thy Samāuary, and tram

ple it under foot * Dan. 8. 13.

F 1 N I S.
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A brief Account of R. F. His Miffle º

Windicatum,or Windication of the
Roman Maſs. s

:\

-

º

... }

T laſt, after a deliberation of two Years, a

- Roman Catholic comes forth with great Zeal

againſt me, to vindicate his Roman Maſs.' . . . .

In the whole courſe of this his Vindication, the

good Man favors me ſo far, as not to anſwer one

wiſe Word, to any thing that ſeems to be ſomewhat

material in my Book; only leaving his dear Jewel

under all the dirt imaginable, he ſhews by what he

is pleaſed to write, how heis well reſolved to make

much of it, ſuch as it is ; and like a tender-hearted

Parent, to kiſs the Child, tho it be deformed.

This fondneſs of Affection renders all his Rail:

ings more excuſable. Men, we know, will defend

what they love thus, what way they can: and Na

ture teaches the very Children, when you takefrom

them what they fancy, to ſcratch and cry. Only a

mong all his ill Language, I muſt find fault with

his Prudence, when he calls me an Ignorant. For

if an Ignorant can produce and prove ſuch fowl

Crimesagainſt his Maſs, as I do in that Book which

he rails at: What could not a Learned Man do?

And what muſt he think of himſelf, ſince all along

his Book and mine, he cannot anſwer an Idiot? . .

Inſtead of anſwering the Charge, which being

heavy and true, as it is, confounds his Maſs even

to Hell ; all he can do, is to exalt it with vain cla-.

mors above the Sky: and when this unhappy Diana

-
ſtands

-



408 Abrief Account

ſtands accuſed of being nothing but Wood and

Stone, to ſpend himſelf in crying out, She is a God

deſs, Aét. 19:28. - * > . .

Yetin this Eſſay, whichism.he main ſcope of his

Book, he falls ſhort of what he aims at. Among

all the Fathers,which he heaps up after Coccius, one

on another; not one ſaies, that Prieſts hold or give

the true and natural Fleſh of Chriſt, otherwiſe then

in Sacrament; nor that they offerit up to God, b

therwiſe then in a cominemanative Sacrifice, which

is the drift ofthe Roman Maſs, and the Point which

Jhe ſhould make out. But he muſters out as many

places as he can find, that make any mention of

Liturgy, Oblation, Holy Wiślimt, fuerwental Sacrifice,

and Maſs ſomcimes, which no Proteſtants diſpute

-againſt; and whenſoever he can lay hold of any

Much Expreſfions (which he ſees in my Book I am

not unwilling to admit) he thinks he hath done

great matters. Eſpecially as ſoon as he can light

upon the Prief-hoodof Jeſus Chriſt, orthe Bleſſed

JCommunion, if alluded to, or compared with Mel

schiſºdet's Bread and Wine, his mind runs out to

£leſh and Blood. And in this vain labor doth the

poor Man ſpend his four firſt and longeſt Cha
TS• * - *

His fifth, About the neceſſity of Sacrifices, ſtands

for what no Man ſtands againſt; to wit, that Ob

lations & Sacrifices muſt needs be had in the Chri

ftian Church. The Queſtionis, Whether the pre

ſent Roman Maſs be one of them. I have ſhew

ed by moſt neceſſary Evidences, that it is a plain

Sacrilege, Abomination, &c. and R. F. callmot re

fute it. . * . . . .

* - - . . . . . - His

- -



of R. F. His Miſſale Vindicatum. 409

His ſixth Chapter comes ſomewhat cloſer to me,

and what he calls my two Inventions, to exclude

the Maſs Sacrifice, . One is taken out of Heb.

7. 9. &c. and urg’d againſt all evaſion in the

4th Chapter of my Book , which the Gentle

man is well pleaſed in a manner to paſs by : Bones

too hard for weak teeth, and, which tho but thrown

down in the way, might make Maſs-Prieſts tum

ble, ifthey had not the wit to leap over them. The

ſecond is about my quoting of S.Auffin de Cirit. Dei

lib. Io, cap. 6, and Durandconcerning that which

he calls the lawful Maſs Miſſa Legitima, and the

Sacrifice continuing in the interceſſion of Chriſt.

Whereon I will ſay nothing to him, but that he

ſhould have read what he carps at, with ſome kind

of attention, rather then expoſe himſelf to the

hazard of cenſuring me, like one who had neither

Common ſenſe nor Conſcience. 2. -

- His 7th Chapter contains for the moſt part a

long and extraordinary Amazement, why I ſhould

e Bellarmin and the Schole-men, ſince they

are all againſt me, and for Maſs; and herein the

Gentleman ſeems to be ſo ſtrangely perplexed about

my fooliſh Impertinencies, that it is charity to re

ſolve him, and to help him to underſtand that I

make uſe of his Authors, either to ſhew the world

what fine Myſteries, whereof Martin Luther and

Calvin could not be the proper Witneſſes, are

contained in his holy Maſs: or to convince him

how this Babel confounds ſometimes her own Buil

ders; or to ſome other good purpoſe that no wife

manſhould wonder at. But when he is pleaſed to

think that I quote them fraudulently, or that I

--- Fff have
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have not read them at all; till he can produce ſomé

clear Inſtance of this my fraudulent dealing, I will

leave him to his own thoughts. . -

His 8th Chapter is againſt two groſs Miſtakes,

which, as he thinks, I poor ignorant am fallen into.

1. When I ſaid ſomewhere they do Sacrifice Chriſt

at Maſs, whereas they ſacrifice his Fleſh only. 2.

When I ſeem to be afraid, leſt the Body of Chriſt

ſhould ſuffer harm, whenſoever they throw it down

to the ground , or into ſinks and privy Houſes.

For the firſt, I have ſome hope that J. Council of

Trent, and Bellarmin, whom I have there quoted

to that purpoſe, will in a great meſure proteć me:

and tho they do not, how comes this learned man to

be ignorant of their commonly receiv'd Dočtrine,

that the Body and Blood are not upon the Altar

without the Soul: and if the two former are there by

the direct ſtrength of the five conſecrating words,

this follows them perpetually by a neceſſary Con

comitance. But as to my ſecond miſtake, let him

read the 7th Chapter, of my Roman Miſſal, and

anſwer it. Meanwhile I adviſe him, not to make

that honeſt Care, which the Church doth preſcribe

ſometimes of keeping conſecrated things ſafe and

decent, a proofof tranſubſtantiation, left his very

Altars, Images, Croſſes, Patens, Čhalices, Oiles,

and other hallowed Ultenſils, which he would not

thro negligence let fall to the ground, have a worſe

luck, and by his Tranſubſtantiation, among his

wafers looſe their ſubſtance.

His9th Chapter is ſpent to prove that his Mira

cles about Maſs grow not leſſe for being many,

which nobody, for ought I know, contends they.
Oſº

.

*
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for they being nothing at all, it matters not how

little or big they are accounted to be. And

here the Gentlemaſi having it ſeems little to do, falls.

foul on my Folly, for attributing theſe Miracles to

the Prieſts power, and not to God; which I do no

more then themſelves : and for bringing their

Imaginary Chriſt from Heaven; which is the En

gliſh of their Addućtive Motion. At laſt he brings

all to this Iſſue; that St. Chryſoſtom and john Calvin .

make very much for theſe tranſubſtantiating Mira

cles. - º -

His I oth Chapter runs all along upon a more

popular Error, as if Chriſts true real Preſence at

the adminiſtration of his holy Myſteries, were that

very Preſence, which involves within its being all

the aforeſaid fooliſh Miracles; and which, when

all is done, proves nothing better, as it were eaſie

to demonſtrate, then a true real Abſence. Then

- he inſiſts on Gods Power, to prove the being of his

Miracles: and would fain have us to believe them

upon their being not impoſſible : (on which ground

a man would believe ſtrange things) however it is

better to disbelieve them, upon their being imper

tinent, injurious to Chriſt as man, and in point of

Faith,deſtitute ofany the leaſt ground in his Goſpel.

In his II and 12 Chapters, he makes it his whole

buſineſs in behalf of the Abſurdities, which his

Church takes for Myſteries, to diſcredit Senſe and

Reaſon: and rails bitterly againſt me as a ſcoffing,

jeering Buffoon for uſing them , not as my chief

Grounds and Treachers in Chriſtian Religion (for

ſo far the Gentleman were right) but as good ſub

ſervient helps to defend it from his Follies ; the

- - Fff 2 truth,
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truth is, he is the fitteſt man to believe Maſs and

Popery, who beſt candiſown all Reaſon.Wherein our

Author is fairly advanc'd,who infavor ofthisbrutiſh

Theme, is not afraid to cite St. Auſtin, one of the

moſt rational of all the Fathers, and the moſt full of

Arguments out of Nature, Senſe, and Reaſon, even

in thoſe very BCoks and Places where he cites him.

His 13th Chapter is a Rhapſody of ſeveral Fathers

and Dočiors, which have bin anſwered forty

times: beſides an Imaginary Contradićtion which

he is pleaſed to put upon me, when I ſay, as I do, . "

that Popiſh Maſs may take its Date with Tranſub

ſtantion from their famous Lateran Council; and

when he fanfies that I ſay, which I do not, nor ever

did, that this ſame Popiſh Maſs hath laſted 1200.

years. ' :

His 14th Chapter is a long and looſe diſcourſe,

, both againſt our Ordination, and in behalf of his

Prieſthood, where he is ſo extremly diſcreet, as

not to name me ſo much as once; much leſs to

anſwer that heavy Charge of Ulſurpation, and Sa

crilege, which upon this every account I have juſtly

laid on his Church.

His 15th and laſt Chapter concludes that Maſs

Adoration is in no wiſe Idolatry, by a formal Para

logiſm, that is a reaſoning againſt all Rules ex mi

more negante in prima Figura: by the Teſtimony of

Dr Thorndike:by ſuppoſing Tranſubſtantiation,and

confounding it with the Real Preſence; by the Opi

nion of Averroes a learned Turk ; and by ſeveral

miſunderſtood ſayings and Pračtiſes of holy Per

ſons in their worſhip at the bleſſed Communion;

all proofs well becoming the caſe: but too weak

- for
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for him to ſtand upon, and for me to take notice of.

Eſpecially ſince he is pleaſed all along to leave m

Reaſons againſt Maſs untoucht , and ſo the Maſs

undefended. - - -

Nevertheleſs the Gentleman calls for aJudg and

a Jury; which (if not corrupted and packt) muſt

needs find this Client guilty; ſince he ſtands theſe •

two years charged with ſuch clear and demonſtra-\, …

tive Accuſations, that hitherto no body ventures -

to meddle with them. Only the Gentleman promi

ſes another learned Pen, which, as he hopes, ſhall

do the Deed. Mean while he will end as he be

gan, railing at me, and wondering at my Impu

dence, Ignorance, Inſolence, Folly, Malice, for

medling at all with his Scholé-men. Liturgies,

Councils, and Fathers. I hope the other learned

Pen will be civil. So if he come out withany thing

for the Vindication of his Maſs, that may be called

an Anſwer, ( the Lord giving me ſome health with

life) he ſhall not tarry long for a Reply.

w

F I N I S.
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, 9.1ines4. read divinecommiſſion. p. xz. t.tx.r.ſeeand. p. 24. t. r. r. fºr if. p.
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falſifying. p. 103.1. 18. r. call.p. 154.1.23. r. on every; p. 152.1.3.2. r. my whole. p.
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p. x•3.l. 6, r, thus far. p. 219. l.2 2.7, impoſed by them, p. 244.1. 18. r. that tis no ſin is
le dned to ſin by the hope. p. 249. l. 1. r. haveCompoſtella, and in Italy the p. 376.t.

2.I. f.ºf: 174: 1. 15. r. took at his hands for the p. 276.1.3.blot out Purgatory.

279.l.7. r. broad open, ibid. i. 23.r. the ſaid.p.286. l. 3; r. being ſtranger.p. 287. l. g.

z.badges. p. 289.1. 13, r. for then and efferially, 29.4:1. 1.f. to ſay at ibid. i. 33. the

had him in. p. 316. l. 14, r.exertiſt. p. 347.1.2.3, r, where the.
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